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Dialogue with Eliza 1

Eliza: Hello. I am ELIZA. How can I help you?
You: Do )'OU know what is a dialogue aCI?
Eliza: Oh. i know what is a dialogue aCL
You: Really! Can you tell me
Eliza: Why do you ask?
You: Well. I am writing a dissertation about that
Eliza: How long have you been writing a dissertation abon thai?
You: For a 1000g time now
Eliza: Please go on.
You: Do you know something about dialogue acts?
Eliut: Oh. i know something about dialogue acts.
Vou: I am very interested in your opinion about that
FJiu: How long have you been very interested in my opinion about (hal?
Vou: As a matter of fact since i know thai you exist
Eliza: Do you wish 10 know that me?
Vou: Sorry? (did not understand
Eliza: Apologies are not necessary.
Vou: And dialogue acts?
Eliza: Please go on.
\'ou: h seems you don', want to talk about dialogue acts
Eliza: On. i dent want 10 talk about dialogue acts.
You: I noticed
Eliza: Can you elaborate on {hal'!
You: I mean that I noticed that you are nrx interested in mlking about dialogue acu
Eliza: Can you elaborate on thai?
You: By the way. what lime is it now?
Eliza: Does that question interest you?
You: Not really. and you?
Eliza: Oh.iU.
You: So. maybe we should slop here
Fliza.: Why the uncertain tone?
Vou: Mmm because you don't seem to gel really engaged in our conversation
Eliza: Do any other reasons not come to mind?
Vou: Let me think .
Eliza: Can you elaborate on that?
You: On what?
Eliza: Does that question interest you?
You: Yes
Eliza: You are sure?
You: Ccmptetety
Eliza: Please go on
You: Iwas talking about my dissertation
Eliza: Why do you Tell Ire you were talking about your dissertation just now?
You: To check if you could follow
Eliza: Do you wish mal i could follow?
You: Obviously! Then there would be no need for me to write a dissertation on thaI
Eliza: You are being a bit negative.
You: It was not my intention [0 be negative
Eliza: Why do you say your intention to be negative?
Vou: For you nOI 10 get confessed
Eliza: Oh. i rnx 10 gel confussed.
You: Then. can we continue talking about dialogue ects?
Eliza: Please go on.
You: Yesterday I was thinking thai it would be vel)' interesting to talk to Eliza
Eliza: Why do you tell me you were thinking thai il would be very interesting to talk to eliza JUSt now?
You: Because I try 10 explain to you my problems
FJiza: Why do you say your problems?
You: My problems?
Eliza: Why do you say yoer problems?
You: Mine?
Eliza: Please go 00.
Vou: Oh. it's too late. thanks for the conversation
FJiza: Please go on
You: (apologize. but I have 10 leave
FJiza: Can you elaborate on that?
You: Can you Slop asking thai question?
FJiza: Why do you ask?

'Conversation with Eliza held on 6 December 2005 with a version of Eliza available on http://www-
ai.ijs.silelizaleliza.html.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The research that we present in this book has been motivated by the following initial observation:
why does utterance 4 seem felicitous in dialogue 1.1, and why does utterance 6 not seem felicitous in
dialogue 1.2?

(1.1) I. A: The next train is at 11:02.
2. B: At 11 :02.
3. A: That's correct.
4. B: 1 thought it would be at 11 :08.

(1.2) I. A: The next train is at 11 :02.
2. B: At 11:02.
3. A: That's correct.
4. B: Okay thanks.
5. A: You're welcome.
6. B: *1thought it would be at 11 :08.

We argue that the information in the context model of the dialogue participants provides an ac-
count for that, as it will be shown in Chapter 8.1. Thus, the general purpose of our research is to define
a model of context update in order to investigate how the context is updated during a dialogue and find
an explanation for phenomena like the one presented in dialogue 1.2. We do it within the framework
of Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT) [Bunt 1989, 2000a,b, 2005]. We analyse how utterances
change the epistemic aspects of the information state of the dialogue participants. Context in DIT
is equivalent to information state in other approaches (e.g., Traum and Larsson [2003]). DIT views
meanings of dialogue utterances from a pragmasemantic perspective as intended context-changing
effects that depend on the dialogue actts)! being performed with the utterance. A dialogue act is an
abstract operation used to specify how utterances change the information state.

The notion of dialogue act originates with Austin's and Searle's speech act theory, according to
which communication is not only transmitting information but also acting, i.e., changing the world.
Dialogue acts are used as labels for particular combinations of changes that result from interpreting
utterances. In Austin [1962] an utterance in a dialogue is a kind of action performed by the speaker.
Austin claims that the utterance of any sentence in a real speech situation constitutes three kinds of

'The term dialogue act used in DIT refers to a concept that goes under various names in alternative theories: locutionary,
illocutionary, and perlocutionary ocr in Austin [1962]; speech act in Searle [1969] and Traum [I 999b]; communicative act
in Allwood [1976J and Sadek [1991 J; conversation act in Traum and Hinkelman [1992]; conversational moves in Carletta
et al. [1997]; dialogue moves in Cooper et al. [1999]. We will use the term dialogue act.
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acts: locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary. Searle [1975] suggests that all speech acts can
be classified into one of the following classes: assertives, directives, commissives, expressives, and
declarations.

The research presented here is concerned with modeling the effects of three groups of dialogue
acts in the dialogue context: Information Transfer, Action Discussion, and Dialogue Control Feed-
back, as defined in DIT. We analyse task-oriented dialogues of a specific domain (a fax machine help
assistant), which have been produced under certain circumstances (Wizard of Oz experiments). In
some cases we use also dialogues sampled from actual human-computer interaction systems (aVIS
[Strik et al. 1997], but we do not enter the realm of unrestricted human-human communication. By
analyzing and modeling this type of dialogue we aim at a better understanding of how information
transfer proceeds and at extracting conclusions that can be further explored in the development of
human-computer dialogue systems.

Our investigation has yielded theoretical and practical results. On the theoretical side, the analysis
of dialogues has Jed to a better understanding of how the dialogue participant's context is updated as
an effect of the utterances being produced. The findings in this area are reflected in the definition
of a context update model [Morante and Bunt 2005, Morante 2005, Morante et al. 2007] that is
incorporated into DIT, thus elaborating the theory. The definition of the context update model has
also allowed to explain how grounding evolves in a dialogue [Bunt and Morante 2007]. On the
practical side, the context update model has been converted into an algorithm and implemented in a
dialogue simulator [Morante and Keizer 2006, Keizer and Morante 2007]. The dialogue simulator
has been integrated with a dialogue manager in order to explore the role of context in the generation
of utterances [Keizer and Morante 2006b,a].

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1 the motivation of this research is explained.
In Section 1.2 DIT is introduced. Section 1.3 is about dialogue modeling, Section 1.4, about the
information state update approach to dialogue management, and Section 1.5, about the phenomenon
of grounding. Section 1.6 explains the background of this research; Section 1.7, the goals; Section 1.8,
the scope, and, finally, Section 1.9 contains an overview of the thesis.

1.1 Computing meaning in interaction

Talking to each other is an activity that humans perform as easily as walking or eating, as frequently
and as unconsciously. Humans have been engaging in dialogue since thousands of years. Only
recently have we tried to develop dialogue systems, realizing then that it is a very difficult enterprise
because complex representations and techniques are needed, and, paradoxically, also because we do
not have explicit knowledge about how we ourselves compute meaning in dialogue.

This is why the development of dialogue systems is still a challenging goal, not only from an
engineering perspective. A dialogue system is a computational application, an interface, by means
of which a human, the user, interacts with a system using natural language. The purposes of the
interaction can be diverse, such as consulting databases or interacting with expert systems in order
to perform a task. The way in which communication takes place can range from a predefined simple
form of natural language to a relatively free-form conversational input. Part of the complexity of
dialogue systems lies in the fact that in their development most of the major fields of spoken lan-
guage technology converge: speech recognition, speech synthesis, language understanding, dialogue
management, and language generation, as well as task and domain modelling and reasoning.

With the current state of the art it is impossible to build dialogue systems in the near future that
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are able to maintain full-blown sophisticated conversations such as the following one, a fragment of
an interview with John Searle".

(1.3) MISHLOVE: I'm going to ask you to backtrack for a minute, because you threw out a magic word and
we need to define it. You talked about the Turing test", What's that?

SEARLE: Well, there was a famous genius who was one of the great founders of computer science as
we now know it, named Alan Turing. He invented a kind of test, and actually it's fairly complicated,
but the way that it's come to be accepted is simply if you want to know whether or not a system
actually has mental states - if it actually understands Chinese, say - just look at how it behaves, and
ask, "Can it fool an expert?" If it can fool an expert into thinking it understands Chinese, then it really
does understand Chinese, or anything else. That's called the Turing test, and it's used in artificial
intelligence.

MISHLOVE: For example, they have computers now that can simulate a psychiatrist, and they've
asked people to interact via a teletype with that computer, on the one hand, and with a real psychiatrist.
And many people couldn't tell the difference.

SEARLE: Right. Now that would be a case for Alan Turing of passing the Turing test.

MISHLOVE: And by those standards one would say yes, that computer was just as conscious as a real
human psychiatrist would have been.

SEARLE: A lot of people think that, and they're totally mistaken.

MISHLOVE: Well, you don't know psychiatrists.

SEARLE: Oh well, I suppose some of them are asleep. But the general phenomenon - namely is the
behavior sufficient for having the mental state? Is the behavior sufficient for consciousness? - We
know obviously that that's not so.

This conversation is sophisticated, among other reasons, because of the amount of information
that is transferred explicitly and implicitly, because of the cultural and scientific references needed
to interpret it, and because of the irony. Let us compare Mishlove's interview with Searle to the
following task-oriented dialogue from the DIAMOND corpus", where a user interacts with a fake
help assistant for fax machines (see section 1.6):

(1.4) (1) User: hoe voer ik verkorte codes in ? (How do I enter short codes?)

(2) System: druk op VK en houd deze toets minimaal 2 seconden vast. (press VK and keep this key
pressed for at least 2 seconds.)

(3) User: en dan? (And then?)

(4) System: voer hiema de verkorte kiescode in . (After that enter the short code)

(5) User: en dan? (And then?)

(6) System: toets het telefoonnummer in dat u wilt opslaan onder deze verkorte kiescode . (Enter the
telephone number that you want to store under this short code.)

(7) User: die staan in het telefoongidsje. (These are in the short telephone list.)

(8) System: het spijt me ik heb uw vraag niet begrepen . (I am sorry, I did not understand your
question.)

2Fragment from the transcript MINDS, BRAINS AND SCIENCE with JOHN SEARLE, Ph.D. JEFFREY MISHLOVE
presented by The Intuition Network, A Thinking Allowed Television Underwriter, from the series Thinking Allowed,
Conversations On the Leading Edge of Knowledge and Discovery, with Dr. Jeffrey Mishlove. To be found in
http://www.williamjames.comltranscriptslsearle.htm (last consulted 20.05.07).

3The Turing Test was introduced by Alan M. Turing in an article from 1950: Computing Machinery and Intelligence
(Mind, Vol. 59, No. 236, pp. 433-460).

4The web page of the DIAMOND project is http://lsOI43.uvt.nll.
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(9) User: hoe stel ik een verkorte ... (How do 1 introduce a short ...)

(10) User: toon in . (tone)

(11) User: code in . (code)

(12) System: druk op VK houd de toets ongeveer 2 seconden ingedrukt . (press VK and keep the key
pressed for approximately 2 seconds.)

(13) System: toets vervolgens de code in waaronder u een nummer wilt invoeren bijvoorbeeld 01. (Next
enter the code under which you want to introduce a number, for example 01.)

(14) System: toets vervolgens het telefoonnummer in . (Next enter the telephone number.)

(15) System: aJshet nummer al onder een andere kiescode is opgeslagen verschijnt in het display
"kopie gemaakt" dit houdt in dat hetzelfde nummer a1 is opgeslagen onder een andere kiescode . (If the
number has already been stored under another short code the display will read "copy made" that means
that the same number has already been stored under another short code.

(16) System: heeft u een probleem ? (Do you have a problem?)

(17) User: ja . (Yes.)

(18) System: wat is het probleem ? (What is the problem?)

(19) User: ik wil ... (I want ...)

(20) User: de ... (the ...)

(21) User: een nummer van een naamtoets onder een verkorte code invoeren. (To introduce a number
of a name key under a short code.)

(22) User: hoe doe ik dat ? (How do I do that?)

(23) System: u wilt een naamtoets onder een verkorte kiescode invoeren . (You want to introduce a
number of a name key under a short code.)

(24) User: ja . (Yes.)

(25) System: dat is helaas niet mogelijk . (This is unfortunately not possible.)

There are obvious differences between the two dialogues. The second one is composed of much
shorter utterances that repeat certain patterns; it is about a restricted domain; participants talk about
less abstract concepts; and the information being transferred is simpler and easier to find because
less complex inferences are needed. Yet, if only we could get a dialogue system able to simulate the
behavior of the System in the dialogue in Example lA, we would consider that considerable progress
has been made.

Eliza [Weizenbaum 1966] was one of the first dialogue systems, possibly one of those referred to
in the conversation in 1.3 as the system that can simulate a psychiatrist. Eliza does not convert utter-
ances into meaning representations. It produces an answer by applying pattern matching techniques
to the interlocutor's utterance, and it uses fixed formulas to elicit discourse. Maintaining a conversa-
tion with Eliza can be interesting and frustrating", Interesting because it is possible to see that simple
techniques can keep a conversation going, and frustrating because, even if the conversation goes on,
there is no real communication.

Eliza was not exactly a dialogue system, but what today is called a chatterbot, a program that
tries to maintain a conversation with a human by picking up cue words or phrases which will allow
the program to use pre-prepared or pre-calculated responses. The responses allow to move the con-
versation on in an apparently meaningful way without requiring the program to know what they are
talking about. There are yearly contests for chatterbots". Some of the systems that participate are

'See Dialogue with Eliza on page i.
6See web page http://www.chatterboxchallenge.com!.
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very sophisticated. However, these systems do not have the characteristics of a dialogue agent as
described by Traum [1999b, p. 169):

A dialogue agent is one that can interact and communicate with other agents, in a co-
herent manner, not just with one-shot messages, but with a sequence of related messages
all on the same topic or in service of an overall goal.

Improvements in the technology of speech recognition and understanding in the last few years
have made possible the implementation of experimental spoken dialogue systems for specific seman-
tic domains. Applications exist for commercial use and research prototypes such as The Speaking
Elevator", TRAINS8, TRIPS 9, WITAS1o, GODOT11, BEETLE 12.

The type of human--computer (HC) dialogues that state-of-the-art dialogue systems support are
far from resembling human-human (HH) dialoguesl '. Even if the goal of a HC system is not to em-
ulate HH interaction, many of the characteristics of HH dialogue have to be taken into consideration
in the development of dialogue systems, because knowing how humans interact may help in making
a system able to steer the conversation with a human partner. Some of those characteristics are the
following:

In HH dialogue the communicative behavior is diverse. There are many actions that humans
can perform with words, such as clarification requests, confirmations, communicative actions
related to social obligations and dialogue control. Given the state-of-art in speech recognition,
spoken dialogue systems have much greater need for feedback, clarifications and corrections
than participants in human-human interaction. However, including explicit feedback after every
user turn would make the communication process inefficient.

Humans constantly negotiate meaning in dialogues. Grounding, establishing the common
knowledge (see Section l.5) is essential in this process. HC dialogues lack good grounding
mechanisms.

As Scott and Kamp [1996] point out, an important aspect of HH dialogue is that the successive
utterances which make it up are often interconnected by cross references of various sorts. For
instance, one utterance will use a pronoun (or a deictic temporal phrase such as the day after,
etc.) to refer to something mentioned in the utterance preceding it.

Humans can correct what they say; they know what is the appropriate way of responding to
a given input, and they can ask for additional information. They use conclusions previously
drawn from what was said to interpret the current utterance and decide on their next contribu-
tion.

7 A finite state system developed by the Saarbriicken computational linguistics department.
SA system that helps finding effective routes on a map [Allen et al. 19951·
9 A system that deals with deployment and scheduling of tasks [Allen et al. 200 II·

10A system that instructs and monitors tasks of a mobile robot, http://www-csli.stanford.edulsemlab/witas.
IIDialogues with a robot [Bos et al. 2003]. hllp:llwww.ltg.ed.ac.uklgodotJ.
"BEETLE tutorial dialogue system http://www.cogsci.ed.ac.ukl jrnoore/tutonng/.
IJFor example Doran et al. [2003] point out that conversation is more balanced in the HH setting, in terms of amount of

speech. types of dialogue acts and sharing initiative. As for initiative, in the He data the experts massively dominated in
taking the initiative, wherea in the HH data, users and expert shared the initiative relatively equitably. The results of the
experiments show that one of the most salient characteristics of the He data is that they contain many misunderstandings
of a sort that are nearly absent in the HH data. They find that misunderstandings prevalent in the He data can be classified
into three groups (hallucinations, mismatches, and prompt after fills).
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In HH dialogue, a tum may consist of several utterances, and an utterance may occupy more
than one tum. The relation between turns and utterances tends to be more one-to-one in HC
dialogue than in HH dialogues. The dialogue in 1.5 is a fragment from the Basurde Corpus
[Bonafonte et aI. 2000], in which a person from tbe Spanish Train Information Service informs
a customer about the price of a train ticket to Cadiz. In 1.5(96) and (98) form one utterance by
dialogue participant IS, interrupted by (97) by dialogue participant C. The same happens with
(I(0), (102), (104), and (106).

(1.5) (96) IS: A ver, vamos aver, pues mira quedara ya con el descuento de grupo que es un treinta por
ciento
('Let's see, let's see, it would be, with the group reduction that is 30%')
(97) C: Uh , hum.
(98) IS: Hasta Cadiz, ida y vuelta, por persona en segunda c1ase,queda doce mil cuatrocientas
sesenta.
('to Cadiz, return, per person in second class, it would be twelve thousand four hundred sixty.')
(99) C: Segunda c1ase,vale y aquf ya esta el descuento incluido?
(,Second class, ok, and is this with the reduction included?')
(100) IS: Aquf ya esta el descuento de grupo. 0 sea, en el otro lado en coche carna queda mejor el
descuento, con la oferta de cuatro por uno, no con el descuento de grupo
(This is with the group reduction. So, the reduction is better in the other option with the sleeping
car, with the offer four per one, not with the group reduction')
(101) C: Uh, hum.
(102) IS: pero en el caso de ser plaza sentada (,but in the case of a seat')
(103) C: Sf. ('yes')
(104) IS: como es el caso del viaje de dfa que iba hasta Cadiz,
('as it is the case in the day trip to Cadiz,')
(lOS) C: Hum.
(106) IS: aquf sf que se puede en el momento que se supere las diez personas.
('in this case it is possible [to apply the reduction] if you are more than ten people'.)
(107) C: Uh, hum.

Tum-taking in HH interaction involves an interplay of clues of different types: syntax, into-
nation, pausing, eyecontact and gestures. Humans typically alternate in taking initiative, i.e.,
in controlling what happens in an interaction and how the parties contribute to the interaction.
For example, requesting some information (e.g., by means of asking a question) is taking the
dialogue initiative, because it obliges the other party to answer or at least address the request
somehow.

For a dialogue system it is difficult to know when, how, and for how long each dialogue partic-
ipant should talk. As Allen et at. [200 I] put it, the challenge for dialogue systems is to achieve
a good balance of mixed initiative, possibly by adapting to the user's expertise and to the dia-
logue situation. In order to allow for flexible tum-taking the system must be able to listen and
interpret while talking, interrupt talking (only) when appropriate, keep track of what output it
actually has produced before the interruption, and relate the output in the previous utterances
and the output in the current one.

HH dialogues tend to be full of disfluencies, whereas in HC dialogues this would cause prob-
lems for the recognition module. Disfluencies are phenomena such as hesitations, filled pauses,
laughter, repetitions, starts, abandoned grammatical constituents, fragments, self-corrections,
etc.
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In HH dialogue, more than in (written) text, utterances often consist not of full grammatical
sentences, but of fragments which may not even correspond to standard syntactic constituents.
Fragments are a challenge for input analysis because of their syntactic ill-formedness but also
because they can only be interpreted in the larger context, and it needs to be determined how to
properly fit a fragment into a context, i.e., what the fragment attaches to.

These are only some of the differences between HH and HC dialogues. In our view, however, the
greatest difference between HH and HC is the way in which meaning is computed. Most dialogue
systems have poor pragmatic knowledge. We believe that without such knowledge a sensible dialogue
cannot resemble a HH dialogue. As Scott and Kamp [1996] put it:

A central problem which the development of dialogue systems encounters is one that
it has inherited directly from contemporary linguistics, where one is still struggling to
achieve a genuine integration of semantics and pragmatics. A satisfactory analysis of di-
alogue requires in general both semantic representation, i.e. representation of the content
of what the different participants are saying, and pragmatic information - what kinds of
speech acts they are performing (are they asking a question, answering a question that
has just been asked, asking a question for clarification of what was just said, making a
proposal, etc.?), what information is available to each of the participants and what in-
formation does she want; and, more generally, what is the purpose behind their various
utterances or even behind their entering upon the dialogue in the first place. [...] A dia-
logue system identifying the relevant semantic and pragmatic information will thus have
to be based on a theory in which semantics and pragmatics are (i) both developed with
the formal precision that is a prerequisite for implementation and (ii) suitably attuned to
each other and intertwined.

The reason why we focus on researching how meaning is computed in interaction is that we agree
with Scott and Kamp in that for a dialogue system to be able to engage in complex dialogues, it needs
to reason with the relevant semantic and pragmatic information. Bell [1999] defines semantic and
pragmatic reasoning as follows:

Semantic reasoning, traditionally called deductive reasoning, aims at certainty. It is
concerned with what follows from the given by virtue of its semantic meaning alone,
with what follows from the given regardless of the context in which it occurs. By con-
trast, pragmatic reasoning is concerned with drawing reasonable or appropriate conclu-
sions on the basis of the given. It thus depends on finding appropriate interpretation(s) of
the given. And this, it is suggested, amounts to progressively inferring the context(s) in
which to interpret the given. The process of infening a context involves making assump-
tions about what is normal or typical or conventional on the basis of the given context,
and using pragmatic (context sensitive) rules to extend the given context on the basis of
these assumptions [Bell 1999, p. 42].

Since pragmatic reasoning is an open issue, we try to contribute some insights by tackling a very
specific problem: describing the effects of utterances in the information state of the dialogue partic-
ipants, i.e. describing the meaning that is conveyed in the dialogue acts, and describing how those
effects produce changes in the context models of the participants in the dialogue. By understanding
and making explicit how this happens in a dialogue such as 1.4, in the future we might be able to
make explicit how this happens in a dialogue such as 1.3.
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1.2 Dynamic Interpretation Theory

The theoretical framework of this research is Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT) [Bunt 1989,
2000a,b, 2005]. According to the theory, communicative agents can be modeled as structures of
goals, beliefs, preferences, expectations, and other types of information, plus memory and processing
capabilities. Part of these structures is dynamic in the sense of changing during a dialogue, as a result
of the agents perceiving and understanding each other's communicative behavior, of reasoning with
the outcomes of these processes, and of planning communicative and other acts. The theory pays
special attention to those aspects of the state-changing effects of dialogue acts that result from their
understanding.

A dialogue participant's beliefs about the domain and about the dialogue partner form a crucial
part of his information state, which in DIT is also called his context; there is no objective notion of
dialogue context in DIT, but only the contexts (information states) of each participant. The theory
gives a central position to the notions of dialogue context and dialogue act. In DIT a dialogue is
viewed semantically as a sequential structure of dialogue acts, defined as operators that update context
in several ways. Dialogue acts are functional units used by the speaker to change the context. A
dialogue act is defined as follows [Bunt 2005]:

A dialogue act is a unit in the semantic description of communicative behavior produced
by a sender and directed at an addressee, specifying how the behavior is intended to
influence the context through understanding of the behavior.

This definition not only applies to dialogues; it could also apply to other forms of communication,
but in our research we focus on communication through dialogues. Formally, a dialogue act in DIT
consists of a semantic content and a communicative function , the latter specifying how the information
state of the addressee is to be updated with the former upon understanding the corresponding utter-
ance. Communicative functions are organised in a taxonomy!" consisting of 10 dimensions [Bunt
2006] that reflect different aspects of communication speakers may address in their dialogue be-
haviour. In each utterance, several dialogue acts can be performed, each dialogue act from a different
dimension.

Context includes the participant's state of beliefs and goals, including beliefs about each other's
processing of previous utterances. The process by which the state of beliefs is updated follows some
principles and rules, that the theory defines. The concept of context is essential in the theory because
input understanding is modeled as context change. Context is the totality of conditions or factors
that may influence the understanding and generation of communicative behavior. That is to say, the
totality of information that intervenes in a dialogue agent's interpretation of utterances and that plays
a role in the generation of utterances by the agent.

Our main contribution consists in applying the theory to the analysis of dialogue, using the DIT
taxonomy of dialogue acts to model dialogues; assigning the model of beliefs and goals to dialogue
acts; analysing fragments of dialogues by applying this model, and producing the empirical data that
has enabled us to propose principles and rules for the dynamics of information flow. This has allowed
us to explain in the form of an algorithm how information may be updated in a dialogue, in particular
how information may be grounded.

I'See web page http://let.uvt.nllgeneral/peoplelbuntldocsidit-schema2.html, last accessed 30.06.07.
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1.3 Dialogue modeling

We study and make explicit how information is transferred and updated in a conversation. Dialogue
modeling deals with questions such as: How can a new utterance be understood given the context of
what has come before; How can one use context to predict what will come next; or How can one use
the context to decide what should come next. Computational models can help to formulate answers
to these questions [Traum 1999b]. There are three main approaches to modeling dialogue: dialogue
grammars, plan-based models, and joint action theories of dialogue [Cohen 1996].

Behind our approach to dialogue modeling there is an assumption of the type of dialogue system
that would benefit from our findings. We keep in mind dialogue systems of the agent-based type.
According to McTear [2002, p. 6], "in agent-based systems communication is viewed as interaction
between agents, each of which is capable of reasoning about its own actions and beliefs, and some-
times also about the actions and beliefs of the other agents. The dialogue model takes the preceding
context into account, with the result that the dialogue evolves dynamically as a sequence of related
steps that build on each other. Generally there are mechanisms for error detection and correction, and
the system may use expectations to predict and interpret the user's next utterances. These systems
tend to be mixed initiative, which means that the user can take control of the dialogue, introduce new
topics, or make contributions that are not constrained by the previous system prompts. For this reason
the form of the user's input cannot be determined in advance as consisting of certain words, phrases,
or concepts, and, in the most complex systems, a sophisticated natural language understanding com-
ponent is required to process the user's utterances." In agent-based systems, more complex methods
of verifying the user's input are required, along with decisions as to bow and when grounding is
achieved. They require complex dialogue and user models as well as mechanisms for using these
models as a basis for decisions on how to control the dialogue. Information about the dialogue his-
tory and the user can be used to constrain how the system interprets the user's subsequent utterances,
and to determine what the system should say and how it should be said. These sorts of modeling
involve representations of discourse structure, of intentions, goals and beliefs, and of dialogue as a
collaborative activity.

We make explicit the beliefs and goals involved in the understanding and production of dialogue
act. We take into account that utterances in a dialogue are meant to express one or more dialogue
acts. By providing the model for every dialogue act we are also able to model complete dialogues.
One can question if a level of dialogue acts is necessary. We will assume Traum's [Traum 1999b, p.
188] statement that "While such a level as speech acts might not be strictly necessary, they are useful
for agents in planning communication. It may be easier for agents to plan and recognize concrete
bundles of function than trying to move directly from utterance features to context change".

1.4 Information state update and dialogue management

Formal and computational work on dialogue modeling much of the time relies on the modeling of
beliefs, goals and intentions, following the BOI (Beliefs, Desires, Intentions) paradigm that goes
back to the work of Allen and Perrault [1980], Cohen and Perrault [1979] and Perrault and Allen
[1980]. More recently, this approach has taken a new form, known as the information state update
approach(ISU) or context change approach, which uses the representation of agents' states of beliefs
and other information in relation to the systematic (often plan-based) use of dialogue acts [Allen and
Schubert 1994, Bunt 1996, Larsson and Traum 2000, Traum and Hinkelman 1992].
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The term information statel5 (IS) of a dialogue represents the information necessary to distinguish
it from other dialogues, representing the cumulative additions from previous actions in the dialogue,
and motivating future action. The ISU paradigm of dialogue modeling has emerged as a general
framework for complex dialogue modeling. The IS contains the information that a dialogue partici-
pant has at a given point during the dialogue, and every utterance in the dialogue leads to one or more
IS updates. In other words, the effects of communicative acts are described in terms of IS update
rules.

Thus, the main general questions from an ISU perspective are: (i) What is an IS, and what kind of
information does it contain? (ii) What processes lead to the IS update utterance after utterance? (iii)
What are the effects of the update? Figure 1.1 tries to visualize these questions.

Partidpant A Participant B

INFORMA'DON. INroRMATION.

[ Utterance I [
STATE I STAn,

? ?
?

INFORMATION.

I uuenmce21 STATEl

? ?
?

INFORMAnoN.

I Utterance n I srATE~

? ?

Figure 1.1: Questions about information state update.

Our research is aimed at modeling the dynamics of dialogue agents' information states by studying
examples of recorded dialogue fragments, indicating for each utterance in detail which information it
creates or changes. We are concerned with the dynamics of the belief states in task oriented dialogues,
such as the one presented in dialogue 1.4.

We analyse the processes involved in the creation and maintenance of the agent's beliefs about
the discourse domain and about the partner's current beliefs and goals (including beliefs about mutual
beliefs). This analysis makes explicit how the flow of information in a dialogue affects the beliefs
of both participants. We analyse the transfer, grounding, and persistence of beliefs, focusing on the
effects of direct questions, answers and feedback. On the basis of a detailed analysis of the flow of
beliefs in a number of simple dialogue fragments, we propose certain mechanisms for modeling the
transfer of information: adoption, strengthening, and cancellation of beliefs.

1.5 Grounding

Grounding is an essential characteristic of HH conversation. Conversations are more than sequences
of utterances produced tum by turn. As Clark and Schaefer [1989. p. 259) put it:

15rnfonnation states are also referred to as commitment stores, conversational score, discourse context, context (Dl'l'), or
mental state.
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They are highly coordinated activities in which the current speaker tries to make sure
he or she is being attended to, heard, understood by the other participants, and they in
tum try to let the speaker know when he or she has succeeded.

To ground an utterance means that the hearer is able to integrate its meaning with his represen-
tation of the context. Several levels of understanding intervene in this process, from hearing and
recognizing words to understanding non-literal meanings. The speaker does or does not understand
what the speaker said, and even if he understands he might not want to integrate what he understood
in his context because it conflicts with the content of his context. Two people's common ground is the
sum of their mutual, common, or joint knowledge, their beliefs, and their suppositions. The question
is how these notions are to be represented.

Grounding is characteristic of any kind of communication, not only the verbal one. If some degree
of grounding does not take place, effective communication is difficult, because speakers do not know
what addressees understood, and, thus, how they should proceed. For grounding to take place there
must be some kind of understanding between the dialogue participants. Theories about grounding try
to explain how much understanding is necessary, how it is built up, and how it can be modeled.

In the study of grounding questions of the following type arise: Can a speaker ever be sure the
hearer has understood as the speaker intended? Can a hearer ever be sure he understood as intended?
How does one signal/check understanding? How does one recognize and handle misunderstandings?
How does a dialogue participant make sure that his contribution is rightly understood, or that he
himself has understood a previous contribution correctly?

These questions have been dealt with from several backgrounds: the Contribution Model [Clark
and Schaefer 1989], a formalized and extended version of the Contribution Model [Cahn and Brennan
1999], a formal theory of grounding [Paek and Horvitz 2000], a model [Traum 1994, 1999a], and
the information state approach [Matheson et al. 2000]. In our research we approach the grounding
phenomenon from the perspective of DIT. We provide a computational model of grounding based on
the analysis and modeling of dialogues that we perform.

1.6 Background

The background of our work comprises several research projects on dialogue carried out at the De-
partment of Language and Information Sciences of Tilburg University, that we mention next.

The DIAMOND project (DIalogue Act modeling of Natural Dialoguej'" aims to develop formal
and computational models of natural human-human and human-computer dialogue. It has a strong
focus on the design and implementation of a sophisticated dialogue manager component that decides
what to do next in a dialogue, based on a representation of the agent's current information state and
making use of a repertoire of dialogue acts in a rational and cooperative way to produce natural
dialogue behavior. The use of general principles for applying dialogue acts should provide the DIA-
MOND dialogue manager with the flexibility to be useful in a wide range of domains. The tasks of
the DIAMOND project are grouped into three categories: tasks related to the construction of a dia-
logue corpus; tasks related to elaboration of the theory of dialogue management, using these corpus
data; and tasks related to the design and implementation of the DIAMOND dialogue manager. The
activities carried out in the project are mainly:

16Web page hup:tnsOI43.uvl.nll.
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Construction of an annotated corpus of dialogues from Wizard-of-Oz fY'/oZ) experiments
[Fraser and Gilbert 1991], including annotation of these dialogues on different linguistic and
extralinguistic levels. This gives support to the theoretic development, and provides test ma-
terial for dialogue system evaluation. WoZ experiments are carried out in order to collect
dialogues that reflect how a human would interact with a computer, providing a basis to design
the dialogue strategy of the system. Since these experiments are carried out before the system
exists, their main characteristic is that a person pretends to be the system. As such, the person
has to follow some predefined protocols and act in an also predefined computer-like way.

Development of a theory of dialogue management.

Development of a dialogue system framework and dialogue manager component.

The DIAMOND corpus initially consists of annotated transcriptions of WoZ-dialogue with a rnul-
timodal interactive user manual for a fax machine, developed in the MATIS project I 7 . The corpus is
to be used for several purposes: (i) for the study of dialogue phenomena, to strengthen the empirical
basis of the DIT framework; (ii) to train algorithms to recognize dialogue acts from utterance features;
(iii) to evaluate the prototype dialogue manager and dialogue system.

In the construction of the corpus, the following activities are performed:

• Transcription. The audio recordings from the WoZ experiments are transcribed orthographi-
cally using the PRAAT speech analysis tool!".

• Annotation The utterances in the transcribed dialogues are annotated with dialogue act type
and semantic content type information, following the DIT guidelines.

Figure 1.2: Experiments in the DIAMOND project.

The experiments that produced the dialogues that we model here were held in November 2003.
Figure 1.2 shows a picture of a subject interacting with the fax help assistant. Subjects were intro-
duced to the experiment with the following instructions:

(1.6) "Today you start a newjob at an office. Among other duties, you are in charge of the new fax and you
are supposed to give support to other people in the use of the fax. So, the first thing you will do today is

17Multimodal Access toTransaction and information Systems, see http://lands.let.kun.nlffSpublicIMATIS/.
"See hltp://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/.
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getting to know the fax and carrying out some tasks. The fax is very important for the office. Some
other colleagues started today also, so probably you will have a lot of questions, for which you need to
be prepared. In order to make the first contact easy, you are given some instructions about the tasks and
about how these tasks can be performed. However the instructions are too general because the person
who gave them to you is not familiar with the fax. Luckily you will be able to interact with a manual
through a dialogue assistant. It will allow you to put questions about the location and functionality of
the components of the fax. It is recommended to you to proceed in two phases. Next you find the
description of the phases and what you have to do. Good luck in your first day at your new job I"

The sessions in these experiments consisted of 3 phases: (i) Free query phase, in which the subject
can query the system on anything domain related. Function: to allow the subject to get familiar with
the fax device. (ii) Examination phase, in which the subject answers a number of questions about
the domain given by the wizard. Function: pushes the subject to sincerely show interest in operating
the fax device during the previous phase. (iii) Task performance phase, in which the subject has
to complete several tasks, such as creating an agenda with fax numbers, sending a fax, or making
copies of a document with the fax machine. The dialogues we analyse correspond to the third phase.
Dialogue 1.4 in Section 1.1 is an example.

The PARADIME project is part of the multiproject IMIX. It aims to develop a theoretical and ex-
perimentally based formal framework for dialogue management in a multimodal environment, based
on the modelling of cooperativity, rational agency and social conventions in a given dialogue con-
text. This project aims at further elaborating DIT for multimodal information extraction on the basis
of empirical research and computer simulation of dialogue management in the IMIX demonstrator
system for RSI, based on a multi-agent architecture. The PARADIME dialogue manager [Keizer and
Bunt 2006] is integrated into an interactive question-answering system. The dialogue management
module provides support for more interactive, coherent dialogues, in which problems can be solved
about both communication and question-answering processes. The dialogue manager divides the
generation process over eleven Dialogue Act Agents operating in parallel on the information state of
the system. Each agent is in charge of generating dialogue acts from one particular dimension.

The URICS project has as one of its aims to propose a common and well-defined set of descriptors
for semantic annotation in the form of data categories in an on-line registry, in accordance with [SO
standard 12620 [Bunt and Schiffrin 2005, 2007]. In the framework of this project a multidimensional
dialogue act taxonomy has been developed, based partly on the DIT schema, and the advantages of
using a multidimensional dialogue act taxonomy are investigated [Petukhova and Bunt 2007].

1.7 Goals

The goals pursued in this research can be grouped into the following areas:

Defining a methodology of dialogue analysis. DIT sets a general framework for the study of di-
alogues, but when we started this research the theory had not yet yielded a complete methodology
for the analysis of real dialogues that would allow the formalization of the context update. Thus,
our initial goal was to define a methodology of dialogue analysis. We did not aim at developing an
analysis that would reflect all phenomena described by the theory at all levels. In order to outline
a more realistic goal we focused on one aspect: analysing the epistemic effects of utterances in the
context update model of dialogue participants (Chapter 5). In essence, we analyse the preconditions
and effects of every utterance in terms of beliefs and goals, which depend on the dialogue acts that
the utterance performs, and the dynamics of beliefs as a result of context changes.
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Modelling dialogue acts. As already indicated, we analyse dialogues as a structure of dialogue
acts. In DIT dialogue acts are conceived of as operators that update context. The theory proposes a
taxonomy of dialogue acts that we use to model the preconditions and effects that the various types of
dialogue acts carry: information transfer, action discussion, and dialogue control-feedback (Chapters
6 and 7). There are many other dialogue act taxonomies!", but we have chosen the more elaborate
taxonomy developed in the framework of this research.

Modelling dialogues. From the perspective of the information state approach to dialogue manage-
ment it is assumed that the information state (which is called context in DIT) of the participants
changes during the dialogue. In order to model how that happens, we analyse long dialogue frag-
ments. We have found some principles and rules that explain how the context is updated: adoption,
strengthening, and cancellation of beliefs and goals. We explain how meaning is computed in inter-
action by means of those mechanisms (Chapter 8).

Defining grounding from a DIT perspective. We first review existing theories of grounding (Chap-
ter 3). Next we explain the grounding process in terms of context update, more exactly, in terms of
strengthening of weak mutual beliefs (Chapter 8).

Algorithm design and implementation. Apart from better understanding those aspects of a dialogue
related to the information transfer, our research looks at dialogues from a computational perspective.
The theory and explanations we have proposed should be implementable. The implementation of
the results of our research can have two applications: (i) development of a tool that automates the
process of dialogue modeling and allows to experiment with different models in order to further
study dialogue phenomena. (ii) Development of a dialogue system module for belief update that
allows to make experiments about the usefulness of the analysis we propose for dialogue management
purposes. As a result of the above mentioned work on dialogue modeling we propose an algorithm
for the update of the cognitive context. This algorithm has been implemented in a tool, DISCUS,
which simulates the dialogue context update (Chapter 9).

1.8 Scope

In this research we focus only on modeling a specific type of dialogues (information seeking dia-
logues in a help desk setting) using a particular theoretical framework (DIT). We aim at modeling
the epistemic effects of utterances on the context model of dialogue participants depending on the
dialogue act being performed. From the DIT taxonomy of communicative functions we treat the
General Purpose, Action Discussion, and Dialogue Control Autofeedback. The model we propose is
a possible model, we do not put it forward as a model that explains all phenomena that need expla-
nation in the dialogue context update. According to Traum [1999b], a speech act theory which can
account for conversations must treat temporal reasoning, uncertainty, multiple agents, cooperation
among agents, real-time resource-bounded reasoning, and integration of planning and acting. We fo-
cus on representing in the context models of dialogue participants those aspects related to the transfer
of information as conceived in DIT. The development of an elaborated logic representation is out of
the scope of our research; we provide a rough representation of the semantic content of utterances,
that we take to be only a working representation. The direct application of our results to a dialogue
system is also out of the scope of this research.

19E.g.• VERBMOBIL [Alexanderson et al. 19971.DAMSL [Allen and Core 1997]. SWDB-DAMSL [Stolcke and et al
2000]. HCRC [Anderson et al. 1991].
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1.9 Overview

This book is organized as follows.

Chapter 2: Dialogue Modelling presents a general view of the main approaches to dialogue mod-
eling, a review of foundational literature on belief modeling, and the information state approach to
dialogue management, where DIT can be placed.

In Chapter 3: Grounding we review various approaches to grounding, which is a dialogue phe-
nomenon for which our model of dialogue analysis can give an account, that is presented in Chapter 8.
We start by defining some concepts related to grounding, we introduce the foundational Contribution
Model by Clark and Schaefer [1989] and two related proposals: the extension of the Contribution
Model to HC interaction by Brennan and collaborators [Brennan 1998, Cahn and Brennan 1999], and
the formal theory of grounding by Paek and Horvitz [2000]; the computational theory of grounding
by Traum [1994], and the treatment of grounding from the information state update perspective.

Chapter 4: Dynamic Interpretation Theory is devoted to introducing the theoretical framework of
our research. The concepts of dialogue act and context are explained, the DIT dialogue act taxonomy
is presented, and the DIT approach to dialogue management is sketched.

Chapter 5: Dialogue Analysis Methodology presents the methodology that will be applied to the
analysis of dialogues. It consists of defining the effects that an utterance has in the context model,
and making explicit general rules and principles that govern the context update: creation, adoption,
and cancellation of beliefs.

In Chapter 6: Analysis of Dialogue Patterns (I), General Purpose Communicative Functions we
analyse how the context is updated with the General Purpose Communicative Functions of Informa-
tion Transfer and Action Discussion.

In Chapter 7: Analysis of Dialogue Patterns (II), Dialogue Control Communicative Functions
we focus our attention on a group of Dialogue Control Functions: Auto-Feedback Functions. Feed-
back Functions are used by dialogue participants to provide information about their processing of the
partner's previous utterances. Feedback can be positive or negative, and can refer to different levels of
processing. The goal of this chapter is to provide an analysis for all levels and types of Autofeedback
communicative functions, as defined in DIT.

In Chapter 8: Context Update in Dialogues: a DIT approach we analyse long dialogues, and
we show that the DIT mechanisms for context update can explain how dialogue participants reach a
subjective state of grounding, without the need of specific grounding mechanisms.

Chapter 9: DISCUS: A dialogue simulator and context update system synthesizes the belief
update process as understood in DIT in the form of a general algorithm that is implemented in a tool.
The algorithm concentrates the findings of our research and it reflects what we understand to be an
aspect of computing meaning in interaction, namely updating the beliefs and goals in the participant's
context model. The chapter presents the tool in which the algorithm is implemented, DISCUS, a
Dialogue Simulation and Context Update System.

Finally, Chapter 10: Conclusions and Future Research puts forward some conclusions and sug-
gestions for future research.



Chapter 2

Dialogue Modeling

2.1 Introduction

Dialogue modeling deals with questions such as how a new utterance can be understood given what
has come before; how one can use context to predict what will come next; or how one can use con-
text to decide what to say next. By modeling dialogues, researchers try to understand every dialogue
participant's contribution in its context, and give explanations about the relation that utterances estab-
lish between them. Our research is mostly concerned with one specific aspect of dialogue modeling:
modeling the context update process in terms of the beliefs and goals that dialogue participants build
as an effect of the dialogue acts being performed.

In our model beliefs are a part of the information state of dialogue participants. A description of
a belief model from an artificial intelligence perspective is provided in Taylor et al. [1996a]:

A belief model [...] is merely one component of a model of rational action in general,
which also requires some approach to representing goals, dispositions and plan genera-
tion and execution. Furthermore, an agent may acquire, modify or discard beliefs through
many types of inferences, for instance induction, but the term "belief model" typically
refers to a component that models changes that occur due to deduction from commu-
nication perceived events. Such belief models are generally framed in a propositional
language, with some formal, symbol-based process of deduction. The language repre-
sents the objects of beliefs; these may themselves be beliefs of other agents, which are
referred to as nested beliefs. The other components of an agent architecture use the belief
model as a database, adding representations of events to it and querying it about what is
believed as a consequence of events to date [Taylor et al. I996a, p. 2].

Belief change is a basic general problem in artificial intelligence, thus a lot of research has dealt
with belief modeling and belief dynamics, such as for example the framework developed by Friedman
and Halpern [1997, j 999] to model belief revision and update, or by Taylor et al. [1996a]. However,
the scope of our research does not include belief modeling from a general artificial intelligence view.
We focus on using a functional representation of beliefs that allows us to represent how utterances
change the context model of dialogue participants in the theoretical framework of DIT. We adopt the
view that context modeling consists of defining how dialogue acts change the state of beliefs and
goals of dialogue participants. This view is maintained by several dialogue studies, mainly related to
the plan-based theories. According to these theories the main effects of dialogue acts (as opposed to
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physical actions) are on the mental and interactional states of agents, rather than on the state of some
external domain. So, speech acts can be defined by the changes they provoke in the mental state of
dialogue participants and a dialogue can be seen as a continuous process of changes in the mental
states of the participants.

In this chapter we present several foundational studies on dialogue modeling. The studies are
divided into two groups, the plan-based approaches and the rational interaction approaches. More
recently, these approaches have taken a new form known as the information-state or context-change
approach, which uses the representation of the agent's states of belief and other information in relation
to the systematic (often plan-based) use of dialogue acts [Traum and Hinkelman 1992, Allen and
Schubert 1994, Bunt 1996, Larsson and Traum 2000, Traum and Larsson 2003]. In this chapter we
will also summarize the main ideas of the information state approach.

2.2 Plan-based approach

One group of the computational models of dialogue is based on a view of communication as plan-
based rational action. Bruce [1975] was the first to try to account for a speech act theory [Searle 1969]
in terms of artificial intelligence work on actions and plans. He defined natural language generation as
social action, where a social action is one which is defined in terms of beliefs, desires and intentions
(BDI).

Plan-based models [Allen and Perrault 1980, Perrault and Allen 1980, Allen 1983, Carberry 1990,
Cohen and Levesque 1990c] are founded on the observation that utterances are not simply strings of
words, but the observable performance of communicative actions. Allen [1983] makes the assump-
tions that people are rational agents capable of forming and executing plans to achieve their goals,
that they are capable of inferring the plans of other agents from observing the agent perform some
actions, and that they are capable of detecting obstacles in another agent's plan.

According to Taylor et at. [1996b], agents in these models have goals, which they attempt to
achieve by generating and executing appropriate plans. Utterances are seen as planned actions, chosen
to achieve certain communicative effects. Planning is carried out in the context of a model of the state
of mind of the planning agent, which is represented as a theory comprising a set of beliefs expressed
in some logical formalism. Typically, agents view the other dialogue participants as rational entities
sharing their own capacities for beliefs and deductions, but not necessarily their own mutual beliefs.
The comprehension of utterances can be modeled as plan recognition. In this paradigm an appropriate
model for an agent engaged in dialogue should include a belief database capable of representing
nested beliefs to any required degree. Cohen [1996] states that the major accomplishment of plan-
based theories of dialogue is to offer a generalization in which dialogue can be treated as a special
case of rational behavior.

Further research on this model [Litman and Allen 1987, 1990] has differentiated between domain
plans, that specify how tasks should be carried out, and discourse plans, that control the flow of
information. Litman and Allen [1990] treat complex dialogue phenomena such as clarifications.
confirmations. corrections,or interruptions. Another line of research [Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986,
Grosz and Sidner 1990] models dialogue more as a joint enterprise, something the participants do
together. According to Cohen [1996J "Plan-based approaches that model dialogue as a product of the
interaction of plan generators and recognizers working in synchrony and harmony, do not explain why
participants put clarification questions, why they confirm, or even, why they do not simply walk away
during a conversation". In contrast, the joint action model claims that a dialogue has a collaborative
dimension. Participating in a dialogue requires the conversants not only to have plans, but also to
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have at least a joint commitment to understand each other. A dialogue is regarded as a joint activity,
something that agents do together [Grosz and Kraus 1993, Lochbaum 1998]. An example of the joint
action model is the shared plan formalism [Grosz and Kraus 1996]. It was created in part to explain
the intentional structure of discourse [Grosz and Sidner 1986, Lochbaum et al. 2000]. It describes
how agents collaborate to form a joint plan, and how the intentions behind utterances in a discourse
are related.

Intention is an attitude relating an agent to actions that he has decided to perform. Intentions
playa causative role in the occurrence of actions and serve to constrain the further deliberation of
an agent. They are also important in utterance interpretation and plan recognition in general. Many
analyses of utterances are concerned with not just what happened, but with what the speaker intended
to do in performing the action. Lochbaum [1998] developed an intention recognition algorithm based
on the shared plan formalism, which models the process of plan augmentation in communication.
Another instance of shared plans is COLLAGEN [Rich et al. 200 I, Rich and Sidner 2007], a system
for building collaborative interface agents based on the collaborative discourse theory of [Grosz and
Sidner 1986].

Allen, Cohen and Perrault have also developed influential work, which is summarized in the
following subsection.

Cohen and Perrault [1979]

Cohen and Perrault [1979] take the view that to satisfy their goals, people often plan their speech
acts to affect their listener's beliefs, goals, and emotional states. Such language use can be modeled
by viewing speech acts as operators in a planning system. The authors consider that the intentional
basis of communicative acts requires further elaboration and formalization than the one elaborated in
previous works [Austin 1962, Searle 1969]. For every communicative act one must state precisely
which intentions are involved and on what basis a speaker expects and intends those intentions to be
recognized. They conceive of speech acts as plan operators that affect the beliefs of the speaker and
hearer. A plan prespecifies the sequence of actions to be taken. Plans involve the communication of
beliefs, desires, and emotional states for the purpose of influencing the mental states and actions of
others.

Formal descriptions of plans treat actions as operators, which are defined in terms of applicability
conditions, called preconditions, effects that will be obtained when the corresponding actions are
executed, and bodies that describe the means by which the effects are achieved. The preconditions,
effects, and bodies of operators are evaluated relative to the problem-solver's model of the world.

One of the questions that, according to the authors, any account of speech acts should answer
is: what changes does the successful performance of a speech act make to the speaker's model of
the hearer, and to the hearer's model of the speaker? This is also one of the main questions in our
research.

Cohen and Perrault propose that a theory of speech acts should not account for what is true and real
in the world, but describe language use in terms of a person's beliefs about the world. Accordingly,
an agent's model of another agent should be based on "believe", as described for example in Hintikka
[1962, 1969]. Cohen and Perrault's model of mental states consists of two types of structures: beliefs
and wants. Beliefs are modal operators which take two arguments: an agent who is the believer, and
a proposition which is believed. An agent can believe that something has a value without knowing
what that value is, or an agent can believe another agent knows whether a proposition is true, without
the first agent knowing if it is true or not. Wants modal operators model the goals of agents.
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The authors argue that a plan-based theory provides formal adequacy criteria for speech act defi-
nitions: given an initial set of beliefs and goals, the speech act operator definitions and plan construc-
tion inferences should lead to the generation of plans for those speech acts that a person could issue
appropriately under the same circumstances. They point out two aspects of a plan-based theory that
should be investigated: the plans themselves and the methods by which a person could construct or
recognize those plans. They focus on theories of the first aspect, what they call competence theories.
A plan-based competence theory of speech acts describes the set of possible plans underlying the use
of particular kinds of speech acts, and thus states the conditions under which speech acts of those
types are appropriate. Such descriptions are presented in the form of a set of operator definitions and
a specification of the ways in which plans are created from those operators.

In the first stages of their theory construction they impose some restrictions on the communication
situation: any agent's model of another is defined in terms of facts that the first believes the second
believes, and goals that the first believes the second is attempting to achieve; the only speech acts
they model are requests, informs, and questions because they appear to be definable solely in terms
of beliefs and goals; they limit themselves to study instrumental dialogues, conversations in which it
is reasonable to assume that the utterances are planned and that the topic of discourse remains fixed.

Cohen and Perrault believe that for a speaker to issue a particular speech act appropriately, he
must determine that the hearer's speech act recognition process(es) will correctly classify his utter-
ance. Thus, a competence theory would state the conditions under which a speaker can make that
determination - conditions that involve the speaker's beliefs about the hearer's beliefs, goals, and
inferential processes.

The tools the authors use to construct plans are a formal language for describing beliefs and
goals, a set of operator definitions, and a set of plan construction inferences. An operator is regarded
as transforming the planner's model of the world, the propositions that the planner believes, in corre-
spondence with the changes to the real world made by the operator's associated action. An operator
is applicable to a model of the world in which that operator's preconditions hold. Operators can be
defined in terms of others, as stated in their bodies. The changes that an operator makes to the world
model in which it is evaluated to produce a new world model are called the operator's effects.

Cohen and Perrault, in order to avoid the frame problem 1, assume that all aspects of the world
stay constant except as described by the operator's effects and logical entailments of those effects.
All operator schemata will have two kinds of preconditions, cando and want preconditions. The
former, referred to as CANDO.PRs, indicate proposition schemata that, when instantiated with the
parameter value of an operator instance, yield propositions that must be true in the world model for
that operator instance to be applicable. A "want" precondition, WANT.PR, formalizes a principle of
intentional behavior - the agent of an action has to want to do that action.

They examine two types of speech acts, REQUEST and INFORM, whose definitions are shown
in Table 2.1and Table 2.2 respectively.

CANDO.PR
WANT.PR
EFFECT

HEARER CANDO ACT
SPEAKER BELIEVE SPEAKER WANT request-Instance

HEARER BELIEVE SPEAKER WANT ACT

REQUEST(SPEAKER,HEARER,ACT)

Table 2.1: Cohen and Perrault's analysis of REQUEST

'The/rame problem is the challenge of representing the effects of action in logic without having to represent explicitly
a large number of intuitively obvious non-effects [Shanahan 2004J.
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CANDO.PR
WANT.PR
EFFECT

PROP
SPEAKER BELIEVE SPEAKER WANT LNFOR.""·;nsLancr

HEARER BELIEVE SPEAKER BELIEVE PROP

INFORM(SPEAKER,HEARER,PROP)

Table 2.2: Cohen and Perrault's analysis of INFORM

They treat questions as requests for information. In terms of speech act operators, the questioner is
performing a REQUEST that the hearer perform an INFORM. The REQUEST leads to the satisfaction
of the INFORM's "want precondition". For a wh-quesrion, the INFORM operator as defined earlier
cannot be used since the questioner does not know the full proposition of which he is to be informed.
One plans a wh-question to find out the value of some expressions and a yes/no question to find out
whether some proposition is true. Such questions are planned on the basis of believing that the hearer
knows what the value of that expression is, or that the hearer knows whether the proposition is true,
without the speaker having to know what the hearer believes.

They propose plans for WH-Questions (INFORMREF, CONVINCEREF) and for Yes/No Ques-
tions (INFORMIF, CONVINCElF). The authors argue that a theory of speech acts can be obtained
by modeling them in a planning system as operators defined in terms of the speaker's and hearer's
beliefs and goals. This idea has a clear influence on our work, since we also define dialogue acts as
operators defined in terms of the speaker's and hearer's beliefs and goals. However, we do not relate
dialogue acts to a planning system.

Allen and Perrault [1980]

Allen and Perrault [1980] describe a model of cooperative behavior and describe how such a model
can be applied in a natural language understanding system. They assume that agents attempt to
recognize the plans of other agents and then use this plan when deciding what response to make. They
show that given a setting in which purposeful dialogues occur, this model can account for responses
that provide more information than explicitly requested and for appropriate responses to both, short
sentence fragments and indirect speech acts. The common thread to the solution of these problems is
the inferring of the speaker's plans and the detection of obstacles in these plans.

In their model context plays a specific role in language understanding: only those plans that are
reasonable in the current context give the potential analysis of the intention of the speaker. A large
part of the context is the hearer's model of the speaker's beliefs and goals. If the context is sufficiently
restrictive to uniquely determine the speaker's plan, then appropriate responses can be generated for
a wide range of utterances often considered problematic. If the context is not sufficiently restrictive,
the model generates goals that lead to clarification dialogues.

Allen and Perrault show that techniques of recognizing another agent's plans can allow one to
recognize an indirect speech act. They describe in the following way what happens when one agent
A asks a question to another agent B, which B then answers:

• Plan construction: A has a goal to acquire some information. He creates a plan that involves
asking B a question whose answer will provide the information. They characterize the planning
process as a set of planning rules and a control strategy. For example:

- If an agent wants to achieve a goal E, and ACT is an action that has E as an effect, then
the agent may want to execute ACT.
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- If an agent wants to achieve P and does not know whether P is true, then that agent may
want to achieve "agent knows whether P is true".

• Plan performance: A then executes the plan, asking B the question.

• Plan inference: B receives the question and attempts to infer A's plan. The process depends
on both the observer's knowledge about how plans are constructed and on his original beliefs
about what goals the other agent is likely to have. Example of rule:

- If S believes that A has a goal of executing action ACT, and ACT has an effect E, then S
may believe that A has a goal of achieving E.

• Obstacle detection: in this plan there might be plans that A cannot achieve without assistance.
These are obstacles to A's plan.

• Obstacle to goal: B can accept some of these obstacles as his own goals and create a plan to
achieve them. B's response is generated when he executes this plan.

In the model Allen and Perrault represent the intuitive notions of plan, goal, and action and relate
them to language. The formulation of actions and plans is taken from problem solving systems in Ar-
tificial Intelligence. In these systems the world is modeled as a set of propositions that represent what
is known about its static characteristics. This world is changed by actions, which can be viewed as
parameterized procedures. Actions are described by preconditions, conditions that must hold before
the action can be executed, and by effects, the changes that the action will make to the world. Given
an initial state Wand a goal state G, a plan is a sequence of actions that transforms W into G.

The authors maintain that the most important characteristic of their research is that they emphasize
the use of a model of the other's beliefs and goals. Helpful responses are detected because of this
ability to reason about the other agents. In their view the crucial property of belief is that what one
agent S believes another agent A believes has no logical relation to what S believes. Thus, S may
believe A believes the world is flat while personally believing it is round.

In this framework a speech act is an intentional action that has as parameters a speaker, a hearer,
and a propositional content, and whose execution leads to the production of an utterance. The pre-
conditions and effects of speech acts are defined in terms of the BELIEFS and WANTS of the speaker
and hearer. This conception of dialogue act, and the definition of preconditions and effects of speech
acts in terms of BELIEFS and WANTS have a clear influence in DIT, our theoretical framework, as
will be pointed out in Chapter 4.

2.3 Rational interaction approach

The plan-based approaches cannot be isolated from the rational interaction approaches to dialogue
that view communication as a special case of intelligent behavior [Cohen and Levesque I990c, Sadek
1991]. As McTear [2002] puts it, in these approaches dialogue structure emerges dynamically as a
consequence of principles of rational cooperative interaction. What happens in a dialogue can be
explained in terms of the plans, goals, and intentions of the dialogue participants. The theoretical
framework for rational agency is based on a set of logical axioms that formalise basic principles of
rational action and cooperative behavior. The foundations for this framework, developed by Cohen
and Levesque [199Oc], were extended by Sadek and implemented as the basis of the dialogue man-
agement component of the ARTIMIS system [Sadek et al. 1997]. In this section we summarize Cohen
and Levesque [I 990b], Taylor et al. [1996a], and Sadek et al. [1997].
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Cohen and Levesque [1990]

Cohen and Levesque [1990b 1 have attempted to solve a number of problems relating to character-
izations of speech acts. through the use of a logic of action and mental attitudes. They layout a
framework of a basic theory of rational action, based on a dynamic modal logic with a possible
worlds semantics. They give partial axiomatizations for modal operators of belief and goal. and then
derive intentions as persistent goals, to which an agent is committed either to bring about or to realize
that they are not achievable.

Cohen and Levesque [1990a] explore the relationship that intention plays in maintaining the bal-
ance between beliefs. goals, intentions, commitments, and actions of autonomous agents. Their main
purpose is to relate intention to belief and knowledge. Several principles are established to provide
specifications for artificial agents, and approximate a theory of human action.

They point out the following desirable properties of intention: an autonomous agent should act on
its intentions, not in spite of them; adopt intentions it believes are feasible and forego those believed
to be infeasible; keep intentions. but not forever; discharge those intentions believed to have been
satisfied; alter intentions when relevant beliefs change; and adopt subsidiary intentions during plan
formation. From this list it can be seen that an agent's adopting an intention has many effects on its
mental state. So, according to the authors, to specify what it means for an agent to have an intention,
one needs to describe how that intention affects the agent's web of beliefs, commitments to future
actions, and other interdependent intentions.

The authors have as a goal to characterize interaction and communication. They propose a logic
suitable both for describing and reasoning about agents' mental states as well as agents' abilities to
affect the mental states of others. since, in order to communicate, agents themselves need to reason
about the beliefs, intentions, and commitments of other agents.

Taylor et at. [1996b]

Taylor et al. [1996b] argue that representations of individual deeply nested beliefs are in principle
unnecessary for cooperative dialogue. They examine existing dialogue systems and conclude that
where deeply nested beliefs are supported. they are used only in situations where cooperation is
not assumed. Use of deeply nested beliefs is associated with nested reasoning, which is limited by
the architecture in most systems. Such systems cope well with cooperative dialogues because they
do not require such reasoning. The authors show that summarizing representations of beliefs by
conjoining all levels of nesting beyond the second allows agents capable of simple planning and plan
recognition to cooperate in situations where agents equipped with unrestricted belief models would
need to embody unrealistic assumptions.

As Taylor et al. (1996b] put it, in agent-modeling systems that provide logics for agents reasoning
about each other, deeply nested beliefs are seldom used. When they are used, it tends to be in the
generation or recognition of an utterance that could be construed as involving some degree of decep-
tion. According to the authors, this sort of model seems too complex, appropriate only for deceptive
or problematic dialogues.

Taylor et al. restrict themselves to a cooperative model of beliefs. They argue that, if cooperation
is assumed, there is no need to reason about other agent's recognition of plans. They show that nested
beliefs are only required for nested reasoning, so cooperative dialogues only need beliefs at the object
level and at two levels of nesting. In order to avoid the problems that this model poses (to simulate
some communication scenarios some agents are forced to adopt unsound or underspecified plans).
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they treat the last belief type in the representation as subsuming all deeply-nested beliefs, allowing
them all to be inferred at once from certain situations to produce mutual belief.

Sadek et al. [1997]

The ARTIMIS system [Sadek et al. 1997, Sadek 1999), models dialogue as a process of rational
interaction in which instances of dialogue structure emerge as a consequence of the dynamics of
rationality principles. From this perspective, to behave rationally is to be permanently driven by
principles that optimally select the actions in conformity with a given set of motivations and desires.
It is at this knowledge level that the concepts of mental attitudes and intentional actions are relevant.

ARTIMIS is a generic communicating rational agent, that has been applied to cooperative spoken
dialogue. It has been used to make spoken queries over the telephone. It handles two major classes
of services, weather forecast and employment, which are described by relevant attributes (theme,
geographic area, etc.), and accepts nearly unconstrained spontaneous language as input, and reacts in
a cooperative way.

It is based on a theory that involves a set of generic axioms, which models, principles of rational
behavior, communication, and cooperation. The theory is interpreted by a specifically designed rea-
soning engine. In its application to natural dialogue ARTIMIS includes specialised components for
speech and natural language processing. In addition to the usual components of a spoken dialogue
system, the dialogue manager of ARTIMIS applications includes a rational unit, which supports rea-
soning about knowledge and actions and enables the dialogue agent to produce rationally motivated
plans of action, including communicative acts, in response to the user's utterances.

The rational unit is the kernel of an intelligent agent. It gives the system its dialogue abilities,
which result from explicit reasoning processes, modeled by the formal theory of rational interaction.
Based on an integrated formal model of mental attitudes and rational action, the theory provides a
unified account of the different constituents and capabilities involved in (cooperative) communica-
tion, such as the management of the logical relationships over the system's mental attitudes (beliefs,
uncertainties, intentions, desires, and plans). Communicative acts are introduced as actions that can
be recognised and planned using general principles of rational behavior. In this framework dialogue
is viewed as a derivable activity, which relies on more primitive abilities: it dynamically results from
explicit reasoning processes motivated by the observation and planning of communicative acts. The
theory is expressed in a logic of attitudes and actions, formalised in a first-order modal language. The
mental model of an agent is based on three attitudes: belief, uncertainty, and choice.

The essential elements of the rational unit are a number of principles of rationality and co-
operation. The rationality principJes describe an agent's reasoning about actions, beliefs, and plans
to modify a certain world, for example, through actions, including communicative acts that change
another agent's mental state. An agent's intentions are defined in terms of the agent's beliefs about
the world, as well as its goals and commitments. The principles are formalised as a set of logical
axioms.

2.4 Dialogue management based on information states

Traum and Larsson [2003) propose the information state update (ISU) approach as a unifying view
of dialogue management, which can be used to provide reusable components for a dialogue system
design, separating out a basic software engineering layer, a dialogue theory layer, and a task/domain
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specific layer. According to Traum and Larsson, the ISU approach allows specific theories of dialogue
to be formalized, implemented, tested, compared, and iteratively reformulated. The unifying view
includes a proposal to formalize dialogue management functions in terms of information state update.
This approach focuses on identifying the relevant aspects of information in dialogue, how they are
updated, and how updating processes are controlled.

The term information state (IS) of a dialogue represents the information necessary to distinguish
it from other dialogues, representing the cumulative additions from previous actions in the dialogue,
and motivating future action. The IS of the dialogue participants represents the information that those
participants have at a particular point in the dialogue - what they brought with them to the dialogue,
what they pick up. and how they are motivated to act in the future. Every utterance in the dialogue
leads to one or more information state updates. The effects of communicative acts (dialogue moves,
dialogue acts) are described in terms of ISU rules.

Traum and Larsson define dialogue management as the following functions in a dialogue sys-
tem: updating the dialogue context on the basis of interpreted communication; providing context-
dependent expectations for interpretation of observed signals as communicative behavior; interfacing
with task/domain processing to coordinate dialogue and non-dialogue behavior and reasoning; and
deciding what content to express next and when to express it.

They indicate that an information state-based theory of dialogue consists of "a description of the
informational components, including aspects of common context as well as internal motivating factors
(e.g., participants, common ground, linguistic and intentional structure, obligations and commitments,
beliefs, intentions, user models, etc.)" and their formal representations; "a set of dialogue moves that
will trigger the update of the information state"; "a set of update rules, that govern the updating of the
information state"; and "an update strategy for deciding which rule(s) to apply at a given point, from
the set of applicable ones".

The information state is represented as a record containing several types of information. Dialogue
moves "are meant to serve as an abstraction between the large number of different possible messages
that can be sent and the types of update to be made on the basis of the performed utterances". "Update
rules formalize the way that the information state is changed as the dialogue progresses. Each rule
consists of a set of applicability conditions and a set of effects. The applicability conditions specify
the aspects of the information state that must be present for the rule to be appropriate. Effects are
changes that will be made to the information state when the rule has been applied. Update rules are
meant to encapsulate coherent bundles of change to the information state, given a particular theory of
dialogue".

The IS approach has been used to develop a computational theory of dialogue that can be imple-
mented computationally. TrindiKit [Larsson et al. 1999,2002, TRlNDI 2001] is a Dialogue Move
Engine (DME) toolkit used to implement the theory of the information state approach. It provides the
basic architecture, as well as facilities for implementing theories of information states. Typically the
DME contains an update module, to integrate observed dialogue moves, and a selection module, to
select new dialogue moves.

Several prototype dialogue systems have been developed in the ISU framework, such as Go DIS
(Gothenburg Dialogue System) [Bohlin et al. 1999, Cooper et al. 200 I, Traum and Larsson 2003],
IBiS I [Larsson 2002], or EOIS [Matheson et al. 2000, 200 I]. As an example, GoOlS is an experi-
mental system based on the notion of Questions Under Discussion (QUD). It produces information
seeking dialogues about trains, such as the following one [Traum and Larsson 2003, p. 341]:
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(2.1) Sys: Welcome to the travel agency!

Usr: Flights to Paris

Sys: Okay, you want to know about price. A flight. To Paris. Let's see. What city do you want to go
from?

Usr: London
Sys: Okay, from London. When do you want to travel?

Usr: In april, as cheap as possible
Sys: Okay, in April, economy class. What day do you want to travel?

Usr: The fifth

Sys: Okay. The price is $300

The model of information state used in GoDIS is able to handle multiple simultaneous topics,
inquiry-oriented and action-oriented dialogue, grounding, and question accommodation, which al-
lows the system to answer unasked but contextually salient questions. It distinguishes six core dia-
logue move types: ask, answer, request, confirm, greet, and quit.

The information in the information state, showed in figure 2.1, is divided into SHARED between
the dialogue participants, and PRIVATE to the system. SHARED means that it has been explicitly
established during the conversation. The SHARED field is divided into the following subfields:

• COM: is a set of propositions which the system assumes the dialogue participants are jointly
committed to.

• ISSUES: represents all the questions which have been raised in a dialogue, but not yet resolved.
The data structure used is an open stack.

• QUO: local stack of Questions Under Discussion, which can be used to resolve elliptical an-
swers.

• PU: information (speaker and dialogue moves) about the previous utterance.

• LU: information (speaker and dialogue moves) about the latest utterance.

The PRIVATE field is divided into the following subfields:

• BEL: contains propositions that the system holds to be true.

• AGENDA: contains the system's short term intentions for the next turn.

• PLAN: a list of actions that are longer-term dialogue goals. The plan can be changed during
the course of conversation.

• TMP: This field mirrors the shared fields. It keeps track of the shared information prior to
the integration of the latest utterance. The purpose of this field is to make it easy to delete
information which the agent has optimistically assumed to have become shared, if it should
turn out that the other dialogue participant does not perceive, understand, or accept it.
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Figure 2.1: Example of information state in Godis [Traum and Larsson 2003. p. 342].

Given an information state. the system provides update rules which accommodate questions. Dif-
ferent update rules are applied at different stages of the update process. In the most complex version
of the system there are 7 rule types and 49 rules. The update algorithm is as follows: first, any di-
alogue moves that result from interpretation are incorporated into the non-integrated moves (NIM)
queue in the information state proper. The system then goes into an "integration loop" where it tries
to integrate the effects of these moves in the order they were performed, while keeping track of the
new and obsolete issues, and possibly loading a plan for dealing with some new issue. If any moves
are still left after this loop, accommodation is tried. If any accommodation rule succeeds, the integra-
tion loop is entered again to see if accommodation has enabled any remaining moves to be integrated.
This procedure is repeated until no moves can be integrated and no accommodation rules can trigger.
After this, the current plan is executed, which typically leads to one or several actions being put on
the agenda. Finally, questions which are judged to be no longer available for ellipsis resolution are
removed from QUD.

The basic strategy for the selection algorithm is that not more than one issue should be raised by
each system utterance. The selection algorithm first checks if some question-raising action is already
on the agenda; if not, it tries to select a new action. After this, it repeatedly selects dialogue moves
based on the actions on the agenda until no more moves can be selected.

By treating an utterance as the realization of a specific dialogue move the semantics is implicitly
defined by the update rules, which are used to integrate it into the information state. All occurrences
of a move are integrated by the same set of rules. In GoDIS the following dialogue moves are used:
ask(Q), answer(A), requestRepeat, greet, quit.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter we discussed several foundational studies related to dialogue modeling, and we de-
scribed the information state update approach to dialogue management. The main ideas of the plan-
based and the rational theory approaches that have influenced the basis of our research are the follow-
ing ones:

• Language use can be modeled by viewing speech acts as operators that affect the beliefs of speaker and
hearer. A question to be answered with respect to this view is what changes exactly does the successful
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performance of a speech act make to the speaker's model of the hearer, and to the hearer's model of the
speaker.

• A theory of speech acts should not account for what is true and real in the world, but describe language
use in terms of a person's beliefs about the world.

• Modelling the mental states in terms of beliefs, which are modal operators that take two arguments: an
agent who is the believer, and a proposition which is believed.

• Context plays a specific role in language understanding: only those plans that are reasonable in the
current context give the potential analysis of the intention of the speaker. A large part of the context is
the hearer's model of the speaker's beliefs and goals.

• The utterance itself is insufficient to determine the effects of a speech act. All effects of utterance actions
are based in part on the prior mental states of the agents as well as what was actually uttered.

• A dialogue structure emerges dynamically as a consequence of principles of cooperative interaction.

DIT has as a main goal to understand and explain dialogue phenomena, thus dialogue modeling
is seen as a means to achieve that, not as an aim in itself. Dialogue modeling in the framework of
DIT cannot be placed in any of the previous approaches, though some commonalities can be found
with the plan-based and rational interaction models. As will be presented in Chapter 4, in DIT
dialogue acts are conceived of in terms of operators that change the dialogue participants's contexts,
which consist of their state of information and goals. The theory defines several types of context,
part of which is modeled in terms of beliefs. Beliefs are modeled using operators. In DIT beliefs
and goals are modeled for a comprehensive taxonomy of dialogue acts, making explicit how belief
update evolves in relation to all dialogue acts, as will be shown in Chapters 6 and 7. DIT also
acknowledges that speakers produce utterances as a result of creating some plans and goals, and that
hearers make assumptions about the knowledge, plans, intentions and goals of speakers. However, in
our application of DIT to dialogue modeling the emphasis is not put on explaining how plans affect
the production or understanding of dialogue contributions, but to make explicit how every dialogue
act changes the context models of dialogue participants.

Regarding the information state update (ISU) approach to dialogue management, the main claim
of this approach is that a communicative act can be described in terms of IS changes, which are reg-
ulated by update rules. The IS contains the information that a dialogue participant has at a given
point in the dialogue, and update rules formalize the way that an information state is changed as the
dialogue progresses. The ISU approach is at the basis of our research. The main commonality is that
DIT conceives of a dialogue act as an operator that changes context. A difference is that the informa-
tion state is represented in another format in what the theory calls a context model (Section 4.2). It
also contains different information. DIT is not yet a theory of dialogue management. In the current
state a model of context is being defined and the context changes are being modeled. There are no
update rules impJemented yet, though as a product of the research presented here it has been possible
to define some general principles and rules to model the operations that the rules should perform.

The main goal of our research is to represent the information that participants have in their model
of context at every stage in the dialogue and to propose mechanisms to explain how the context model
gets updated. A phenomenon that plays a role in the update is grounding, because it is related to how
participants in a dialogue integrate what is being communicated in their own state of information. In
the next chapter we review grounding theories and their application to HC interaction.



Chapter 3

Grounding

3.1 Introduction

One of our research goals is to explain grounding, introduced in Chapter 1.5 as an essential charac-
teristic of HH conversation, in the framework of Dynamic Interpretation Theory. In this chapter we
present an overview of existing theories and models of grounding. In Chapter 8 we will present our
own model of grounding.

In Section 3.2 we start by defining concepts related to grounding. In Section 3.3 we introduce
the foundational Contribution Model by Clark and Schaefer [1989) and two related proposals: the
extension of the Contribution Model to human computer interaction by Brennan and collaborators
[Brennan 1998, Cahn and Brennan 1999), and the formal theory of grounding by Paek and Horvitz
[2000). Section 3.4 presents the computational theory of grounding by Traum [1994); Section 3.5 the
treatment of grounding from the information state update perspective [Matheson et al. 2000). Finally,
Section 3.6 summarizes the contents of the chapter.

3.2 Grounding and related concepts

The study of grounding is closely related to the analysis of related concepts such as shared knowledge,
mutual knowledge, common knowledge, and common ground which we will discuss in this section.
Roughly speaking, these terms refer to the knowledge and information that is shared by dialogue
participants.

3.2.1 Mutual, shared and common knowledge

Mutual, shared and common knowledge are concepts that refer to what is known by all participants
involved in a communication process.

Lewis [1969, pp. 52-60) defines common knowledge from a philosophical point of view in rela-
tion to the notion of convention, with the aim of handling problems of coordination I. In a coordination
problem two or more agents must each choose one of several alternative actions. The outcomes the

'See examples of coordination in Lewis [1969, pp. 5-8).
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agents want to produce or prevent are determined jointly by the actions of all agents, and the outcome
of any action an agent might choose depends on the action of other agents.

A convention is a regularity that restricts the production and response to verbal utterances. Con-
forming to this restriction is part of the linguistic competence. A convention is defined as follows
[Lewis 1969, p. 58]:

(3.1) A regularity R in the behavior of members of a population P when they are agents in a
recurrent situation S is a convention if and only if it is true that, and it is common knowledge
in P that, in any instance of S among members of P,
(I) everyone conforms to R;
(2) everyone expects everyone else to conform to R;
(3) everyone prefers to conform to R on condition that the others do, since S is a coordination
problem and uniform conformity to R is a coordination equilibrium in S.

For Lewis common knowledge is a feature of convention. Common knowledge is defined as
follows [Lewis 1969, p. 56]:

(3.2) ... it is common knowledge in a population P that __ if and only if some state of affairs A
holds such that:
(I) Everyone in P has reason to believe that A holds.
(2) A indicates to everyone in P that everyone in P has reason to believe that A holds.
(3) A indicates to everyone in P that .

If for Lewis common knowledge is related to convention, for Schiffer [1972] mutual knowledge
is "a very common, ordinary feature of our everyday life, one which has to do with interpersonal
knowledge, which once noticed will provide us with a condition which is [...] a necessary condition
for performing an act of communication" [Schiffer 1972, pp. 30]. Schiffer reformulates Grice's defi-
nition of speaker meaning in natural language by incorporating in it the notion of mutual knowledge.
Schiffer coins what he calls the barbarism "mutual knowledge:" and defines it as:

(3.3) S and A mutually know" that p iff

S knows that p.

A knows that p.

S knows that A knows that p.

A knows that S knows that p.

S knows that A knows that S knows that p.

A knows that S knows that A knows that p.

S knows that A knows that S knows that A knows that p.

A knows that S knows that A knows that S knows that p.

[etcetera]

Mutual knowledge as defined by Shiffer is related to sharedj, knowledge as defined in Clark and
Marshall [1981], who point out that the notion of shared knowledge has received several names:
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There have been almost as many names for shared knowledge as investigators: con-
versational context, common ground, common set of presumptions, shared sets, contex-
tual domain, and mutual beliefs. Yet these investigators have not taken up the question
that would resolve the mutual knowledge paradox: How is shared knowledge assessed in
the process of speaking or understanding? [Clark and Marshall 198 I, p. 21].

Clark and Marshall are interested in the mutual knowledge paradox: as a way of getting at two
main questions: (a) what type of shared knowledge is needed for language use; (b) how is shared
knowledge in practice assessed and secured? They take up these two questions in the area of definite
reference.

By analyzing five progressively more complex versions of Example 3.4, they reach the conclusion
that five conditions are necessary for Ann to assure herself of in order to make the reference of the
referring expression the movie showing at the Roxy tonight felicitously.

(3.4) Version I. On Wednesday morning Ann reads the early edition of the newspaper which says
that Monkey Business is playing that night. Later she sees Bob and asks, "Have you ever seen
the movie showing at the Roxy tonight?" [Clark and Marshall 1981, p. 1I].

Given a term t that refers to referent R, the conditions are:

(3.5) 1. Ann knows that I is R.
2. Ann knows that Bob knows that I is R.
3. Ann knows that Bob knows that Ann knows that I is R.
4. Ann knows that Bob knows that Ann knows that Bob knows that t is R.
5. Ann knows that Bob knows that Ann knows that Bob knows that Ann knows that t is R.

These conditions are shown not to be enough because corresponding to Ann's conditions is an
analogous condition that Bob must assure himself of, if he is to be certain that he is referring to
Monkey business.

So the mutual knowledge paradox is that, on the one hand, Ann has an infinity of conditions
to assure herself of, which should take an infinite amount of time to evaluate. On the other hand,
she is surely able to use the movie showing at the Roxy tonight as a definite reference when the
circumstances are right in a finite amount of time.

Clark and Marshall solve the paradox by introducing a copresence heuristics:

The resolution of the paradox we favor for most circumstances is that people assess
mutual knowledge by use of the copresence heuristics. They search memory for evidence
that they, their listeners, and the object they are referring to have been "openly present
together" physically, linguistically, or indirectly. Or they search for evidence that the
object is universally known within a community they and their listeners mutually know
they belong to. With such evidence they can infer mutual knowledge directly by means
of an induction schema. There is no need to assess an infinite number of conditions, and
the paradox collapses [Clark and Marshall 1981, p. 35).

'Expressions that involve definite reference (e.g. the mess I made) require speakers to check a list of facts or beliefs that
is infinitely long, but at the same lime there is evidence that speakers take little lime in processing them.
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Copresence heuristics involves the agents recognizing that they and the object of mutual knowl-
edge are jointly present (triple copresence). They list three main ways of achieving the copresence
necessary for mutual belief: the simultaneity assumption, that the agents are simultaneously in the
same situation; the attention assumption, that the agents are paying attention to the shared situation;
and the rationality assumption, that the agents are rational, and can draw normal inferences.

They put the following example:

(3.6) Ann and Bob are sitting across a table from each other, and there is a single candle between
them. Both are looking at the candle, and both see the other looking at it too.

The proposition p is that there is a candle on the table. As Clark and Marshall put it, Ann has
direct evidence for the truth of 3.7:

(3.7) Ann knows that p.

Clark and Marshall show how applying three assumptions of the copresence heuristics 3.8 to 3.11
hold:

(3.8) Bob knows that p.

(3.9) Ann knows that Bob knows that p.

(3.10) Bob knows that Ann knows that p.
(3.11) Ann knows that Bob knows that Ann knows that p.

Clark and Marshall formalize this method for inferring mutual knowledge, by adapting it from
Lewis [1969] (presented in 3.2):

(3.12) Mutual knowledge induction schema. A and B mutually know that p if some state of affairs G
holds such that:

I.A and B have reason to believe that G holds.

2. G indicates to A and B that each has reason to believe that G holds.

3. G indicates to A and B that p.

G is called the basis (grounds) for the mutual knowledge that p. In the candle example, G is Ann
and Bob's evidence of triple copresence and their auxiliary assumptions. Ann and Bob have reason
to believe that G holds. G indicates to each of them that the other has reason to believe that they hold,
and that there is a candle on the table. So, Ann and Bob mutually know that there is a candle on the
table.

According to the authors, the point of this schema is that "A and B don't have to confirm any of
the infinity of conditions in mutual knowledge. They need to be confident that they have a proper
basis G, grounds that satisfy all three requirements of the induction schema. With these grounds, Ann
and Bob tacitly realize, so to speak, that they could confirm the infinity conditions as far down the list
as they wanted to go. Because they could do so in principle, they need not do so in fact" [Clark and
Marshall 1981, pp. 33-34].
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From this it follows that mutual knowledge can then be treated as a single mental entity instead
of an infinitely long list of complex mental entities. Ann would represent for herself: Ann and Bob
mutually know that p.

So the resolution of the paradox they favor is "that people assess mutual knowledge by use of the
copresence heuristics. They search memory for evidence that they, their listeners, and the object they
are referring to have been "openly present together" physically, linguistically, or indirectly. Or they
search memory for evidence that the object is universally known within a community they and the
listeners mutually know they belong to. With such evidence they can infer mutual knowledge directly
by means of an induction schema. There is no need to assess an infinite number of conditions, and
the paradox collapses" [Clark and Marshall 1981, p. 57].

Clark and Marshall define the following types of copresence:

Community co-membership, when two agents mutually know that they are part of some com-
munity (e.g. squash players, computer scientists, etc.). Universality of knowledge refers to the
assumption that certain things will be mutually known by everyone in a community. These two
assumptions together, that two agents A and B are part of a community, and that everyone in
this community mutually knows x, are sufficient to conclude that A and B mutually know x.

Physical copresence: the fact of being physically and openly present together, and assuming
that the other agents are attending to this fact, and that they are rational also. There are three
types of physical copresence: immediate, potential, and prior.

Linguistic copresence: reference to an object mentioned in prior discourse. For linguistic co-
presence an additional assumption is required: understandability. This is that the utterance
which introduces the object can be understood as having done so.

Additionally they define an indirect copresence, which is a mixture of the previous ones.

3.2.2 Common ground

Stalnaker [1978, p. 321] replaced the notion of shared knowledge with the notion of common ground,
based on notions of common knowledge [Lewis 1969], mutual knowledge [Schiffer 1972], and joint
knowledge [McCarthy 1990]. He introduces common ground in the definition of presupposition:
"what is taken by the speaker to be the common ground of the participants in the conversation, what
is treated as their common knowledge or mutual knowledge. Two people's common ground is the sum
of their mutual, common, or joint knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions".

Stalnaker [2002, p. 716] redefines common ground as common belief about what is accepted: "It
is common ground that <P in a group if all members accept (for the purpose of the conversation) that
<p, and all believe that all accept that <p, and all believe that all believe that all accept that <p, etc.". To
accept a proposition is to treat it as true for some reason.

Clark [1996] deals with the notion of common ground from the perspective of language use
("Common ground is important to any account of language use that appeals to "context?" [Clark
1996, p. 92]) and of joint activity ("Common ground is a sine qua non for everything we do with
others" [Clark 1996, p. 92]).

Clark considers three representations of common ground:
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Common ground shared (CG-shared): the same as Lewis's common knowledge. In this view
common ground is a form of self-aware-self-knowledge or self-belief, in which there is at least one
other person with the analogous self-awareness. Something is part of A and B's common ground
because it is included in a situation that also includes A and B's awareness of that situation. Clark
names s the situation that is the shared basis for the common ground. In CG-shared the basis for each
piece of common ground is explicit.

Common ground for a proposition p in a community C of people can therefore be represented in
the following way [Lewis 1969]:

"p is common ground for members of community C if and only if

I. Every member of C has information that basis b balds.
2. b indicates to every member of C that every member of C has information that b

holds.
3. b indicates to members of C that p"

Where "b" is the basis for the piece of common ground that some proposition p holds; "C" is a
community of two or more members; and has information is intended to allow "believes", "knows",
"is aware that", "supposes" and verbs such as "see". If have information is substituted by believe,
know, assume, or is aware, according to Clark we get the technical notions of mutual belief, mutual
knowledge, mutual assumption, and mutual awareness, which are SUbtypes of common ground.

Common ground (reflexive) (CG-refiexive):

"p is common ground for members of C if and only if:

(i) the members of C have information that p and that i".

Proposition i is reflexive because it contains a reference to itself.

Common ground (iterated propositions):

"p is common ground for members of C if and only if:

1. Members of C have information that p,
2. Members of C have information that members of C have information that p
3. Members of C have information that members of C have information that members

ofC have information that p, and so ad infinitum."

According to Clark, CG-iterated cannot represent people's mental states because it requires an
infinitely large mental capacity. CG-reflexive can be inferred from CG-shared, but not viceversa,
Additionally, common ground can only be described by an omniscient being, because when two
persons act on the basis of their common ground, as a matter of fact what they are doing is acting on
the basis of individual beliefs or assumptions about what is their common ground. Individual beliefs
about common ground are directly represented in CG-shared but not in CG-reflexive.

Clark suggests a representation of CG-shared. First, for two persons to have the same mutual
belief they have to assume that it has a basis. Second, the basis for that mutual belief must be the
same for both of them. Clark defines two types of evidence for common ground: communal, i.e.
evidence about the cultural communities people belong to, and personal, evidence from one's direct
experience, and he describes how such evidence can be found.
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3.2.3 Grounding

While the notions of mutual knowledge and common ground are very closely related, the notion of
grounding arises from applying the notions of mutual knowledge and common ground to the study of
communication. Grounding is an essential characteristic of human-human communication that makes
collaboration and joint action possible. The concept has been defined from different approaches. In
this subsection we point out some of them, and in the rest of the chapter we will present work that
focuses on grounding and language, and on grounding and human-computer interaction.

For Clark [1996, p. 221] "the hypothesis is that people try to ground what they do together. To
ground a thing is, [...J, to establish it as part of common ground well enough for current purposes".
Clark adds that from this hypothesis it follows that grounding should occur at all levels of communi-
cation.

In the words of Jurafsky and Martin [2000] the notion of grounding arises as a result of the
conception of a dialogue as a collective act performed by a speaker and a hearer. The speaker and
the hearer must constantly establish common ground, this is to say, the set of things that are mutually
believed by both speakers. The hearer has to ground or acknowledge the speaker's utterances, or
make clear that there was a communication problem.

In a collaborative approach speakers do not produce utterances in isolation, their goal is to make
themselves understood: they produce an utterance for their audience and look for signs of understand-
ing. Speakers need to know if the others are at the same time attending to, hearing, and understanding
what they are saying. Similarly, listeners do not passively receive utterances. They attempt to un-
derstand what speakers mean, and react accordingly. All responses constitute feedback or evidence
of understanding. Traum and Heeman [1997] found that in a corpus of task-oriented spoken dia-
logue around 95% of speaker turns begin with some form of feedback on the previous tum when the
previous turn consisted of more than a simple acknowledgement.

Conversation can be regarded as a collaborative effort, in which participants coordinate the pre-
sentation and acceptance of their utterances to establish, maintain, and confirm mutual understanding.
In order to make a contribution to a conversation [Clark and Schaefer 1989], participants must not
only conveyor specify some content, they must collaboratively try to establish the mutual belief that
the listeners have understood what the speaker meant as part of their shared set of beliefs or common
ground. Participants in a dialogue coordinate their actions in order to make their distinct mental states
converge to some degree, so that communication can be successful. This is what Clark and Schaefer
call grounding. For them conversations are more than sequences of utterances produced tum by tum:

They are highly coordinated activities in which the current speaker tries to make sure he
or she is being attended to, heard, understood by the other participants, and they in tum
try to let the speaker know when he or she has succeeded [Clark and Schaefer 1989, p.
259].

As Mushin et al. [2003, p. 3] put it, the type and form of one speaker's utterance is dependent
on the type and form of another speaker's contribution to the dialogue. Different models of dia-
logue structure have labelled these collaborative structures contributions [Clark and Schaefer 1987,
1989], exchanges [Sinclair and Coulthard 1975], games [Isard et al. 1996], or adjacency pairs [Sacks
and Schegloff 1975]. These models recognize that dialogue reflects the ongoing collaboration and
negotiation of participants engaged in the act of communicating.
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Mushin et al. state that grounding is a dynamic process that can be modeled as a series of collab-
orative negotiations interspersed with moments of grounding. They consider that though grounding
is itself a cognitive notion, it is not about the cognitive status of any individual mind. It is more con-
cerned with the processes involved in acknowledging that information has been established as part of
the common ground of the interlocutors.

Grounding can also be explained in terms of integration of information in contexts. On this view
to ground an utterance means for the hearer to integrate its meaning with his representation of the
context. In this process several levels of understanding intervene. The speaker mayor may not
understand what the speaker said, and even if he understands, he may not want to integrate what he
understood in his context because it conflicts with information that is already in that context.

Ginzburg and Cooper [2004] and Purver [2004] in their analysis of clarification requests in dia-
logue adopt a view of grounding as the process of finding values for the contextual parameters of utter-
ances. Clarifications are triggered by failure to ground one or more contextual parameters. Fernandez
[2005] explores a formulation of an approach to the dynamic representation of utterances in dialogue
using type theory with records. The approach combines a view of grounding that reflects tile basic
insights of a context-dependent notion of meaning, with a grammar-driven formulation of update
processes in a questions-under-discussion model. Utterances are represented as mappings between
information state configurations built up compositionally by a dynamic grammar. This allows the au-
thor to combine a view of grounding as the process of finding values for the contextual parameters of
utterances, with a grammar-driven formulation of update processes in a questions-under-discussion
model.

In the following sections we will discuss several views on what grounding is, focusing mostly on
studies that are related to human-computer interaction.

3.3 The Contribution Model

The Contribution Model of grounding by Clark and Schaefer [1989] is one of the most discussed
models. In this model grounding is conceived as the result of the production of contributions. Con-
tributions are the result of collective actions of the current contributor and the partner. In order to
contribute to discourse, participants in a dialogue try to establish for each utterance the mutual belief
that the addressees have understood what the speaker meant. Contributions emerge piece by piece
as the participants construct their collaboration. They are often revised en route and the function of
certain utterances is determined only retrospectively.

In their proposal making a contribution requires two processes:

• Content specification: the contributor tries to specify the content of his or her contribution, and
the partners try to register that content.

• Grounding: participants try to establish the mutual belief that they understand what the other
participants say. The contributor and partners together try to reach the grounding criterion,
which states that:

The contributor and the partners mutually believe that the partners have understood
what the contributor meant to a criterion sufficient for the current purpose.

This process enables common ground to accumulate in an orderly way. It satisfies the common
ground and accumulation assumptions and replaces other idealizations needed.
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Together the processes of accumulation and grounding create a contribution. The authors charac-
terize contributions as participatory acts, that is to say, acts that an agent performs as part of collective
acts. The explanation they give is that, for example, when Ann tells Bob that she is busy, she is per-
forming an individual act: she is contributing an assertion to the discourse. But this is something she
can only do as part of a collective act in which Bob also does his part. Three acts can be identified:

1. (a) The collective act of Ann and Bob adding what Ann meant to their common ground.

2. Ann's individual act of contributing to the discourse as part of (a)

3. Bob's individual act of registering Ann's contribution as part of (a).

As the authors put it:

Many units of conversation -words, phrases, clauses, sentences, tone units, and the like
- are created by a speaker acting autonomously. But contributions are created by the par-
ticipants acting collectively. They emerge only as the contributor and partners coordinate
actions in just the right way [Clark and Schaefer 1989, p. 263].

Clark and Schaefer provide the following example from the London-Lund corpus, where one
man, A, asks another, B, how much time Norman gets off:

(3.13) A. is it . how much does Norman get off -
B. pardon
A. how much does Norman get off
B. oh, only Friday and Monday
A.m
B. [continue]

When someone (A) tries to contribute a question, for it to be a genuine contribution, A must do
more than try to ask it: he must believe that he has succeeded in asking it. That requires A and
B to mutually believe that B has understood it. More precisely, A must come to believe he and B
have satisfied the grounding criterion, and so must B. However, in the example this does not occur
immediately after A's question, for B asks A for a repeat. Nor is it right after I'\s second "how much
does Norman get off". Only when B says "oh" B establishes the mutual belief that he thinks he has
understood. But that is not enough to satisfy the grounding criterion, for A might not accept B's
claim. In the example, however, A does accept it, for he lets B give his answer. A's contribution takes
A and B four turns to complete.

This process makes essential use of mechanisms available for repair in conversation. According
to Clark and Schaefer, repairs are a necessary ingredient in the model, but they are not sufficient.
This is why their model relies not only on evidence of trouble that needs repairing, but on positive
evidence of understanding. One of the participant's goals is to reach the grounding criterion and, in
order to do that, they must not only repair any troubles they encounter, but also take positive steps to
establish understanding and avoid trouble in the first place.

The fact that A and B achieve A's contribution to discourse happens because of their joint goal -
reaching the mutual belief that B has understood A well enough for current purposes. The contribution
is divided into two phases [Clark and Schaefer J 989, p. 265], presentation and acceptance, as shown
in Figure 3. J .
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• "Presentation phase: A presents utterance u for B to consider. He does so on the assumption
that, if B gives evidence e or stronger, he can believe that B understands what A means by u. A
presentation is more than the uttering of a sentence. It is the creation in real time of a spoken
structure from which the partner can identify words, phrases, and sentences that the contributor
intended as final" .

• "Acceptance phase: B accepts utterance u by giving evidence e' that he believes he understands
what A means by u. He does so on the assumption that, once A registers evidence e', he will
also believe that B understands".

The acceptance phase is where most complications arise. It is generally initiated by partner
B indicating his state of understanding at that moment. In the acceptance phase, evidence of
understanding is acquired until it is clear to both parties that the propositions put forth are
mutually understood and therefore part of their common ground. Negative evidence does not
count as acceptance, and therefore a new contribution must be initiated in the acceptance phase.

---- A. so, in fact, if you were. living in London [etc]

C --- Pr A. bow far is it from Huddersfield to Coventry .

---- AC ____

C --- Pr

---- Ac

B. urn . about urn a hundred miles -

C Pr

---- Ac

Figure 3.1: Clark and Schaefer's contribution sequences [Clark and Schaefer 1989, p. 273].

Once the two phases are complete, then it will be accepted by both A and B that what was said
has been mutually understood and is therefore part of the common ground. Unless the utterance is
the first in the dialogue, it will have two roles: it will be an acceptance of the previous utterance, and
it will be a presentation.

In Clark and Schaefer's model contribution sequences are represented as directed graphs whose
nodes are labelled C (contribution), Pr (presentation), or Ac (acceptance). As illustrated in Figure 3.1
on page 38, contributions are presented in contribution trees. The tree illustrates certain features of
contributions: every contribution (C) has a presentation phase (Pr) and an acceptance phase (Ac);
every utterance belongs to the presentation phase of some contribution; most contributions are ul-
timately completed by the partner initiating some next contribution, and a contribution C2 belongs
to the acceptance phase of a previous contribution Cl only if it directly addresses the hearing or
understanding of Pr of Cj.

In the contribution scheme, every signal that one person directs toward another, whether verbal or
nonverbal, is presented for the other person to consider. This way every utterance and every nonverbal
signal belongs to the presentation phase of some contribution. Clark and Schaefer put forward various
types of evidence that can be used to show understanding.

• Display: B displays verbatim all or part of A's presentation.

• Demonstration: B demonstrates all or part of what he has understood A to mean.
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• Acknowledgement: B nods or says "uh-huh", "yeah" or the like.

• Initiation of relevant next contribution: B starts in on the next contribution that would be rele-
vant at a level as high as the previous one.

• Continued attention: B shows that he is continuing to attend and therefore remains satisfied
with A's presentation.

As for what type of evidence B should present, Clark and Schaefer propose that the more com-
plicated A's presentation, or the more demanding the current purpose, the more evidence should be
needed to convince A that B has understood.

The acceptance process is recursive. B's evidence in response to A's presentation is itself a pre-
sentation that needs to be accepted. Where does this recursion stop? Recursion should rarely go
beyond two or three cycles. They propose tbe Strength of evidence principle:

Strength of evidence principle: the participants expect that, if evidence eo is needed for
accepting representation Uo, and ej for accepting the presentation of eo, then el will be
weaker than eo.

The authors do not explain what weaker means in this context. They provide the following exam-
ple [Clark and Schaefer 1989, p. 268] from the London-Lund corpus:

(3.14) A. F six two

B. F six two

A. Yes

B. thanks very much

Tbeir explanation is as follows:

A presents a book identification number "F six two". B accepts the number by displaying
it verbatim. A in turn accepts the display by the weaker evidence of "yes". Finally, B
accepts the "yes" by proceeding to the next contribution [...]. The final step completes
the acceptance phase of A's original contribution.

As for evidence of trouble in understanding, Clark and Schaefer define the following states of under-
standing:

• State 0: B did not notice that A uttered any u',

• State I: B noticed that A uttered some u' (but was not in state 2).

• State 2: B correctly heard u' (but was not in state 3).

• State 3: B understood what A meant by u',
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A and B's goal is to reach the mutual belief that B is in state 3 for the entire presentation. The
route by which A and B reach that goal depends on the partner's initial assessment of his under-
standing. One assumption of the model is the principle of least collaborative effort: participants in a
contribution try to minimize the total effort spent on that contribution - in both the presentation and
the acceptance phases.

The model of contributions proposed by Clark and Schaefer is mainly a logic for the process of
adding to a discourse. How the process gets played out depends on several factors, such as evidential
devices available. According to Clark and Schaefer, the model of contributions leads to three general
predictions:

I. If contributions are necessary for successful conversations, their presentation and acceptance
phases should be identifiable in such conversations.

2. The forms the two phases take should depend on the evidential devices available and on the
requirements placed on that evidence.

3. Presentation and acceptance phases should emerge as hierarchical structures reflecting the re-
cursive process by which they are created.

Contributions can be made by turns, within turns and via sentence parts.

Contributions by turns. The most common form of contribution coincides with the turn. Almost
every time a speaker starts a new tum, he or she either (a) accepts what the last speaker has just said
or (b) initiates a repair of the problem they ran into in accepting it. In this way, a new contribution
is initiated with each relevant change in turn. Many turns are organized in adjacency pairs, which
consist of two ordered utterances, the first and second pair parts, produced by two different speakers.
A crucial property is conditional relevance: given a first part, a second pair part is conditionally
relevant, that is, relevant as the next utterance. For example, once A has asked a question it is relevant
for B to answer it in the next turn.

Giving an answer can be used to accept the presentation of a question by virtue of its conditional
relevance. According to Clark and Schaefer, this holds for the second part of any adjacency pair.
They present the example shown in Figure 3.1: given speakers A and B, imagine A puts the question
"How far is it from Huddersfield to Coventry?", If B wants to initiate the acceptance phase because
she thinks he understands A's presentation, the most immediate way in which she can reach his goal
is by answering. She answers "Urn about urn a hundred miles away". In doing that, she gives three
types of evidence of understanding at once:

I. By passing up the chance to ask A for a repair, she indicates she has understood A's contribu-
tion.

2. By initiating an answer, a second pair part, she shows that she recognizes that A has asked a
question.

3. By formulating the answer she does, she displays part of her understanding of what particular
question was asked.

When A accepts B's answer as an appropriate one, she also accepts I, 2, and 3. But answers are
also contributions, so they also have presentation and acceptance phases. The most common way
to accept an utterance as an answer is to exploit a slightly different form of conditional relevance.
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Once B has uttered "Urn about um a hundred miles", it is conditionally relevant for A to use this
information, and she does. A initiates her acceptance by proceeding to the next contribution at the
same level as B's answer. A says: "So, in fact if you were living in London during that period you
would be closer". In this way A gives the same three types of evidence that B did with her answer:

I. A passes the opportunity to ask B for a repair on her utterance;

2. A shows her recognition that B has answered her question.

3. A displays part of her understanding of B's answer

So, A accepts the presentation of B's answer via much the same rationale as B uses in accepting
the presentation of A's question. This is why in Clark and Schaefer's model an utterance may play two
roles: as part of an acceptance, it provides evidence about how its speaker construes a prior utterance;
as a presentation, it contributes to the fulfillment of the speaker's ostensible discourse purpose.

Another way to initiate the acceptance phase of an answer, or of the second part of most adjacency
pairs, is by explicit assertions of understanding. So far, Clark and Schaefer point out that there are
two methods for partners to accept presentations: by proceeding to a relevant next contribution at
the same level as the current one, or by asserting that they understand with such utterances as "yes",
"right", or "I see".

In adjacency pairs, when one partner does not accept the first part, he will usually initiate a repair
sequence, as in the following example:

(3.15) A. where are you.

B.m?

A. where are you.

B. well I'm still at college.

A. [continues]

A and B step aside for two turns to clear up the problem. The device A and B use are side
sequences. Side sequences can be initiated after almost any presentation. They allow the partners
to focus on precisely those features of a presentation that are troublesome. They are closed by the
participants proceeding to the next contribution at a level as high as the contribution of which they
are a part.

The authors present the following generalization: A new contribution is initiated with every coop-
erative change in tums. Such a contribution closes the current one when it is relevant and at a level
in the tree as high as the current one. Or it opens a side sequence that is closed when a relevant new
contribution is initiated at a level above the side sequence.

Contribution within turns. When a speaker takes an extended tum, the partners ordinarily accept
separate portions of it by means of what Clark and Schaefer calJ acknowledgements, expressions such
as mhm, yes, ... , that are spoken in the background, or gestures. Acknowledgements fall into two ma-
jor categories, continuers and assessments. People use continuers (m, yes, I see) to display continued
attention, they are signals for the primary speaker to continue. Assessments (gosh, really?, oh) are
used for the same purpose and also to offer brief assessments of what is said. Acknowledgements
generally do not constitute turns, are generally placed at or near the ends of major grammatical con-
stituents, and they tend to overlap with the primary speaker's talk. They are placed where they are
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in order to mark the scope of their acceptance. Partners generally use acknowledgements only when
they are quite confident that they understand and that the contributor isn't expecting strong evidence.

Contribution via sentence parts. Many contributions are associated with only parts of sentences.
With these contributors perform only parts of illocutionary acts. The contributor is uncertain about
some piece of information, or needs help on some item, or wants to present an utterance too complex
to be understood in one piece. Clark and Schaefer examine three types of such contributions and
provide a graph representation.

Installments. Speakers present information in installments when they have complicated informa-
tion to present. They take several explicit steps to present this information. Each installment takes the
form of a contribution with its own presentation and acceptance phase.

Clark and Schaefer put the following example from a telephone conversation:

(3.16) A. Could you possibly tell me what Sir Humphrey Davy's address is - Professor Worth thought you
might know.
B. Banque Nationale de Liban -

A. yes
B. nine to thirteen

A. sorry
B. nine. to . thirteen

A. yeah

B. King Edward Street -
A. yeah

B. London
A. yes

B.NEtwoP-
A. yes-

B. four AF-
A. F-

B. yes
A. thanks very much

Trial constituents. Speakers use these when they are not sure if the information they present is
correct or understandable. They present a constituent with a rising intonation followed by a slight
pause, and get their partners to confirm or correct it before completing the presentation.

(3.17) A. so I wrote off to. Bill, . uh who «had» presumably disappeared by this time, certainly, a man
called Annegra?
B. yeah, Allegra
A. Allegra, uh replied, . uh and I . put. two other people, who'd been in for . the BBST job. with me
[continues]

Collaborative completions. Speakers present an utterance for their partners' consideration, but
sometimes the utterance is completed by the partners.
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(3.18) A. urn the problem is a that you(('ve)) got to get planning consent -
B. before you start -
A. before you start on that part, yes
A. you can do anything internally, you wish
B. but the big stuff is, the external stuff [continues]

Clark [1996, p. 221-252] further elaborates on contribution patterns.

3.3.1 Discussion

[Traum 1999a] signals some deficiencies of the Contribution Model:

• It does not define how to measure acceptance and how much acceptance is enough. According
to Traum, the strength of evidence principle takes care of this by allowing diminishing degrees
of evidence, but it does not provide a parameter to measure acceptance.

• Problems with graded evidence of understanding: there is no evidence for the ordering of
evidence, it is not possible to determine if an initiation of next relevant contribution is an ac-
ceptance or just "mere obliviousness". Traum points out that different styles of evidence of
understanding may be based on other factors than a signal of strength of understanding.

• It is difficult to tell whether a particular utterance is part of the presentation phase or tbe accep-
tance phase, and there is no way to tell the state of the current contribution while engaged in a
conversation.

We would like to point out some additional deficiencies of the model:

• The model assumes that grounding is an objective process, a process observed by an omni-
scient entity, instead of a subjective process, which is not synchronous for all dialogue partici-
pants. This is reflected in tbe fact that an objective representation of a contribution is used; the
contribution trees do not differentiate between the representation that the speaker has and the
representation that the addressee has.

• Clark and Schaefer state in the grounding criterion that "the contributor and the partners mutu-
ally believe that the partners have understood what the contributor meant". They conceive the
grounding process in terms of mutual beliefs. However, the Contribution Model does not have
resources to indicate what mutual beliefs are created, how and when they are created, and how
they are updated along the dialogue.

• They state that making a contribution requires that the contributor specifies the content, but they
do not provide the means to represent the content of contributions. The model does not allow to
represent the meaning of utterances and what information is being or has been grounded. The
model only allows to represent how utterances are related in adjacency pairs.

• The model does not explain why an utterance is a presentation and why it is an acceptance.
How are these relations established? We believe that in order to explain this, the representation
of utterances has to be done at a more abstract level, the level of dialogue acts. Clark and
Schaefer do not provide a representation of the utterance.
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The Contribution Model has been taken widely as a reference for further research. The next
subsections present an extension of the model to human-computer interaction by Cahn and Brennan
[1999], a computational model for multi-modal grounding by Li et al. [2006], and a formal theory of
grounding by Paek and Horvitz [1999].

3.3.2 An extension of the Contribution Model to human-computer interaction.

Brennan and collaborators [Brennan and Hulteen 1995, Brennan 1998, Cahn and Brennan 1999] have
looked at grounding from a human-computer (HC) perspective, and have adapted the Contribution
Model proposed by Clark and Schaefer, so that it can be represented computationally. Brennan [1998]
conceives of HC interaction as a kind of coordinated action that bears many similarities to conver-
sational interaction. One of the similarities is that grounding plays a role in how communication
proceeds:

Many of the errors that occur in human-computer interaction can be explained as fail-
ures of grounding, in which users and systems lack enough evidence to coordinate their
distinct knowledge states [Brennan 1998].

Human conversation and human-computer interaction are both coordinated activities. In both,
people need to be able to seek evidence that they have been understood and to provide evidence about
their own intentions. However, unless a system's designers have been attentive to tbe system's user
interface, or unless the user is an expert, the evidence needed for grounding can be very difficult to
get, and errors can be very difficult to recognize.

Brennan discusses some of the ways in which a computer interface may help or hinder users in
grounding their actions by providing feedback, representing shared context, enabling reference, and
supporting incremental actions. In what relates to providing feedback, people in conversations pro-
vide backchanne1 responses and have other ways of signaling their metacognitive states in conversa-
tion, such as by filling a pause before an answer with "urn" or "uh". Hearers can use this information
to make accurate inferences about the speaker's commitment to an answer based on the display that
precedes the answer. For example, an unexpected delay licenses the inference that a conversational
partner is having difficulty.

Brennan points out that the timing of feedback is critical in grounding with a computer, although
the consequences of delayed feedback differ from context to context. Because of the obvious asym-
metries in the capabilities of human and computer partners, most of the responsability for coordinat-
ing joint activities with systems and for minimizing effort falls on users. At the same time, systems
that provide feedback only about how commands have failed rather than about how they have been
processed do not give users enough evidence to ground their actions.

As for shared context and reference, in conversation people construct and maintain discourse
models that represent the entities under discussion as well as the relevant relationships between these
entities. As two people in a conversation accumulate common ground, they presumably construct
discourse models that are more similar to each other's, containing information that both believe to be
shared. They rely on their common ground in referring to objects; referring expressions become more
efficient over repeated use and reflect jointly achieved perspectives that may not be understood by
third parties who have not participated in the conversation. During the process of grounding, people
exchange evidence until they reach the mutual belief that they have reached common ground.
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In contrast, Brennan argues that because many interfaces do not maintain and use explicit dis-
course models, problems arise when users transfer their expectations about shared context from their
conversations with other people to their interactions with computers. People expect natural language
interfaces to be able to handle ellipsis and pronominal references to previously mentioned entities,
just as they expect human partners to do these things. By using the same expression, two partners in
conversation mark the mutual belief that they are referring to the same object.

The grounding process requires that partners be able to seek incremental evidence of each other's
understanding, as well as provide such evidence about their own understanding. Clarification sub-
dialogues enable people in conversation to coordinate their individual knowledge states. In human
conversation, grounding is frequently done in small increments, as when speakers give a telephone
number three or four digits at a time, waiting for acknowledgement from the addressee after each
installment. Speakers trade off the costs of grounding with the benefits.

In order to enable the user to coordinate his or her behavior with the many possible states a system
can be in, the system needs to provide enough feedback for the user to recognize its own state. For
instance, the system can echo the user's utterance once it has been received. This kind of response
provides the user with positive evidence that the system has attended to, heard, and interpreted the
utterance.

It is also desirable for a system to adjust the feedback it provides depending on the dialogue
history. Consequently, following Brennan, the feedback the system provides should be adapted to
several factors: (a) the particular state the system has reached with respect to the user's utterance. (b)
the likely costs of misunderstanding. (c) the dialogue history so far; and (d) the ambient noise level
in the user's environment. Brennan and Hulteen [1995] extend Clark and Schaefer's [1989] model
(previously reproduced on page 39) to cover the states that a computer system may be in with respect
to a user's command. From the user's perspective the states are:

• State 0: Not attending. The system is not able to receive input from the user.

• State 1: Attending. The system is able to receive input (but is not yet receiving any).

• State 2: Receiving. The system is receiving input (but the input is not yet recognized as well
formed).

• State 3: Recognizing. The system recognizes the input as well formed (but has not yet mapped
it onto any plausible interpretation).

• State 4: Interpreting. The system has reached an interpretation (but has not mapped the
utterance onto an application command).

• State 5: Intending. The system has mapped the user's input onto a command in its application
domain (but has not yet acted).

• State 6: Acting. The system attempts to carry out the command (an attempt that mayor may
not tum out to be successful).

• State 7: Reporting. The system has attempted to carry out the command, and reports to the
user any relevant evidence from the application domain.

Misunderstandings cannot be repaired unless they are recognized. In a conversation there is al-
ways an asymmetry, one person recognizes a problem before the other one does. In order for a
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problem to be recognized, each partner needs to provide feedback not only when there is a problem,
but also when the partner believes there is no problem. A common assumption in HC dialogue design
is that a system needs to provide only negative feedback when it is unable to complete processing at
some stage. This minimizes the opportunities for users to recognize problems in the system's process-
ing. Along the same lines, there is typically no provision in the interface for a user to provide a system
with negative evidence. According to Brennan, both of these inadequacies need to be addressed in
order to support grounding in HC interaction. In order to solve this problem, systems should be able
to provide positive evidence and users should be able to provide negative evidence. A system should
be able to give the user positive evidence at each meaningful point where it could break down. This
approach assumes that evidence should be provided about the highest state at which the system has ei-
ther completed or attempted processing, because reaching a particular state presumes that the system
has successfully completed processing at lower-numbered states.

Cahn and Brennan's [Cahn and Brennan 1999] representation of the contribution model is in-
tended to approximate what a participant might represent about the dialogue so far, for the immediate
purpose of referring, making contextual inferences, and repairing problems of understanding, as well
as for the longer term purpose of storing the products of dialogue in memory. Cahn and Brennan
propose that a dialogue system should be equipped with an architecture that explicitly represents
whether previous turns have been grounded. The dialogue system should not represent previous ac-
tions or turns in its model of the dialogue context unless there is evidence that these were what the
user intended. A model of context is necessary because it enables a system to interpret anaphoric
expressions and to make inferences about common ground. When it is based on contributions that
have been grounded, it is likely to correspond more closely to the user's dialogue model than one that
simply records dialogue history.

According to Cahn and Brennan negative evidence is not enough for grounding. A dialogue
partner also needs positive evidence, or evidence that the task and the interaction are proceeding on
track [Clark and Brennan 1991]. Each partner employs his or her own set of standards to evaluate the
evidence of understanding provided by the other and to determine whether to actively seek out further
evidence. These standards constitute a grounding criterion.

Cahn and Brennan suggest that Clark and Schaefer's Contribution Model provides a good basis
for HC interaction because it is expressed in the language of computational structures, its elements
are few and context independent, and its representations are built incrementally. However, they think
that the original explication of the model contains formal inconsistencies and underspecified opera-
tions that prevent its direct incorporation in a dialogue system. They therefore propose a number of
additions.

The first addition is to emphasize that all contribution graphs are private models, and represent the
perspective of only one agent. Clark and Schaefer's contribution graphs depict only the final products
of conversation; such representations fail to represent the interim products that each agent created
moment by moment in order to reach the final product. Let's compare the representations that Clark
and Schaefer, and Cahn and Brennan give to the dialogue in Example 3.19 in Figures 3.2 and 3.3
respectively. In Figure 3.2 one graph is used to show two perspectives, which creates what Cahn and
Brennan call an unrooted contribution node linking 2 and 3. Figure 3.3 shows the different views of
the dialogue participants in two models.

(3.19) A: who evaluates ...
B: uh whoever you ask ... the surveyor for the building society
A: no, I meant who decides what price it'll go on the market-
B: (-snorts) whatever people will pay -
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Figure 3.2: Clark and Schaefer's contribution sequences [Cahn and Brennan 1999, p. 27].

A's view after (2) B: uh whoever you ask ...

C,Pr--- (1) A: whoevaluates..,
Ac~
\'C ,Pr- (2)B:IIIi whoeverYOII ask...

\-~~

8's view after (2) B: uh whoever YOU ask ...

C,Pr--- (lJ A: who evaluates ..,
Ac

C-Pr=--= (2)B:IIIi whoever\'011 ask...
'AC, .

Figure 3.3: Clark and Schaefer's contribution sequences adapted [Cahn and Brennan 1999, p. 27].

The authors argue that in a theory of communication it is important to recognize whose perspective
is represented and why, in order to avoid confusion about whether the perspective represented belongs
to one agent or is shared by both. For the authors, the divergent views of two partners (or of one
partner at two different points in time) do not belong in the same graph. By constraining a graph
to represent the distinct perspective of only one agent at a single point in time, they emphasize the
distinction between interim and final structures.

Their second addition is detailing the heuristics with which a simple computational agent applies
its grounding criterion to the evidence in a tum. These heuristics are specific to the application and
its domain, and depend on: (I) the semantics of the utterance under evaluation; (2) tbe contents of the
agent's private model; (3) the agent's knowledge about the task domain; and (4) the agent's construal
of the kind of task intended by its partner.

Cahn and Brennan put forward a proposal for judging whether the user's tum provides positive or
negative evidence of acceptance, based on the illocutionary act that an utterance appears to present. In
their proposal the user interface is key: it allows mixed initiative, provides explicit response options
for the user, and visibly represents relevant discourse context. It includes a small input window
in which the user types his query, and a larger window where the system displays its responses as
well as its current supposition about the dialogue structure, which is shown by indenting and nesting
utterances.

They present an interface that provides four buttons adjacent to the input window, labelled OK,
Huh?, No, I meant ... , and Never mind. Choosing one of these causes its label to appear as the initial
text in the input window, followed by any text that the user types. With the buttons the user expresses
his intentions and understanding to the system. At any point in the subsequent exchange both user
and system can ask for clarification or propose alternatives.

The user requests clarification using Huh?, which might either precede a clarification request or
serve as the entire tum. As a reaction the system will provide an explanation or else a paraphrase. The
button labelled No, I meant prefaces input by which the user revises or replaces his previous query,
initiating a third tum repair. The button labelled Never mind simply aborts the current domain-level
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exchange and resets the exchange graph to the point of tbe last previously grounded exchange.

According to Cahn and Brennan, these heuristics recognize that the evidence of acceptance may
be either explicit or implicit. The system presents positive evidence implicitly when it answers the
user's domain level query, and negative evidence explicitly when it asks a clarification question or
presents an error message. The user's negative evidence is always explicitly labelled. His positive
evidence can be inferred from actions or can be explicit (OK).

This approach gives the user options for providing the system with evidence about whether he
finds its presentations acceptable, and it also displays the system's evaluation of this evidence in the
dialogue window. The system's current view of the overall dialogue structure appears as indented
tum in the dialogue window, corresponding to embedded presentations in its private model. It is only
when the evidence is positive that it becomes part of the system's dialogue model and licences the
system to add a summary of the previous exchange to its representation of common ground.

A third addition to Clark and Schaefer's model is to show that contributions are linked and embed-
ded according to how each model holder evaluates the evidence that the other partner has presented.
In their algorithm, structural embedding is used only to reflect a model holder's evaluation of the evi-
dence in an utterance as negative. Their rationale for embedding only utterances that provide negative
evidence is that they introduce a structurally subordinate task: a repair. Explicitly stated acknowl-
edgements count as positive evidence of understanding and do not introduce a new task. They should
be represented at the same structural level as the presentations they ground.

A sequence 01' .c:IJacency patrs tAP):

AP~ IliA \,,"'hPFPI'ithP~I"<;fOP'"

ell 8 AluUlkllhe (01 !ll"

AP --- 0) A lllo'lnk ...

~ ItlJ U 'nUll-' l,.u"lct.o,tw

Figure 3.4: A sequence of exchanges [Cahn and Brennan 1999].

A fourth addition is to incorporate a new structure in Clark and Schaefer's formalism, the ex-
change. The exchange, as shown in Figure 3.4, is a pair of contributions linked by their comple-
mentary roles: the first proposes and the second executes a jointly achieved task. As a structure that
organizes the verbatim content of a dialogue, the exchange explicitly represents the influence of the
task on the interaction.

According to the authors, contributions do not easily map interaction onto domain tasks. They
propose that the exchange, rather than the contribution should be the minimal jointly determined
dialogue unit. An exchange consists of two contributions, each playing a unique role in accomplishing
a collaborative domain task. With the first contribution the task is initiated or defined. With the
second, it is completed or executed. The exchange captures the observation that utterances tend to
occur in meaningful pairs that, together, accomplish a single collaborative task. Exchanges are more
general than adjacency pairs because what is critical is mainly whether a task is being defined or
executed. The exchange is a structural primitive that makes a coherent link between the turns from
two agents. The authors propose it as an analytical and structural bridge to higher level discourse
models.
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Discussion

Research by Brennan and collaborators provides new insights about how grounding may be treated
in HC interaction. They propose that a system should be able to imitate the grounding strategies of
humans, like for example giving positive evidence and understanding negative evidence from users.

Compared to Clark and Schaefer's Contribution model they go some steps further. First, they
transform contribution graphs so that they represent the private model of one agent. Second, they
describe heuristics for the application of the grounding criterion by an agent, although they do not
formalize this. The heuristics tries to describe on the basis of which an agent is able to perform
grounding. They highlight the role of context in this process. Third, they provide an analysis of
what kind of feedback some illocutionary acts provide, and how the utterances that express these acts
should be embedded in a contribution graph. Fourth, they introduce a new structure in the contribution
graph, the exchange.

The adapted Contribution Model has some ofthe limitations of the original model: it does not have
resources to specify the meaning of utterances, to represent the information state of the participant at
every step in the dialogue, or to represent what information has been grounded.

3.3.3 A computational model for multi-modal grounding

Li et al. (2006) present a multi-modal grounding mechanism based on an augmented push-down
automaton, in the context of human robot interaction. Like Cahn and Brennan (1999) they take
the exchange as the basic unit of grounding, which can be in two possible states: grounded and
ungrounded. An exchange will be considered grounded if the Acceptance of the Presentation is
available. In this model the Presentation of one exchange does not play the role of the Acceptance of
its previous exchange. Instead, exchanges are organized in a stack, which contains the ungrounded
discourse. Several grounding relations between exchanges are defined in the model Li et al. [2006, p.
155]:

Default: The current Presentation introduces a new account that is independent of the previous ex-
change in terms of grounding.

Support: A new exchange initiated to support the grounding process of an ungrounded exchange, for
example a clarification request.

Correct: An exchange is created to correct the content of the immediately preceding exchange (IPE),
typically in cases where the listener misunderstood the speaker and the speaker corrects it.

Delete: The grounding process is interrupted.

Li et al. (2006) provide Figure 3.5, which shows the augmented push-down automaton with five
states that represent what kind of ungrounded exchange is on top of the stack. The arrows connecting
the state contain information about the input (I), the stack operation (S), and the possible action that
is triggered (A).

In this model every exchange can be individually grounded and contributes to the grounding of
the whole ungrounded discourse by acting on the IPE according to the grounding relations. Contri-
butions are represented in a two layered unit called interaction unit (IU): the intention layer, where
communicative intentions are conceived (intention conception), and the conversation layer, where
communicative intentions are formulated and articulated (language generation process). Addition-
ally they add two generators on the conversation layer: one verbal and one non-verbal to support
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multi-modal communication. As for the flow of the interaction unit, first an agent either initiates an
account or replies to the interlocutor's account. This intention is then transferred to the conversation
layer, which formulates a verbal message with the verbal generator and/or constructs a non-verbal
expression with the non-verbal generator.

Figure 3.5: Augmented push-down automaton for grounding [Li et al. 2006, p. 156].
(ex: exchange, IPE: immediately preceding exchange)

In relation to when to create an IV as Presentation and when as an Acceptance, self-motivated
intentions trigger the creation of an IV as Presentation with a Default relation to its WE. Other-
motivated intentions can result into either a Presentation or an Acceptance, on the basis of the joint
intention theory [Levesque et a\. 1990], which predicts that during a collaboration the partners are
committed to a joint goal that they will always try to conform till they reach the goal or give up.
Before creating her own IV, an agent needs to understand the intention conveyed by her interlocutor's
IV. If the intention recognition is unsuccessful, the agent cannot provide acceptance, but if the agent is
committed to the conversation she will issue a clarification request by generating an IV as Presentation
that initiates a support exchange. If the intention recognition is successful the agent tries to create her
own IV.

In the case of a robot, given the fact that the robot is committed to the user's goal, the robot
will only provide acceptance if the task is successfully executed. The robot completes the current
IV with the filled intention layer by generating a confirmation on its conversation layer. Later this
grounded exchange can be popped from the stack. If the robot cannot perform the task, then the
current exchange cannot be grounded. The robot will take the current IU with the filled intention
layer as another presentation that initiates a support or a correct exchange, which is pushed onto the
stack.

This model has been implemented in a robot (BIRON) that can detect and follow persons, focus
on objects and store collected information into a memory. Li et al. [2006] provide an example of a
dialogue that the robot can produce, presented in Figure 3.6.
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ES- R 1: Hello human! (("'JJ.illt! (I'wfldh)

~U1: Hello!

I Who are you?

&L R2: My name is BIRON. if you show me

something I can remember H. l(ooAIIt# Irh'fldll,

I

~ U2: OK. urn. look. this is a mug.
E~ R3: I beg your pardon? (I,"rA in,>:. {l1I==/nIJ

'- U3: This is a mug. umm. here.

Er;; R4: Sorry. can you use some other words? (/(I(lklll;.!, \',,,1/
L- U4: Tbis is a mug!

Ed ,- RS: SOrry. I can't find it. Are you pointing

U
L to it with your finger? (/,,,.k,,,,, ",.Ii

US Yes!

I R6: I know it is sometimes difficult wtth me,

E~1 but don't feel discouraqed! (l/loAml! tlsillfllh'.I,

L U6: (laugh) .
R7: OK, I've found it. it is really nice! flolJAIII.!! 1r4l111'iZ' J

Figure 3.6: A dialogue example [Li et al. 2006, p. 159].

Discussion

The model of grounding presented by Li et al. [2006] is mostly aimed at defining an automaton to be
implemented as a module of a robot. The model builds on Clark and Schaefer's Contribution Model,
and on the exchange structure put forward by [Cahn and Brennan 1999] and adds some improvements
like including intention recognition and fully specifying the algorithms for the implementation.

3.3.4 A formal theory of grounding

Paek and Horvitz [2000] propose a formalization for grounding based mainly on decision theory and
partially on Clark and Schaefer's Contribution Model. They adopt the view that uncertainty plays a
central role in the handling of misunderstanding in dialogue. They provide an explicit method for
determining the grounding criterion, which they illustrate by reviewing interactions between a user
and a prototype spoken dialogue system called the Bayesian Receptionist. The Bayesian Receptionist
employs Bayesian inference, natural language parsing, and speech recognition to guide dialogues
about tasks typically handled by front desk receptionists.

Paek and Horvitz point out that the most immediate difficulty is that of identifying when mutual
understanding has been sufficiently reached before moving on to the next contribution. Defining a
sufficient level of mutual belief requires at least two critical components for any formalization: the
quantification of belief and a consideration of how "sufficient" belief changes depending on the stakes
of pursuing various actions in different contexts. The authors present a formalization that integrates
these two components using decision theory. Their goal is to use the language and machinery of
decision theory to formalize qualitative intuitions about mutual beliefs and how they are influenced
by the stakes of making a particular decision. They approach the process of grounding as decision
making under uncertainty, which is out of the scope of our research.
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3.4 A computational theory of grounding

Traum [1994] presents the first formal model of grounding that shows how an agent can achieve
common ground on-line. His goal is to "provide a computational model of how conversants reach
a state of mutual understanding of what was intended by the speaker of an utterance" [Traum 1994,
p. 4]. Traum's work consists mainly in:

• Developing a finite-state theory of grounding by designing a protocol that allows a dialogue
agent to determine whether a unit is grounded or not and how to continue the conversation.

• Putting forward a cognitive model of grounding act (GA) processing that shows the effects of
processing GAs in the mental states of dialogue participants, and that guides the generation of
GAs based on discourse goals [Traum 1994, p.82-83].

• Defining a taxonomy of conversation acts based on a multi-stratal theory of action, which in-
cludes a set of abstract actions for grounding, the GAs, that are used in the grounding protocol.

• Specifying a general theory of dialogue management that integrates the theory of grounding.

• Implementing the dialogue management theory into the TRAINS system.

In the next subsections we summarize Traum's [1994] work.

3.4.1 Finite Automaton Grounding Model

Traum designs a protocol which can determine, for any sequence of the GAs (see Subsection 3.4.2),
whether the content expressed by the utterances that comprise the acts is grounded or not. The proto-
col is an on-line reformulation of the Contribution Model. The characteristics of the model, as stated
in Traum [1999a), are:

• Instead of the two phases of presentation and acceptance in the Contribution model, the basic
building blocks are the GAs, each of which is identified with a particular utterance unit, and
performs a specific function towards the achievement of common ground.

• Acts are also distinguished as to whether they are performed by the initiator of a unit (I) or by
the responder (R).

• The units of grounded content are called Discourse Units (DU), rather than contributions. In-
dividual GAs may add to or change the content of the DU. The DU contains information that
would be added to the common ground if it was seen as completed.

• The model contains the following states, which are the states in which a DU can be:

- (S): starting grounding.

- (1): acceptance/acknowledgement needed for grounding.

- (F): material grounded.

- (2): need for repair by initiator and acknowledgment by responder.

- (3): need for acknowledgment by initiator.
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(4): need for repair by responder and acknowledgment by initiator.

(D): "dead state" in which the DU is deemed to be ungroundable.

In Figure 3.7 the Transition Network to and from State I is represented. The states are charac-
terized by what acts have been performed, and the acts that are preferred to follow, as specified
in Table 3.1, where the superscripts I and R mean Initiator and Responder respectively.

o
~

ep'iIfI)' Caneel(R)

RepaiIfR) Continue(I). Repalr(l),ReqAck(!)

(~ ReqAck(l).RepaiIfI).

urnltl'te(I) ~~V~l -F

~

Cancel(!)
ReqRepalr(R)

Caneel(I)8 Repalr(l),Canoel(R) 8
Figure 3.7: Transition Network to and from State 1 [Traum 1994, p. 38].

State Entering Act Preferred Exiting Act
S Initiate
J Initiate/ AckR
2 Reqkepair " Repair/
3 RepairR Ack '
4 ReqRepairl RepairR
F Ack/,R Initiate/·R (next DU)
0 Cancel':" Initiate/:" (next DU)

Table 3.1: DU States [Traum 1994, p. 42]

Traum points out that the states do not refer to the state of a computational agent engaged
in conversation, since any computational agent will have to pay attention to more than just
grounding, and even a grounding module will need to pay attention to multiple DUs, each of
which will have an associated state .

• The model collapses the different types of acceptance, but extends the building blocks of the
units of common ground to those that could be realized with a single utterance, thus allowing
an agent to track progress with each utterance.

In order to model the grounding process Traum assumes the existence of several mental processes
that manipulate beliefs, mutual beliefs, intentions and obligations of the dialogue agents. In the words
of the author [Traum 1994, p. 43],

Conversation will generally start from intentions of an agent to have some content
added to the common ground (mutually believed). Then the utterance planner will de-
cide on utterances and the language producer will act in accordance to the decisions. The
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language interpreter will monitor the produced utterances to see if the actions are in ac-
cord with the intentions: interpreting the utterances by both the same agent and the other
agent will also provide new information about the beliefs and intentions of the agents. Ut-
terances may also introduce obligations, including discourse obligations, which involve
further participation in the conversation.

I x. hUL COllI. H"I""

I'JX~md I
IY L'tr.-r

Figure 3.8: Architecture of X's model conversation of Y [Traum J 994, p. 44].

Traum provides Figure 3.8 that represents the grounding process from the point of view of an
agent X that communicates with Y. The boxes contain the following information:

Box I: information that X intends to be mutually believed.
Box 2: X's interpretation of the contents of utterances that X makes in order to change Y's
beliefs and bring about mutual beliefs.
Box 3: X's beliefs about Y's beliefs about what X intends to be mutually believed.
Box 4: X's interpretations of the contents of Y's utterances.
Box 5: X's beliefs about Y's intentions.
Box 6: X's beliefs about mutual beliefs of X and Y.

Additionally Traum relates the GA to the grounding model in Figure 3.8. Depending on the
content of the boxes the agents will perform a GA, which, once it has been produced, will have an
effect on the model by changing the contents of the boxes in a specific way. For example, for X to
produce a GA Acknowledgement there has to be an item in Box 5 and not in Box 6. The effect will
be that the item moves from Box 5 to Box 6.

3.4.2 Grounding Acts

Traum defines four types of speech acts that correspond to levels of action: traditional speech acts,
turn-taking acts, higher level discourse coherence acts, and grounding acts (GAs). In the words of
Traum [Traum 1994, p. 59), "Each utterance corresponds to one grounding act for each DU it is a
part of'. The GAs are listed in Table 3.2:
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Label Description
Initiate Begin new DU, content separate from previous uncompleted DU's
Continue Same agent adds related content to open DU
Acknowledge Demonstrate or claim understanding of previous material by other agent
Repair Correct (potential) misunderstanding of DU content
Request Repair Signal lack of understanding
Request Ack Signal for other to acknowledge
Cancel Stop work on DU, leaving it ungrounded or ungroundable

Table 3.2: Grounding Acts [Traum 1999a, p. 127]

In Traum's model "there is one degree of understanding feedback (acknowledgment), and two
degrees of grounding: grounded and ungrounded. The grounding criterion is reduced to a decision
about which content needs to be grounded, and which can be assumed to be grounded without explicit
acknowledgment. Grounding acts, themselves, are not seen as part of the content, and do not need to
initiate recursive DUs to ground recognition of their occurrence" [Traum I 999a, p. 127].

The relation between GAs and states in the Finite State Automaton is reproduced in the Transition
Diagram of Table 3.3.

Next act In state
S 1 2 3 4 F D

Initiate 1
Continue' 1 4
Continue'" 2 3
Repair! I I 1 4 1
Repair" 3 2 3 3 3
Reqliepair' 4 4 4 4
ReqRepairR 2 2 2 2 2
Ack! F 1 F
AckR F F F
Heq Ack! 1 1
ReqAckR 3 3
Cancel! D D D D D
Cancel" 1 1 D

Table 3.3: DU State Transition Diagram [Traum 1994, p. 41]

The author provides an analysis of a dialogue in terms of GAs, which we reproduce in Table 3.4.
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UU act

Table 3.4: Analysis of GAs in a conversation [Traum 1994, p. 66]

Speaker: Utterance
init,
com, (1.1)
conh(1.2)
contjt l.J)
conuf l.d)
contu l.S)
ack.

inil2
cont2(3.4)
cont2(3.S)
init,
reqacks
ack-, init,
ack, inits
reqackx
acks init6
ack, init-
cont7(7.1)
reqack-
ack- inits
acks inilg
contg(9.1)
contg(9.2)
repairg(9.2)
contg(9.2)
repairg(9.4)
ackg(IO.I)
acks
initO
com, O(13.1)
contIO(13.2)
cancel ,0
init. l

init,2
COntt2( IS.3)
contI2(IS.4)
contt2(lS.S)
cont, 2(1S.6)
contt2(1S.7)
coni, 2( IS .S)
COnI12(15.9)
ack,2
initt3
ackl3 init,4
conl14( IS.I)
cont14(IS.I)
ack,4 initt5
ackj S

UU#
\,1
\,2
\.3
1.4
\.5
1.6
2.1
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.S
3.6
3.7
3.S
4.1
S.1
5.2
6.1
7.1
7.2
7.3
S.I
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.S
10.1
11.1
12.1
13.1
13.2
13.3
13.4
13.5

14.1
15.1
IS.2
IS.3
IS.4
15.5
IS.6
IS.7
IS.S
15.9
15.10
16.1
17.1
IS.I
18.2
18.3
19.1
20.1

M: okay
: the problem is
: we better .. ship
: a boxcar of oranges to Bath
: by
:SAM
S: okay [2sec]
M: now [2seci
: urnrnl Ssec]
: so
: need to gel a boxcar
: to Corning
: where there are oranges
: there are oranges at Coming
: right
S: right
M: so we need an engine to move the boxcar
: right
S: right
M: so there's an engine
: at Avon
: right
S: right
M: so we should
: move the engine
: at Avon
: engine E
.to
S: engine EI
M:EI
S: okay
M: engine EI
:to Bath
: tol
: or
: we could actually move it to Dansville to pick up the
boxcar there
S: okay
M: urn
: and
: hook up the boxcar to the engine
: move it from Dansville to Corning
: load up
: some oranges
: into the boxcar
: and
: then
: move it on to Bath
S: okay
M: how does that sound
s: that gets us to Bath at 7 AM
: and
: so that's not problem
M: good
S: okay
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3.4.3 Dialogue management

The protocol is implemented within a natural language conversation system (TRAINS), allowing
the system to reason about the state of grounding and perform appropriate acknowledgements and
repairs. In this system the dialogue manager models mental attitudes: beliefs, discourse goals, actions,
obligations and intentions. We will focus on the aspects of the dialogue management model that are
related to grounding the beliefs. The system maintains the following beliefs:

• Private beliefs to do task reasoning, which are called System Private and are proposals that the
system has decided to do but has not yet initiated. Their place in the grounding model presented
in Figure 3.7 is Box I.

• Beliefs about the user's beliefs, which are proposals that have been initiated but not grounded.
They can be about what the user has proposed or about what the system has proposed. Their
place in the grounding model presented in Figure 3.7 is Box 3 for System's proposals or Box 5
for User's proposals.

• Beliefs about mutual beliefs: mutual beliefs about what the user has proposed, mutual beliefs
about what the system has proposed, and shared proposals, which are proposals that have been
accepted. Their place in the grounding model presented in Figure 3.7 is Box 6.

In the words of Traum [1994, p. 85], "in order to track grounding, the system will maintain a
bounded stack of DUs, which represents the currently accessible units. For each DU, the system must
keep track of the initiator and the state of the DU, according to the finite-state grounding theory". As
for the grounding from GAs, "(GAs) will update the state of the DU of which they are part [...J. Each
grounding act performed as part of an utterance event will also have associated with it a (possibly
empty) list of core speech acts and argumentation acts which are attempted in the utterance. While
the effects of these acts are only fully realized when the DU of which they are part is grounded,
[...J, these acts and their estimated effects are added to the list of constituent core speech acts and
argumentation acts for the DU of which the GA is part" Traum [1994, p. 86J.

3.4.4 Discussion

Traum's work on grounding has been the first on really formalizing and implementing a complex
model for a real application. The model integrates previous research from several areas (theory of
action, speech act theory, AI work on speech acts). This makes it a very valuable model. It also has
some weakness, which is easier to point out some years later, thanks to the light that further work by
Traum and other researchers have shed on these issues.

Traum [1999aJ points out some deficiencies of his model concerning the degrees of grounded-
ness, the fact that the binary "grounded or ungrounded" distinction in the grounding acts model is an
oversimplification; to the granularity of utterance units, the fact that the determination of the quan-
tity, sequence, and identity of these acts is highly dependent on how a conversation is carved up into
utterance units; to the discreteness of grounding acts, since it can often be difficult to recognize or
decide which act has been performed; and finally deficiencies related to the fact that the model is not
particularly well-suited to explaining behavior in modalities other than spoken language.

We would like to point out some additional deficiencies of the model:
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• The model focuses on representing the state of grounding of the utterance, and this state deter-
mines how the state of the speakers change, i.e. the beliefs or mutual beliefs that are added to
their mental models. But what really drives the generation of DAs is the transition diagram of
the automaton. So, it is not clear why is it necessary in the model to have a mental model of the
agents .

• The model does not specify what specific information has been grounded. It only specifies what
utterance has been grounded, but what is the semantic content of that utterance? It would be
necessary to compute the semantic content, because it is possible that grounding an utterance
with a semantic content B might imply ungrounding a previously grounded utterance with
semantic content A because the semantic contents are contradictory.

In general the model seems appropriate for a specific type of dialogues, collaborative, task ori-
ented, and for dialogues where there are no misunderstanding problems.

3.5 Grounding in the Information State Update approach

Grounding has also been treated in the framework of the Information State Update (ISU) approach to
dialogue management (introduced in Chapter 2.4). Matheson et al. [2000] describe an implementation
of certain aspects of a theory of dialogue processing concerned with providing models of grounding
and models of the role of discourse obligations in an agent's deliberation processes. The system is
developed with the TrindiKit dialogue move engine toolkit (introduced in Chapter 2.4, p. 25).

The dialogue acts represented are those proposed by the Discourse Resource Initiative [Initiative
1997]. The effects of utterances are described in terms of the changes they bring about in information
states, whose updates are triggered by full dialogue acts. Matheson et at. point out that their view of
dialogue acts effects approaches more that of Allwood [1994], than the belief and intention model of
Sadek [1991], Grosz and Sidner [1990], and Cohen and Levesque [1990a] (introduced in Section 2.3).
They place emphasis on the social commitments of the dialogue participants (obligations to act and
commitments to propositions), and on how dialogue participants socially ground the information
expressed in a dialogue: the Information State (IS) specifies which information is assumed to be
already part of the common ground at a given point, and which information has been introduced, but
not yet been established.

In the approach to grounding that Matheson et al. [2000] take, based on Poesio and Traum [1998]
and Traum et al. [1999], it is necessary for the hearer to provide some kind of feedback. The material
that has already been grounded and the material that has not yet been grounded is represented in what
is called the public information state, which is updated when grounding acts such as acknowledgement
are performed. Each new contribution results in a new Discourse Unit (DU) added to the IS and
recorded in a list of ungrounded discourse units (UDUs), that can subsequently be grounded.
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(
UNDERSTANDINGAC-rlW,DU3))

OBL: "
ADDRESS( C,CA2)

DH: jCA3:C2,ACKNOWLEDGE(C,DU2) )

\ CA2:C2,INFO_REQUESl\W,?HELPFORM)

SCP: o
COND:()

UDUS (DU3)

W:

GND:

PDU:
TOGND:

[

OBL: (ADDRESS(C,CA2)) ]

DH: (CA2:C2,INFO_REQUESl\W. "HELPFORM))

SCP: ()

COND:()

OBL: (ADDRESS(W,CA6))

\

CA6:C2,DIRECT( C,GIVEROUTE(W)) )

CA5:C2,ANSWER( C,CA2,CA4)

CA4:C2,ASSERT( C, WANl\ C, ROUTE))

SCP: (SCp( C, WANT(C,ROUTE )))

COND: (ACCEPT(W,CA6)---> OBL(W,GIVEROUTE(W)))

10: DU3

INFO_REQUEST(W, ')START)

INT: / GIVEROUTE(W) )
\ ACCEPT(W,CA6)

ACKNOWLEDGE(W,DU3 )

C: [INT: (GETROUTE(C))]

CDU:

10: DU2

TOGND:

DH:

Matheson et al. [2000] provide Figure 3.9 that represents the result of the ISU caused by utterance
(02) in Example 3.20:

Figure 3.9: Information State structure in Matheson et al. [2000].

(3.20) Dialogue from Matheson et al. [2000]:
(01) W : How can I help?

(02) C: A route please

(03) W: Where would you like to start?

(04) C: Malvern

(OS) W: Great Malvern?

(06) C: Yes

(07) W: Where do you want to go?

[...]

In what follows we reproduce the description of the IS in 3.9 that the authors provide. The repre-
sentation is a record with two main parts: W, which represents the system's view of his own mental
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state and of the (semi-)public information discussed in the dialogue, and C, which represents the sys-
tem's view of the user's IS. This second part is needed to model misunderstandings arising from the
dialogue participants having differing views on what has been grounded. W contains information on
the grounded material (GND), on the ungrounded information (Ungrounded Discourse Units (UDUs),
Previous Discourse Unit (PDU), and Current Discourse Unit (CDU», and on W's intentions (!NT).
Information is moved from PDU to GND as a result of an acknowledgement dialogue act (ack).

The DUs and the GND field contain four fields, representing obligations (OBL), the dialogue
history (DH), propositions to which agents are socially committed (SCP), and conditional updates
(COND). The value of OBL is a list of action types: actions that agents are obliged to perform.
An action type is specified by a PREDICATE, a DIALOGUE PARTICIPANT, and a list of ARGU-
MENTS. The value of SCP is a list of a particular type of mental states, social commitments of agents
to propositions. These are specified by a DIALOGUE PARTICIPANT, and a PROPOSITION. Finally,
the elements in DH are dialogue actions, which are instances of dialogue action types. A dialogue
action is specified by an action type, a dialogue act id, and a confidence level CONF.

Utterance (02) is assumed to generate a direct act, an assert act and an answer act. That utterance
is also assumed to contain an implicit acknowledgement of the original question; tills understanding
act has resulted in the contents of DU2 being grounded (and subsequently merged with GND).

GND.OBL in the figure includes two obligations. The first is an obligation on W to perform
an understanding act (the predicate is understandingAct, the participant is W, and there is just one
argument, DU3, which identifies the DU in CDU by referring to its ill). The second obligation is an
obligation on C to address conversational act CA2; this ill points to the appropriate info.request in
the DH list by means of the ill number. Obligations are specified in CDU and PDU, as well. Those
in PDU are a subset of those in GND, since at the point in the update process shown in the figure this
field contains information that has already been grounded (DU2 is not in UDUS anymore). But CDU
contains obligations that have not been grounded yet.

GND.DH in this IS contains a list of dialogue actions whose occurrence has already been grounded:
the info.request performed by utterance (0\), a question, and the impLicit acknowledge performed by
utterance (02) that do need to be grounded: a directive by C to W to perform an action of type giver-
oute, and an assert by C of the proposition want(C, route), by which C provides an answer to the
previous info.request CA2.

The COND field in CDU contains a conditional update resulting from the directive performed
by that utterance. The idea is that directives do not immediately lead to obligations to perform the
mentioned action: instead their effect is to add to the common ground the information that if the
directive is accepted by the addressee, then he or she has the obligation to perform the action type
requested.

When a dialogue participant takes a turn and produces an utterance, the interpretation module sets
the system variable latest.moves to contain a representation of the dialogue acts performed with the
utterance. The updating procedure then uses update rules to modify the IS on the basis of the contents
of latest.moves and of the previous IS. The update rules consist of a name, a type, a list of conditions
and a list of effects in the information state.

The steps of the procedure are the following:

I. Create a new DU and push it to the top of UDUS: it involves moving the contents of CDU to
PDU (losing direct access to the former PDU contents) and putting in CDU a new empty DU
with a new identifier.
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2. Perform updates on the basis of backwards grounding acts. For example, the main effect of an
ack is to merge the information in the acknowledged DU (assumed to be PDU) into GND. It
also removes the DU from the UDUS.

3. If any other type of act is observed, record it in the dialogue history in CDU and apply the
update rules for this kind of act.

4. Apply update rules to all parts of the IS which contain newly added acts.

In the view of the authors "intentions are the primary mental attitude leading to an agent's actions.
The main issue to explain then becomes how such intentions are adopted given the rest of the infor-
mation state, and how an agent gets from intentions to actual performance". The authors take what
they call a simplistic approacb for the latter question: all the intentions to perform dialogue acts are
simply transferred to the next..moves system variable, with the assumption that the generation module
can realize all of them as a single utterance. They concentrate on answering the first question: how
the system adopts intentions to perform dialogue acts from other aspects of the mental state. The
extended example they provide focuses on that, and not in explaining how the process of grounding
develops.

The system they describe takes the following factors into account: obligations (to perform under-
standing acts, to address previous dialogue acts, to perform otber actions); potential obligations (that
would result if another act were performed, as presented in the COND field); insufficiently understood
dialogue acts (with a I confidence level in CDU.DH), and intentions to perform complex acts.

3.5.1 Discussion

Matheson et al. [2000] claim that the IS that they present specifies which information is assumed to
be part of the common ground at a given point in the dialogue. However, the IS they describe and the
example that they present show that their approach bas some limitations.

To begin with, the authors do not provide details about the part C of the IS (see Figure 3.9), where
the System's view of the User's IS should be represented. As the authors point out "this second part is
needed to model misunderstandings arising from the dialogue participants having different views on
what has been grounded". Without having a model of the User's IS it is not possible for the System
to assume if something is grounded, because the System cannot make assumptions about whether
the User bas grounded the information. Even if grounding is always a subjective process based on
assumptions, the assumptions have to be based on some kind of evidence. Assuming that C and W
are the dialogue participants, if for adding p to the common ground C has to believe that both C and
W believe that p, agent C needs to have some hypothesis about what W believes. It seems that in
Matheson et al. [2000] grounding is understood as A believing p and C believing that W believes p,
but not as A believing that C and W believe p.

In this model grounding is related to the dialogue act Acknowledgement (ack), wbich is the only
backward grounding act implemented. The main effect of an ack is to merge the information in the
acknowledged discourse unit into tbe grounded information.

They do not deal with cases of misunderstandings or cases where the User (C) asks for acknowl-
edgement. They can only represent cases of implicit grounding by the System (W) or cases like
Example 3.20, where the W asks for confirmation (Utterances 3 to 6) of a previous C's utterance,
which W did not understand correctly. According to Matheson et al. [2000], Utterance 5, a check, is
generated because W is uncertain of the interpretation of Utterance 4. When C agrees with the check
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in Utterance 6, then W is committed to the proposition that the starting place is Malvern. After C's
agreement in Utterance 6, W adds a new intention to ask about the next piece of information, which
lead to the production of Utterance 7, which also implicitly acknowledges Utterance 6. The IS after
Utterance 7 is shown in Figure 3.LO.The grounded information is located in W:GND:SCP.

(
UNDERSTANDINGAC...tC,DU8))

OBL: '\
GIVEROUTE(W)

DH: ICA 17:C2,ACKNOWLEDGE(W,DU7))

GND: \CAI6:C2,AGREE(C,CAI4)

(
SCP(C.START(MALVERN)) )

SCP:
SCP(W,START( MALVERN))

COND:()

UDUS: (DU8)

W: PDU:

OBL' (ADDRESS(C,CA2)) 1
DH: (CAI6.C2,AGREE(C,CAI4))

scr: \ SCAP(C,START(MALVERN)))

COND: ()

TOGND:

(ADDRESS( C,CA 18))

(

CAI8:C2'INFO-REQUEST(W'?DEST) )

CAS :C2,ANSWER( C.CA2,CA4)

CA4:C2,ASSERT( C, WANT( C,ROUTE))

SCP: ()
COND: ()

ID: DUB
INT: (GIVEROUTE(W))

C: [INT: (GETROUTE(C))]

CDU:

ID: DU7

OBL:

Figure 3.10: Information State structure after Utterance 7 Matheson et al. [2000].

TOGND: DR:

Finally, the model keeps only two utterances in the IS, so it is not clear what would happen when
the utterance to be grounded is more than two utterances back, like in the dialogue provided by Traum
in Table 3.4, for example.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter we have presented an overview of existing theories and models of grounding. We
started by defining mutual knowledge and common ground as concepts related to grounding in dia-
logue. We introduced the foundational Contribution Model by Clark and Schaefer [1989] and some
work based on this model: the extension of the Contribution Model to human--computer interaction
by Brennan and collaborators [Brennan 1998, Cahn and Brennan 1999], the model for multi modal
grounding by Li et al. [2006], and the formal theory of grounding by Paek and Horvitz [2000], who
propose a formalization of grounding partially based on the Contribution Model.

In Clark and Schaefer's model grounding is the result of the production of contributions. Par-
ticipants in a dialogue try to establish for each utterance the mutual belief that the addressees have
understood what the speaker meant. This is accomplished by the collective actions of the current con-
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tributor and the partner, which results in units called contributions. Making a contribution requires
two processes: content specification and grounding. One of the relevant proposals by Clark and
Schaefer is that contributions are divided into an acceptance and a presentation phase, so that every
contribution, except for those that express negative evidence, has the role of accepting the previous
contribution.

Next we presented the computational theory of grounding by [Traum 1994]. Traum provides a
computational model of how conversants reach a state of mutual understanding of what was intended
by the speaker of an utterance. Traum designs a protocol which can determine, for any sequence of
grounding acts, whether the content expressed by the utterances which comprise the acts is grounded
or not. This protocol is compared to mental models of language participants to provide rationales
for taking particular actions. The protocol is implemented within a natural language conversation
system (TRAINS), allowing the system to reason about the state of grounding and perform appropriate
acknowledgements and repairs. The grounding acts used in the protocol are given precise definitions
within the context of a general theory of plan execution.

Finally, we introduced the treatment of grounding in the information State Update approach by
Matheson et al. [2000]. They represent grounded and ungrounded discourse units in the formalization
of the information state. These components of the information state get updated when grounding acts
are performed.

Some questions that arise about grounding, and that were not answered by the above presented
studies are the following:

• How does each type of dialogue act contribute to grounding?

• How does the grounding process progress utterance after utterance and how is it reflected in the
context model of dialogue participants?

In Chapter 8 we will describe the grounding process in the framework of Dynamic Interpretation
Theory, and answer the above questions.



Chapter 4

Dynamic Interpretation Theory

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we summarize the theoretical basis of our research, Dynamic Interpretation Theory
(DIT) [Bunt 1989, 2000a,b, 2005]. In DIT a dialogue is viewed semantically as a sequential structure
of bundles of dialogue acts. Dialogue acts are defined as operators that update the context in several
ways. The concept of context is essential in the theory. It is defined as the totality of conditions or
factors that may influence the understanding and generation of communicative behavior [Bunt 2000a,
p. 99]. This is to say, it is all of the information that contributes to a dialogue agent's interpretation
of dialogue contributions and that plays a role in the generation of dialogue contributions by the
agent. The context model of dialogue participants includes, among other types of information, the
participant's state of beliefs and goals (Section 4.2). According to this view, utterance meanings
are analysed in terms of context changes. Context in DIT is equivalent to information state in the
information state update approach (see Section 2.4), but it includes other kinds of information than
that which is usually included in information states.

Dialogue acts in DIT are organized in a multidimensional taxonomy [Bunt 2006]. The commu-
nicative functions of the dimensions are different aspects of the communication process that can be
addressed independently and simultaneously by means of dialogue acts. The dimensions describe the
possible multifunctionality of utterances: an utterance can have several communicative functions in
different dimensions. Alternatives within a dimension are deemed to be mutually exclusive.

The developers of DIT aim to understand phenomena in natural dialogue, with the idea that this
mechanism will help in the development of well-behaved dialogue systems. One of the phenomena
to be understood is how meaning is computed in interaction:

... the real problem is that a natural-language dialogue system has to capture and pro-
cess the meanings of linguistic expressions, and we still only have a limited knowledge
of how this can be done [Bunt 1989, p. 50].

DIT dialogue theory is based on the following assumptions [Bunt 2000a, pp. 139-140]:

• Engaging in a dialogue is typically not a goal in itself, but is motivated by some underlying
task or goal one wants to achieve, and for which the dialogue is instrumental. This assumption
places the theory in a position close to the plan-based approach to dialogue introduced in

65
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Section 2.2, although in DIT the choice of communicative behavior is not only goal based. The
sources of motivation to perform a dialogue act are the speaker's goals, the recognized partner's
goals, the uncertainties and actual or anticipated problems that may arise in the conditions for
successful communication, and interactive pressures relating to social obligations. DIT is less
procedural than the Plan-Based theories .

• Communicative agents strive for rationality, both in their choice of communicative actions in
relation to their communicative goals, and in the choice of their communicative (sub)goals
depending on the goals of the underlying task. This assumption places the theory in a Rational
Theory approach also introduced in Chapter 2.

• Natural communication is a social activity. Communicative behavior therefore has to observe
the norms and conventions of social activity in the culture to which the agents belong. For
example, agents are cooperative: they take into account the partner's goals and limitations in
the choice of the function and form of one's communicative actions.

Following these assumptions the theory seeks to explain regularities in dialogue by analyzing:

The relations between analytical devices such as turn, utterance, dialogue acts, and the goals,
purposes, and other circumstances that these express on the part of a communicative agent;

The communicative behaviour that can be realized with these communicative devices.

The internal structure of complex goals, beliefs, preferences, and other aspects of the commu-
nicative agent's state, which are revealed by his communicative acts;

The mechanisms for updating a dialogue agent's state of information through communication,
and the mechanisms for generating dialogue behaviour from dynamic information states.

Like the Belief, Desire and Intention (BDI) approach (in Section 2.2), the theory assumes that
communicative agents can be modeled as structures of goals, beliefs, preferences, expectations, and
other types of information, plus memory and processing capabilities. Part of these structures is dy-
namic in the sense of changing during a dialogue as a result of the agents perceiving and understand-
ing each other's communicative behavior, of reasoning with the outcomes of these processes, and of
planning communicative and other acts. The theory studies these aspects, the state-changing effects
of dialogue acts that result from their understanding.

Additionally, the theory makes the idealization that the dialogue agents participating in the di-
alogue follow a rational, cooperative and social behavior. Rationality is understood as a mental
property concerned with the way in which decisions and choices are made and mental processes
are organized. It is concerned with the wayan agent relates his actions to his goals. In the words of
Bunt:

People communicate to achieve something, which we call the underlying 'task', and they
do this in a rational fashion. They form communicative goals in accordance with under-
lying goals and desires, choose appropriate actions to further their communicative goals,
and organize the interaction so as to optimize the conditions for successful communica-
tion [Bunt 2000a, p.96].
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Cooperation is concerned with how an agent's actions relate to the goals of his dialogue partner.
In DIT cooperativity is construed as an agent's disposition to act rationally in the interest of the other
agent. Thus an agent will try to satisfy the partner's goals for securing successful communication.
Sociality is related to the fact that interaction is subject to social norms and conventions. Participating
in a dialogue therefore imposes certain social obligations on the participants.

The research presented in this dissertation focuses on a very specific part of the theory: modeling
how the context changes during a dialogue, as an effect of the dialogue acts performed. In order to set
the background for this research, in the next sections DIT is summarized. In Section 4.2 the notion of
context is explained. Section 4.3 introduces the concept of a dialogue act in DIT. Section 4.4 presents
the dialogue act taxonomy, and Section 4.5 the DIT approach to dialogue management.

4.2 Context

Context plays a central role in DIT because an utterance meaning is defined in terms of how it affects
context. From a DIT perspective context refers to the factors relevant to generating and understanding
utterances. What an agent says is motivated by the properties of the context; what an agent interprets
depends on the state of his context; and what an agent understands is integrated into his context.
Context is a structured collection of beliefs of various kinds that are held by a dialogue participant.
Each participant has his own context, and in a successful dialogue there should be some overlap
between the participants' contexts. Thus, the notion of context in DIT is not an objective one, since:

... the participants' communicative behavior depends solely on how they view the
situation, not on what the situation 'really' is. Dialogue contexts exist only in the mind
of the participants [Bunt 2000a, p. 101].

A context in DIT [Bunt 2000a] includes both an agent's information about the domain of dis-
course and the task that the participants are trying to perform, as well as various kinds of information
about the communicative situation and about the communicative process. DIT makes a conceptual
distinction between the following five types of information in an agent's context: linguistic, semantic,
social, cognitive, and physical-perceptual. Each of these types of context comes in two forms, local
and global. Local context is the information that can be changed through communication, and forms
the information needed to describe the semantics of dialogue acts. Global context includes all that
surrounds a communicative situation (participants' physical condition, etc.). Global context informa-
tion is not changed through communication and therefore tends to remain unchanged throughout a
dialogue, as opposed to local context information, which is inherently dynamic.

Since it is very difficult to establish the boundaries of such a general notion of context, DIT focuses
on aspects of context that can be changed through communication, the above mentioned local aspects.
The DIT local context model for interpretation and dialogue management (from [Bunt 2000a, p. 100]
and http://lsOI43.uvt.nllditlcontext.html) includes:

• The semantic context, which includes knowledge about the domain and information about the
progression of the task, plus the beliefs about the other dialogue participants's beliefs about the
semantic context.

• The linguistic context, which is the surrounding linguistic material, a kind of extended Dia-
logue History. It contains information about the topic of conversation, the dialogue structure,
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and the dialogue acts performed previously, plus the beliefs about the other dialogue partici-
pants's beliefs about the linguistic context. It also contains information about what the speaker
is planning to do next in the dialogue ("dialogue future").

• The cognitive context, which includes information about the agent's processing state, the par-
ticipant's processing state, models of each other's states and time estimates for the processes of
perception, interpretation, evaluation and execution, plus the beliefs about the other dialogue
participants's beliefs about such information.

• The physical and perceptual context, which comprises the agent's assumptions regarding the
dialogue partner's physical, perceptual, and mental presence, the availability of communicative
and perceptual channels, and the beliefs about the other dialogue participants's beliefs belong-
ing to the physical and perceptual context.

• The social context, which refers to the communicative rights, obligations, and constraints of
both participants: interactive and reactive pressures for salutation, self-introduction, apologiz-
ing, thanking, and valediction, plus the beliefs about the other dialogue participants's beliefs
about the social context.

Bunt also argues that the most complex kind of local context information is formed by the partic-
ipants' recursive beliefs and intentions concerning the underlying task, since this information com-
bines the inherent complexity of the task domain with that of nested propositional attitudes.

According to DIT, all agents operate on the basis of the same types of information, following the
same basic principles of rationality, cooperativity, and sociality. Thus, an agent A must assume that
his dialogue partner B entertains beliefs about the same kinds of things as A himself [Bunt 2000a, p.
113].

In DIT defining the model of context is representing all the elements that might have an influ-
ence upon how the states of dialogue participants change during the dialogue. This is the general
description of the context model, that can be specified, for example, as the feature structure represen-
tation given in Figure 4.1 [Keizer and Morante 2006a], which represents the context model used in
the PARADlMEProject [Keizer and Bunt 2006]. In this context model there are four types of context:

1. The Linguistic Context contains features for storing dialogue acts performed in the dialogue
so far: user.utts and system.utts. In addition, topic....struct and conv....state contain informa-
tion about the topical and conversational structure. The feature candidate.diai.acts stores the
dialogue acts generated by the Dialogue Act Agents (DAAs)in the dialogue manager (see Fig-
ure 4.3 on page 81), and dial.acts.pres stores the current combination of dialogue acts available
for direct presentation as a multifunctional system utterance.

2. The Semantic Context contains a state variable for keeping track of the question answering pro-
cess. The feature task-progress distinguishes between the states of composing a self-contained
question to send to the Question Answering (QA) modules (comp.questi (see Figure 4.3 on
page 81), waiting for the QA results in the case that a QA-question is sent (quest.qai, evalu-
ating the QA results (answ_eval), and discussing the results with the user (user ....sat). Besides
this task-specific feature, there is a feature user .model containing information about the user's
beliefs and goals concerning the task-domain. For question answering, this information can be
interpreted as a specification of the user's information needs (as built up through the questions
asked by the user), and of the user's current knowledge about the domain (as built up through
the answers and other informs given by the system).
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3. The Cognitive Context contains two features representing the processing states of the system
town.proc.statev and the user (partner .proc.statey as viewed by the system. Both contain two
features: one indicating whether or not a processing problem was encountered, and if so, at
which level of processing this happened, and one containing information about the user's be-
liefs and goals in relation to the processing state. The Cognitive Context also has a feature
common.ground, containing beliefs that the system believes to be mutually believed. Finally, a
feature belief.model is used, containing all (non-mutual) beliefs in the context model. This fea-
ture is used to have a reference to all beliefs in one place, making part of the update mechanism
more convenient. These beliefs have cross-links to other parts of the context model, wherever
appropriate (e.g., to the user model of the Semantic Context).

4. The Social Context is specified in terms of communicative pressures; currently, we only use
one feature indicating whether or not a pressure exists for performing a social obligations man-
agement act, and if so, for which one (e.g., comm.pressure: grt indicates a pressure for the
system to respond to a greeting).

A simplified version (Figure 4.1) of the DIT context model has been implemented in the dialogue
manager of the PARADIME project. The differences between the PARADIME context model (PM)
and the information state model of the Godis system (GM) [Traum and Larsson 2003], introduced in
Section 2.4 and reproduced here as Figure 4.2, are the following:

• The GM includes the representation of plans (PRIVATE: PLAN) and an agenda (PRIVATE:
AGENDA) with the intentions for the next tum, whereas the PM does not represent plans in the
same way. Instead, the PM represents a list of candidate dialogue acts that forms a kind of plan.
The PM relies on a representation of beliefs that are intended to be used to perform reasoning
about what dialogue acts should be performed next.

• In the GM, information is divided into private (of the system) and shared (established dur-
ing conversation), and a temporary representation of the shared information is included in
the TMP field (PRIVATE: TMP). In the PM model the system keeps a User model (SemCon-
text.user.modeli and information about the user's processing state (CogContext:partner-proc
.statei. The shared information is kept in the cognitive context (Cog Contextcommon.groundi.

• In the GM, beliefs are stored in tbe BEL field (PRIVATE: BEL), whereas in PM, beliefs are
stored in different fields of the semantic and cognitive context. However, the GM does not
contain information about the system's processing, nor about its beliefs about the user's pro-
cessing.

• In the GM, the system keeps a stack of not resolved issues (SHARED: ISSUES) and questions
under discussion (SHARED: QUD). This information is expressed in terms of beliefs in the
PM (Cog'Contexitbelief.modeis.

• In the GM, the last and previous utterance are represented, whereas in the PM, the entire dia-
logue history is represented.

• In the GM, a part of the shared information consists of the propositions to which the participants
are committed (SHARED: COM), whereas the PM keeps a record of the grounded information
in the Cog Context.common.ground feature.

• The GM does not contain timing information, nor information about turn allocation.
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In summary, the PM relies on a complex representation and Oil the computation of beliefs, whereas
the GM relies on a less fine-grained representation of context, and on the specification of plans to
provide guidance for the dialogue strategy.

LingContext :

user nitts : (lasLuseLdiaLact = udao, uda_l, uda_2, __.)
sustem .utis : (lasLsystem_diaLact = sdao, sda.:«, sda_2, ... )
iopic.struci : (referents)
comi.stoie : opening Ibody Iclosing
candidoie.duii.octs :
diolccts.pres : . __

SemContext : [tasLProgress: comp_questl quesLqalansw_evall user _sat]
user .model . (beliefs)

t t [Procproblem: perc1int1eval1exec1none]
oumcproc:s a e: user .model : (beliefs)

CogContext: partner proe t te [proe_problem: pere1int1eval1exec1none]
- _s a : user snodel : (beliefs)

belief .model , (beliefs)
commorc.qrourul : (mutuaLbeliefs)

SoeContext: [comm_pressure : nonelgrtlapolthklvaled]

Figure 4. I: Feature structure representation of the context model.
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Figure 4.2: Example of information state in Godis [Traum and Larsson 2003, p. 342].

LU = (ASK(SYS, ?X.DEPT-ClTY(X)), .. .)

DIT is especially concerned with studying the relations between local context and functional,
'pragmatic' aspects of utterance meaning. These relations are assumed to be brought out by utter-
ance features such as sentence type, intonation pattern, and use of paralinguistic elements, and of
accompanying nonverbal communicative behaviour that might be available. The course of events in
a dialogue is determined at the semantic/pragmatic level of dialogue acts by the current state of the
context as viewed by the agent who has the turn to contribute something to the dialogue. Section 4.5
elaborates this.

The next section describes how dialogue acts are defined in DIT.
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4.3 Dialogue Acts

DIT provides a comprehensive taxonomy of dialogue acts and a definition for every dialogue act
type. This taxonomy has been used in several annotation tasks [Geertzen and Bunt 2006], the results
of which have allowed for readjustments in the theory and show empirical proof that the taxonomy is
broad enough to cover most cases. The general idea behind the DIT conception of dialogue acts is that
communication is viewed as a succession of context-changing operations. This has been suggested
previously in the speech act literature [Gazdar 1979, Isard 1975], and places DIT in the information
state update approach to dialogue acts introduced in Chapter 2.4. Bunt [2005] proposes the following
definition of dialogue act:

A dialogue act is a unit in the semantic description of communicative behavior produced
by a sender and directed at an addressee, specifying how the behavior is intended to
influence the context through understanding of the behavior.

In DIT the meaning of an utterance is defined in terms of how it affects context. To describe these
changes DIT distinguishes between semantic content, the information the speaker is introducing into
the context, such as the objects, events, situations, properties, relations, etc. that the utterance is about;
and communicative function (CF), which specifies the way in which that information has to be inserted
into the context in order to play its intended role. Using these two aspects, a formal interpretation can
be given to a dialogue act by viewing the combination of a communicative function and a semantic
content as an operation that updates the information state of the dialogue participants in a certain
way. The CF is the purpose that the utterance has in the communication. Utterances communicate
certain beliefs and intentions of the speaker. These beliefs and intentions do not come in arbitrary
combinations, but in certain conventional packages. CFs are names for the immediate effects that
occur when these packages are interpreted. DIT distinguishes CFs only if they have an empirical
basis: every dialogue act type should have some reflection in observable features of communicative
behavior. These features may be perceptual, linguistic, or gestural and have a context-dependent
interpretation. For every dialogue act type there are behavioral and linguistic devices which a speaker
can use in order to indicate the communicative function(s) of his contribution.

While understanding the factual semantic content of a sentence means that the content is related to
a body of factual knowledge, understanding the user's intentions means that the semantic content of
an utterance is related to the user's goals, plans, beliefs, expectations, etc. [Bunt 1989, p. 50], as also
conceived in Cohen and Perrault [1979], Cohen and Levesque [1990b,c], Sadek [1991]. CFs define
the significance of tbe semantic content by specifying how an understanding agent should use the
semantic content of the dialogue act to update his context. This is related to the question that Cohen
and Perrault [1979, p. 179] put forward: what changes does the successful performance of a speech
act make to the speaker's model of the hearer, and to the hearer's model of the speaker? Chapters 6
and 7 are devoted to modeling these changes.

The concept of CF in DIT is somewhat related to previous analysis of speech acts in plan based
theories. For example, as explained in Chapter 2.2, Cohen and Perrault [1979, p. 179] "regard speech
acts as operators whose effects are primarily on the models that speakers and hearers maintain of
each other". In this framework a parallelism is established between speecb acts and actions conceived
as operators defined in the following terms: preconditions, or applicability conditions; effects that
will be obtained when the corresponding actions are executed; and bodies, that describe the means
by which effects are achieved. Similarly, Allen [1983] defines a speech act as an action that has
the parameters speaker, hearer, and propositional content. An action is represented as a schema that
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consists of a name, a set of parameters and sets of formulas, which are divided into preconditions,
effects and body. DIT is not a strongly plan-based theory however. DIT defines the preconditions for
all CFs, but it does not specify the effects that a CF provokes separately, because for all CFs these
effects are a consequence of general communication principles that will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.3.1 Dimensions

Dimensions reflect the conceptual view that a participant in a dialogue has a number of things to
manage:

• Trying to perform the underlying task or activity;

• Monitoring mutual attention and correctness of understanding, and various aspects of the inter-
action, including the distribution of sender and receiver roles (tum management), the contin-
uation of the interaction under time constraints (time management), and the introduction and
closing of topics (topic management);

• Dealing with social obligations such as introducing oneself, apologizing, thanking and greeting.

Each of these conceptually distinct aspects of participating in a dialogue may qualify as a proper
dimension of dialogue act annotation if the following two conditions are satisfied:

1. This aspect of participating in a dialogue can be addressed by means of dialogue acts that have
a communicative function specific for this purpose;

2. This aspect of participating in a dialogue can be addressed independently of other aspects,
i.e., dialogue utterances can have a communicative function for this aspect, independent of its
functions in other dimensions.

DIT, as described in Bunt [2006], distinguishes the following 11 dimensions I:

1. Task/Activity: dialogue acts whose performance contributes to performing the task or activity
underlying the dialogue;

2. Auto-Feedback: dialogue acts that provide information about the speakers processing (per-
ception, interpretation, evaluation, or application) of the previous utterance or some particular
previous utterance(s);

3. Allo-Feedback: dialogue acts used by the speaker to express opinions about the addressees
processing (perception, interpretation, evaluation, or application) of the previous utterance or
some particular previous utterance(s), or that solicit information about that processing;

4. Turn Management: dialogue acts concerned with grabbing, keeping, giving, or accepting the
speaker role;

5. Time Management: dialogue acts signalling that the speaker needs a little bit of time to for-
mulate his contribution to the dialogue, or that his preparation for producing a contribution
requires so much time that a pause is necessary;

IIn the most recent version of the taxonomy, the dimensions of Topic Management and Dialogue Structuring have been
coJiapsed into one dimension, called Discourse Structure Management. See the web page http://dit.uvt.nl.
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6. Contact Management: establishing whether the dialogue partner is present and paying atten-
tion; also indicating the speakers presence and attention;

7. Own Communication Management: dialogue acts to indicate that the speaker is editing the
contribution to the dialogue that he is currently producing;

8. Partner Communication Management: the agent who performs these dialogue acts has the ad-
dressee rather than the speaker role, and assists the dialogue partner in his formulation of a
contribution to the dialogue;

9. Topic Management: dialogue acts whose function is to explicitly start or close a topic, or
negotiate a topic shift;

10. Dialogue Structuring: dialogue acts for explicit opening or closing a (sub-) dialogue or an-
nouncing that the speaker is going to perform certain dialogue acts, possibly conditional to the
addressees consent that he do so;

11. Social Obligations Management: dialogue acts that take care of social conventions such as
welcome greetings, apologies in case of mistakes or inability to help the dialogue partner,
thanking and farewell greetings.

4.4 DIT Dialogue Act Taxonomy

In this section we reproduce the DIT general classification of dialogue acts2. Every type of dialogue
act is described in terms of the preconditions that enable it. The taxonomy is hierarchically organized,
so that the lower levels of the hierarchy inherit the preconditions of the higher levels. In the presen-
tation of the taxonomy, indentation reflects the hierarchical organization, where the CFs in the lower
levels inherit the preconditions from the CFs in the higher levels. For example, CHECK inherits from
YN-QUESTION that S believes that A knows the truth value of that proposition. The total system of
CFs consists of two subsystems:

I. Those CFs that can be applied to all types of semantic content, which means that they can be
concerned with any aspect of the communication process, and can therefore be used in every
dimension. These CFs are called general-purpose/unctions.

2. Those CFs that are specific for a dimension.

In the formulation of the preconditions some predicates are used, the meaning of which should be
clarified:

• Belief: A belief that the agent considers to be true with respect to the information that he
has available. We occasionally use 'firm belief' or 'full belief' as synonymous with 'belief',
in order to mark the contrast with weak belief. Firmly believing and knowing are used as
synonyms.

'The orr dialogue act taxonomy can be found on the web page http://dit.uvt.nl. The web was last accessed on the
12.06.07. The version provided here reflects the version of this date.
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• Weak belief: A belief that an agent is not certain about and that requires confirmation to
become firm belief. A weak belief allows us to represent uncertainty. Evidence from natural
information dialogues indicates that they contain a substantial amount of verification because
participants try to remove their uncertainties.

• Mutual belief: Beliefs that agents have about the beliefs that both agents have of each other's
beliefs (see Chapter 2). By mutual knowledge (or belief) of a certain fact f is meant tbat both
A and B know that f, they both know that the other knows that f, and they both know that the
other knows that the other knows that f, etcetera.

• Knows value of: An agent knows the value of an expression. For example, S knows whether p
(i.e. S knows the value of proposition p) if S knows that p or S knows that not p. It is important
to clarify that we use know in the same sense as in DIT [Bunt 1989, p.55l, that is, "having the
information available", without implying any commitment to the actual truth. We do not want
to exclude the possibility that a participant has incorrect information.

• Wants: An agent wants to achieve a situation; the situation might be a certain state of knowl-
edge of himself or of the dialogue partner, or the performance of an action by himself or the
dialogue partner.

4.4.1 General-Purpose Communicative Functions

General-Purpose Communicative Functions are functions that can be applied to all kinds of semantic
content: to content information concerning a domain or task, and to information concerning the
communication.

Information Transfer Functions

The functions in this group aim at the transfer of information. There are two main subgroups:
Information-Seeking and Information-Providing functions.

o Information-Seeking functions

This subgroup comprises all varieties of questions and checks, which are functions that have the
common goal condition that the speaker wants to know something.

Direct questions (such as How do I send ajax?) carry the additional assumption by the speaker
that the addressee knows the answer to the question. Indirect questions (such as Do you know how I
can send ajax?) do not carry this assumption. The various types of checks carry additional expecta-
tions (expressed by 'weak beliefs') that the speaker has about the answer to his question, and about
whether that expectation agrees with the addressee's beliefs about what is the correct answer.

• INDIRECT YN-QUESTION: S3 wants to know the truth value of a given proposition, and S
does not know whether A4 knows the truth value of that proposition.

- YN-QUESTlON: S believes that A knows the truth value of that proposition.

'S stands for Speaker.
4 A stands for Addressee.
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* CHECK: S weakly believes that the proposition is true.
POSI-CHECK: S weakly believes that A also believes that the proposition is true.
NEGA-CHECK: S weakly believes that A believes that the proposition is false.

• INDIRECT WH-QUESTlON: S wants to know which elements of a given set have a given
property, and S does not know whether A knows which elements of that set have that property.

- WH-QUESTlON: S believes A to know which elements of a set have that property.

• INDIRECT H-QUESTION: S wants to know one or a couple of elements of a given set that have
been given a property, and S does not know whether A knows which elements of a that set have
that property.

- H-QUESTION : S believes that A knows at least one element of a given set to have a
given property. H-QUESTIONS differ from WH-QUESTIONS in asking for only one or a
few elements of the domain (i.e., one course of action) that has the property stated in the
question, whereas WH-QUESTIONS ask for all domain elements that satisfy the property
stated in the question.

• INDIRECT ALTS-QUESTION: S wants to know which one from a given list of alternative
propositions is true; S believes that exactly one of the alternatives is true; and S does not know
whether A knows which of the alternative propositions is true.

- ALTS-QUESTION: S believes that A knows which of the alternative propositions is true.

o Information-Providing functions

All Information-Providing functions have in common that the Speaker tells the Addressee some-
thing which the Speaker believes to be new and somehow interesting for the Addressee. More for-
mally expressed: S states information which S believes to be in A's interest to have, and S believes
the information to be correct.

The various subtypes of Information-Providing functions differ in several aspects: (i) in the ways
in which the Speaker believes the semantic content to be interesting for the Addressee; (ii) in different
additional beliefs about what the Addressee believes; (iii) in differences in strength of the Speaker's
belief concerning the information that he makes available. In particular, if the Speaker has only a
weak belief concerning that information, then 'uncertain informs' and 'uncertain answers' will be
used.

• UNCERTNINFORM: Speaker S wants to make the information that forms the semantic content
of the inform known to addressee A; S weakly believes that the information he provides is
correct.

- INFORM: Speaker S wants to make the information that forms the semantic content of the
INFORM known to addressee A.

* AGREEMENT: S informs the addressee of something that S believes A weakly be-
lieves to be true.

* DISAGREEMENT: S informs A of something that S believes A weakly believes to be
false.
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. CORRECTION: S supplies information which he believes to be correct, intended
to replace the belief by A that S believes to be incorrect.

* INFORMS with Rhetorical Functions: S is motivated by a semantic consideration of
the kind defined in Rhetorical Structure Theory [Mann and Thompson 1987]. IN-
FORMSwith a rhetorical function include EXPLANATION, ELABORATION,JUSTIFI-
CATION,etc.

• ANSWERS: All Answer functions have in common that the speaker provides the information
that he believes the addressee wants to have, and that he believes the addressee assumes the
speaker to have. If the speaker is not certain of the correctness of the information that he
provides, then tbe answer is qualified as 'uncertain'.

- UNCERTNWH-ANSWER: S believes that A wants to know which elements of a certain
domain have a certain property; S believes that A believes that he (S) knows that; S
believes that the set of entities, described by the semantic content, is the complete set of
all elements of that domain that bave that property; S's belief is not certain.

* WH-ANSWER: Same as UNCERTNWH-ANSWER, but now S's belief is not uncer-
tain.

- UNCERTNYN-ANSWER: S believes that A wants to know the truth of the proposition
that forms the semantic content; S believes that A believes that S knows that; S believes
that his answer is true, but S is not certain about that.

* UNCERTNCONFIRM: S believes that A weakly believes that tbe propositional content
is true.

* UNCRTNDISCONFIRM:S believes that A weakly believes that the propositional con-
tent is false.

* YN-ANSWER: Same as UNCERTNYN-ANswER, but now S's belief is not uncer-
tain.

CONFIRM: Same as UNCERTNCONFIRM, but now S's belief is certain.
DISCONFIRM: Same as UNCERTNDISCONFIRM, but now S's belief is certain.

Action Discussion Functions

This group of functions is related to performing actions.

• Commissives: S wants to bring certain actions (communicative or other) to A's attention which
S might perform potentially putting pressure on herself to do so.

- OFFER: S commits herself to the action that is indicated, conditional on A's consent that
S do so.

- PROMISE: S commits herself to unconditionally perform the indicated action.

• Directives: S wants to bring certain named (communicative or other) actions to A's attention
which A might carry out, potentially putting pressure on A to do so.

- INSTRUCT: S wants A to carry out the indicated actions unconditionally, and puts pressure
on A to do so.
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- REQUEST: S puts pressure on A to perform the indicated action, conditioned on A's
consent.

DISSUADE: S puts pressure on A to not perform the indicated action, assuming that A
wants to perform it.

SUGGEST: S wants A to be aware that the indicated action is potentially promising for
achieving a certain goal, which is either contextually salient or named explicitly.

4.4.2 Dimension-specific communicative functions

In contrast with general-purpose communicative functions, dimension-specific functions are only
applicable to information concerned with a specific dimension of communication. There are two
subgroups: Task/Domain-Specific Functions and Dialogue Control Functions.

TaskiDomain-Specific Functions

Functions, expressible either by means of performative verbs denoting (partly) communicative actions
for performing tasks in a specific domain, or by means of graphical actions such as highlighting, or
pointing to something in a picture. These functions depend on the domain. Examples are e.g. betting,
interrogating, appointing.

Dialogue Control Functions

Dialogue control [Bunt 1994] has to do with the aspects of dialogue related to monitoring the atten-
tion, ensuring correct understanding, taking turns, repairing communicative failures, etc; in general,
all communicative acts that serve to create or maintain the conditions for successful interaction .

• Feedback Functions. A dialogue participant intends to provide information about his process-
ing of the partner's previous utterances: perceptual processing, interpretation, evaluation, ap-
plication", ... . This can be positive (reporting successful processing) or negative (reporting
processing problems).

Auto-feedback functions: S provides information about his perception, interpretation,
evaluation, or application of the previous utterance(s).

* EXECUTION POSITIVE FEEDBACK(Overali Positive Feedback): S's perception, in-
terpretation, evaluation, and application of the previous utterance were successful.

* EXECUTION NEGATIVE FEEDBACK: S's perception, interpretation, and evaluation
of the previous utterance were successful, but he encountered a problem in apply-
ing the information from that utterances (for example, S was unable to carry out an
instruction, or to find the information needed for answering a question).

* EVALUATIONPOSITIVE FEEDBACK: S's perception, interpretation, and evaluation
of the previous utterance were successful.

* EVALUATIONNEGATIVEFEEDBACK: S's perception and interpretation of the previ-
ous utterance were successful, but he encountered a problem in evaluating the content
of that utterances (for example, the utterance provided information that conflicts with
information already available to S).

'What is called 'application' here is also called 'execution' or 'dispatch'.
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* INTERPRETATIONPOSITIVE FEEDBACK: S's perception and interpretation of the
previous utterance were successful.

* INTERPRETATIONNEGATIVE FEEDBACK: S's perception of the previous utterance
was successful, but he encountered a problem in trying to assign an interpretation to
the utterance (for example, S was unable to make sense of the semantic content).

* PERCEPTION POSITIVE FEEDBACK: S's perception of the previous utterance was
successful.

* PERCEPTION NEGATIVE(OVERALL NEGATIVE) FEEDBACK: S's perception of the
previous utterance encountered a problem (for example, S did not hear part of the
utterance well).

- Allo-Feedback Functions: S intends to signal or solicit information about A's perception,
interpretation, evaluation, or application of the previous utterance(s).

* Feedback-Giving Functions: S expresses his beliefs about A's processing of S's pre-
vious utterance.

EXECUTION NEGATIVE(Overall Positive): S believes that A's perception, inter-
pretation, evaluation, and application of the previous utterance were correct.
EXECUTION NEGATIVE: S believes that A's application of the previous utter-
ance was incorrect.
EVALUATIONPOSITIVE: S believes that A's perception, interpretation, and eval-
uation of the previous utterance were correct.
EVALUATIONNEGATIVE: S believes that A's perception and interpretation of
the previous utterance was correct, and that A encountered in evaluating it.
INTERPRETATIONPOSITIVE: S believes that A's perception and interpretation
of the previous utterance were correct.
INTERPRETATIONNEGATIVE: S believes that A's perception of the previous
utterance was correct, and A's interpretation of it was incorrect.
PERCEPTION POSITIVE: S believes that A's perception of the previous utterance
was correct.
PERCEPTION NEGATIVE (Overall Negative): S believes that A's perception of
the previous utterance was incorrect.

* Feedback Elicitation Functions: S requests A to provide information about A's pro-
cessing of S's previous utterance.

PERCEPTION FEEDBACK ELICITATION: S intends to solicit information about
A's perception of S's previous utterance.
INTERPRETATIONFEEDBACK ELICITATION: S intends to solicit information
about A's interpretation of S's previous utterance.
EVALUATIONFEEDBACK ELICITATION: S intends to solicit information about
A's evaluation of S's previous utterance.
EXECUTION FEEDBACK ELICITATION: S intends to solicit information about
A's application of S's previous utterance .

• Interaction Management Functions

- Tum management functions: dialogue acts with such a function put pressure on the ad-
dressee to continue the dialogue (TURN GIVING ACT) or to allow the speaker to con-
tinue in the case of a TURN-KEEPING ACT.
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* Turn-unit-initial functions:
TURN TAKE: S wants to have the turn, which is available.
TURN ACCEPT: S agrees to take the turn, which A has given to him.
TURN GRAB: S wants to get the turn, which A currently has, before A assigns
the turn to him or releases it.

* Turn-unit-final functions:
TURN KEEP: S wants to keep the turn.
TURN ASSIGN: S wants A to take the turn.
TURN RELEASE: S wants to make the turn available to any participant.

Time management functions: direct communication is subject to conventions for how
quickly one is supposed to continue the dialogue when one has the turn.

* STALLING: S needs a little bit of time.
* PAUSING: S needs some time to do something (either in preparation of continuing

the dialogue, or because something else came up which is more urgent for him to
attend to).

Contact management functions: to establish and CHECK contact.

* CONTACT CHECK: S wants to establish whether A is available for (continued) com-
munication.

* CONTACT INDICATION: S wants to indicate tbat S is available for (continued) com-
munication.

Own communication management functions: these functions update tbe addressee's in-
formation about the speaker's ongoing speecb production processes, such as hesitations,
self-corrections and apologies.

* ERROR SIGNALING: S wants to signal that he has made a mistake in speaking.
* RETRACTION: S wants to withdraw something that he said by accident.
* SELF-CORRECTION: S wants to correct an error that he made in speaking.

Partner communication management functions:

* COMPLETION: S wants to complete an utterance by A, that A is struggling to com-
plete.

* CORRECT-MISSPEAKING: S wants to correct (part of) an utterance by A, assuming
that A made a speaking error.

Dialogue structuring functions: these functions serve to indicate the speaker's view of the
state of the dialogue and his plan for how to continue.

* OPENING INDICATION: S wants A to know that S is ready and willing to engage
in a dialogue with A, of which the present utterance precedes any utterance with a
task-oriented function in the current dialogue.

* OPENING REQUEST: S wants to know whether A is ready and willing to engage
in a dialogue with S, of which the present utterance precedes any utterance with a
task-oriented function in the current dialogue.

* PRECLOSING: S plans to end the current dialogue shortly
* CLOSING: S wants or agrees to end the current dialogue, i.e. S intends the present

utterance to be his last contribution to the dialogue.
* DIALOGUE ACT ANNOUNCEMENT:S plans to perform the dialogue act mentioned

in the semantic content.
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* DIALOGUE ACT INVlTATION: S wants A to know that A is welcome to perform a
certain dialogue act.

- Topic management functions:

* TOPIC INTRODUCTION: S wants to introduce the topic mentioned in the semantic
content.

* TOPIC CLOSING: S wants to close the current topic.
* TOPIC CHANGE ANNOUNCEMENT:S wants to change the topic.

TOPIC SHIFT: S wants to shift the topic to the one mentioned in the semantic
content.

• Social obligations management functions:

- Salutation:

* INIT-GREETING: S wants A to know that S is present and ready to interact; S is
aware of A's presence; S puts pressure on A to perform a REACT-GREETING.

* REACT-GREETING: S is aware of having been greeted by A.

- Self-introduction

* INIT-SELF-INTRODUCTION: S wants to make his identity known to A; S puts pres-
sure on A to perform a REACT-SELF-INTRODUCTION.

* REACT-SELF-INTRODUCTION: S is aware that A has just introduced himself to S.

- Apology

* ApOLOGIZING: S wants A to know that S has done something wrong, or is unable
to understand A's previous utterance, or is unable to help A in achieving a goal that
S has come to know; S puts pressure on A to perform a ApOLOGY-ACCEPT.

* ApOLOGY-ACCEPT: S is aware of Ajust having apologized to S.

- Gratitude

* THANKING: S wants A to know that S is grateful for something that A has done.
* THANKING-DOWNPLAY: S acknowledges having been thanked by A.

- Valediction

* INIT-GOODBYE: S intends this to be his final contribution to the dialogue.
* REACT-GOODBYE: S is aware of Ajust having said goodbye.

4.5 Dialogue Management

The approach used in DIT for dialogue management is closely related to the form of the Context
Model and the dialogue act taxonomy. In DIT, dialogue management is taken in the strict sense of
managing the dialogue, deciding what to do next [Bunt 2002]. It does not include contextual interpre-
tation of inputs but the Context Model that it maintains can of course be used for that purpose. The
dialogue manager should operate in close relation with modules for context-dependent interpretation,
for maintaining and updating context representations, for reasoning with context information, and for
generating output actions. A Dialogue Manager (DM) should constantly monitor the context, and
should generate dialogue acts which are appropriate according to the current context. The DM reads
its information from the Context Model and writes its output in the Context Model. The DM has to
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determine whether it is its tum, whether all preconditions are satisfied for the dialogue acts that would
seem appropriate, and the relative priorities of appropriate dialogue acts. In order to do this the DM
needs to access the information in the Context Model. Dialogue acts would be triggered by sets of
features present in the Context Model.

Keizer and Bunt [2006] describe the dialogue management approach taken in the PARADLME di-
alogue manager, which is integrated in an interactive question-answering (QA) system, as developed
in the LMIX project. The task domain concerns encyclopedic medical information, in particular about
RSI (Repetitive Strain Injury). The system consists of several input analysis modules (ASR, syntactic
analysis in terms of dependency trees, and shallow semantic tagging), three different QA modules
that take self-contained domain questions and return answers retrieved from several documents with
text data in the medical domain, and a presentation module that takes the output from the dialogue
manager, possibly combining any answers to be presented, and combines it into a multimodal system
utterance. The dialogue management module provides support for more interactive, coherent dia-
logues, in which problems can be solved about the communication process. In interaction with the
user, the system should play the role of an Information Search Assistant (ISA) (see Op den Akker
et al. [2005]).

DIALOGUE ACT AGENTS
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Figure 4.3: Architecture of the Paradime Dialogue Manager.
AUF-Agent: autofeedback agent; ALF-Agent: allofeedback agent; TO-Agent: task oriented agent;

1M-SOM-Agent: interaction management and social obligations agent; Eval-Agent: evaluation agent.

The first version of the dialogue manager described in Keizer and Bunt [2006] is presented in
Figure 4.3. The system uses a simplified version of the dialogue act taxonomy. It shows the Context
Model with four components, a set of dialogue act agents (DAAs), and an evaluation agent. The
dialogue act agents monitor and write to the context model. Dialogue act candidates produced by
these agents are recorded in the so-called 'dialogue future' as part of the Linguistic Context. The
additional Evaluation agent selects a combination of dialogue acts from the dialogue future to form
the next system utterance.

Keizer and Bunt propose that dialogue acts (CFs and semantic contents) should be generated in
each of the dimensions defined in DIT. The generation process is divided over a number of DAAs
operating in parallel on the information state of the system, with each agent dedicated to generating
dialogue acts in one particular dimension. The DAAs continuously monitor the Context Model and,
if appropriate, try to generate candidate dialogue acts from their associated dimensions. This process
of monitoring and act generation is modeled through a triggering mechanism: if the information state
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satisfies the agent's triggering conditions, the corresponding agent gets triggered and tries to generate
such a dialogue act.

The dialogue acts generated by these agents are kept in the linguistic context as candidates for
continuing the dialogue. An additional evaluation agent monitors the list of candidates and decides
which of them can be combined into a multifunctional system utterance, and when. Some of the
dialogue act candidates may have a higher priority and should be generated at once; others may be
stored for possible generation in later system turns, and some will already be implicitly performed
through the performance of other candidate acts.

4.6 Summary

This chapter has introduced DIT as the theoretical framework for our research. In DIT a dialogue
is modeled as a sequence of utterances expressing sets of dialogue acts. These are semantic units,
operating on the information states of the participants. Formally, a dialogue act in DIT consists of a
semantic content and a communicative function, the latter specifying how the information state of the
addressee is to be updated with the former upon understanding the corresponding utterance. Com-
municative functions are organised in a taxonomy consisting of eleven dimensions: Task-Oriented
acts, Auto-Feedback, Allo-Feedback, six dimensions of Interaction Management (lM), such as turn-
taking, time-management, and dialogue structuring, and Social Obligations Management (SOM).
Several dialogue acts can be simultaneously performed in an utterance, at most one from each dimen-
sion. Dimensions of communication are different aspects of the communication process that can be
addressed independently and simultaneously.

A participant's information state in DIT is represented in his context model, and contains all in-
formation considered relevant for his interpretation and generation of dialogue acts. A context model
is structured into several components, the most relevant of which being (i) the Linguistic Context: in-
formation about the utterances produced in the dialogue so far (a kind of extended 'dialogue history')
and about any planned dialogue acts (a 'dialogue future'), (ii) the Semantic Context: current infor-
mation about the task/domain, including assumptions about the dialogue partner's information, (iii)
the Cognitive Context: the current processing states of both participants (on the levels of perception,
interpretation, evaluation, and task execution), as viewed by the speaker, and (iv) the Social Context:
communicative pressures to perform social or other acts.

Regarding the context update, DIT follows the same basic idea as the information state update
approach of Traum and Larsson [2003]: the context model is updated during a dialogue under the
influence of the participants' utterances, depending particularly on the dialogue acts performed. The
context update starts from an abstract representation of the utterances in terms of the dialogue act pre-
conditions, which represent the motivation for an agent to perform a dialogue act. The representation
of the motivation for a dialogue act in terms of preconditions is similar to the BDI paradigm [Allen
and Perrault 1980).

The next chapters will clarify how this notion of context and the dialogue act taxonomy are applied
to modeling the dynamics of dialogue participant's beliefs and goals. Several mechanisms for context
update will be defined in order to explain this.



Chapter 5

Dialogue Analysis Methodology

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we introduced two aspects of DIT that are directly related to the methodology:
the context model and the dialogue act taxonomy. However, using only these theoretical mechanisms
does not allow us to explain and represent how context is updated in dialogues such as the ones in
(5.1) I, (5.2)2, and (5.3)3, that will be analysed in Chapter 8. What these dialogues have in common
is that one of the participants is seeking information and another is providing it. In order to find the
new mechanisms needed, we have analysed this type of dialogues.

(5.1) A. Could you possibly tell me what Sir Humphrey Davy's address is - Professor Worth thought you might know.

B. Banque Nationale de Liban -

A. yes

B. nine to thirteen

A. sorry

B. nine. to. thirteen

A. yeah

B. King Edward Street-

A. yeah

B. London

A. yes

B. NEtwoP-

A. yes-

B. four AF·

A.F-
B. yes

A. thanks very much

(5.2) (1) S: van welk station naar welk station will u rei zen? ('from which station to which station do you want to
travel?')

(2) U: van den haag mariahoeve naar enschede. ('from den haag mariahoeve to enschede.')

(3) S: van waar naar waar wilt u reizen? (,from where to where do you want to travel?')

(4) U: van den haag mariahoeve naar enschede. ('from den haag mariahoeve to enschede.')

I Dialogue from Clark and Schaefer [1989, p.2851.
2Dialogue from the aVIS corpus.
3Dialogue from the MATIS corpus.
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(5) S: wanneer wilt u vanuit den haag mariahoeve naar enschede reizen? ('when do you want to travel from den
haag mariahoeve to enschede?')
(6) U: vanavond. ('this evening.')
(7) S: het spijt me, ik heb u niet begrepen. ('I am sorry, 1didn't understand you.')
(8) S: wilt u nog eens zeggen wanneer u vanuit den haag mariahoeve naar enschede wilt reizen? ('Can you say
again when do you want to travel from den haag mariahoeve to enschede?')
(9) U: vandaag om acht uur s-avonds. ('today at eight in the evening.')
(10) S: u wilt dus vandaag om twintig uur vertrekken? ('so you want to depart today at twenty hours.')
(11) U: ja. ('yes.')
(12) S: ik heb de volgende verbinding gevonden. ('I found the following connection.')
(13) S: met de stoptrein vertrek vanuit den haag mariahoeve om twintig uur vier. ('depart with the stoptrain from
den haag mariahoeve at twenty hours and four.')
(14) S: aankomst in schiphol om twintig uur negenendertig. (,arrival in schiphol at twenty hours thirty nine.')
(15) S: daar verder met de intercity vertrek om twintig uur zevenenvijftig. (,continue with the intercity, departure
at twenty hours fifty seven.')
(16) S: aankomst in enschede om drieentwintig uur twee. ('arrival in enschede at twenty three hours and three.')
(17) S: wilt udal ik de verbinding nog eens herhaal? ('do you want me to repeal the connection?,)
(18) U: nee, dankje wel, (,no, thank you.')
(19) S: het spijt me, ik heb u niet begrepen. (,sorry, I didn't understand you.')
(20) S: kunt u nog eens zeggen of ik de verbinding rnoet herhalen? ('can you say again if you want me to repeal
the connection?')
(21) U: nee. ('no.')

(5.3) (1) User: Waar rnoet ik het te kopieren papier invoeren? (Where should 1put the paper to be copied?)
(2) System: In de invoersleuf. (In the feeder.)
(3) User: Dank u. (Thank you.)
(4) System: Geen dank. (You are welcome.)
(5) User: Tot ziens. (Goodbye.)

The initial research questions underlying the dialogue analysis are the following:

• What motivates each utterance from the point of view of the speaker?

• What are the effects that each utterance provokes in the context model?

• How can the changes in the context model of dialogue participants be represented?

Let us take as an example the dialogue in 5.3. Our interpretation of the dialogue is as follows.
The User expresses utterance (I) because he wants to have some information that he does not have.
He addresses the question to the System because he thinks that the System might be able to answer
it. The System provides some information in utterance (2) because he has understood utterance (1)
and because he has information available that he judges relevant for answering the User's question.
Otherwise the System would have replied Sorry, I don't know or Sorry, I don't understand. Judging
from utterance (3) by the User, it seems that he must have found the information understandable,
relevant and useful in relation to his goals, because he thanks the System for that. Otherwise he could
have replied What's the feeder? or Really? So, intuitively we know that there are concrete reasons
that make a speaker express an utterance, and that those reasons do not only depend on just the im-
mediate context, i.e. the previous utterance. The fact that the User utters (3) depends not only on (2),
but also on (1), his initial question, on some knowledge he must have about what a feeder is, and on
additional information that he processes from what he sees, touches, etc. (multimodal information).
Additionally, we know that the motivation to express an utterance originates from different sources:
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information that the speaker has, information about what he understood from previous utterances,
information that the received from the other dialogue participant, etc.

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a methodology of analysis that allows us to represent
formally the previous description of the dialogue, in terms of context update. The contents of this
chapter are distributed as follows: in Section 5.2 we introduce the mechanisms that have been defined
in DIT for modeling the context update and their motivation. Sections 5.3 to 5.5 put forward the prin-
ciples and rules for context update. Sections 5.7 and 5.6 explain aspects related to the representation
of the dialogue models, and, finally, in Section 5.8 we summarize the contents of the chapter.

5.2 DIT mechanisms to model the context update

In order to explain what motivates every utterance, we have analysed what is the state of context at
every stage in the dialogue, focusing on the epistemic aspects. We have systematised the changes
that utterances provoke in the context model in terms of certain types of effects that an utterance can
have, depending on the dialogue acts that it expresses. The assignment of dialogue acts to utterances
is intuitive (we have not used a dialogue act recognition system), whereas determining the effects of
the dialogue acts in the context is a systematic process, it is guided by certain principles and rules that
will be presented in subsequent sections.

We have hypothesized that the initial context model contains the beliefs and goals which are
sufficient conditions for the dialogue act(s) expressed in the first utterance. Then an utterance adds
some information in the context model of dialogue participants, and the successive utterances add
or delete information, or reinforce existing information. We have found the following effects to be
relevant to explain how the context is updated [Morante and Bunt 2005, Morante 2005, Morante et al.
2007]. Let us take as an example the first utterance of dialogue 5.3, which the User addresses to the
System, reproduced here as 5.4:

(5.4) Utterance (I) User: Waar moet ik het te kopieren papier invoeren? (Where should I put the paper to be
copied?)

• Understanding effects: If Addressee A (the System) understands utterance (I), beliefs will be
created in A's context model representing that he believes that the preconditions of utterance
(1) hold. Utterance (1) being a WH-QUESTION, the preconditions are according to the DIT
taxonomy:

Precondition 1 (prec. 1): The User wants to know where to put the paper to be copied.

Precondition 2 (Prec. 2): The User believes that System knows where to put the paper to be
copied.

If the System processes utterance (1) as a WH-QUESTION, the System will hold the following
beliefs:

(sl) The System believes [Prec. I].

(s2) The System believes [Prec. 2] .

• Expected understanding effects: The Speaker, the User in this case, will expect that, unless
there are reasons to think the contrary (like interferences in the communication), the Addressee
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correctly understands utterance (I). The User cannot be certain about this, however, as long as
he does not receive any feedback from the System. This is why these beliefs are modelled as
'weak beliefs':

(ul) The User weakly believes that System believes [Prec. I].

(u2) The User weakly believes that System believes [Prec. 2].

Moreover, the idea that speakers expect to be correctly understood is assumed to be shared by
all speakers and addressees. Therefore the User will believe that the System will also believe
that the User weakly believes that the System understood utterance (I). This leads to the belief
both of User and of System that the User weakly believes that the System understood utterance
(1). This can be expressed as mutual beliefs in the context of the System and in the context of
the User:

(u3) The User believes that it is mutuaIJy believed that the User weakly believes that the Sys-
tem believes [prec. I).

(u4) The User believes that it is mutually believed that the User weakly believes that the Sys-
tem believes [prec. 2).

(s3) The System believes that it is mutually believed that the User weakly believes that the
System believes [Prec. I).

(s4) The System believes that it is mutually believed that the User weakly believes that the
System believes [prec. 2).

In Chapter 8 we will consider how mutual beliefs about weak beliefs can be converted into
mutual beliefs about firm beliefs.

So utterance (1) has had effects on the context models of the User and of the System, that we
represent in terms of belief creation. The creation of these beliefs should lead to a reaction of dialogue
participants. The most natural reaction given the type of dialogue, is that the System reacts rationally
and cooperatively in reaction to the User's request of information. Because the System has understood
(I) ([sl, s2]), and because he is a domain expert and his function is providing information, the System
will activate search mechanisms in order to find the information that the User requested. If this is
successful, the System will provide an answer, like utterance (2) in 5.3.

Let us imagine now the situation in which the Speaker, who now is the System, addresses utterance
(2) to the Addressee, who now is the User, as a reply to the previous utterance (I):

(5.5) [(I») User: Waar moet ik het te kopieren papier invoeren? (Where should I put the paper to be
copied?)

[(2») System: In de invoersleuf. (In the feeder.)

In the analysis of effects that utterance (2) provokes we have to take into account that the context
model of dialogue participants is not empty, some beliefs are already created as a result of utterance
(1). Some type of effects of utterance (2) will be essentially the same as the effects of utterance (2) .

• Understanding effects: If the User understands utterance (2), beliefs will be created in the
User's context model about the fact that he believes that the preconditions of utterance (2) hold.

Utterance (2) being a WH-ANSWER, it has a precondition according to the DIT taxonomy:
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Precondition 3 (Prec. 3): The System believes that the location of the paper is the feeder.

If the User processes utterance (2) as a WH-ANSWER, he will hold the following beliefs:

(uS) The User believes [prec. 3].

Additionally, if utterance (2) expresses implicit positive feedback about the System having
understood utterance (I), beliefs will be created in the User's context model about the fact that
the System understood utterance (I). An answer implicitly informs that the original question
was understood if the answer is considered to be relevant in relation to the question. In this case,
the System's answer indicates that he understood the User's question. So, implicit positive
feedback effects apply. In general, a WH-ANSWER that is a relevant reaction to a WH-
QUESTION has implicit positive feedback effects.

According to DIT the beliefs about implicit positive feedback are created in the Cognitive
Context part of the context model, because these are beliefs about processing effects, rather
than beliefs about the task.

The implicit positive feedback effects are the following:

(u6) The User believes (s I).

(u7) The User believes (s2) .

• Expected understanding effects: The System will expect that, unless there are reasons to think
the contrary (like interferences), the User correctly understands utterance (2), and that the User
understands the implicit positive feedback effects of utterance (2) with respect to utterance (I).
The System cannot be certain about this, however, as long as he does not receive any feedback
from the User. This is why these beliefs are modelled as 'weak beliefs'. On the one hand, the
System weakly believes that the User understood utterance (2):

(s5) The System weakly believes that the User believes [Prec. 3].

And, on the other hand, the System weakly believes that the User understood the implicit
positive feedback effects of utterance (2):

(s6) The System weakly believes that the User believes (sl).

(s7) The System weakly believes that the User believes (s2).

Moreover, the idea that speakers expect to be correctly understood is assumed to be shared by
all speakers and addressees. Therefore the System will believe that the User will also believe
that the System weakly believes that the User understood utterance (2) and the implicit positive
feedback effects of utterance (2). This leads to the belief both of the System and of the User
that the System weakly believes that the User understood utterance (2). This can be expressed
as mutual beliefs in the context of the User and in the context of the System:

(s8) The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that the
User believes [Prec. 3).

(s9) The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that the
User believes (s I).

(sI0) The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that the
System believes (s2).
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(u8) The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that the
System believes [Prec. 3].

(u9) The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that the
System believes (s I).

(u10) The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that the
System believes (s2).

• Adoption effects: If the Addressee, the User, correctly understands utterance (2), and if the
semantic content of utterance (2) contains information that the User considers as trustworthy,
then the User will adopt this information, which means that the information is incorporated into
the User's state of beliefs as beliefs of his own.

(ull) The User believes that the location of the paper is the feeder.

• Expected adoption effects: the Speaker, the System, will expect that, unJess there are reasons
to think the contrary (like interferences), the User adopts the information being transferred in
utterance (2). The System cannot be certain about this, however, as long as he does not receive
any feedback from the User.

(sll) The System weakly believes that the User believes that the location of the paper is the
feeder.

Moreover, the idea that speakers expect addressees to adopt the information being transferred is
assumed to be shared by all speakers and addressees. Therefore the System will believe that the
User will also believe that the System weakly beJieves that the User adopted the information
being transferred in utterance (2). This leads to the belief both of the System and of the User
that the System weakly believes that the User adopted the information in utterance (2). This
can be expressed as mutual beliefs in the context of the User and in the context of the System:

(s12) The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that the
User believes that the location of the paper is the feeder.

(u12) The User believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that the
User believes that the location of the paper is the feeder.

Analysing the question-answer pair in 5.5 in terms of the epistemic effects that utterances provoke
allows us to give an explicit account of the motivation of utterances. We can say now that the User
poses the question because Precondition I and Precondition 2 apply. We can also say that the System
provides the answer because the following beliefs are in his context model:

• Beliefs about having understood the User's question: (sl), (s2).

• Preconditions for his answer: Precondition 3.

We can also explain why in dialogue 5.3 the User thanks the System for this information. The
context model of the User contains the following beliefs:

• Preconditions for the WH-QUESTION: Precondition I, Precondition 2. These preconditions
indicate that the User had the goal of obtaining some information.
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• Beliefs about believing that the System understood his question: (u I), (u2).

• Belief about understanding the System's reply: (uS).

• Belief about adopting the information provided by the System: (u II). Adopting this informa-
tion has as a result the satisfaction of the User's goal expressed by Precondition I, that can now
be cancelled.

Once these beliefs are in the context model, the User's rational and cooperative reaction to the
System's reply is to thank the System. According to the definition of the THANKING CF in the DIT
taxonomy", the User thanks the System because the User wants the System to know that the User is
grateful for what the System has done in the current dialogue.

In Chapters 6, 7, and 8 it will be shown that the context update in information seeking dialogues
can be modelled by representing the four types of effects mentioned above, namely:

• Effects of understanding.

• Effects of adoption.

• Effects of expected understanding.

• Effects of expected adoption.

Chapter 7 will also elaborate on the role of mutual beliefs in the context update, and their update
procedure.

In this section we have presented the types of effects that utterances have in the context model
from a general perspective, without specifying how the creation, adoption and cancellation of beliefs
proceed. In order to further develop and formalize aspects of the context update, on the basis of these
effects we have defined the corresponding three mechanisms:

Creation: Belief creation is the effect of assigning an interpretation to what has been said.

Adoption: A belief is adopted by an agent when he incorporates it in his state of beliefs.

CanceUation: A belief is cancelled when it is no longer believed and a goal is cancelled when it is
no longer pursued (typically because it has been satisfied or has proved to be unsatisfiable).

Next sections present in detail the mechanisms for creation, adoption, and cancellation.

5.3 Belief creation

This section presents the principles and rules for belief creation. It is assumed in DIT that for an
agent to emit an utterance there must be a motivation. Dialogue acts are defined by means of the
preconditions that represent their motivation. The preconditions define the meaning of the dialogue
act and determine the way it changes the context. There are two types of preconditions: enabling
and triggering conditions. An initial version of enabling conditions for some types of communicative
functions (questioning, answering, informing) in information dialogues can be found in Bunt [1989,
pp.63-64]. Triggering conditions are the conditions that trigger the dialogue act. For example, when

'See web page http://dituvt.nV#diuhanking, last accessed 13.07.07.
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someone asks a question it is because he has the goal of knowing something. The enabling condition
would be that the addressee of the question knows the answer of the question. The preconditions for
the dialogue acts studied are defined in Chapters 6 and 7.

The principles and rules that govern the creation of beliefs through the understanding of an utter-
ance are the following ones:

Understanding rule

o [Und-R] When an utterance is understood by an addressee A as a dialogue act of a certain type,
then if c is a precondition of that dialogue act, or a belief b of S resulting from a previous dialogue
act, A will believe that the c holds unless c contradicts beliefs that A already holds, or that b holds.

Understanding principle

[Und-PI] All dialogue agents weakly or strongly believe that the Understanding Rule applies.

[Und-P2] All dialogue agents weakly or strongly believe that the Understanding Principle holds.

Combined effects

When speaker S performs an utterance, directed at addressee A, that is intended as a dialogue act
which has c as one of its preconditions, or as a belief of S resulting from a previous dialogue act, then
the following effects occur .

• Effects on S:

I. [Und-SEI] By the first clause of the Understanding Principle, S expects A to believe that c
holds.

This expectation is modeled as a weak (rather than strong) belief, since in the absence of any
reaction from A S cannot be certain that the two conditions of the Understanding Principle are
satisfied:

(a) Condition I: S knows that A understood S's utterance correctly;

(b) Condition 2: S knows that A does not hold a belief that contradicts c.

2. [Und-SE2] By the second clause of the Understanding Principle, S believes that A believes
that S follows the Understanding Principle. In this case S creates a strong belief because of
Und-PI and Und-P2. Hence S believes that A believes tbat S weakly believes that A believes
that c. Due to the recursion in the Understanding Principle, S also believes that A believes
that S believes that A believes that ... that S weakly believes that A believes that c. In fact,
[Und-PI] shows that S also believes that both agents believe that ... that S weakly believes that
A believes that c. In other words, S believes that it is mutually believed that S weakly believes
that A believes that c.

We will make the working assumption that knowledge of a weak belief implies that weak belief
(i.e., S believes that S weakly believes that p implies S weakly believes that p), and thus that the effect
[Und-SE2] logically entails the effect [Und-SEI].
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The effects on the speaker, described by [Und-SEl] and rUnd-SE2] are meant to occur before S
receives feedback from A .

• Effects on A in case A understands the utterance correctly and A does not hold beliefs that contradict
the belief that c:

I. [Und-AEI] As the effect of applying the Understanding Rule, A believes that c.

2. [Und-AE2] By the second clause of the Understanding Principle, A believes that S expects A
to apply the Understanding Principle, hence A believes that S weakly believes A to create the
belief that c. More generally, due to the recursion in the Understanding Principle, A believes
that it is mutually believed that S weakly believes that A believes that c.

The previous rules apply when there are no communication problems. However, additional cases
have to be taken into account:

I. If A did have information that contradicts c, then the effect [Und-AEI] mayor may not occur
depending on the nature of the dialogue situation and the roles of Sand A. (For instance if
S is an expert on the information under consideration, and A is not an expert, then the belief
that c is likely to overrule A's conflicting belief.) The other effects will still occur, in particular
those on the speaker, described by [Und-SEI] and [Und-SE2], until A provides evidence to
the contrary.

2. If A does not understand S correctly, i.e. not in the way intended by S, then c does not have to be
a precondition of the dialogue act understood by A, and so the effects [Und-AEl], [Und-AE2]
do not have to occur. Instead, effects of the same kind will occur, but for different preconditions,
if A is unaware of misunderstanding S. The effects on the speaker, described by [Und-SEl]
and [Und-SE2] will still occur, since S is unaware of being misunderstood.

3. If A does not understand S at all, i.e. is unable to assign an interpretation to the utterance, then
no effects like [Und-AEl] and [Und-AE2] will occur. The effects on the speaker, described
by [Und-SEl] and [Und-SE2] will still occur.

4. Later in the dialogue, if A provides explicit or implicit positive feedback about his understand-
ing of S's utterance, then S strengthens his weak belief to become a strong belief.

5.4 Adoption

The adoption mechanism specifies when a dialogue participant adopts the beliefs of other dialogue
participants as beliefs of his own. In other words, it specifies when information is transferred between
dialogue participants. As presented here, the adoption mechanism applies to information seeking dia-
logues between an expert system and a user, who are supposed to act cooperatively and rationally. The
adoption principles would not apply in all types of situations, like for example if dialogue participants
boast or make jokes.

Adoption Rule:

• [Ad-R] When an utterance is understood by an addressee A as an information-providing dialogue
act, making the information I available to A, then if A considers S to be an expert or if A does
not hold beliefs that contradict I, A adopts this information as a belief of his own. However, if A
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thinks that S is an expert, A adopts the information as a belief of his own, overruling the condition of
non-contradiction. This condition will be called the expert condition on the adoption rule.

This rule is reminiscent of the Transfer Rule defined by Perrault [1990], who states the effects of
speech acts i.nterms of Default Logic. The Belief Transfer rule says that if one agent believes that
another agent believes something the first agent will come to believe it too, unless he has evidence to
the contrary.

According to the Adoption Principle:

.[Ad-PI]: All dialogue agents believe that the Adoption Rule applies .

• [Ad-P2]: All dialogue agents believe that the Adoption Principle holds.

When speaker S performs an utterance, directed at addressee A, that is intended as an information-
providing act, making the information I available to A, and this information does not contradict beliefs
that A already holds, then the following effects occur:

• Effects on S:

1. [Ad-SEI] According to the first clause of the Adoption Principle, S expects A to adopt
the belief I, if S assumes I not to contradict beliefs that A already holds.
The expectation that A adopts the information provided is modeled as a weak belief, since
S cannot be certain that A adopts I for two reasons:

(a) S is not sure whether the dialogue act providing the information I is correctly under-
stood by A;

(b) S is not certain that A did not hold a belief that contradicts I.

2. [Ad-SE2] According to the second clause of the Adoption Principle, S also believes that
A believes that S follows the Adoption Principle; hence S believes that A believes that S
weakly believes I to be adopted by A.
Due to the recursion in the Adoption Principle, S also believes that A believes that S
believes that A believes that ... that S weakly believes I to be adopted by A. In other
words, S believes that it is mutually believed that S weakly believes I to be adopted by A.

• Effects on A:

I. [Ad-AEI] Effect of applying the Adoption Rule: IfA does not hold beliefs that contradict
I, then A believes that I.

2. [Ad-AE2] According to the second clause of the Adoption Principle, A also believes that
dialogue agent S believes that A follows the Adoption Principle, hence A believes that S
weakly believes I to be adopted by A.
More generally, due to the recursion in the Adoption Principle, A believes that it is mutu-
ally believed that S weakly believes that A believes that I.

Some additional considerations have to be taken into account. If A did have information that con-
tradicts the information I, then effect [Ad-AEl] may not occur; the effect [Ad-AE2] will still occur.
If we assume that an agent by introspection knows his weak beliefs (i.e., S believes that S weakly
believes that p is equivalent to S weakly believes that p), then the effect [Ad-SE2] logically entails
the effect [Ad-SEl]. In the analyses of belief transfer in Chapter 6 we have made this assumption,
and simplified the representations of the analyses accordingly.
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5.5 Cancellation

Cancellation applies to beliefs and goals. The cancellation mechanisms, although conceptually very
similar to the adoption and strengthening mechanisms (the strengthening operation will be discussed
in Chapter 8) have somewhat different effects. This is because the adoption and strengthening of
beliefs lead to new items in the belief states of the participants, whereas the cancellation of a goal or
a belief means that an item in the belief state of a participant is deleted.

Cancellation rule

I. [CRt] S's goal is cancelled as soon as:

(a) S adopts information satisfying the goal.

(b) S comes to believe that the goal cannot be satisfied, in particular if S's goal is to obtain
certain information which he learns not to be available for the addressee.

2. [CR2] S cancels a weak belief, expressing an expectation concerning the understanding and up-
take of an utterance that he has contributed, as soon as the addressee provides negative feedback
about his processing of the utterance.

3. [CR3] A cancels a belief that contradicts a belief adopted from an expert.

Cancellation principle

1. All dialogue agents believe that the Cancellation Rule applies.

2. All dialogue agents believe that the Cancellation Principle holds.

5.6 Notation

In order to represent the effects of utterances it is necessary to define a representation language.
We have chosen several operators that seem to be sufficient to express the distinctions we need to
represent. The operators are inspired in the epistemic dimension of partner modeling described in
Bunt [1989, pp.SS-S7]. The operators do not attempt to be logical operators in a pure sense. We want
to propose a rough characterization of the epistemic aspects of the meanings communicated. The
results of the analysis could be adapted to some of the existing theories. We consider that only the
task of disentangling the principles that rule the transfer of information in a dialogue is sufficiently
complex for the scope of this research. We will point out in the section on future research the fact that
a more solid and developed language of representation is needed.

Some of the following operators were presented in Section 4.4, but we repeat them here for the
sake of completeness:

• Weak belief ( II·· ): A belief that an agent is not certain about and that requires confirmation to
become strong belief. A weak belief allows us to represent uncertainty. Evidence from natural
information dialogues indicates that they contain a substantial amount of verification because
participants try to remove their uncertainties.
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• Strong belief ( If--- ): A belief that the agent has no doubt about. We occasionally use 'strong
belief' or 'full belief' as synonymous with 'belief', in order to mark the contrast with weak
belief. We also consider 'knowledge' and 'strong belief' to be equivalent. 'Know' and 'believe'
are used as paraphrastic expressions.

• Believed mutual belief ( I~):Beliefs that agents have about the beliefs that both agents have
in common about each other's beliefs; S I~,p represents S's belief that it is mutually believed
that o. By mutual knowledge (or belief) of a certain fact j is meant that both A and B know
that I, they both know that the other knows that j, and they both know that the other knows
that the other knows that j, etcetera.

• Knows value of ( f--): An agent knows the value of an expression. For example, Sf-- p means
S If--- p V S If--- .p.

• Knows the concept ( <J): An agent knows a concept. This operator is used in the representation
of utterances that deal with metalinguistic information: Wat bedoelt u met een naamtoets?

• Wants( ~): An agent wants to achieve a situation; the situation might be a certain state of
knowledge of himself or of the dialogue partner, or the performance of an action by himself or
the dialogue partner.

The predicates used to represent the meaning of Action Discussion communicative functions are:
IS WILLING TO DO (WlLLDO), CAN DO (CANDO), PLANS TO DO ('PLANDO'), HAS DONE. These pred-
icates have been introduced in Moore [1985], and used in Beun [1989].

5.7 Representation: tables

We represent the epistemic contents of the context model of dialogue participants in tabular form
using the following notation conventions. As an example, Table 5.1 shows a model of table with tbe
analysis of dialogue 5.5 in Section 5.2. Columns I to 3 contain the information related to the system's
beliefs; columns 4 to 6 contain the information related to the user's beliefs. In columns I and 4 (num)
the beliefs are numbered, in columns 2 and 5 (source) the source of the items in columns 3 and 6 is
indicated:

Prec stands for precondition;

Und and exp.und stand for effects of understanding and expected understanding, respectively;

Ad. and exp.ad stand for effects of adoption and effects of expected adoption, respectively;

Effects of operations on beliefs are indicated by operation:number, where ad, ca and st stand
for adoption, cancellation and strengthening, respectively. The strengthening operation will be
discussed in Chapter 8.

Impl stands for implied. It is followed by the list of beliefs implied by a certain belief.

Finally columns 3 and 6 (beliefs) contain the goals and beliefs. Utterances appear in a continuous
row: "(utterance number) Speaker: communicative function: utterance". For every utterance we
represent the preconditions in the previous row, and the effects in the next row.
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The table is a way to represent in a condensed manner information that is distributed in different
parts of the context model presented in Section 4.2: the representation of the utterance belongs to the
Linguistic Context, the beliefs about the task domain belong to the Semantic Context, and the beliefs
about utterance processing belong to the Cognitive Context. The tables also accumulate beliefs from
the Local and from the Global context model. The beliefs generated by a specific utterance belong to
the Local context model.

Table 5.1: Model of the table that represents the changes in the dialogue participant's context model.
num I source I benets System II I source I beliers User

prec
prec

U r \fx.",(x} ~ V ~ "'(x}
V If- \fx.",(x} - Sf- "'(x)

(1) U: WH-QUESTION: Where should I put Ute peper to be copied?

,I ,>XI. S If- ,01
52 u>XI. S If- u02
53 exp.und. Sif-' V II·· 51
54 exp.crd. S If-' V II·· 52

sOl prec S IF Itx ",(x) - "'(x) £.1

ut esp.urd. U I~ u II·· 51
u2 exp.und. U 11-= u 11·· sz

55
56
57
58

S If-' S II·· u3
S If-' S II·· u4
S If-' S II·· u5
S If-' S II·· u6

u>XI.
u>XI.
,>XI.
ad:u5
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.ec
c~uOI

V If- 51
V If- 52
V If- sOl
V If- \fx.",(x) - "'(x) ~ Ll
V If-' S II·· u3
V If-' S II·· u'
V If-' S II u5
V If-' S II·· u6

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

(2) S: WH-ANSWER: In the feeder.

5.S Summary

In this chapter we have discussed the use of DIT in dialogue analysis with the aim of studying the
dynamics of dialogue participants' belief states in detail. We have defined a typology of the effects
that an utterance has on the context model of dialogue participants:

• Understanding effects are the effects of addressee A understanding utterance u by Speaker
S, and understanding the implicit positive feedback effects of 1£ with respect to a previous
utterance U-l.

• Expected understanding effects are the effects of the S expecting that, unless there are reasons
to think the contrary, A understands correctly u, and that A understands the implicit positive
feedback effects of u with respect to U-l. These are modelled as weak beliefs. Moreover, the
idea that speakers expect to be correctly understood is assumed to be shared by all speakers
and addressees. Therefore S will believe that A will also believe that S weakly believes that A
understood U and the implicit positive feedback effects of u. This leads to the belief both of S
and of A that S weakly believes that A understood u.

• Adoption effects are the effects of A incorporating in his context model the information trans-
ferred by S in u.

• Expected adoption effects are effects of S expecting that A adopts the information being trans-
ferred in u. Moreover, the idea that speakers expect addressees to adopt the information being
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transferred is assumed to be shared by all speakers and addressees. Therefore both S and A will
belief that it is mutually believed that S weakly believes that A adopted the information in u.

In order to further develop and formalize aspects of the context update, on the basis of these
effects we have presented the details of three mechanisms for context update:

Creation: Belief creation is the effect of assigning an interpretation to what has been said.

Adoption: A belief is adopted by an agent when he incorporates it in his state of beliefs.

Cancellation: A belief is cancelled when it is no longer believed and a goal is cancelled when it is
no longer pursued.

Chapters 6 and 7 focus on defining how different types of communicative functions update the
context, and Chapter 8 focuses on defining the general update mechanisms and analysing long frag-
ments of dialogues.



Chapter 6

Analysis of Dialogue Patterns (I), General
Purpose Communicative Functions

6.1 Introduction

In Chapters 6, 7 and 8 we apply DTT to the analysis of dialogues. We first analyse a number of
common patterns, such as question-answer, which often occur as adjacency pairs [Sacks et al. 1978].
These sequences are thought to create expectations in dialogue participants about how the dialogue
will proceed. For instance, after a question, one expects an answer. For the sake of clarity Chapters 6
and 7 show how the theory is applied to the analysis of simple dialogue patterns, most of them just
two-utterance dialogues, that contain the communicative functions (CFs) introduced in Chapter 4.
Once the analysis is established for a number of simple patterns, we proceed to propose a model of
how context is updated in dialogues (Chapter 8).

This cbapter focuses on modeling how dialogue acts with General Purpose Communicative Func-
tions (Information Transfer and Action Discussion) in the Task! Activity dimension I update the dia-
logue context. Since the purpose of this chapter is to define the analysis for simple patterns, we will
assume that communication proceeds in a perfect way, without communication problems. Only when
we tackle the communicative functions related to feedback (in Chapter 7), we will consider a range
of possible problems related to the processing levels that DIT defines. The dialogue examples have
been extracted mostly from the DIAMOND corpus of dialogues, that were obtained from experiments
using the Wizard of Oz technique, and from the OVIS corpus.

The contents of this chapter are distributed as follows: Sections 6.2 to 6.4 present the analysis for
the Information Transfer CFs. In Section 6.5 we analyse cases in which tbe same question is followed
by different types of replies. Sections 6.6 and 6.7 present the analysis of the Action Discussion CFs.
Finally, in Section 6.8 we summarize the contents of the chapter.

6.2 Information Transfer CFs (1): direct question-answer patterns

Question-answer patterns playa central role in information-seeking dialogues. We analyse the fol-
lowing types of questions: YN-QUESTlON, ALTS-QUESTION, WH-QUESTlON, H-QUESTION,
and CHECK.

'The treatment of dimensions in DIT was introduced in Subsection 4.3.1.
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The semantics of interrogative sentences has been studied by several authors [Ginzburg 1996,
Traum 2003]. Here we follow Bunt's proposal [Bunt 1989, pp.64-65] of considering all question
functions as special cases of a general function 'QUESTION'. The analysis of questions that we
present is based on the definitions given in the DlT taxonomy of dialogue acts, except that WH-
QUESTIONS and H-QUESTIONS will be represented in the same way. The general triggering precon-
dition of questions is that the Speaker wants to know something, and the enabling precondition for a
direct question is that the Speaker believes that the Addressee knows what the Speaker wants to know.
All question types can be modeled with these preconditions, as shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6 1· General scheme of preconditions for questions in DIT..
Speaker (S) Addressee (A)

SOl prec Sru(S) AOI prec a(A)
S02 prec SIr- urAl

SOl expresses that a question has a goal precondition which is that the Speaker wants to achieve
a certain state u(S). The enabling precondition S02 represents the Speaker's assumption that the
Addressee is already in that state, i.e.0"(A)2. Condition AOI expresses that this is indeed the case.

Table 6.2: Valuesof a.
Question Type Value of o
YN-QUESTlON, CHECK:
WH-QUESTJON, H-QUESTION:
ALTS-QUESTION (YN):

a->.Y.YI-p
a = >'y''v'x.<p(x) -+ Y I- .,p(x)
a = >.Y.Y Ir- p V Y Ir- q

All question types can be modeled according to this general scheme; their differences consist
in the logical characteristics described by 0", and/or the presence of additional beliefs on the part of
the Speaker. The different forms of 0" are shown in table 6.2. Like in Asher and Lascarides [1998,
p. 21] "how-, where-, which-, who-, and why- interrogatives are all to be uniformly treated as wh-
interrogatives".

In the following subsections we consider all the types of questions.

6.2.1 YN-QUESTION / YN-ANSWER

A direct YN-QUESTION can have a positive and a negative answer. The preconditions for a YN-
QUESTION are:

(i) The Speaker wants that the Speaker knows the value of p.

(ii) The Speaker believes that the Addressee knows the value of p.

The preconditions for a positive YN-ANSWER are:

(i) The Speaker believes that the Addressee wants that the Addressee knows the value of p.

2Note that we make the idealization that this assumption is a firm belief because we model dialogues between an expert
system and a user. If the question is addressed by the user to the system, the user always assumes that the system knows the
answer. If the system addresses a question to the user, we model the system as having the strong belief that the user knows
the answer. In other types of dialogues this assumption may have to be weakened.
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(ii) The Speaker believes that the Addressee believes that the Speaker knows the value of p.

(iii) The Speaker believes that p.

In the case of a negative YN-ANSWER, preconditions (i) and (ii) are the same as for a positive
YN-ANSWER, whereas precondition (iii) is: The Speaker believes that =vp,

The following are examples of a YN-QUESTION followed by a positive YN-ANSWER (example
6.1) and a negative YN-ANSWER (example 6.2):

(6.1) User: kan ik een fax als telefoon gebruiken ? (Can I use a fax as a telephone?)

System: ja . (Yes.)

(6.2) System: wil je het fax apparaat uitzetten ? (Do you want to turn off tbe fax?)

User: nee. (No.)

Table 6.3 describes the analysis of a YN-QUESTION followed by a positive YN-ANSWER (exam-
ple 6.1). The preconditions for the YN-QUESTION are:

u01 The User wants to know the value of p.

u02 The User believes that the System knows the value of p, when p is the proposition that a fax can
be used as a telephone.

Table 6.3: Belief transfer in a YN-QUESTloNlPositive YN-ANSWER pair
beliers System It num I source I beliefs User

User: YN QUESTION ( Kan ik een fax ais telcfoon gebrulJi:en ? )

s "0. S If- V f--V~ p

'" und. SIf-VIf-S~p
,3 exp.und 5 If-' V II·· S 11-V f-- V ~ p u l exp.und V If-' V II ·SIf-Vf--Vl-p
s4 exp.und S If-' V II·· S If- V If- S ~ p ez exp.und V If-' V II ·SIf-VIf-5f-p

I sOl I prec I S IF p II I I I
Syslem: YN ANSWER ( Ja)

"' "od VIf-51f-Vf--V~p

"' "od Vlf-Slf-Vlf-S~p
"' und Vlf-Slf-p
"6 ad:u5 V If- p

55 exp.und Sif-' S II ·Vlf-Slf-Vf--Vrp u7 exp.und V If-' S II·· V If- S If- V f-- V ~ P
56 exp.und 5 If-' 5 II ·Vlf-Slf-Vlf-S~p "8 exp.und V If-' S II·· V If- S If- V If- Sf- p
,7 exp.und 5 If-' S II··Vlf-Slf-p u9 exp.und V If-' S II·· V If- S If- p

'" exp.ad 5 If-' 5 II . V If- p "'0 exp.ed V If-' S II·· V If- p
ca:uOl

~Vf--Vf-P"02 prec V If- 5 f- p

The user's YN-QUESTION has the following effects on the system beliefs and the user beliefs:

System beliefs

sl, s2 The effects of the System understanding the User's utterance: representing that the System
believes that the preconditions of the question hold, namely that the User wants to know the
value of p, and that the User believes that the System knows that value (uOI and u02).
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s3, s4 The effects of the System believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects to be
understood correctly: the System believes that it is mutually believed that the User weakly
believes that the System believes that preconditions uOl and u02 are satisfied.

The expectations of being understood are represented by a weak belief operator because the
holder of that belief, in this case the User, does not know if the addressee has correctly heard,
understood, evaluated and executed the question.

User beliefs

ul, u2 The effects of the User believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects to be
correctly understood: the User believes that it is mutually believed that the User weakly believes
that the System believes that the preconditions of the question are satisfied.

The YN-ANSWER is triggered by preconditions s I: the System believes that the User wants to
know whether p holds; s2: the System believes that the User believes that the System knows whether
p; and sO1: the System believes that p is the case. The YN-ANSWER has the following effects on the
User's and System's beliefs:

User beliefs

u3 to uS The effects of the User understanding the System's utterance. In particular, the User now
believes that the system believes that the User wants to know if p (u3); that the System believes
that the User believes that the System knows whether p (u4), and that the System believes that
p (uS).

u6 Effect of adopting the information provided by the System. An operation of adoption applies
to belief uS: the User adopts the belief that p. The adoption mechanism was introduced in
Section 5.4.

u7 to u9 Effects of expectations of being understood: the User believes that it is mutually believed
that the System expects to be understood correctly:

u7 The User believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes u3: that the
User believes that the System believes that the User wants to know whether p.

uS The User believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes u4: that the
User believes that the System believes that the User believes that the System knows the
value of p.

u9 The User believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes uS: that the
User believes that the System believes that p.

ulO Effect of the User believing that the System expects to be not only understood but also to be
believed. The User believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes u6:
that the User believes that p.

ca:uOl The User now cancels his original goal, since it has been satisfied by adopting p. The can-
cellation of the goal does not cause the cancellation of the effects of understanding related to
the goal. Note that this is a reflection of the assumption that dialogue participants are rational
agents; hence, their context models should be logically consistent. The goal is cancelled be-
cause it has been fulfilled, but this does not apply to beliefs about the goal. In Chapter 8 we
will discuss when these beliefs are cancelled.
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System beliefs

s5 to s7 Effect of S believing that it is mutually believed that S expects to be understood correctly.

s5 The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes u3: that
the User believes that the System believes that the User wants to know if p.

s6 The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes u4: that
the User believes that the System believes that the User believes that the System knows
the value of p.

s7 The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes uS: that
the User believes that the System believes that p.

s8 Effect of S expecting to be not only understood, but also believed. The System believes that it is
mutually believed that the System weakly believes u6: that the User believes that p.

According to this analysis, the System's belief state after the question-answer pair is formed by
items s I-s8, plus the persistent initial belief sOI; the User's state then consists of u I-u 10 plus the
persistent initial belief u02 - the initial goal uOI has been cancelled.

The context update when a YN-QUESTlON is followed by a negative YN-ANSWER, as in Ex-
ample 6.3, has the same pattern, with the difference that the information adopted is 'p, instead of p,
because the precondition for the negative answer is S If- 'p.

(6.3) User: kan ik bellen en faxen tegelijkertijd ? (Can I phone and fax at the same time?)

System: helaas dit is niet mogelijk . (Unfortunately this is not possible.)

6.2.2 CHECK / CONFIRM, DISCONFIRM

The preconditions for a CHECK are the same as those of a YN-QUESTION, with the additional weak
belief that the propositional content is true:

(i) The Speaker wants that the Speaker knows the value of p.

(ii) The Speaker believes that the Addressee knows the value of p.

(iii) The Speaker weakly believes that p.

Two frequently observed patterns are a CHECK followed by a CONFIRM and a CHECK followed
by a DISCONFIRM. A CONFIRM has the effect of cancelling the weak belief (iii) and replacing it by
the (firm) belief that p; a DISCONFIRM has the effect of replacing it by the (firm) belief that 'p (see
Table 6.4). An example of a CHECK-CONFIRM is the following:

(6.4) U: Ik kan een kopie met het faxapparaat maken, niet waar? (I can print a copy with the fax,
can't I?)

S: Klopt. (Right)
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beHefsSynem

Table 6.4: Belief transfer in a CHECKI CONFIRMpair
II Rum I source I beliefs User

User: YN QUESTION CHECK ( Iii: kan een kopie mel het faxapparaat maken, Diet waar? )

,1 und SIf--UrU~p

" undo SIf--UIf--S~p
,3 undo S If-- U II· p
,4 exp.und S If' U II·· S ll- U r U ~ P u I exp.und U If' U II ·SIf--UrU~p
,5 exp.und S If' U II·· S If-- U ll- S ~ P u2 exp.und U If' U II·· S If-- U If-- S~p
,6 exp.und S If' U II·· S ll- U II p u3 exp.und U If' U II·· S ll- U II·· p

I ,02 I p'0< I S If--p II I I I
System: YN ANSWER CONFIRM (Klopl )

u4 und UIf--SIf--UrU~p
u5 und Ulf--Slf--Ulf--S~p
u6 und U If- S If-- U II· p
u7 und U If-- S If--p
u8 ad:u7 U If--p

ca:u03
,7 exp.und S If' S II· Ulf--Slf--Ur-U~p u9 exp.und U If' S II · U ll- S If-- U r U ~ P
,8 exp.und S If' S II·· U ll- S If-- U If-- S ~ p u10 exp.unc U If' S II ,Ulf--Slf-Ulf--S~p
,9 exp.und S If' S II · U If-- S If-- U II· p u11 exp.und U If' S II · U If-- S ll- U II·· p
,10 exp.und S If' S II · U ll- S If--p u12 exp.und U If' S II · U If--S ll- p
,11 exp.ad S If'S II · U ll: P u13 exp.ad U II..!.S II · U If--p

ca:uOl

rnuru~pu02 P'OC Ulf--S~p
u03 prec U II·· p

In the analysis that we apply, we will only point out the differences with the YN-QUESTION/YN-
ANSWER pair. The precondition that differentiates a CONFIRM from a YN-QUESTION is the follow-
ing:

u03 The User weakly believes that p.

System beliefs

s3 The effect of the System understanding the User's utterance: the System believes that the third
precondition of the CHECK holds, namely the user weakly believes that p holds.

s6 The effect of the System believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects to be under-
stood correctly. The System believes that it is mutually believed that the User weakly believes
s3: that the System believes that the User weakly believes that p.

User beliefs

u3 The effect of the User believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects to be understood
correctly. The User believes that it is mutually believed that the User weakly believes s3: that
the System believes that the User weakly believes that p.

The effects of the CONFIRM that are different from those of a YN-ANSWER are the following ones:

User beliefs

u6 The effect of the User understanding that the System believes that the third precondition of the
CHECK holds. In particular, the User believes that the System believes that the User weakly
believes that p.
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ca:u03 Belief u03 is cancelled due to the creation of belief u8.

ull Effect of the User believing that it is mutually believed that the System expects the User to un-
derstand that the System understood the User's question correctly, as for the third precondition.

System beliefs

s9 Effect of the System believing that it is mutually believed that the System expects the User to un-
derstand that the System understood the User's question correctly, as for the third precondition.

6.2.3 WH-QUESTION / WH-ANSWER

The preconditions for a WH-QUESTION are the following:

(i) The Speaker wants that the Speaker knows the value of applying a function 1jJ to all elements x
that have a property ip, characterizing the domain of the question.

(ii) The Speaker believes that the Addressee knows the value of applying 1jJ(x) to all x from the
domain characterised by rp.

Two cases are analysed: WH-QUESTION/WH-ANSWER, and WH-QUESTION/WH-ANSWERlWH-
ANSWER. The following is an example of the first case:

(6.5) User: waar dient de flashtoets voor ? (What is the flash button used for?)
System: de flashtoets dient voor het doorverbinden van telefoongesprekken . (The flash button is used
to put phone calls through .)

The analysis of this pattern is summarized in Table 6.5.

I num I source I beliefs System II Dum I source I beliefs Use .. I
..01 pre' V I-- "x.<p(x) _ U I- ,p(x)
"02 pre' V II-- "x.<p(x) - S I- "'(x)

U: WH-QUESTION (Was r- dienl de Hashtoets voor?)

,I undo S II-- V r-- Vx.<p(x) - U I- ,pIx)
,2 und. S II-- V II-- Vx.<p(x) _ S I- ,pIx)
,3 exp.und. S If' V II.. S II-- V r-- Vx.<p(x) - V f- "'(x) "' exp.und. V If' V II· S II-- V r-- Vx.<p(x) - V l- ,pIx)
s4 exp.und. S If" V II.. S II-- V II-- Vx.<p(x) - S I- ",(x) "2 exp.und. V If' V II · S II-- V II-- "x.<p(x) - Sf- ,p(x)

sOl S Vx x - I X F

S: WH-ANSWER ( De flashtoets dienl voor bet doon'erbinden van teldoongesprekken)

"3 undo V II-- S II-- V ~ vx , <pIx) - V I- ",(x)
u' undo V II-- S II-- V I-- Vx , <pIx) - S I- ,p(x)
uS undo V II-- S II-- Vx.<p(x) - ,pIx) = F
u6 ad:u5 V II-- Vx.<p(x) - "'(x) = F

ca:uOl
,5 exp.und S If' S II · V II-- S II-- V r-- u7 exp.und V If" SII ·VII--SII--VI--

'Vx.!p(x) - V f- ';',(x) "x.<p(x) - V I- 'P(x)
,6 exp.und S If'S II · V II-- S II-- V II-- u' exp.und. V If" SII V II-- S II-- V II--

'v'x.~(x) - Sf- ,pCx) Vx.",(x) - S I- ,p(x)
,7 exp.und S If'S II · V II-- S II-- Vx.,,(x) - "'(x) = F "9 exp.und V If" SII · U II-- S II-- Vx.",(x) - 'I>(x) = F

" exp.ad S If' S II.. V II-- Vx.",(x) - ",(x) = F "'0 cxp.ad. V If'S II · U II-- Vx.",(x) - ,pIx) = F

Table 6 5' Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTlONfWH-ANSWER pair

I prec ll- <p() 'I'()
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In the analysis in Table 6.5, 'P corresponds to the flash button (jlashtoets), and 'IjJ to having a
function (dienen voor). The WH-QUESTlON has the following effects on the System beliefs and the
User beliefs:

System beliefs

s1, s2 The effects of the System understanding the User's utterance, representing that the system
believes that the preconditions of the question hold, namely that the User wants to know for all
x, x being a flash button, which is the function of x (s I); and that the System believes that the
User believes that the System knows the function of the flash button (s2).

s3, s4 The effects of the System believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects to be
understood correctly: the System believes that it is mutually believed that the User weakly
believes sI and s2, the effects that represent the System's understanding of the utterance.

User beliefs

u1, u2 The effects of the User believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects to be
correctly understood: the User believes that it is mutually believed that the User weakly believes
that the System believes that the preconditions of the question are satisfied.

The WH-ANSWER is enabled by precondition sa I: the System believes that for all x, x being a
flash button, its function is F, namely to put phone calls through.

User beliefs

u3 to u5 Effects of the User understanding the System's utterance. Understanding the current utter-
ance involves understanding it in the context of the previous one. The User believes that the
System believes sl and s2.

u6 Effect of adopting the information provided by the System. Tbe User adopts the belief that for all
x, x being a flash button, its function is F.

u7 to u9 Effects of tbe User believing tbat it is mutually believed that the System expects to be
understood correctly. The User believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly
believes u3, u4, uS.

u10 Effect of the User believing that the System expects to be not only understood but also to be
believed.

ca:u01 The User now cancels his original goal, since it has been satisfied by adopting the information
in uS.

System beliefs

s5 to s7 Effects of the System believing that it is mutually believed that the System expects to be
understood correctly: the System believes that it is mutually believed that the System weakly
believes u3, u4, and uS (55, s6, s7).

s8 Effect of the System expecting to be not only understood, but also believed: the System believes
that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes u6.

Note that the analysis is in essence the same as the one for the YN-QUESTION / YN-ANSWER
pair, the only difference being that different preconditions hold. This illustrates the general pattern
of the creation of simple beliefs and beliefs about mutual beliefs about the preconditions, which we
have seen in the previous chapter to be the same for all dialogue acts.
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WH-QUESTION / WH-ANSWER / INFORM

In the dialogues we analysed we have found patterns in which the reply to a WH-QUESTTON is a
WH-ANSWER followed by an INFORM, like in Example 6.6.

(6.6) User: waar zijn de naamtoetsen ? (Where are the name buttons")
System: de naamtoetsen bevinden zich aan de linkerzijde van het faxpanel . (The name buttons are at
the left side of the fax panel.)
System: zij zijn genummerd Ot tot en met 20. (They are numbered from 0 I to 20.)

The analysis of a WH-QUESTION followed by a WH-ANSWER has been presented in Table 6.5.
We add in Table 6.6 the analysis for the INFORM. In the representation in the table, <p corresponds to
being a name button (naamtoets), "lj; to being a location, and ¢(x) to being numbered from OJ to 20.
In DIT the precondition for an INFORM is:

(i) The Speaker wants that the Addressee knows some information.

In the DIT taxonomy the INFORM in Example 6.6 is of the type INFORM ELABORATE, and it
has an additional precondition ': Speaker believes that it is appropriate to provide additional or more
detailed information about something that he mentioned before. For the sake of simplicity, we take
this precondition as being descriptive, and we do not represent it in the dialogue analysis.

Table 6.6: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTlONIWH-ANswERlINFORM sequence
I beliefs System II num I source I beliefs User

"'" prec I s IF 'fx.,,(x) .p(x) p II I I

und
ad:ull
exp.und
exp.ad

U If- S If- 'fx·"ex) ~ .pex) ~ p
U If- 'fx·"ex) ~ "ex) ~ p
U I~ S II·· U If- S If- 'fx·"ex) ~ .pex) ~ p
U I~ S II·· U If- vx·"ex) - .pex) ~ p

exp.und S I~ S II . U If- S If- vx·"ex) - .pex) ~ p
exp.ad S I~ S II . U If- vx·"ex) ~ .pex) ~ p

S: INFORM ( Zij zijn genummerd 01 tot en met 20 )

The effects of the INFORM in the User context model are that the User understands that for all
x, x being a name button, x has the property of being numbered from 1 to 20. The User adopts this
information because it is information useful to fulfil his goals. The System expects the User to adopt
this information. Note that because the System produces two utterances in the same turn. By giving a
WH-ANSWER the System already shows that he understood the User's question, so the INFORM does
not have effects of implicit positive feedback in the User's context model, whereas the WH-ANSWER
had (u3, u4).

6.2.4 H-QUESTION and ALTS-QUESTION followed by WH-ANSWER

Additional patterns that we found in the corpora are H-QUESTTONS and ALTS-QUESTTONS fol-
lowed by WH-ANSWER, as illustrated in Examples 6.7 and 6.8, respectively.

(6.7) H-QUESTIONfollowed by WH-ANSWER:
Rosa: hoe kan ik de afdrukkwaliteit instellen ? (How can I set up the printing quality")
System: druk op functie en druk op instellingen . (press on function and press on settings.)

3See web page http://dit.uvt.nll, last accessed 20.06.07.
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(6.8) ALTS-QUESTIONfollowed by WH-ANSWER:
User: moet ik een verkorte kiescode invoeren of moet ik een verkorte kiescode bellen ? (Should I type
in a short code or should Imake a call to a short code?)
System: invoeren. (Type in.)

The analysis of the context update process is the same as the one for the YN-QUESTION, followed
by a YN-ANSWER, or the WH-QUESTION followed by a WH-ANSWER. In DIT the preconditions
of the H-QUESTION are:

(i) The Speaker wants to know one or a couple of elements of a given set that have been given a
property.

(ii) The Speaker believes that the Addressee knows at least one element of a given set to have a given
property.

The simplified version of the preconditions of the H-QUESTION for our analysis are the same as
for a WH-QUESTION, which allows to give the same treatment to both types of questions:

(i) The Speaker wants that the Speaker knows the value of applying a function 1jJ to all elements x
that might have a property ip.

(ii) The Speaker believes that the Addressee knows the value of applying 1jJ(x) to all elements x that
might have a property ip.

The preconditions of the sentence "How can I set up the printing quality?" might be represented as
follows, where ip means 'printing quality' and 1jJ means 'set up':

(i) Speaker r VX.ip(x) --> Speaker f-1jJ(x)

(ii) Speaker If- VX.ip(x) --> Addressee f-1j;(x)

They can also be represented as follows, where 1jJ means 'setupprinting.quality':

(i) Speaker r Vx. --> Speaker f-1jJ(x)

(ii) Speaker If- Vx. --> Addressee f-1jJ(x)

The preconditions of the ALTS-QUESTION are:

(i) The Speaker wants that the Speaker knows which one of a set of alternatives holds.

(ii) The Speaker knows that the Addressee knows which one of a set of alternatives holds.

(iii) The Speaker believes that exactly one of the a:Iternatives holds.

The simplified version of the preconditions for our analysis is:

(i) Speaker r (Speaker f- p V Speaker f- q)

(i) Speaker If- (Addressee f- p V Addressee f- q)
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6.3 Information Transfer CFs (2): indirect question-answer patterns

In the previous section we discussed the context model dynamics associated with the interpretation
of direct questions and answers. Questions can also be indirect. In DIT, indirect questions are viewed
as a separate type of dialogue act rather than as a particular way of asking a (direct) question. In this
section we present an analysis for indirect YN-QUESTION, WH-QUESTION, and H-QUESTION.

Indirect speech acts are usually understood to be those where the act performed differs from
or is additional to the one that would be expected from a compositional account. They have been
considered especially in models of cooperative dialogue [Perrault and Allen 1980]. When inferring
the purpose of an utterance, it may be determined that the speaker's intentions are not only those
indicated by the form of the utterance, but also other intentions the speaker conveys implicitly. For
example, in responding to the utterance There is a little yellow piece of rubber, the addressee's plan
recognition process should under certain circumstances determine that not only does the speaker want
the addressee to believe that such an object exists, but also that the speaker wants the addressee to
find the object and pick it up. The utterance could thus be analysed as an informative utterance, as
well as a request to find it and to pick it up. Such utterances have also been treated in the plan-based
approach by Hinkelman [1989], who claims that indirect speech acts cannot be disambiguated on the
basis of syntactic and semantic information. Plan-based inference techniques are needed, which take
into account that interpretation depends on contextual, cultural and language specific information.

The preconditions and the analysis of a direct YN-QUESTION have been defined in the previous
section:

(i) Speaker wants to know the value of proposition p.

(ii) Speaker believes that Addressee knows it.

In DIT the difference between direct and indirect questions is that for a direct question a precon-
dition holds that does not hold for an indirect question, namely (ii) Speaker believes that Addressee
knows the answer to the question. This means that indirect questions give rise to a context model up-
date that is simpler than that of direct questions. This is illustrated in Table 6.7, showing the context
model updates of an indirect YN-QUESTION and an answer to it.

Table 6.7: Belief transfer in an Indirect YN-QUESTlON
beliefs System II num I source I beliers User

User: Indirect YN QUESTION (I would like to know irp)

s "oct SII-Ur.-Uf-p
,2 exp.und S If-' U II" S II- U r.- U f- P uI exp.und U If-' U II ·SII-Ur.-Uf-p

I sal I ",ec I s IF p II I I I
System: YN ANSWER ( Yes. p)

"2 und UII-SII-Ur.-Uf-p

"' und U II- S II- p

"" ad:u3 U II- -p
ca:uOI

,3 exp.und S If-' S II ·UII-SII-Ur.-Uf-p oS exp.und U If-' S II ·UII-SII-Ur.-Uf-p
s4 exp.und S If-' 5 II ·UII-Sll-p "6 exp.und U If-' 5 II" Ull-Sll-p
s5 exp.ad 5 If-' 5 II . U II- p "' exp.ad U If-' 5 II . U II- p

~Ur.-Uf-P
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Other types of question can be indirect as well, as the following examples show:

(6.9) Indirect WH-QUESTION4

C.13.7: Kanje me vertellen wanneer de voorstelling begint? (Can you tell me at what time the
performance starts?)
S.14.7: De voorstelling "Antigone" gespeeld door RO Theater begint om 20:00. (The performance
"Antigone" played by RO Theater starts at 20:00.)

(6.10) Indirect H-QUESTION

User: weetjij hoe ik een eh fax ontvangen kan maar niet meteen uitprinten ? (Do you know if I can
receive a fax without printing it immediately?)
System: dat is inderdaad mogelijk met behulp van de functie afroepen . (This is indeed possible with
the function on demand.)

(6.11) Indirect ALTS-QUESTION

User: weetjij of ik een verkorte code invoeren moet of niet? (Do you know ifI should type in a short
code or not?)
System: het hoeft niet. (That is not necessary.)

These examples receive the same analysis as the Indirect YN-QUESTION, the difference being
the semantic content of the preconditions.

6.4 Information Transfer CFs (3): INFORM

In the previous subsections we analysed cases of information seeking dialogue acts followed by an-
swers. In this section we analyse the case of INFORM. A typical example of an INFORM function
would be an announcement of train delay information in railway stations:

(6.12) S: De trein naar Eindhoven heeft 10minuten vertraging. (The train to Eindhoven has a 10minute
delay.)

The preconditions of an INFORM are as follows, where p represents the semantic content:

(i) The Speaker knows that p.

(ii) The Speaker wants that the Addressee knows that p.

Table 6.S shows the analysis for the INFORM in example 6.12. The INFORM has the following effects
on User and System beliefs:

User beliefs

ul,u2 Effects of the User understanding the utterance, that is, that the preconditions of the INFORM
hold.

u3 Effect of the User adopting the information given by the System.

'Taken from the Schisma Corpus [Van den Hoeven et al. 1995].
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Table 6.8: Belief transfer associated with an INFORMact
I Dum I SOUfU" I belids System II num I source I beliefs User

System: INFORM (De min naar Eindhoven been 10 mmuten vertraging, )

"J und U 11- S If-- P
"2 und U If--Sf--U If--p
"3 ad:ul U If-- p

,J exp.und S If-' S II·· U II-- S II- p "4 esp.und U If-' S II . U If-- S If-- p
Q exo.und 5 If-' 5 II ·U II--Sf--U II--p '" exp.und U If-' S II ·UII--Sf--Ull--p
,3 exp.ad S If-' S II . U II-- p "6 exp.ad U If-' S II . U II-- p

u4, uS Effects of the User believing that it is mutually believed that the System expects to be under-
stood by the User.

u6 Effect of the User believing that it is mutually believed that the System expects to be not only un-
derstood, but also believed, that is that the System expects that the information being transferred
is adopted by the User.

System beliefs

s1, s2 Effects of the System believing that it is mutually believed that the System expects to be
understood by the User.

s3 Effect of the System believing that it is mutually believed that the System expects to be not only
understood, but also believed.

The main effect of an INFORM, if it is processed correctly, is that some information is conveyed by
the Speaker and adopted by the Addressee.

6.5 Other question-reply patterns

In Section 6.2 we analysed simple Question-Answer patterns. However, questions do not always have
an answer as a reply. The following are examples of the same question followed by some possible
replies:

(6.13) Question: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)
Possible replies:

• WH-QUESTION: Wat wilt u precies doen ? (What do you to do exactly?)
• YN-QUESTION:Wilt u een naamtoets prograrnrneren ? (Do you want to program a name

button?)
• CHECK:Jij wilt de plaats van de naamtoetsen weten, niet waar? (You want to know the location

of the name buttons, don't you?)
• INFORM:De naamtoetsen zijn genummerd 01 tot en met 20. (The name buttons are numbered

from OJ to 20.)
• Unrelated INFORM:Vandaag is Woensdag. (Today is Wednesday.)

In the following subsections we analyse those cases.
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6.5.1 WH-QUESTION and YN-QUESTION

Questions are not always answered directly. Sometimes it is necessary for the Addressee to put more
questions in order to have sufficient information to be able to give an answer, like in examples 6.14
and 6.15. Table 6.9 shows the analysis of Example 6.14.

(6.14) User: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)
System: Wat wilt u precies doen? (What do you want to do exactly?)

(6.15) User: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)
System: Wilt u een naamtoets programmeren? (Do you want to program a name button?)

Table 6.9: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTlONIWH-QUESTION pair
num I source beliers System II I I beitel's User

"01
"02

u r \tx.",(x) - U f- "'(x)
U If- \tx.",(x) - Sf- "'(x)

U: WH-QUf.5nON ( Waar zijn de eeamtcetsen t )

s If- .,01
s If- u02
S If-' U II· ,1
S If-' U II· ,2

""<I.
""<I.
exp.und.
exp.und.

s
,2
,3
,4

U If-' UII·,l
U If-' U II· ,2

exp.und.
exp.und.

u l

"'

s: WH-QUEST10N. POSITIVE AUTOFEEl)B ....CK EVALUATION (Walwilt u precjes doen?)

"3 undo U If- ,1
"4 undo U If- ,2
"5 undo U If- ,01
"6 und. U II- s02

"' exp.und U If-' S II·· .,3

"8 exp.und U If-' S II · .,4

"9 exp.und U If-' S II · .,5

"'0 exp.und ulf-' 511 · .,6

S If-' 5 II· u3
S If-' 5 11·.,4
S If-' S II· u5
S If-' 5 11·.,6

,5
,6
s
,8

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.und

In these examples we interpret the second WH-QUESTlON as evidence that the first WH-QUESTlON
has not been executed. It has been correctly understood and evaluated, but the System needs more in-
formation in order to be able to answer it. We do not consider this a case of Negative Feedback about
execution, at least not at this stage of the dialogue. We interpret it as a request for more information,
that shows that the previous question was understood. This is why beliefs u3 and u4 are created,
which are beliefs about implicit positive feedback. If the second WH-QUESTlON would have been a
semantically unrelated question, these beliefs would not have been created.

6.5.2 CHECK

In some cases a question is followed by another question in the form of a CHECK. The participant that
produces the CHECK tries to confirm a weak belief. In this case the weak belief is about a question.
Table 6.10 shows the analysis for example 6.16.

(6.16) User: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)
System: Jij wilt de plaats van de naamtoetsen weten, niet waar? (You want to know the location of the
name buttons, don't you?)
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Table 6.10: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTION/CHECK pair
betiefs System t I I I beliefs User

uOl
u02

pre'
pre'

u r- "v,,(x) - u f- ~(x)
u If- "x.<p(x) - S" ~(x)

U: WH-QUESTION ( Waar zijn de naemtcetsen ? )

s II·· u01
S II·· u02
S If-' U II ·,1
S If-' U II· ,2

und.
undo
exp.und.
exp.und.

,I
,2
s
s4

U If-' U II· S If- u01
U If-' U II· S If- u02

expound.
exp.ond.

,I
,2

~SFSf-'UOl
~S[I--Ur-uOl

S; CHECK (Jij wilt de pleats van de naamtoetsen weten, nietwaar? )

ca:u1.u2
,3 und U If- ,I
,4 und U If- ,2

'" und U ll- sOl
,6 und U If-- ,02
,6 exp.und U If-' S II · u3
,7 exp.und U If-' S II · u',s exp.und U If-' S II · u5
,9 exp.und U If-' S II · u6

S If-' S II ·u3
S If-' S II ·u4
S If-' S II· u5
S If-' S II ·u6

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.und

The first observation to be made is that the understanding effects of the User's question in the
System are weak beliefs (s I, s2). This is exactly what motivates tbe CHECK later. As established in
section 6.2.2, a precondition of a CHECK is that the Speaker has a weak belief about what he wants
to CHECK. If the beliefs were strong, the CHECK would not be necessary.

Another characteristic is that the mutual belief effects in User and Speaker after the User's ques-
tion are different (compare s3 and s4 with u I and u2). It is so because the User might assume that the
System understood correctly. However, the System is not completely sure about what he understood,
so mutual beliefs s3 and s4 cannot be the same as u I and u2. At most they can be mutual beliefs about
weak beliefs. But still it is not probable that the System has a mutual belief about a weak belief of the
User about a weak belief of the System, since the System does not know if the User has a strong or
a weak belief. After the System's utterance, assuming that the User understood it correctly, the User
cannot continue believing that the System understood correctly. This is why beliefs uland u2 have
to be cancelled, and replaced by the beliefs generated when understanding the System's CHECK.

6.5.3 Semantically related INFORM

It is quite common that a WH-QUESTION is followed by an INFORM that does not directly answer the
question. The INFORM may contain information from which the speaker assumes that the addressee
can infer the answer to his question. In example 6.17 the system, instead of giving an answer about
the location of tbe name buttons, replies informing about the properties of the name buttons. Why
would the System do that? It is due to the multi modal factors of the setting in which these dialogues
were produced. The System knows that the User is looking at the fax and for the name buttons.
The System also knows that a salient characteristic of the name buttons is that they are numbered.
Consequently the System chooses what it considers to be the most effective way of identifying the
name buttons. Table 6.11 shows the analysis of example 6.17.
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(6.17) User: Waarzijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)
System: De naamtoetsen zijn genummerd 0 I tot en met 20. (The name buttons are numbered from 01
to 20.)

Table 6.11: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTION/INFORMpair
I Dum beliefs System I! I I bdiefs User

P""C
PC'"

U r Itx.<p(X) - U f- ,,(x)
U If- Itx.<p(x) - Sf- ,,(x)

U: WH-QUESTION (Waarzijn de naamtoetsen '!)

s undo S If- uOl
,2 undo S If- u02
,3 exp.und. S If' U II · sl u l exp.und U If' U II . 81
54 exp.und. S If' U II · .2 ,2 exp.und. U If' U II .• 2

,0' PC"" S If- Itx.<p(x) - .p(x) P
s02 PC"" S r U If- Itx.<p(x) - .p(x) ~ P

S: INFORM (De naamtoetsen lijn genummerd 01 tot en met 20. )

,5 exp.und S If' S II · u3
,6 exp.und S If' S II · u4
,7 exp.und S If' S II · u5
58 exp.und S If' S II · u6
59 exp.ad S If' S II · u7

U If- ,1
U If- ,2
U If- ,01
U If- 802
U If- Itx.<p(x) - <I>(x) ~ p
U If' S II.. u3
U If' S II.. u4
U If' S II.. u5
UIf' SII .. u6
U If' S II.. u7

undo
undo
undo
undo
",,",
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.ad

We assume that the System's reply is an INFORM, and we analyse it as such. For a complete
analysis of this case it would be necessary to represent multimodal information, i.e. information that
belongs to the System's physical and perceptual context model. This is beyond the scope of this
study, but it can be approximately replaced by adding to the preconditions of the System's reply the
inferences that the System expects the User to make. For example, the System believes that if the User
knows that the name buttons are numbered from 01 to 20, then the User also knows their location:
S If- Vx.cp(x) --+ (U If- ¢(x) = P --+ U f-1jJ(x)), thus accounting for the intended implicature.

6.5.4 Semantically unrelated INFORM

Example 6.18 is an invented one. We include it here to show what would happen if a question were
followed by a semantically unrelated reply.

(6.18) User: Waarzijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons")
System: Vandaag is Woensdag. (Today is Wednesday.)

There are several ways in which this example could be analysed, corresponding to different interpre-
tations that the User gives to the System's response.

Interpretation 1: The system gives priority to its own goal rather than to the goals generated by the
User's utterance. This case is represented in Table 6.12. The System wants that the User knows that
today is Wednesday, even if the User put a completely different question. The System's utterance is
interpreted as an INFORM. In this example the information that S provides in the INFORM utterance
is irrelevant for the User's goal. This is why we do not represent that there is an adoption. We do not
represent implicit feedback effects, since the User cannot infer from the System's reply if the System
understood the WH-QUESTION.
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I Dum

Table 6.12: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTIONlUnrelated INFORM pair (a)
beliefs System II I I beliefs User

prec
p<ec

u r- Itx.",(x) - U ~ .. (x)
U If- 'ox,,,,(x) - S ~ ",(x)

..01

..02

U: WH-QUJ:..5T10:>l ( Waar zijn dt naamtoetsen ? I

5 II- uOI
s if- ~02
S if-' U ll-: sl
S if-' U Ii· s2

u l
u2

U if-' U II· s L
U If-' U II ·s2

undo
undo
exp.und.
exp.und.

exp.ond.
exp.und.

S: INFORM ( Vandaag is Woensdag. )

exp.uod S If-!- s ll-' u,3
exp.und S It-=- S II . 1.£4

u3
u4
u5
u6

undo
undo
expund
exp.und

U If- sOl
U If- 802
U If-' S Ii·· u3
U if-' S II·· u4

Interpretation 2: A semantic misunderstanding has taken place. This is the case represented in
Table 6.13. The System understood the User's utterance as a question, but misunderstood the semantic
content (what the question was about). The analysis reflects this by creating understanding beliefs
in the System's context model (sl, s2) about a different semantic context than the User's question.
The mutual beliefs about expectation of being understood (s3,s4) are also about a different semantic
context. The system thus effectively answers a different question. When the User processes the
System's reply, the User cancels his beliefs about expectation of being understood (u I, u2), since he
interprets that the System did not understand the question. Accordingly, in the User's context there
are not implicit understanding effects. The fact that the User correctly processes the System's reply is
reflected in the understanding effect (u3). There are no adoption effects in the User's model because
the System's reply is not relevant for the User's goal. However, the System is not aware of the fact
that it misunderstood the User's question, this is why in it's context model beliefs are created about
expectations of being understood (s6 to s7) and about expectations of adoption (58).

Table 6.13: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTloNlUnrelated lNFORM pair (b)
num I source I beliefs System II I I beliefs User

001
..02

prec
prec

U r- 'Ox.",(x) _ U ~ .. (xl
U if- Itx.",(x) - 5 ~ .. (x)

U: WH-QUESTION (Waar zijnde naamtoetsen?)

,I undo S If- U r- "x.a(x) - U ~ IJ(x)
,2 undo S if- U if- 'Ox.a(x) - U ~ IJ(x)
,3 exp.und. S if' U 1I··sl ul exp.und. U if' U Ii·· s if- u01.. exp.und . S if' U ll-: 82 u2 exp.und. Uif-' U ii ·5 If- u02

sOl prec S IF "x ,,(x) IJ(x)- W

S: ANSWER ( Vandaag is Woensdag.. )

5 if-' S Ii" U If- s t
S if' S II" U If- s2
S If-' S II" u3
S If' S II' "x.a(x) - IJ(x) = W

ca:ul.u2
u3 und U I~ sOl

exp.ord

exp.uod
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

u7 U If-' S 11,,"3
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Interpretation 3: There is a pragmatic as well as a semantic misunderstanding. The System
interprets tbe User's utterance in a completely different way than it was intended. This is the example
represented in Table 6.14. The system's utterance has the usual effects of an INFORM, but it also
tells the user that his question was not understood, so the expected understanding effects u I and u2
are cancelled. These effects are the same as the effects that NEGATIVE FEEDBACK acts have (see
Chapter 7). Because the User correctly processes the INFORM, understanding beliefs are created in
his context model (u3, u4»), and effects of being understood (uS, u6).

I num I source I beuets System II own I source I beliefs User I

I I II "0' 1=
I u r- "x.<p(x) ~ u ~ ,,(x)

"02 u If- "x.<p(x) ~ 8 f- ,,(x)

U: WH-QUESTION ( Was r zi,Jn de naamtoetsen ? )

I
I "nden;tandlng failure II u t

I "p."nd·1 U If-' U II.. S If- uOl
"2 exp.und. U If-' U II·· S If- u02

Table 6 14' Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTloNlUnrelated INFORMpair (c)

~Slf-p
~Sr-ulf-p

st exp.und S If-! S II . u3
52 exp.und 5 If-! S II . u.4

S: INI-ORM ( Vandaag is Woensdag.)

ca:ul.u2

"3 undo U If- sOl
"4 undo U If- 802
"5 exp.und Ulf-' 811 . ,,3

"6 exp.und U If-' S II . ,,4

6.6 Action Discussion CFs (1): Commissives

Action Discussion functions, as conceived in DIT, are related to performing actions. There are two
types: Commissives and Directives. In the case of Commissive functions, the Speaker mentions
an action to which the Speaker possibly commits himself. In the case of Directives the Speaker
mentions certain actions to the Addressee, which the Addressee might carry out. Dialogue acts with
an Action Discussion function have communicative, cognitive, or physical actions as their semantic
content. The preconditions of these dialogue acts therefore refer to properties of the performance of
actions, such as a dialogue participant's ability and willingness to perform an action. As announced
in Section 5.6, the predicates used to represent the preconditions are: IS WILLING TO DO (WILLDO),
CAN DO ('CANDO'), PLANS TO DO ('PLANDO').

6.6.1 OFFER

In DIT an OFFER has the precondition that "the Speaker is willing to perform the action in the manner
or with the frequency, described, conditional on the Addressee's consent that the Speaker does so".
The simplified preconditions defined for the analysis of an OFFER (Example 6.19) are:

(i) The Speaker is willing to perform A I.

(ii) The Speaker wants that the Addressee knows that the Speaker is willing to perform A I.

(6.19) System: Shalll make a reservation for you?
User: Please, do.
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Table 6.15: Belief transfer in an OFFER/AcCEPT PAIRru502 prec

beliefs System

SWILLDOAt
S r- u If- SWILLDOAI

System: OFFER (Shall I make a reservation (or you? )

"I undo U If- S WILLDOAI
"2 undo U If- s r- U If- S WILLDO Al

,I exp.und S If" S II . U If- S WILLDO Al "3 exp.und U If" S II" U If- SWIUDOAI
,2 exp.und S If" S II . U If- S r- U If- WILLDOAI "' exp.und U If" S II" U If- S r- U If- SWlLLOOAl

User: ACCEPT OFFER (Please, do)

,3 und. S If- U If- S WILLDO A I
ca:s02.. und. S If- U If- S r- U If- S WlLLDO Al

s und. SIf-Ur- SPLANDOAI

'" ad:s5 S r- S PLANOO Al
s exp.und S 11-"U II" S If- U If- SWILLDOAI "' exp.und U If" U II" S If- U I~ SWILLDOAI
,8 exp.und S If" U II·· S If- U If- S r- U If- S WlLLDO Al "6 exp.und U If" U II" S If- U I s r- U If- S WILLDO Al
,9 exp.und S If" U II" S If- U r- SPLANDOAI "' exp.und U If" U II" S If- U r- SPLANDOAI
,10 exp.ad S If" U II" S r- SPLANDOAI "8 exp.ad U If" U II" S r- SI".ANDO Al

11..01 I prec I Ur-SPLANDOAI

A dialogue act with the communicative function OFFER can be followed by an acceptance (Ex-
ample 6.19) or by a refusal (Example 6.20 below). The analysis of the acceptance case is presented
in Table 6.15, where we use the predicate WlLLDO to represent an agent's willingness to perform an
actions. The system's OFFER has the following effects on the System beliefs and the User beliefs:

User beliefs

ul, u2 Effects of the User understanding the System's utterance by believing that the preconditions
of the utterance hold: that the System is willing to perform an action, and that the System wants
that the User believes that the System is willing to perform the action.

u3 to u4 Effects of the User knowing that it is mutually believed that the System expects to be un-
derstood correctly, what is the same, that the System weakly believes that the User believes that
the utterance preconditions hold.

System beliefs

sl to s2 The effects of the User knowing that it is mutually believed that the System expects to be
understood correctly.

It may be observed that the effects of an OFFER are in fact identical to those of an INFORM, with
the semantic content "Speaker is willing to perform action". Different from an INFORM, however, the
Speaker who performs an OFFER does not always expect his OFFER to be accepted, hence an OFFER
does not have effects corresponding to those of the (expected) adoption of an INFORM. The ACCEPT
OFFER has the precondition that the User wants that the System performs an action. The ACCEPT
OFFER thus has the following effects on user and system beliefs:

System beliefs

s3 to sS Effects of the System understanding the User's utterance.

'We assume that an agent can only be willing to perform an action if he believes that he is able to perform the action.
50 we assume an action schema: 5 WILLDO A I -.. 5 If- 5 CANDO A I. For this reason we omit here and for other
commissive acts a precondition representing the agent's assumption of being able to perform the action under consideration.
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s6 Adoption of the User's goal by the System.

s7 to s8 Effects of S believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects the System to have
understood that the User understood the previous utterance.

s9 Effect of S believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects the System to have under-
stood the acceptance of the offer.

s10 Effect of S believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects the System to have adopted
the User's goal as a result of the User having accepted the offer.

Cancellation of s02 Goal s02 is cancelled because s3 expresses that the System believes that the
User believes that the System is willing to perform A I. Thus, the System's goal has been
fulfilled.

User beliefs

u5 to u6 Effects of the User believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects the System to
have understood that the User understood the previous utterance.

u7 Effect ofU believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects the System to have under-
stood the acceptance of the offer.

u8 Effect of U believing that it is mutually believed that the User expects the System to have adopted
the User's goal as a result of the User having accepted the offer.

The case of refusing an OFFER differs from that of accepting it only in that the Speaker does not
want that the Addressee performs the action, as in Example 6.20:

(6.20) System: Shall I make a reservation for you?
User: No, thanks.

6.6.2 PROMISE

Following DIT a promise expresses a commitment to do something, as shown in example 6.21. The
following preconditions have been established for a PROMISE:

(i) The Speaker is committed to unconditionally perform an action Al

(ii) The Speaker believes that the Addressee wants that the Speaker performs Al

(6.21) (User: Will you send the fax?)
System: I will send the fax.
User: OK.

Table 6.16 shows the analysis of the belief dynamics caused by a PROMISE followed by POSITIVE
FEEDBACK. For a PROMISEwe see the familiar effects of understanding and expected understanding,
instantiated with the preconditions that characterise a PROMISE. A PROMISE does not have adoption
effects because the Addressee does not adopt beliefs or goals from the Speaker; instead, a PROMISE
has the presupposition that the Addressee would like the Speaker to perform the promised action.
The Speaker who promises to do something to an Addressee, does this because he is committed to
unconditionally perform the action, as expressed in precondition s02.
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Table 6.16: Belief transfer in a PROMISE/OVERALLPOSITIVEFEEDBACKpair
I Rum I source ! beliefs System II Rum I source I beliefs User

~ S mLWO Al IT]"'2 prec S If- U r S PLANDO AI

System: PROMISE ( I will send the rex )

,I und U If- S mLLDO AI
,2 ,nd U If- S If- U r S PLANDO Al

,I exp.und S If-' S II ·Ulf- SmLWOAI ,3 exp.cnd U If-' S II·· U If- SWILLDOAI
Q exp.und S If-' S II·· U If- S If- U r S PLANDO Al ,4 exp.und U If-' S II·· U If- S If- U r SPLANDO."

~'I

User: POSITIVE FEEDBACK (OK)

,3 und S If- U If- S mLLDO Al

'" und S If- U If- S If- U r SPLANODAl
,5 exp.und S If-' U II·· S If- U If- SmLLDOAI ,5 exp.und U If-' U II . S If- U If- S W!LLDO Al
,6 exp.und S If-' U II·· S If- U If- S If- U r SPLANDOAI ,6 exp.und U If-' U II . S If- U If- S If- U r S PLANDO Al

6.7 Action Discussion CFs (2): Directives

In OTT, the meaning of Directives has to do with the fact that the Speaker mentions certain actions
to the Addressee, which the Addressee might carry out. The Speaker might put pressure on the
Addressee to carry out the action. We analyse several Directives: REQUEST, INSTRUCT, DISSUADE,
and SUGGEST.

6.7.1 REQUEST

In DIT a REQUEST has the following preconditions:

The Speaker wants the Addressee to perform the requested action in the manner or with the fre-
quency described, conditional on the Addressee's consent.

The Speaker wants the Addressee to perform the requested action in the manner or with the fre-
quency described, conditional on the Addressee's consent; the Speaker assumes that the Ad-
dressee is able to do so.

Here we represent these preconditions in a simplified manner:

(i) The Speaker believes that the Addressee can perform action AI.

(ii) The Speaker wants that the Addressee performs action A I if he is willing to do so.

In the following examples we take the f rst utterance of each to be a REQUEST:

(6.22) C. [9.10: Kan je 3 kaartjes voor me regelen? (Can you fix 3 tickets for me?)
S.20. [0: Dit theater kent de volgende reducties : ClP, Geen, lTK en Pas 65. Hoeveel kaartjes wilt u en
met welke reductie? (This theater accepts the following reductions: ClP, None, lTK and Pas 65.)
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(6.23) User: Can you send the fax, please?
System: Yes,of course.

Table 6.17: Belief transfer in a REQUEST/AcCEPTREQUESTpair
beliefs System I[ num I source I beliefs User

User: REQUEST ( Can you send the fax, please? )

s und S II- U II- S CANDOAI
,2 und S II- U I-- S PiANDO AI
,3 ad:s2 S r--- S PLANOO A I

'" exp.und S If" U II·· S II- U II- S CANDOAI ,I exp.und U If" U II · S II- U II- SCANDOAI
s5 exp.und S If" U II·· S II- U I-- S PLANDOAI ,2 exp.und U If" UII · S II- U I-- S PLANDOAI
s6 exp.ad S If" U II·· S I-- SPLANDOAI ,3 exp.ed UIf"UIl · S I-- S PLANDOAI

~ UII-SCANDOAI
u02 prec U r S PLANDO A I

~ SI--SPLANDOAI

System: ACCEPT REQUEST (Yes, of course. )

.4 und U II- S II- U II- S CANDOAI
u und U II- S II- U I-- S PLANDOAI
.6 ad U II- S I-- S PLANDOAI

s7 exp.und S If" S II·· U II- S II- UII- SCANDOAI .7 expound U If" S II·· U II- S II- U II- SCANDOAI
s8 exp.und S If" S II . U II- S II- U I-- S PLANDOAI ,8 exp.und U If" S II·· U II- S II- U I-- S PLANDOAI
s9 exp.ad S If" S II . U II- S II- S I-- S PLANDOAI ,9 exp.ad U If" S II·· U II- S II- S I-- S PLANDOAI

The analysis of example 6.23 is presented in table 6.17. Note that the User's utterance is inter-
preted as a REQUEST and not as an INDIRECT YN-QUESTION, although this interpretation is also
possible if only the literal meaning is considered. It follows the same belief dynamics already ex-
plained for other patterns. The distinguishing feature of a REQUEST/AcCEPT REQUEST pair is that
the Addressee of the Request adopts the Speaker's goa\. In this case the System adopts in s3 the
User's goal u02. The resulting belief (s3) is the precondition (sOl) of the ACCEPT REQUEST.

6.7.2 INSTRUCT

According to DIT, the difference between an INSTRUCT and a REQUEST is tbat the INSTRUCT, like
the one in example 6.24, puts more pressure on the Addressee to perform the action, regardless of the
attitude of the Addressee towards that. This is why precondition (i) of REQUEST is not present as a
precondition for INSTRUCT.

(6.24) User: Send the fax immediately.
System: OK.

The precondition for an INSTRUCT in DIT is "the Speaker wants the Addressee to perform the
action in the manner or with the frequency described in the semantic content; the Speaker assumes
that the Addressee is able to do so". The simplified version for our analysis (Table 6.18) is:

(i) The Speaker wants that the Addressee performs action A.
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Table 6.18: Belief transfer in an INSTRUCT/OVERALLPOSITIVEFEEDBACKpair
I ! I beliefs System It num I source I beliefs Useru=J EJ:::::::J u r- S PLANDOAI

User: INSTRUCT (Send lhe fax immediately)

,I undo S If- U r S PLANDOAI
,2 ad:sl S r SPLA"IDOAI
,3 exp.und S If' U II·· S II-- U r SPLA"IDOAI u expound. U If' U II . S II-- U r SPLA."IDOAI
54 exp.ad S If' U II·· S r S PLANDO AI .u exp.ad U If' U II ,SrSPLANDOAl

I I I II I I I
System: OVERALL POSITIVE FEEDBACK ( Yes.)

,3 und. U II-- S II-- U r S PERFO,,""IS AI
,4 ad. U II-- S r S PERFORMS AI

ca:uOI
55 exp.und. S If'S II . U II-- S II-- U r SPERFORMSAI ." exp.und U If' S II.. U II-- S II-- U r seERFORMSAI
,6 exp.ad. S If'S II· U II-- S r SPERFORMSAI .6 exp.ad U If' S II.. U II-- S r S PERFORMS AI

6.7.3 DISSUADE

A DISSUADE, like the ones in example 6.25 (analysed in Table 6.19), expresses the pressure that
the Speaker puts on the Addressee in order to convince the Addressee that the Addressee should not
do something that the Speaker thinks the Addressee is planning to do. If the DISSUADE has been
accepted by the Addressee the effect will be that the Addressee will not want anymore to do what he
was planning.

(6.25) System Don't try to send the fax, it doesn't work.
User: OK.

Table 6.19: Belief transfer in a DISSUADE/OVERALLPOSITIVEFEEDBACKpair
Inurn I source I beliefs System It num I source I beliefs User

~ SII--UP~AI [IJ
sill pre' S r- ~(UP~AI)

System: DISSUADE ( Don't try to send the fax, it doesn't work)

.1 und U II-- S II-- U PLANDOAI
,2 und U II-- S r ~(U PLANDO AI)
.3 ad:u2 U r ~(UPLANDOAI)

,I exp.und S If' S II · U If- S If- U PL<NDO AI ,4 exp.und U If' S II .. U II-- S If- U PLANDOAI
,2 exp.uod S If' S II · U If- S r- ~(UPLANDOAI) ." exp.und U If' S II.. U II-- S r- ~(UPLANDOAI)
s exp.ad S If'S II · U r ~(UPLANDOAI) ,6 exp.ad U If' S II" U r ~(UPLANDOAI)

User. OVERALL POSITIVE FEEDBACK (OK)

54 und S If- U If- S If- U PL<NDOAI
55 und S If- U If- S r ~(UPLANDOAI)
s6 ad S If- U r- ~(U PLANDO AI)

ca:sOl
ca:s02

s exp.und S If' U II · S II-- U If- S If- U PLA>;DOAI u exp.und U If' U II · S If- U If- S If- U PLANDO AI
,8 exp.cnd S If' U II · S If- U If- S r ~(UPLANDOAI) ,8 exp.uod U If-' U II · S If- U If- S r ~(UPLA."DOAI)
,9 exp.ad S If' U II · S If- U r ~(UPLANDOAI) ,9 exp.ed U If' U II · S If- U r ~(uPL<NDOAI)

The preconditions for a DISSUADE are the following:

(i) The Speaker believes that the Addressee wants to perform A I.

(ii) The Speaker wants that the Addressee does not perform A I.
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6.S Summary

In this chapter we have analysed the dynamics of dialogue participants' context models, in particular
of their semantic contexts as formed by their task related beliefs and goals associated with the use of
questions and answers. We have considered several types of questions as distinguished in the DIT
taxonomy: YN-QUESTION, CHECK, WH-QUESTION, H-QUESTION, ALTS-QUESTION. The
analysis is essentially the same for all of them, with variations in the preconditions that motivate the
distinction of the question types.

Table 6.20 presents an overview of the preconditions that have been defined for Information Trans-
fer functions. We have shown that our analysis can also be applied to Indirect Questions. The dif-
ferences between the treatment of the Direct and the Indirect questions lies solely in their respective
preconditions.

CF Preconditions

YN-QOESTION SrSf-p
SIf--Af-p

IYN-QUESTION SrSf-p

CHECK SrSf-p
SIf-- Af-p
S 11··p

WH-QUESTION S r IIx.<p(x) --> S f-1jJ(x)
H-QUESTION S If--IIx.'P(x) --> A f-1jJ(x)

IWH-QUESTION S r IIx.<p(x) --> S f-1jJ(x)
IH-QUESTION

ALTS-QUESTION SrSf-pvSf-q
S If--A l- p V A l- q

IALTS-QUESTION SrSf-pVSf-q

INFORM S If--q
SrAIf--q

YN-ANSWER (POSITIVE) SIf--ArAf-p
ICONFIRM SIf--AII··p

S If--p

YN-ANSWER (NEGATIVE) SIf--ArAf-p
IDISCONFIRM SIf--A 11··p

SIf-- -vp

YN-ANSWER SIf--ArAf-p
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK S If--~(Sf-p)

WH-ANSWER S If--A r IIx.<p(x) --> A l- ,Ax)
S If--IIx.<p(x) --> J1.(x) = X

Table 6.20: Preconditions for Information Transfer Functions
S stands for 'speaker' and A for 'addressee'
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Additionally, we have considered two types of Action Discussion Functions, Commissives and
Directives. Commissives express a speaker's commitment to perform actions, as in OFFER and
PROMISE acts. Directives express that a speaker wants an addressee to consider a certain action
which the addressee might carry out, potentially wanting to put pressure on the addressee to do so.
Commissives and Directives do not imply the adoption of beliefs, but their acceptance gives rise to the
creation of goals for the speaker or the hearer. Table 6.21 presents the synthesis of the preconditions
that have been defined for Action Discussion functions.

CF Preconditions

OFFER S WILLDO ACTION I
Sr A If-- S WILLDO ACTIONI

PROMISE S WILLDO ACTIONI
S If-- A r S PLANDO ACTIONI

REQUEST S If-- A CANDO ACTIONI
Sr A PLANDO ACTIONI

INSTRUCT Sr A PLANDO ACTION!

DISSUADE S If-- A PLANDO ACTION!
Sr ~(A PLANDO ACTION! )

ACCEPT-OFFER S If-- A WILLDO ACTIONI
S If-- A r S If-- A WILLDO ACTION!
Sr A PLANDO ACTIONl

REFUSE-OFFER S If-- A WILLDO ACTION!
S If-- A r S If-- A WILLDO ACTION!
S If-- ~(S r A PLANDO ACTION])

ACCEPT-REQUEST S If-- A If-- S CANDO ACTION!
S If-- A r S PLANDO ACTION!
Sr S PLANDO ACTION!

REFUSE-REQUEST S If-- A If-- S CANDO ACTION!
S If-- A r S PLANDO ACTION!
S If-- ~(S r S PLANDO ACTION!)

Table 6.21: Preconditions for Action Discussion Functions
S stands for 'speaker' and A for 'addressee'

In short, we applied the general methodology of dialogue analysis described in Chapter 5 to two
groups of Dialogue Acts, those with Information Transfer functions and those with Action Discussion
functions. We have shown that the same type of analysis can be applied in all cases, by using the
appropriate enabling and triggering preconditions that characterise the different types of dialogue
acts. In Chapter 7 we apply the analysis to one more class of dialogue acts, those with a feedback
function.



Chapter 7

Analysis of Dialogue Patterns (II),
Dialogue Control

7.1 Introduction

Section 4.4.2 in Chapter 4 presented Dialogue Control Functions in OIT. These are the functions
of dialogue acts that serve to create or maintain the conditions for successful interaction, such as
monitoring the attention, ensuring the correctness and understanding, taking turns, repairing commu-
nicative failures, etc. In the previous chapter the analysis assumed perfect processing of utterances by
both participants.

In this chapter we focus our attention in Dialogue Control Functions, though we will pay special
attention to one dimension: Auto-Feedback Functions. DIT Dialogue Control functions comprise,
apart from Feedback, Interaction Management and Social Obligations Management Functions. The
treatment of those Communicative Functions does not fit the scope of our research because they are
more related to managing and giving structure to the dialogue, than to transfer meaning. Feedback
Functions are used by dialogue participants to provide information about their processing of the part-
ner's previous utterances. Feedback can be positive or negative, and can refer to different levels of
processing. Real communication is not so smooth, usually participants need to make use of Feedback
Functions in order to signal and solve processing problems.

The goal of this Chapter is to provide an analysis for all levels and types of Feedback Functions,
as defined in OITl . Analyzing how Feedback Communicative Functions change the information state
of participants is important because it affects the way in which information is transferred from what
in OIT is called pending context to the definitive context. Feedback is also related to grounding, since
Feedback CF are the main means that participants have in order to negotiate meaning.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 explains how Feedback is conceived of in OIT;
Section 7.3 deals with inarticulate feedback; Section 7.4 deals with articulate feedback; finally, Sec-
tion 7.5 puts forward some conclusions.

IWe restrict ourselves to Feedback in the theory of orr, other extensive studies of communicative feedback include
Allwood et al. [1993].

123
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7.2 Levels and types of feedback in DIT

DIT establishes several levels of Feedback, that reflect how a dialogue participant has understood
an utterance and how he reacts to understanding that utterance depending on his current state of
information. Figure 7.1 shows the processing levels distinguished in DIT, and the relation between
processing levels and the context model. There are two types of context, pending and definitive.
Pending context temporarily stores the collection of beliefs that result from interpreting an utterance.
These beliefs have to be evaluated, i.e., their consistency with the current information state has to be
checked. The definitive context consists of beliefs that have been positively evaluated and integrated
with the context model. In the tables that we use to represent the analysis, beliefs that belong to the
pending context appear with an asterisk before the belief number (for example *u4). This model is
proposed primarily for the design of dialogue managers, but it is also able to explain many feedback
related phenomena in natural dialogue.

Levels of processing

pending context

I Execution ---- definitive context

Figure 7.1: Levels of processing in DIT.

The first step in processing an utterance is perceiving it. Without hearing what is said, or reading
in the case of textual interaction, it is not possible to understand it. Interpreting means recognizing
the dialogue act that is performed. In this model, interpreting an utterance means identifying its
communicative functions and semantic content. When an utterance enters the interpretation phase,
the results of its processing stay in the pending context. The beliefs extracted by the interpretation are
moved to the definitive context only after positive evaluation.

Positive feedback on the interpretation of an utterance means that the speaker signals that his
interpretation of the utterance has been successful. Later in the dialogue it may be possible to know if
the utterance has also been positively evaluated, and, as a consequence, if the beliefs extracted from
it can be accepted. In particular, adoption happens as a result of positive evaluation. Note that saying
I understand does not imply also I adopt the information provided. It is just a sign that the speaker
believes that the information was correctly interpreted.

Evaluating means looking at the beliefs that result from the interpretation level and seeing if
they can be incorporated in one's information state. It involves consistency checking and deciding
whether certain beliefs can be moved from the pending to the definitive part of the context model. If
the identified beliefs are consistent with the Addressee's current state of information, the result of the
evaluation is positive, otherwise it is negative. Negative evaluation typically leads to expressions of
disbelief or surprise, or to double-checking something. Positive evaluation is often not communicated
at all, or by feedback behaviour in the form of backchannels, such as "mm-hm" or nodding. This
notion of evaluation is not to be confused with the emotional kind of evaluation that is expressed by
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utterances like "That's great" or "That's a pity". The speaker in such cases expresses how much he
likes certain information. Note that, both if the speaker expresses that he likes certain information
and if he dislikes it, he signals by implication that he has believed it, so his evaluation in the sense
of DIT is positive. Understanding an utterance, thus, is not only interpreting, but also evaluating the
interpretation against the available context. Full understanding means to integrate the beliefs extracted
from the utterance in the current context.

Executing means doing something with the result of the evaluation. In the case of questions this
consists of finding the information that constitutes an answer. In the case of answers it means adding
the content of the answer to one's own beliefs. The adoption operation is part of the Execution stage.
Answering I don't know to a question is an example of Negative Feedback on Execution: the speaker
signals that he is not able to find the requested information.

These four mentioned processing levels are reflected in the following types of feedback:

I. Perception Negative Feedback (Overall Negative Feedback)

2. Perception Positive Feedback

3. Interpretation Negative Feedback

4. Interpretation Positive Feedback

5. Evaluation Negative Feedback

6. Evaluation Positive Feedback

7. Execution Negative Feedback

8. Execution Positive Feedback (Overall Positive Feedback)

Reaching a certain level of positive feedback means that the lower levels were also reached. By
consequence, positive feedback at execution level implies positive feedback at all levels ("Overall
Positive Feedback"). Negative Feedback at a certain level means Negative Feedback at the higher
levels. Negative feedback at the level of perception therefore implies negative feedback at all levels
("Overall Negative Feedback").

Following DIT, feedback can be articulate and inarticulate, because there are two ways of express-
ing feedback:

• By means of dimension specific feedback functions, such as: "Sorry", "I don'! understand",
"I don't know", .... In these cases the speaker does not made explicit what the problem is,
except for possibly indicating the processing level that has been reached. In DIT this is called
inarticulate feedback .

• With general purpose communicative functions, such as questions, informs, etc. In this case
feedback follows the patterns that we defined for general purpose CF. Examples of such feed-
back acts are: "What do you mean by the other button?", "You already know that", "Did you say
Thursday?", "Please, explain what you mean by function key". In DIT this is called articulate
feedback.

The distinctions established above apply both to Auto-Feedback and Allo-Feedback communica-
tive functions.
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7.3 Inarticulate Auto-Feedback

We begin the analysis of feedback by dealing with the inarticulate type. As already pointed out,
inarticulate feedback is expressed with dimension-specific functions. We will proceed as follows.
First we will analyse the same adjacency pair followed by different kinds of Auto-Feedback (sections
7.3.1 to 7.3.6). The examples are the following ones:

• Adjacency pair:
User: Hoe verstuur ik een fax? (How do Isend a fax?)
System: Door op kies te drukken. (By pressing on dial.)

• Different types of feedback:

I. Perception Negative Auto-Feedback: Sorry, ik hoor u niet goed. (Sorry, I don't hear you.)
2. Interpretation Negative Auto-Feedback: Sorry, ik begrijp niet wat u bedoelt. (Sorry, I don't

understand what you mean.)
3. Interpretation Positive Auto-Feedback: Door op kies te drukken (By pressing the 'kies' button)

[with a specific intonation].
(System: Wilt u verder nog iets weten? (Do you want to know something more?))

4. Evaluation Negative Auto-Feedback: Werkelijk? (Really")

5. Evaluation Positive Auto-Feedback: Goed. (Good.)
6. Execution Positive Auto-Feedback: Bedankt, het is gelukt. (Thank you, it works.)

Following that we will analyse a case of feedback after a question (section 7.3.7), as an exam-
ple of Information Transfer function, and a case of feedback after an Action Discussion function
(Section 7.3.8).

7.3.1 Perception Negative Auto-Feedback

An utterance with a Perception Negative Auto-Feedback function has the effect of cancelling the
Addressee's beliefs generated by the other participant's previous utterance. If participant A signals
that he did not hear what participant B said, it means that A cannot have any beliefs extracted from
what B said, since he does not know what was said. Consequently, the effects of expectations of being
understood and expectations of adoption that B had generated when uttering the utterance, have to be
cancelled.

Table 7.1 shows the effects of Perception Negative Feedback in a H-QUESTIONIWH-ANSWER.
Note that beliefs s5 to s8 are cancelled after U's utterance Sorry, I didn 't hear you.

(7.1) User: Hoe verstuur ik een fax? (How do I send a fax?)
System: Door op kies te drukken. (By pressing on dial.)
User: Sorry, ik hoor u niet goed. (Sorry, Ididn't hear you.)

In this case the beliefs created by the System (s5 to s8) before the User's negative feedback have
to be cancelled. The right-hand side of the table following S's WH-ANSWER is empty, reflecting
that the user in this case did not create any beliefs since he did not hear what the system said. Here we
assume that the System was able to process the User's utterance correctly. As an effect of becoming
aware that the User could not perceive, the System has to cancel his previous beliefs about the fact
that the User understood (s5 to s7), and about the expectation of adoption of information by the User
(s8).
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Table 7. I: Belief transfer in a H-QUESTIONIWH-ANSWER pair followed by PERCEPTION NEGATIVE
AUTO-FEEDBACK

U r- VX.U f- ",(x)
U ll- VX.S f- "'(x)

~
u02 prec

U: H QUF-STION ( Hoe verstuur ik een fax? )

bellefs User

s Ii- "01
s Ii- "02
S If-' U II . S Ii- "01
S If-' U II . S ll- "02

undo
undo
exp.und
exp.und

sl
,2
s3
s4

"I
"2

~ SIi-IIx·"'Cx)=Al

exp.unc U If-' U II . S ll- "01
exp.und U If-' U II . S ll- "02

S If-' S II . U Ii- 81
S If-' S II . U lt- ,2
S If-' S II . U Ii- sOl
S If-' S II· U Ii- Vx."'Cx) = Ai

S: WH ANSWER (Door op Ides te drukken. )

,5
,6
,7
,8

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

U: PI:ORCEPT!QN NEGATIVE AUTO FEF.I)8ACK (Sorry, ik hooru niel goed. )

ca:s5
ca:s6
ca-s?
ca:s8

7.3.2 Interpretation Negative Auto-Feedback

I prec no perception

INTERPRETATIONNEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK is used when a participant A .is unable to under-
stand what another participant B said, though he has been able to hear it (example 7.2 analysed in
Table 7.2). The analysis we propose is similar to the previous one: on B jt has the effect that the
changes in beliefs caused by the expectations of understanding and adoption of the utterance previous
to the feedback utterance have to be cancelled, since A could not process them. In the next example,
participant A is the User and participant B the System.

(7.2) User: Hoe verstuur ik een fax? (How do I send a fax?)

System: Door op kies te drukken. (By pressing on dial.)

User: Sorry, ik begrijp niet wat u bedoelt. (Sorry, Idon't understand what you mean.)

When the User provides NEGATlVE AUTO-FEEDBACK concerning Interpretation, the System
realizes that the User did not understand the System's utterance, so his beliefs about the User having
understood and adopted the information have to be cancelled. On the User's side the System's WH-
ANSWER did not produce any effects.
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Table 7.2: Belief transfer in a H-QUESTlONIWH-ANSWERpair followed by INTERPRETATIONNEGATIVE
AUTO FEEDBACK

II Dum I source ! beliefs User

~ ur.--Vx.Uf-,,(x)
"02 P<'" U If- Vx.S f- ,,(xl

U: H QUESTION ( Hot' verstuur ik een rax? )

s undo S If- ..0'
,2 undo S If- ..02
,3 exp.und SIf' U II·· S If- ..0, u l expound U If' U II·· S If- "0'
•• exp.und S If' U II·· s If- "02 "2 exp.und U If' U II . S If- "02

EJ::::::J S If- Vx.,,(x) ~ Al

,5
,6
,7
ss

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

S If' S II·· U If- si
S If' S II . U If- ,2
S If' S II . U If- ,01
S If'S 11. U If- Vx.,,(x) ~ Al

s: WH ANSWER (Docr op kies te drukken.)

prec understanding problems

U: lNTERPRF.TATJON NEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK (Sorry, ill; begrijp niet wat u bedoelL)

ca:sS
ca:s6
c.a:s7
ca:s8

7.3.3 Interpretation Positive Auto-Feedback

Table 7.3 shows the effects ofINTERPRETATION POSITIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK in a H-QUESTIONIWH-
ANSWER adjacency pair (example 7.3).

(7.3) User: Hoe verstuur ik een fax? (How do I send a fax?)
System: Door op kies te drukken. (By pressing on dial.)
User: Door op kies te drukken. (By pressing on dial.) [with a specific intonation]
( System: Wilt u verder nog iets weten? (Do you want to know anything else?»

After the System's WH-ANSWER on the User's side some beliefs are marked as belonging to the
pending context (*u3 to *u5). This is so because beliefs that have not gone through evaluation do not
belong to the definitive context yet. The System does not know how the User evaluated these beliefs.
This is why on the side of the System mutual beliefs s5 to s7 are beliefs about what u3 to u5 would be
if they would not have been marked as pending. On User's side no adoption takes place because there
is no evidence that the System's reply has not been positively evaluated by the User. However. the
System believes that it is mutually believed that the System expects adoption to take place (s8) and
the User also (u9). since the System does not have evidence to think that the User did not evaluate the
utterance positively.

After the User's INTERPRETATIONPOSITIVE FEEDBACK (Door op kies te drukken.) the System
can be aware of the fact that the User interpreted the utterance positively. but there is no evidence
that the User is giving positive feedback on evaluation also. This is why beliefs s5 to s7 have to be
cancelled and replaced by mutual beliefs about pending beliefs (s12 to sI4). The belief about the
expectations of adoption (s8) has to be cancelled. The User's beliefs u6 to u9 are also cancelled and
replaced by mutual beliefs about the System believing *u3 to *uS (u6 to u8).
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Table 7.3: Belief transfer in a H-QUESTIONIWH-ANSWERpair followed by INTERPRETATIONPOSITIVE
AUTO-FEEDBACK
Inurn I source I beliefs System II num I source I beliefs User

~ u02 prec
U: H QUESTION (Hoe verstuur ik een fax?)

u F '1x.V f- .,(x)
V II- 'Ix Sf- .,(x)

SI und. S II- ,01
s und S II- ,02
,3 exp.und S If' V" · S II- uOI ,I exp.und V If' V II · S II- .01
S4 exp.und S If' V" · S II- ,02 u2 exp.und V If' V" · S II- .02

.01 pre<: S IF '1x ..,(xj Al I I
S: WH ANSWEII: ( Door op kies te drukken )

',3 und V If- ,I

'" und V If- ,2
'u5 und VII- .01

,5 exp.und S If'S" ·V II- s u6 exp.und V If' s ] · V II- s
,6 exp.und S If'S" · V II- ,2 u7 exp.und V If'S" V II- ,2
,7 exp.und S If'S" · V II- ,3 u8 exp.und V If' S II · V II- ,3
s8 exp.ad S If'S" · V II- vx ..,(x) ~ Al u9 exp.ad V If' S II · V II- '1x ..p(x) ~ Al

prec *u3. *u4. *u5

ca:u6.u7.u .u9
,9
"O
,II
,12
,J3
,14

U: INTERPRETATION POS!TIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK (Door op kies te dmkken. )

ca:s5.s6.s s8
und S H- *u3
undo S II- *u4
undo S II- ·uS
exp.und 5 I~ u II·· s9
exp.und S If-! U II·· slO
exp.und S If-! U JI .. 51 J

expound U I~ U II·· s9
exp.und U If-! U II·· siD
exp.und U If-! U II·· 51l

,6
,7
u8

The analysis of this case seems to be too complex to be interesting from the point of view of
designing a dialogue system.

7.3.4 Evaluation Negative Auto-Feedback

EVALUATIONNEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK is communicated when an utterance, after having been
perceived and understood, does not fit the information state of the Addressee. The Addressee eval-
uates it and finds that the beliefs that the utterance expresses are contradictory with his own beliefs.
As a consequence, the beliefs generated by the utterance will stay in the pending context, and the
Addressee will not adopt them.

(7.4) User: Hoe verstuur ik een fax? (How do I send a fax?)
System: Door op kies te drukken. (By pressing on dial.)
User: Werkelijk? (Really?)

Table 7.4 shows the analysis of example 7.4, with effects of EVALUATIONNEGATIVEAUTO- FEED-
BACKin a H-QUESTIONIWH-ANSWER pair.

Belief *uS is marked as pending because the User does not evaluate the utterance positively.
Before U's reply, the System is unaware of that, so belief s7 is about uS not marked as pending.
Since the User does not evaluate the utterance positively, on his side there are no adoption effects,
although the System does believe that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that
the User adopts the information (s8). After the User's utterance expressing EVALUATIONNEGATIVE
AUTO-FEEDBACK, the System cancels the beliefs generated by his own previous utterance (s7 and
s8). These beliefs where about expectations of correct understanding, evaluation, and adoption by the
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Table 7.4: Belief transfer in a H-QUESTlONfWH-ANSWER pair followed by EVALUATIONNEGATIVE
AUTO-FEEDBACK rnu02 prec

beUers User

U r 'rIx.U I- w(x)
V If- 'Ix.Sf- ,,(x)

U: H QUbST10N ( Hoe verstuur ik een rax'! )

,I undo S If- .,01
,2 undo S If- .,02
,3 exp.und S If-' V Ii . S If- ..01 ul exp.und V If-' U Ii . S If- uOI,. exp.und SIf-'VIi· S If- u02 u2 exp.und U If-' Uli . S If- u02

~ SIf-'Ix ..p(x) = Al

S: WH ANSWER ( Door (JP Ides te drukken. )

u3
u'
'05
u6
u7
u8

und
und
und
exp.und
exp.uod
exp.und

U If- ,I
U If- ,2
Ulf- ,01
U If-' S Ii·· u3
U If-' S Ii.. u4
U If-' S Ii.. u5

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

S If-' S Ii·· u3
S If-' S II.. u4
S If-' S Ii.. u5
S If-' S Ii.. V If- 'Ix.,,(x) = Al

U: EVAl.UAT10N NF.G"TlV~ AUTO-FEEOBACK (Werkelijk1)

ca:s7,sS
,9 und S If- u3
,10 undo S If- u4
,II undo S u- ·u5
,12 exp.und SIf-'UII·· ,9 u9 exp.und U If-' U Ii·· ,9
,13 exp.ond Sif-' V Ii·· ,10 ,10 exp.und U If-' U Ii·· '10
,14 exp.und Sif-' V Ii·· ,II ,II exp.und U If-' U Ii·· ,II

User. The NEGATIVEAUTO-FEEDBACK utterance, assuming that the System understood it correctly,
informs the System about the fact that the User did not evaluate it positively. The difference between
the case of INTERPRETATIONPOSITIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK and this case is that here the belief about
adoption of information by the User (s8) is cancelled because there is no evidence that adoption takes
place, whereas in the case of INTERPRETATIONPOSITIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK it is not.

7.3.5 Evaluation Positive Auto-Feedback

EVALUATIONPOSITIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK is communicated when an utterance has been perceived,
understood, and it does not cause contradictions with the current state of beliefs of the Addressee.
However, the Addressee still does not necessarily adopt the information provided in the utterance.
For example this might happen if the Addressee does not consider the information to be relevant for
his own purposes.

(7.5) User: Hoe verstuur ik een fax? (How do l send a fax?)
System: Door op kies te drukken. (By pressing on dial.)
User: Aha. (I see.)

Table 7.5 shows the effects of EVALUATIONPOSITIVE FEEDBACKin a H-QUESTIONfWH-ANSWER.

The difference between this case and the previous one, EVALUATIONNEGATIVE AUTO- FEED-
BACK, is that the User's beliefs generated by the System's WH-ANSWER are placed in the definitive,
rather than in the pending context. Accordingly, the System does not cancel beliefs of understanding
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Table 7.5: Belief transfer in a H-QUESTION/WH-ANSWER pair followed by Evaluation Positive Auto-
feedback[Ej-'- ~ u rvx.v >-",(x)002 prec v I~ Vx.S f- ",(x)

U: H-QUhSTION ( Hoe verstuur ik een rax? )

$I undo SI~ uOI
,2 undo SI~ u02
,3 exp.und SIf-'v II·· SI~ uOI ul exp.und V If-'U II·· SI~ 001
54 exp.und Sif-' u II. S II--u02 u2 exp.und V If-'u II,SI~o02

II num I SOlI.JU I belie(sUser

S: WH-ANSWIiR ( Door op ties re druUen. )

SIf-'S II··u3
S If-'S II··u4
SIf-'S II··u5
SIf-'S II· U I~ Vx.",(x) ~ AI

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

v I~"
v I~ s
VI~ sOl
u If-'S II··u3
U If-'S II··u'
U If-'S II··u5

uod
uod
uod
exp.und
exp.und
e.tp.und

prec uJ.u4.uS.u6

U: EVALUATION POSITlVE AUTO-FEEDBACK (Aha.)

,9 und S I~ u3
'10 undo S I~ u'
,II undo SI~ u5

ca:s8
,13 exp.und Sif-' u II ,9 ulO exp.und V If-'o II· ,9
,I' exp.und S If-'V II· ,10 ull exp.und V If-'V II SlO
sl5 exp.und Sif-' V II· ,II ul2 exp.und V If-'V II·· ,II

and expectation of being understood, as in the previous case; the only belief that the System needs
to cancel is about adoption (58), since the User does not adopt the information being transferred.
Adoption only takes place when the positive execution level is reached.

There are no differences in the analysis of EVALUATION POSITIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK and Ex-
ECUTION NEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK. The processing level that is called Execution is concerned
with the performance of a wide range of actions. For Information Transfer dialogue acts, execution is
mostly concerned with cognitive operations. Executing a question means finding or computing infor-
mation that would count as an answer; executing an answer or other information-providing act means
the adoption of the provided information. For Action Discussion functions, executing may concern
cognitive, communicative, or physical actions, that may form the semantic content of, for example, a
REQUEST.

7.3.6 Execution Positive Auto-Feedback

EXECUTION POSITIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK is communicated when the Addressee was able to per-
ceive, understand and accept the information in the previous utterance, and is able to apply the
information provided or to perform the action that was discussed. Table 7.6 shows the effects of
EXECUTION POSITIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK in example 7.6.

(7.6) User: Hoe verstuur ik een fax? (How do I send a fax?)

System: Door op kies te drukken, (By pressing on dial.)

User: Bedankt, het is gelukt. (Thank you, it works.)
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Table 7.6: Belief transfer in a H-QUESTIONIWH-ANSWER pair followed by EXECUTION POSITIVE AUTO-

FEEDBACK
II Dum I source I beliefs User

U: H QUI:.5TlON ( Hoe versmur ik em fax? )

,I undo S II- uOl
<2 und. S II- u02
,3 exp.und SIf'VIl . S II- uOl u l esp.und V If' V II . S II- uOI
,4 exp.und S If' V II . S II- u02 u2 exp.und V If' V II· S II- u02

V r- '<Ix.V f- "'(x)
V II- '<Ix.S f- ",(x)

~ SII-'<Ix."'(x)=AI

s: WH-ANSW~R.: (Door OJ) Ides te drukken, )

u3 und V II- ,I
u4 und V II- ,2., und V II- ,01
u6 ad,., V II- '<Ix.",(x) = A I

,5 exp.und S If' S II·· u3 u7 exp.und V If'S II·· u3
,6 exp.und S If' S II· u' uS exp.und U If' S II·· u4
,7 exp.und S If' S II·· u5 u9 exp.und U If' S II·· u5
,8 exp.ad S If' S II·· u6 ulO exp.ad U If' S II·· u6

ca:uOl

U: EXECUTION POSITIVE AUTO FEED8ACK (Bedankt., hellS gelukl )

,9 und S II- u3
,10 undo S II- u4
,II undo S II- uS
,I' undo S II- u6
sl3 exp.und S If' V II·· s9 ull exp.und V If' V II· s9
sl4 exp.und S If' V II·· slO ulO exp.un<1 U If' V II·· ,10
sl5 expound S If' V II·· ,II ull exp.und V If' V II·· sll
sl6 exp.und S If' V II· sl2 ul2 exp.ued U If' U II· sl2

This case is different from the EVALUATIONPOSITIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK in that here an adop-
tion (u6) takes place. EXECUTION POSITIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK is the same as OVERALL POSITIVE
AUTO-FEEDBACK.

7.3.7 Negative Auto-Feedback foUowing a question

Subsections 7.3.1 to 7.3.6 showed the analysis of Auto-Feedback cases following a question-answer
pair. In this section we exemplify the analysis with two cases of Auto-Feedback following a question.

Interpretation Negative Auto-Feedback

(7.7) User: Waarzijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)
System: Ik heb u niet begrepen . (I don't understand you.)

Table 7.7 shows the effects of the feedback in this example. In this case, the fact that the System
has understanding problems causes the System not to generate any beliefs about the User's goals and
beliefs. The User cannot form any beliefs about the System's beliefs either. The User only has beliefs
related to the fact that he expects to be understood by the System (u l,u2). These beliefs are cancelled
after the System's utterance/. Note that the System's reply is interpreted here as an expression of
INTERPRETATIONNEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK, rather than as an INFORM, which would be an
alternative possible interpretation.

'The User of course also builds up the belief that the System's processing of the User's utterance failed at the level of
Interpretation. This belief forms part of his Cognitive Context. See also Chapter 8.
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Table 7.7: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTIONfollowed by INTERPRETATIONNEGATIVEAUTO-FEEDBACK
I num I source I beliers System II num I source I beliefs User I

I I II ~~ I~ I U r"x.",(x) - Uf- ,,(x)
U If- "x.",(x) - Sf- ,,(x)

lJ: WH QUeSTION ( Waar zijn de ruwntoetsen? J

I I II "1
I ""p.Und·1 U If! U II·· S If- uOIU, exp.und. U If! U II·· S If- u02

I I I II I I I
S; INTERPRETATION NEGATIVE AUTO FElmBACK (Ik heb U Diet begrepen)

I I II I cru t

Ica:u2

Execution Negative Auto-Feedback

Example 7.8 shows a case of EXECUTION NEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK.

(7.8) User: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)
System: Het spijt me, dat weet ik. niet. (Sorry, I don't know.)

Table 7.8 shows the analysis of example 7.8. The System is able to understand and evaluate
positively the question put by the User, but the System cannot find the information to provide an
answer. A characteristic feature of this case is that the cancellation of a goal (ca:uOl) occurs, not
because it has been fulfilled, but because it cannot be fulfilled.

Table 7.8: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTION followed by EXECUTIONNEGATIVEAUTO-FEEDBACK
num I source I beliefs System II I I beliers User

001

00'

U r "x.",(x) _ U f- ,,(x)
U If- "x.",(x) _ Sf- ",(x)

U1: WH QUESTION ( Waarzijn de naamtoetsen? )

U If-' U 11·81
U If! U II ·82

S If- uOI
S If- u02
S If-' U II· .,
S If-' U II·· 82

undo
undo
exp.und.
exp.und.

exp.und.
exp.und.

"1

"'
"'I

S2: EXECUTION NEGATIVE AUTO FEEDBACK (Hetspijl me, dat weer ik niet. )

"3 undo U If- 81

"" undo U If- 82
u5 undo U If- 801

co, u01.u02
,5 exp.und S If-' S II · u3 u6 exp.und U If! S II · ,,3
,6 exp.und S If! S II

· ". uJ exp.und U If! S II
· ".,7 exp.und S If! S II · u5 "8 exp.und U If! SII · u5

Note that the enabling condition u02 expressing the User's assumption that the System is able
to answer his question, must be cancelled to keep the User's belief state consistent with the new
information uS. Belief u4 is still valid because it is a belief about the fact that the System understood
utterance I (U I). Belief s2 should not be cancelled at this point because the System does not know if
the User understood utterance 2 (S2).
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7.3.8 Negative Auto-Feedback following an Action Discussion function

Subsection 7.3.7 showed the analysis of Auto-Feedback cases following a question. In this section
we exemplify the analysis of Negative Auto-Feedback following a Directive.

Indirect Request

(7.9) User: Could you send this fax for me?
System: No, I am sorry.

Table 7.9 shows the effects of NEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK EXECUTION in an INDIRECT RE-
QUEST, as an example of a directive DA.

sOl lpn,,, I ~(SPLANOOAI) II I I

,I
,2 I

und I S If- ..01
exp.und S I~ U II·· sl

,3
,4

exp.und S Ir-:: s j. u2
exp.und S If-! s n·· u3

und
und
exp.und
exp.und

U If- s l
U If- sOl
U If-' S II·· "2
U If' S II··"3

System: NEGATIVE AUTo-FEt::DHACK EXECUTION: No, I am sorry

For a Request to be successful it is necessary that the Addressee adopts the goals of the Speaker. In
this example that does not happen, the System does not adopt the User's goal. This is the characteristic
of the EXECUTION NEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK applied to Directive CFs.

7.4 Articulate feedback

Articulate feedback in DIT is the feedback that is expressed with general purpose communicative
functions, such as questions, informs, etc. In this case feedback follows the patterns defined for the
general purpose CF. With articulate feedback the Speaker points out a specific problem or aspect of
communication, e.g., What do you mean by ... ? You already know that, you asked that before, you
should direct your question to another department, are you sure that you mean that?

The effects of articulate feedback are more specific than the effects of inarticulate feedback. In
the previous section we presented the analysis of various types of inarticulate feedback. That analysis
was based on establishing patterns for the effects of utterances in the belief state of the participants.
Articulate feedback is more complex, because, apart from using the same patterns, it is necessary to
be able to represent the semantic content of the utterances that express feedback. For example it is
important to be able to represent a sentence such as: Sorry, I did not mean name button, but the key
that is to the left of the start button.

DIT focuses on the analysis of the functional aspects of utterance meaning, rather than the propo-
sitional and referential aspects of semantic content. So does our work. Instead of assuming a partic-
ular representation of propositional content, which would be required by a full treatment of articulate
feedback, we will describe the general approach to its treatment.
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We will exemplify the analysis of articulate feedback with the WH-QUESTION and replies in
example 7.10.

(7.10) Question: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)

Articulate feedback replies:

• INTERPRETATIONNEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK: Wat bedoelt u met naamtoetsen?
(What do you mean by name buttons?)

• EVALUATIONNEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK: Sorry, er zijn geen naamtoetsen. (Sorry,
there are no name buttons.)

• EXECUTION NEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK: Sorry, aan de naamtoetsen is geen plaats
toegekend. (Sorry, the name buttons do not have a location assigned.)

7.4.1 Interpretation Negative Auto-Feedback

Table 7.10 shows the analysis of example 7.11, where the User puts a question and the System replies
with another question because it does not understand what the user is referring to by "naamtoetsen"
('name buttons').

(7.1 I) User: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)

System: Wat bedoelt u met een naamtoets? (What do you mean by name buttons?)

Table 7.10: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTION/ARTICULATE INTERPRETATION NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

pair
Inurn beliefs System beliefs User

uOI
u02

prec
prec

u r '<Ix. <p(x) - U f- ¢(x)
U If- '<Ix.<p(x) - Sf- <I>(x)

U: WH QUESTION ( Waar zijn de naamtoelsen? )

,I und. S If- uOI
<2 und. S If- "02
,3 exp.und. S II-' U II · ,1

'" exp.cnd. S II-' U II · ,2

.01 prec ~'<Ix.S f- <p(x)
,02 prec S r '<Ix.S l- <p(x)
.03 prec S If- '<Ix.U f- <p(x)

u 1 exp.uod. U II-' U II . S If- ,,01
u2 exp.und. U Ii--! U II . S II- u02

S: WH QUESTION ( Wat bedoelt u met een naamtoets? )

~, exp.und S II-' S II · ,.3
,6 exp.und S II-' S II·· u4
,7 exp.und S II-' S II · u5
s8 exp.und S II-' S II · ,.6
,9 expound S II-' S II · ,.7

ca; ul.u2
u3 und. U If- ,1
u4 und. U If- ,2
u5 undo U If- ,01
u6 und. U If- ,02
"7 "OK!. U If- ,03

"8 exp.und U II-' S II ,.3

"9 exp.und U II-' S II· u.
"10 esp.und U II-' S II u5

"" exp.und U II-' S II· u6
"12 exp.und U II-' S II . ,,7

In this case the System is able to recognize the User's utterance as a question, but he is unable to
answer because it fails to understand a term (naamtoetsen) that is crucial for determining the semantic
content. Thus the processing level achieved is partial understanding, part of the semantic content has
not been understood.
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The preconditions of the User's questions are the standard preconditions for a WH-QUESTION,
and the utterance has the standard effects. The preconditions for the System's WH-QUESTION are
different from the standard preconditions for a WH-QUESTION, because this WH-QUESTION does
not only convey the meaning that a general purpose communicative function would, but it also con-
veys a negative feedback meaning.

The preconditions for the System's WH-QUESTION are:

sOl: It is not the case that for all x the System knows the value of assigning the function cp(x)
(naamtoetsen) to x.

s02: The System wants that for all x the System knows the value of assigning the function cp(x)
(naamtoetsen) to x.

s03: The System beliefs that for all x the User knows the value of assigning the function cp(x)
(naamtoetsen) to x.

The effects of the System's utterance, assuming that the User processes it correctly, are also the
standard effects. The User understands (u3, u4) that the System did not put the beliefs about the
previous User's utterance in the definitive context because he also understands (uS to u7) that the
System did not understand the utterance completely. This is why u I and u2 are cancelled.

7.4.2 Evaluation Negative Auto-Feedback

In the following example the System's reply to the User's question shows that it did understood the
question, but was unable to integrate in its context.

(7.12) User: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons")
System: Sorry, er zijn geen naamtoetsen. (Sorry, there are no name buttons.)

Table 7.11 shows the analysis for example 7.12. In this example the utterance with EVALUATION
NEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK makes evident that presupposition plays a main role in communi-
cation. The User asks a question presupposing the existence of name buttons. Usually we do not
represent presuppositions (ail utterances have some presuppositions) explicitly. We only do so if are
the topic of discussion; u03 represents such a case.

The System understood the User's utterance, but the beliefs generated by this utterance collide
with the System's state of beliefs. This is the reason for the System to reply with an EVALUATION
NEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK. The System produces an articulated feedback by using an INFORM,
that contains information about the domain.

Because the System's utterance is an INFORM, adoption (u9) happens. The User considers the
System to be an expert, so the User will adopt the information that there are no name buttons. This
makes the user's initial goal (uOI) meaningless, as well as the initial assumptions u02 and u03, so
these beliefs are cancelled. Cancellation of u03 is necessary since in combination with uS it would
make the user's belief state inconsistent.
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Table 7.11: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTION/ARTICULATE EVALUATION NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
I I beuets Syslem II I I beliefs User

,1
,2
,3..
~\
,6

U r "x.",(x) - U ~ ",(x)
U If- "x.",(x) - S ~ <p(x)
U If" 3x.",(x)

"01
"02
"03

prec
pre<
prec

U: WH QU.,STION (wear zijn de naamtoetsen? )

undo
undo
und
exp.und .
exp.und.
exp.und.

S If- uOI
S If- u02
s If- u03
5 If" U II· sl
5 If" U II . ,2
5 If" U II··s3

U If" U 11·,1
U If" U II· ,2
U If" U II· ,3

"1
"2
"3

exp.und
exp.und.
exp.und

~ sIF...,3x.ip(x)
~ 5rUIf-~3x",(x)

"' undo U If- st

"' undo U If- s2
"6 undo U If- s3
"7 und U If- sOl
us undo U If- ,02
"9 ad:u7 U If- ~"x.3(x)

ca:uOL
.m.
"03

,7 exp.und 5 If" 5 II· u4 "10 exp.und U If" S II · u4
,8 exp.und 5 If" 5 II · u5 "11 exp.und Ulf" 511· u5
,9 exp.und 5 If" 5 II · u6 ul2 exp.und U If" S II · u6
'10 exp.und S If" S II · u7 "13 exp.und U If" S II · u7
,11 exp.und 5 If" 5 II · u8 "14 exp.und U If" S II · u8
,12 exp.ad S If" S II · u9 "15 exp.ed U If" S II · u9

S: EVALUATION N COATI VE AUTO FEEDBACK I INFORM (Socry,er zijn geen naemtoetsen )

7.4.3 Execution Negative Auto-Feedback

In example 7.13 Negative Feedback of Execution is caused here by the System's inability to answer
the WH-QUESTION. The question was coherent with the System's state of beliefs, this is why it was
evaluated positively, but it cannot reply in such a way that the initial goals that caused the question,
namely getting to know the location of the naamtoetsen, are satisfied; that information is not available.
Table 7.12 shows the analysis for example 7. I3.

(7.13) User: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)

System: Sorry, aan de naamtoetsen is geen plaats toegekend (Sorry, the name buttons have no
location assigned.)

The analysis of this case is similar to the previous one, since the Negative Feedback utterance
is again an INFORM. A difference is that, since the User's question was positively evaluated by the
System, the System's beliefs do not belong to the pending context, but to the definitive context (sl to
53).
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Table 7.12: Belief transfer in a WH-QUESTION/ARTICULATE EXECUTION NEGATIVE AUTO-FEEDBACK

pair
I beliefs System beljefs User

001
002

u r- Vx.",(x) - u ~ <I>(x)
u II- Vx.",(x) - S ~ <I>(x)

U: WH QUESTION (Waarzijn de neamtoetsent )

s II- uOI
s II- u02
s II- u03
S If-' U II· ,1
S If-' U II· ,2
S If-' U II· ,3

undo
undo
und
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.und.

U If-' U 11·,1
U If-' U II· ,2
U If-' U II· ,3

01
02
03

exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.cno.

~ !I- ~(Vx.",(x) - 1>(x))
S r- U II- ~(\lx.'P(x) - 1>(x))

S: EXECUTION NEGATIVE AUTO FEEDBACK I INFORM: (Son'Y. aan de naamtoetsen Is geen plaats toegekend)

o' undo U If- ,1
05 undo U II- ,2
06 undo U II- ,3
oJ undo U II- ,01
oS undo U II- ,02
09 OO:u7 U II- ~(Vx.",(x) - <I>(x))

,7 exp.und S If-' S II · ,,4 010 exp.und U If-' S II·· u'
,S exp.und S If-' S II · ,,5 oil exp.und U If-' S II·· u5
,9 exp.und S If-' S II · u6 012 exp.und U If-' S II·· u6
,10 exp.und S If-' S II · ,,7 013 exp.und U If-' S II·· ,,7
,II exp.und S If-' S II · u8 014 exp.und U If-' S II·· u8
,12 exp.ad S If-' S II · ,,9 olS exp.ad U If-' S II·· ,,9

ca:uOl.
u02

7.5 Summary

This chapter has dealt with the analysis of a group of Dialogue Control communicative functions:
Feedback functions. We started by introducing the levels of processing that DIT distinguishes in
order to relate them to feedback. We also distinguished two types of feedback, articulate and inarticu-
late. Next we analysed dialogue patterns with feedback at different levels: perception, interpretation,
evaluation, and execution. We exemplified the analysis with cases of inarticulate and articulate feed-
back.

In sum, the analysis provided shows that:

• Overall Positive Feedback has different causes in different types of DA:

Information-providing acts: the participant who is the recipient of the information
adopts the information being transferred by the participant who gives the information.

Directives: the participant to whom the directive is addressed adopts the goal of the
participant who issues the directive.

Commissives: the participant to whom the commissive is addressed agrees that the partic-
ipant who expresses the commissive performs the action which that participant is willing
to perform.

• The main effect of Negative Feedback acts is that previously created beliefs are cancelled by
the Addressee.

• The effects of articulate feedback are more specific than the effects of inarticulate feedback.
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In table 7.13 we summarize the analysis of inarticulate Auto-Feedback when it follows a Question-
Answer pair and the Feedback is about the Answer. The table is divided into three columns: the left
column contains the type of feedback, the middle column, the effects of on the Addressee of the Feed-
back, and the third column, the effects on the Speaker, the participant who produces the Feedback.
The effects in Addressee and in Speaker are of two types, the effects related to the previous utterance,
previous meaning previous to the feedback utterance; and the effects of the feedback utterance, which
is the current utterance.

We believe that the mechanisms established to account for the dynamics of belief states in the
dialogue patterns should help understand the flow of beliefs in more complex dialogue situations.
Next chapter will be devoted to analysing long dialogue fragments, and to explain grounding from a
DIT perspective.
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TYPE EFFECTS IN ADDRESSEE EFFECTS IN SPEAKER
PerNeg previous utterance previous utterance

expectation of understanding perception problems (registered in Cognitive Con-
text)

expectation of adoption -
current utterance current utterance
cancellation of previous beliefs expectation of understanding

PerPos previous utterance previous utterance
expectation of understanding correct perception
expectation of adoption
current utterance current utterance
no belief update expectation of understanding

IntNeg previous utterance previous utterance
expectation of understanding understanding problems
expectation of adoption
current utterance current utterance
cancellation of previous beliefs expectation of understanding

IntPos previous utterance previous utterance
pending understanding beliefs

expectation of adoption no adoption
expectation of understanding expectation of understanding
current utterance current utterance
cancellation of some previous beliefs expectation of understanding
creation of beliefs about interlocutor's pending be-
liefs

EvNeg previous utterance previous utterance
pending understanding beliefs

expectation of understanding expectation of understanding
expectation of adoption no adoption
current utterance current utterance
cancellation of some previous beliefs expectations of being understood

EvPos previous utterance previous utterance
expectation of understanding expectation of understanding
expectation of adoption no adoption
current utterance current utterance
cancellation of some previous beliefs about adop- expectations of being understood
tion

ExNeg previous utterance previous utterance
ExPos expectation of understanding expectation of understanding

expectation of adoption adoption
cancellation of some goals

current utterance current utterance
understanding effects
mutual understanding effects mutual understanding effects

Table 7,13: Effects of AutoFeedback CF after an answer
(In this table it is assumed that the previous utterance expresses an Answer CF

and that the current utterance expresses an AutoFeedback CF)



Chapter 8

Context Update in Dialogues: a DIT
Approach

8.1 Introduction

As noted in Chapter 4, in DIT a dialogue is viewed as a sequential structure of bundles of DAs, de-
fined as semantic units operating on the information states of the participants. Formally, a dialogue
act in DIT consists of a semantic content and a communicative function, the latter specifying how
the information state of the addressee is to be updated with the former upon understanding the corre-
sponding utterance. A participant's information state in DIT is called his context model, and contains
all information considered relevant for his interpretation and generation of dialogue acts. During a
dialogue, the context model is updated under the influence of the participants' utterances, depending
particularly on the dialogue acts performed.

In Chapter 5 an extension of DIT for modeling the context update in dialogues was put forward.
According to that, the context update starts from an abstract representation of the utterances in terms
of the dialogue act preconditions, which represent the motivation for an agent to perform a dialogue
act including certain beliefs relating to his goals. A typology of the effects that an utterance has on
the context model was introduced. It comprises effects of understanding, effects of adoption, effects
of expectation of understanding, and effects of expectations of adoption. In order to further develop
and formalize aspects of the context update, on the basis of these effects three mechanisms for context
update were introduced: creation, adoption, and cancellation of beliefs.

Additionally, in Chapters 6 and 7 we presented the analysis of three groups of dialogue acts (DAs)
(Information Transfer, Action Discussion, and Dialogue Control-Feedback), taking as a reference the
model for context update presented in Chapter 5. For each of the dialogue acts in these groups we
considered how it changes the context model of speaker and addressee.

The goal of this chapter is twofold: on the one hand we will apply the model for context update
defined in the previous chapters to long dialogues; on the other hand we will give an account of
the grounding process. We will argue that grounding in dialogue can be explained in terms of the
strengthening of weak mutual beliefs, without the need of specific grounding mechanisms. In order
to perform strengthening of weak mutual beliefs we introduce a fourth operation for belief update:
Strengthening of beliefs. We claim that for modeling communication processes we need a subjective,
agent-dependent notion of common ground: p is in the common ground of A and B according to A
iff A believes that p is a mutual belief of A and B. Since communicating agents have no direct access
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to each other's beliefs, their communicative behaviour will be guided by what they believe to be in
their common ground rather than by what is actually there.

In Section 8.2 we introduce the process of grounding in the framework of DIT and motivate
the need for an Strengthening mechanism. Section 8.3 presents the model of context update for a
dialogue, applying the mechanisms of creation, adoption, cancellation, and strengthening of beliefs.
Section 8.4 studies how feedback DAs affect the grounding process. In Section 8.S we discuss how our
approach to grounding is related to other approaches. Finally, Section 8.6 summarizes our findings.

8.2 Grounding in DIT and the Strengthening mechanism

The DIT analysis of dialogue acts and the principles and rules for context update provide a way to
make the beliefs explicit that form the dialogue context at every stage of the dialogue. This makes it
possible to study when beliefs are created, adopted and cancelled. However, this does not immediately
explain how beliefs are grounded.

This section will demonstrate how the grounding process develops in dialogues in which ground-
ing can be achieved only through communication, as in the case of telephone conversations or email
chats, because participants do not share the same environment, i.e., they are not able to see each
other, or each other's environment. The dialogues are entertained by two conversants. One of the
participants is a domain expert, and the other seeks information about that domain. In this situation
participants are supposed to act cooperatively and rationally.

Communicating agents are generally believed to be involved in processes of creating and updating
a common ground, i.e., a stock of shared beliefs. The common ground of two communicating agents
is, intuitively speaking, formed by the information, knowledge or beliefs that they both have and that
they both believe they both have. Philosophers who studied the idea of common ground, such as
Stalnaker and Lewis, have suggested to define common ground in terms of mutual beliefs, explained
as follows:

(8.1) p is a mutual belief of A and B iff:

- A and B believe that p;

- A and B believe that A and B believe that p;

- A and B believe that A and B believe that A and B believe that p; and so on, ad infinitum.

The problem with grounding is, intuitively, that the elements of common ground according to
(8.1) seem to contain an infinite amount of information, while only a finite amount of information
seems to be obtainable through communication.

This notion of common ground has been considered as problematic from a psycholinguistic point
of view because of its representational demands. Clark [1996] argues that a notion of common ground
defined in terms of mutual beliefs is psycholinguistically impossible because it would entail that
a participant A has to represent an infinite list of beliefs as illustrated in (8.1): A believes that B
believes that p; A believes that B believes that A believes that p; and so on ad infinitum. While it is
true that a mutual belief seems to have an infinite character, that is, in some sense, implicitly true of
any belief, if belief is closed under any form of deduction whatsoever. For instance, if A believes that
p, then he also believes thatp or q, for any q that he might consider. Hence A actually has an infinite
set of beliefs, as soon as he has any beliefs at all. This should not be a problem, since he does not
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need to have all these beliefs stored in memory; he also has a capability to perform inferences. and
that allows him to infer infinitely many beliefs from a finite number of stored beliefs. Similarly. from
the single stored belief that p is a mutual belief of A and B. A can infer that B believes that p. that B
believes that A believes that P. and so on ad infinitum.

The process by which a dialogue participant adds something to his common ground should rest on
evidence that the belief in question is mutually believed. The nature of such evidence depends on the
communicative situation. for instance on whether the participants can see each other. and on whether
they are talking about something they can both see. We restrict ourselves here to those situations
where grounding is achieved through communication only. as in the case of telephone conversations,
email chats, or spoken human-computer dialogue.

According to DIT. information can pass from one dialogue participant to another through commu-
nication as a result of two mechanisms, linked to understanding and believing each other: creation and
adoption of beliefs. presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. We can however never be sure that information
is indeed transferred through these mechanisms, since an addressee may fail to understand a speaker's
communicative behaviour or to believe information that is offered to him. To be sure that information
is indeed transferred. a speaker needs evidence of correct understanding of his communicative be-
haviour and of the adoption of information that was offered. Feedback, positive or negative. provides
information about an addressee's understanding and uptake of information; however, like all commu-
nicative behaviour, behaviour intended to give feedback can be misunderstood or not understood at
all. So, a dialogue participant also needs feedback on the feedback that he gives - which seems to get
us into an infinite loop again.

Let us consider the transfer of information through understanding in more detail in order to anal-
yse its possible contribution to the grounding process. We take as an example the dialogue in 8.2.
The first two utterances are analysed in Table 8.1.

(8.2) (1) User: Waar moe! ik het te kopieren papier invoeren? (Where should I put the paper that has to be
copied?)
(2) System: In de invoersleuf. (In the feeder.)
(3) User: Dank u. (Thank you.)
(4) System: Geen dank. (Youare welcome.)
(5) User: Tot ziens. (Goodbye.)

The System, as a reply to the WH-QUESTlON, contributes utterance (2) that expresses a dialogue
act of which [sOl] (in Table 8.1) is a precondition. Successful communication should at some point
lead to the information in sOl' being in the common ground of both the User and System. We will
shorten 'the location of the paper is the feeder' into p.

The User understands (2) and believes what the System says, which is expressed in beliefs [u5]
and [u6]. For the System to believe that p is a mutual belief, several requirements are necessary.
First, he should have evidence that the User correctly understood utterance (2). Such evidence has
to come from the User's communicative behaviour in response to (2). The User's utterance (3) can
indeed be taken to provide such evidence. The System then believes that the User believes that the
System believes that p, and that the User believes that p. This is a step in the direction of establishing
a mutual belief. Then, the System utters (4) in order to signal that he correctly understood utterance
(4). As a result now the User believes that the System believes that the User believes that the System

'The information in [sOlJ is I:fx.<p(x) ~ (1f;(x) = L). which we read as 'for all elements that have the property of
being a paper the value of the function that assigns a location to them is L', and we paraphrase as 'the location of the paper
is the feeder' .
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I nurn beliefs System
Table 8.1: Dialogue example 8.2

II I source I belids User

..01
u02

pre<
prec

v r "x.<p(x) - V f- "'(x)
V If- "x.<p(x) - Sf- ",(x)

(1) U: WH-QUFSTION: Where should I put the paper that has to be copied?

ul exp.und. U If.! U 11-' sl
u2 exp.und U If-! U 11-· s2

" undo S If- ..01
.2 undo SI~ ..02
s3 exp.und . S I" V II·· s t
54 exp.und. Sif-' V II·· .2

,01 prec I s IF "x.<p(x) - (",(x) L)

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ed

S If-' S II·· u3
S If-' S II·· u'
S If-' S II·· u5
S If-' S II·· u6

u3
u'u5
u6
u1
u8
u9
ulO

und.
undo
undo
ad:uS
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.ed
ca:uOl

V If- s
V If- ,2
V If- sOl
V If- "",.<p(x) - ("'{x) = L)
V If-' S II·· u3
V If-' S II·· u'
V If-' S II·· uS
V If-' S II·· "6

(2) S: WH-ANSWER: In the reeder.

believes that p, and that the User believes that p. However, the System does not know if utterance
(4) was understood by the User. Only when the User replies in (5) with a Goodbye which provides
additionally implicit positive feedback, the System can be certain that the User believes that the
System believes that p, and that the User believes that p.

The System has now, after four turns, accumulated the following beliefs:

(8.3) i. The System believes that p.

ii. The System believes that the User believes that the System believes that p.

iii. The System believes that the User believes that p.

iv. The System believes that the User believes that the System believes that the User believes
that the System believes that p.

v. The System believes that the User believes that the System believes that the User believes
that p.

This is still a long way from believing that p is mutually believed. One possible explanation of
grounding by human dialogue partners could be that people perform a kind of induction in order to
extend the finite nested beliefs in (8.3) to infinity. We want to suggest a different explanation, which
rests on the idea that participants in a dialogue exchange more information than what we see in (8.3).

In a situation where "normal input-output" conditions obtain [Searle 1969], i.e., where partici-
pants speak the same language, have no hearing or speaking impairments, use communication chan-
nels without severe distortions, etc., a speaker normally assumes that his utterances are correctly
perceived and understood, unless there is evidence to the contrary. This assumption depends not only
on input-output conditions but also on the situation-specific importance of establishing that certain
information belongs to the common ground. For instance, when vital military or medical information
is exchanged, then the assumption will not be appropriate. But in many common dialogue situations,
such as those where one seeks factual information or assistance from a help desk, participants do not
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provide or elicit explicit feedback all the time, and speakers do not repeat what they say, which sup-
ports the assumption of correct understanding by default. We postulate the validity of this assumption
for this wide range of situations, in the sense that the speaker is assumed to have a weak belie/that
the addressee of his dialogue acts believes the preconditions of the dialogue act to be true. According
to this assumption, after contributing (2) the System has the weak belief that the User believes that p.

But there's more. The default assumption of correct understanding is not idiosyncratic for the
speaker, but is made by all participants in such dialogues, including the User. Hence:

(8.4) The User believes that the System weakly believes that the User believes that p.

Similarly, all participants believe that this happens, in particular, so does the System. Hence:

(8.5) The System believes that the User believes that the System weakly believes that the User
believes that p.

This line of reasoning can in principle be continued ad infinitum, hence we can conclude that:

(8.6) both System and User believe that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that
the User believes that p.

This means that both participants believe that something is mutually believed, as we have pro-
posed in Section 5.3; given the logical equivalence of a mutual belief with infinite nestings of belief,
we could say that an infinite amount of information has been created by the addressee as well as by
the sender of the dialogue act. This also means that, for the System to ground p, what he has to do
is not so much extend the finite set of nested beliefs (8.3) to infinity, but replace the weak belief link
in the sequences of the form The system believes that the User believes that ... the System weakly
believes ... that p, which are collapsed into (8.6) by an ordinary belief link. The question about what
evidence is necessary and sufficient for the System to strengthen the weak belief link will be dealt
with in the next section: the Strengthening Principle regulates how a weak belief is replaced by a firm
belief [Bunt and Morante 2007).

8.2.1 Strengthening

The strengthening mechanism as described here applies to information seeking dialogues between an
expert system and a user, who are supposed to act cooperatively and rationally. Strengthening a belief
means converting it from a weak belief - an expectation, an assumption - into a firm belief. This
operation is related to the fact that speakers make hypotheses about what addressees understood, and
they confirm their hypotheses after having feedback. Strengthening applies to beliefs created from
expectations of understanding and being believed, that were described in Section 5.2: the Speaker and
the Addressee believe that it is mutually believed that the Speaker weakly believes that the Addressee
understood the Speaker's utterance and its implicit positive feedback effects.

A question arises about when these believed mutual beliefs about S's weak belief can be strength-
ened to the believed mutual beliefs that S (firmly) believes that A believes that p. In the theory, a
dialogue participant strengthens his believed mutual beliefs when a situation G arises in the dialogue
where he has evidence that both participants believe that A has correctly understood and accepted
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the utterance, and where both S and A have evidence that they both believe that this is the case. The
agent's belief that such a situation G holds is represented in his dialogue history. The strengthening
mechanisms is defined as follows:

Strengthening Rule:

• [St-Rl] A speaker's weak beliefs, expressing his expectations concerning the understanding
and acceptance of an utterance that he has contributed are strengthened to become firm beliefs
when the addressee provides explicit or implicit positive feedback about his processing of the
utterance.

• [St-R2) A participant's believed mutual beliefs about a weak belief, caused by the expected
understanding and acceptance of a dialogue utterance, are strengthened to become believed
mutual beliefs about a firm belief when: (I) he believes that the corresponding utterance was
correctly understood; (2) he has evidence that: (a) the other participant also believes that, and
(b) has evidence that they both have evidence that (1) and (2a) are the case.

Strengthening Principle:

• All dialogue agents believe that the Strengthening Rule applies.

• All dialogue agents believe that the Strengthening Principle holds.

The question when a speaker can be said to receive implicit positive feedback needs further con-
sideration. Here we will tentatively assume that implicit positive feedback is given by any dialogue
act which does not involve explicit negative feedback, a social obligation, or an aspect of interaction
management, or that is semantically irrelevant or incoherent. Support for the SP is found in data
showing how the evidence mentioned in the SP is created by the various types of dialogue acts and
how that influences the grounding of certain beliefs. The dialogue fragments (8.7) - (8.10) provide
such support.

According to the SP, in example (8.7) A has grounded the information that the next bus is at 11:02
after utterance 4, and assumes B to do the same after utterance 5. Indeed, utterance 6, which provides
the already grounded information once more and as such contradicts the SP, would not be a felicitous
continuation of the dialogue.

(8.7) 1. A: The next bus is at 11:02.
2. B: At 11:02.
3. A: That's correct.
4. B: Okay thanks.
5. A: You're welcome.
6. A: 'So that's at 11:02.

The next example illustrates that it would be infelicitous to continue after utterance 5 by asking
whether the information from utterance I has come across, which according to the SP has already
been grounded. This is not due to the change in topic that happens in 2, for the same would occur if
utterances 2-3 are replaced by the corresponding ones of example (8.7).

(8.8) I. A: The next train is at 11:02.
2. B: And do you know the arrival time?
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3. A: It arrives in Amsterdam at 12.24.
4. B: Thanks.
5. A: You're welcome.
6. A: 'You got that?

In example (8.9), B continues after the assumed grounding by utterance 5 by expressing doubt about
the grounded belief. B could very well express such doubts in his previous tum, as (8.10) illustrates,
but it is too late for that now.

(8.9) I. A: The next train is at 11:02.
2. B: At 11:02.
3. A: That's correct.
4. B: Okay thanks.
5. A: You're welcome.
6. B: *1 thought it would be at 11:08.

(8.10) I. A: The next train is at 11:02.
2. B: At 11:02.
3. A: That's correct.
4. B: I thought it would be at 11:08.

Since the only difference between (8.9) and (8.10) is the feedback that has been given by utterances 4
and 5, it must be the case that the evidence of understanding and adoption provided by these utterances
makes the difference for grounding. The support for the SP that we are considering here is empirical
in the sense that examples of patterns like (8.7)-(8.9) are not found in actual dialogue, whereas we do
find examples like (8.10).

The strengthening mechanism based on [St-Rl] and [St-R2] has the following effects on the
participant's belief states:

• Effects on S:

1. [St-SEl] If S holds a weak belief (S II·· p), originating from the expected understanding
or adoption of information from utterance u, then when the addressee provides explicit or
implicit positive feedback about his processing of u, then S strengthens his belief, i.e. (S
II·· p) is turned into (S If- pl· The weak belief is replaced by the strengthened one.

2. [St-SE2] If S holds a belief about a mutually believed weak belief (i.e. S Ij-! S II·· p),
originating from the expected understanding or adoption of information from S' utterance
u, then when S comes to believe that u was successfully processed by the addressee, then
S strengthens this to a believed mutual belief about a firm belief: S Ij-! S II·· p is turned
into S Ij-! S If- p. The weak belief is replaced by the strengthened one .

• Effects on A:

I. St-AEI If A believes that S holds a weak belief, originating from the expected under-
standing of or adoption of information from an utterance by S, then A strengthens his
belief, i.e. (A If- S II·· p) is turned into (A If- S If- p).

2. St-AE2 If A holds a belief about a mutually believed weak belief, originating from
the expected understanding or adoption of information from an utterance by S, then A
strengthens this to a believed mutual belief about a firm belief: A Ij-! S II·· p is turned into
A Ij-! S If- p.
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Once a mutual belief has been strengthened, this mutual belief implies certain beliefs that were
created earlier in the dialogue, and that therefore do not need to be kept separately in the context
model. In the analysis tables these beliefs will be marked as impl, ('implied'). For example, the
mutual belief u23: U I~ U If- sl in Table 8.2 below implies the simpler belief u3: U If- sl.

In order to see how this works for strengthening believed mutual beliefs, consider the following
sequence of events in a dialogue, and how the events step by step lead to a cumulative situation G
where [St-R2) applies. We will refer to the analysis of dialogue 8.2, repeated here as 8.11, which is
presented in Table 8.2 by putting in brackets the belief number that corresponds to the event being
mentioned.

(8.11) (1) User: Waar moet ik het te kopieren papier invoeren? (Where should I put the paper that has to be
copied?)
(2) System: In de invoersleuf. (In the feeder.)
(3) User: Dank u. (Thank you.)
(4) System: Geen dank. (You are welcome.)
(5) User: Tot ziens. (Goodbye.)

As mentioned above, in this dialogue a User puts a WH-QUESTION to a System (I), the System
answers it (2) and the User thanks the System (3), who downplays the thanks in (4). Finally the
User closes the dialogue by saying goodbye (5). Social Obligations Management functions in cer-
tain contexts also have a positive feedback function. This is the case in utterances (3) to (5) in this
dialogue.

I. (a) Speaker U contributes utterance (L).

(b) Addressee S believes to understand utterance (I) well, and accepts the preconditions [uOI,
u02) associated with his understanding, if the dialogue act is in the task dimension. We
represent the assertion that S has correctly understood utterance (1) and accepted the
corresponding preconditions as cua( 1p. We show only the Semantic Context parts of S's
and U's context models here: the information denoted by cua( 1) would be in the Cognitive
Context part, and the verbatim representation of utterance (1) in the Linguistic Context
part.

Situation Gt:

I cua( ul) (represented in Table 8.2 by [s 1, s2)) holds for S .

2. (a) S signals or indicates to U that I(b) is the case (either explicitly or implicitly) by means
of utterance (2).

(b) U has no problems understanding (2), and considers (2) as evidence that S believes to
have understood utterance (I) well. From utterance (2), U concludes that indeed S did
understand utterance (I) correctly and did accept the corresponding preconditions.

Situation G2:

I The content of c., i.e. [s I, s2].

2 U has evidence that G1 is the case. So U has evidence that S believes that cuai 1) [u3, u4].

3 cua(2) holds for U [uS, u6).

2·cua· stands for 'correctly understood and accepted'.
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3. (a) U signals or indicates that 2(b) is the case, by means of utterance (3).

(b) S understands utterance (3). This is evidence for S that U has evidence that cua( I )and
that U believes that cua(2).

Situation G3:

1 The content of G2 [s I, s2, u3 - u6].

2 S has evidence that G2. In particular:

i. S has evidence that U has evidence that cua( I) [s9, s 10].

ii. S has evidence that cua(2) [s 11, s 12].

3 cua(3) holds for S.

4. (a) S signals or indicates that 3(b) is the case, by means of utterance (4).

(b) U understands utterance (4) without any problems. This is evidence for U that S has
evidence that U has evidence that cua( I), and that S has evidence that cua(2).

Situation G4:

I The content of G3 [s I, s2, u3 - u6, s9 - s 12].

2 U has evidence that G3. In particular:

i. U has evidence that S has evidence that U has evidence that cua(l) [uI5, u 16].

ii. U has evidence that S has evidence that cua(2)[u 17].

iii. U has evidence that cua(3) [uI8].

3 cua(4) holds for U.

5. (a) S signals or indicates that 4(b) is the case, by means of utterance (5).

(b) S understands utterance (5) without any problems. This is evidence for S that G4 holds.

Situation G5:

I The content of G4 [s 1, s2, u3 - u6, s9 - s 12, u 15 - u 18].

2 S has evidence that G4. In particular:

i. S has evidence that U has evidence that S has evidence that U has evidence that
cua(l) [s21, s22].

ii. S has evidence that U has evidence that S has evidence that cua(2) [s23].

iii. S has evidence that U has evidence that cua(3) [s24].

iv. S would have evidence that cua( 4) if the previous dialogue act by U would have been
in the task dimension.

3 cua(5) holds for S.
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Table 8.2: Events leading to a cumulative situation G in dialogue fragment 8.11
source I beliel.System II I I b.Hii.u ser

001
u02

U J-v Vx.<p(x) - U f- "'(x)
U If- Vx.<p(x) - Sf- ",(x)

,I undo S If- 001
,2 undo S If- u02
,3 exp.cnc. S If" U II·· ,I ul exp.und U If" U II·· s
54 exp.cnd. S If" U II·· ,2 u2 exp.und. U If" UII·· 52

,01 prec S If- V z .<p(x) - (",(x) L)

(l) U: WH-QUESnON: Where should I put the paper that has to be: copied?

,S
sO
,7
s8

(2) S: WH-ANSWER: In the reeder.

S If" S II·· u3
S If" S II·· u4
S If" S II·· uS
S If" S II·· ub

u3
u4
uS
u6
u7
u8
u9
ulO

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ed

Ulf- "
U If- sz
Ulf- ,01
U If- Yx.<p(x) ~ ("'(x) ~ L)
U If" S II·· u3
U If" S II·· u4
U If" S II·· uS
U If" S II·· u6

undo
and.
undo
ad,uS
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.und.
exp.ad
ca:uOl

(3) U: THANKING. OVERALL IMPLICIT POSITIVE FEEDBACK: Thank)'oo

I I u3.u4,uS.u6

,9 und S If- u3
,10 undo S If- u4
,II undo S If- us
sl2 ad. S If- u6
,13 exp.und S If" U II·· ,9 ull exp.und U If" U II·· s9
,,4 exp.und S If" U II·· slO ul2 exp.und U If" U II·· ,10

"S exp.und S If" U II·· ,II ul3 exp.und U If" U II·· ,II

,16 exp.ad S If" U II·· ," ul4 exp.ad U If" U II·· ,12

59.510.$ll.sI2 I

&17
,IS,,9
,20

S If" S II·· ulS
S If" S II·· ul6
S If" S II·· ul7
S If" S II·· ulS

undo
undo
undo
ad.
expound
exp.cnd
exp.und
exp.ad
suu t
51:u2
ca:ul.u2
impl. u3.u4.u7 ,u8.u Il,u 12.u IS.u 16.u 19.u20

II I I uI3.uI4.uI5.uI6

ulS
ul6
ul7
ul8
ul9
u20
u21
u22
u23
u24

(4) S: THANKINQ DOWNPI.AY. OVERALL IMPLlClT POSITIVE FEEDBACK: You are welcome

(5) U: IN1T GOODBYE. OVERALL IMPLICIT POSITIVE FEEDBACK: Goodbye

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

s21
,22
,23
s24
,2S
,26
,27
,28
,29
s30

sll. s12. s15. s16. s19. 520. s23. 524. s27. s28

U If- ,9
U 11- ,10
u ~ sll
U If- ,,2
U If" S II·· ulS
U If" S II·· ul6
U If" S II·· ul7
U If" S II·· ulS
U If"U If- s
U If" U If- ,2

S If- ul5
S If- ul6
s If- ul7
S If- ul8
S If" U II·· ,21
SIf"UII·· szz
S If" U II·· ,23
S If" U II·· ,2'
S If" U If- ,I
SIf"Ulf-,2

u25
u27

undo
undo
undo
ad.
exp.cnd
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ed
st:s3
st:s4
ca:s3.s4
imp{
st:s1
stsS
ca:s7.s8
imp].

,31
,32

sl.s2.s5.s6.s9.s 10.s l3.sI4's 17.518.521 's22.s25.s26
S If" U If- uS
S If" U If- "b

U If" U II·· ,23
U II-' U II·· <24

exp.und
exp.ad

So the situation after four problem-free turns following an utterance satisfies the conditions of
secured shared belief about the utterance being well understood, and the corresponding preconditions
being accepted. In this situation the dialogue participants both believe that it is mutually believed
that p for any p of the form U (firmly) believes that S believes that Ci, where Ci is a precondition
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of a dialogue act, performed by means of the utterance. Note that in situation G4 the conditions
of strengthening are satisfied for U, but not yet for S. S has to wait one more tum before he can
strengthen his belief, since he needs to be certain that tum 4 does not cause any understanding or
evaluation problems.

The implications for the context update model are that some beliefs have to be present in the
context model of the dialogue participants as a requisite to apply strengthening of mutual beliefs.
Suppose the belief to be strengthened is (8.12):

(8.12) S I~S II·· p

The Strengthening Principle is triggered by the local state of the Cognitive Context". The following
beliefs in the context model of S will make the strengthening possible:

(8.13) S If-- (S If--) p; it satisfies the condition that participant S holds the belief.

S If-- A If-- S If-- p; it satisfies the condition that S has evidence that A has evidence that S
holds the belief.

The first one expresses that participant S holds the belief that is going to be strengthened. This
belief has been created by applying [St-Rl] when S has positive feedback once from A. The second
one expresses that participant S believes that participant A believes that S holds the belief that is going
to be strengthened. This belief is created after participant S had positive feedback from participant A
twice.

If the belief to be strengthened is (8.14):

(8.14) S I~ A II·· p

The following beliefs have to be in the context model of S because they satisfy certain conditions:

(8.15) S If-- A If-- p; it satisfies the condition that participant S believes that participant A holds the
belief.

S If- A If-- S If-- A If- p; it satisfies the condition that participant S has evidence that
participant A has evidence that participant S has evidence that participant A holds the belief.

In dialogue represented in Table 8.2, the following cases of strengthening occur:

Strengthening of ul, u2:

• u I (U I~ U II·· s I) can be strengthened into u23 (U I~ U If-- s I) because the following beliefs
are available:

U If-- (U If-- ) s I in u3.

U If- S If-- U If-- s I in u 15.

3The evidence for the Strengthening Principle is represented in the Semantic Context. In Bunt et al. [2007]it is explained
how the Cognitive Context is used in the Strengthening process.
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• u2 (U If-! U II·· s2) can be strengthened into u24 (U IPOU If- s2) because the following beliefs
are available:

U If- (U If- ) s2 in u4.

U If- S If- U If- s2 in u16.

The fact that those beliefs are available indicates that certain conditions are satisfied:

1. U believes that utterance (I) was understood and accepted.

2. U believes that S believes that U believes that utterance (1) was understood and accepted.

3. U believes that S believes that U believes that S believes that U believes that utterance (1) was
understood and accepted.

The implied beliefs ('imp!.' in Table S.2) are (u3, u4, u7, uS, u 11, u 12, u 15, u 16, u 19, u20). No
operation will apply to them once the strengthening has been performed.

Strengthening of s3, s4

• s3 (S If-! U II·· sl) can be strengthened into s29 (S IPOU If- sl) because the following beliefs
are available:

5 If- U If- sl in s9.

S If- U If-- S If- U If-- sl in s21.

• s4 (5 If-! U II·· s2) can be strengthened into s30 (S IP: U If- s2) because the following beliefs
are available:

S If- U If- s2 in slO.

S If- U If-- S If-- U If-- s2 in s22.

The implied beliefs (imp!.) in these case are: s3, s4, s5, s6, s9, slO, s13, sl4, s17, s l S, s21, s22, s25,
s26.

Strengthening of s7, s8

• s7 (5 If-! S II.. uS) can be strengthened into s3J (S IPOS If- uS) because the following beliefs
are available:

S If-- (S If-- ) uS in sl1.

S If-- U If-- 5 If-- uS in s23.

• sS (S If-! U II.. u6) can be strengthened into s32 (S IPOU If- u6) because the following beliefs
are available:

S If- (S If-- ) u6 in s12.

S If- U If-- S If-- u6 in s24.

The implied beliefs in these case are: s II, s 12, s lS, s 16, S 19, 520, s23, s24, 527, 52S.
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8.2.2 Grounding in the DIT context update model

In the framework of DIT a context update model has been defined that accounts for the grounding
process without using a specific mechanism for grounding. Grounding is primarily a by-product of
the changes in information states that occur when two dialogue partners communicate successfully.
It is a side-effect of strengthening mutual beliefs during utterance processing. The grounding of
beliefs about mutual understanding, and communicative grounding more generally, occurs through
feedback, in combination with general mechanisms of rational cooperative interaction. As established
in Section 7.2, dialogue utterances may give feedback at four levels: they may be positive or negative,
and they may be explicit or implicit.

Not all dialogues require the same degree of grounding. Dialogues where it is extremely impor-
tant to make sure that participants understand each other perfectly will have a higher proportion of
exchanges related to asking for and giving feedback, than dialogues in which correct and precise un-
derstanding is less essential. Extreme cases of the first type of dialogues would be an interrogation in
a trial, or a dialogue between an astronaut repairing a satellite in space and the technicians on earth.
A case of the second type would be a non-professional conversation during lunch between office
colleagues.

Looking back at the dialogue analysis in Table 8.2 we can compare the dialogue context of User
and System. Let us analyse the difference between the two types of mutual beliefs. Mutual beliefs
about a weak belief are created after every utterance. The Speaker of an utterance creates a mutual
belief about the weak belief that his utterance is being understood, with all the implicit feedback
effects that derive from that. The Addressee creates a mutual belief about the Speaker's weak belief
that the Speaker's utterance is being understood, with all the implicit feedback effects that derive
from that. But the Addressee creates these beliefs only if he has been able to process the Speaker's
utterance correctly. The Addressee, thus, creates the mutual beliefs on the basis of his understanding.
He is aware that the Speaker creates the weak belief that the Addressee is understanding the utterance.
If the Addressee does not process the utterance correctly, it can happen that mutual beliefs are created
that are about different weak beliefs than the ones created by the Speaker. In any case, mutual beliefs
about weak beliefs do not need feedback to be created, they are created in one tum. They are mutual
beliefs about weak beliefs because they have not been confirmed. Participants are aware of that, and
do not expect that it is sure that the other participant holds the same beliefs.

We distinguish between two types of grounding: weak and strong.

Weak grounding: The situation that participants A and B believe to hold the same mutual belief
about a weak belief containing information I, occurs because there has not been feedback enough
to confirm that I is correct. We may call the information Iweakly grounded in this situation. Weak
grounding needs only one utterance to happen, and it might be temporary because it might be the case
that in the next turn the information is disconfirmed. Examples of weak grounding in Table 8.2 are
triggered by, in the User's context, the mutual beliefs u I and u2, and, in the System's context, s3 and
s4.

Strong grounding: Strong grounding is the product of the strengthening of mutual beliefs. It will be
considered that, if a mutual belief about a weak belief containing information I is strengthened into a
mutual belief about a firm belief containing information I, I is strongly grounded. Strong grounding
needs two nonconsecutive and non-problematic turns by the other participant. It does not happen
at the same moment for both participants, as shown in the previous subsection. Examples of weak
grounding in Table 8.2 are triggered by, in the User's context, the mutual beliefs u23 and u24, and, in
the System's context, s29, s30, s31, and s32.
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Feedback

Feedback plays an essential role in grounding because it transmits evidence of understanding and
adoption. Negative feedback delays or obstructs the grounding process, whereas positive feedback
enables it. At the same time, feedback can be implicit or explicit. Dialogue acts can be grouped
depending on the type of feedback they provide for grounding:

• Positive feedback:

- Explicit: all Dialogue Control functions that express positive feedback.

- Implicit:

* From the social obligations management functions: functions expressing gratitude
and valediction typically express also positive feedback, as it has been shown in
previous dialogues.

* Topic management functions. Closing a topic usually shows that everything has been
discussed and understood, being a sign of implicit positive feedback. However, it
could also mean that participants do not reach agreement and that they prefer to move
on to a next topic. In information and assistance seeking dialogues this is uncommon.

* Related answers to questions provide implicit positive feedback because they show
that the question was understood, as well as acceptance and rejection of Comrnis-
sives.

• Negative feedback: all Dialogue Control functions that express negative feedback.

• Feedback having a neutral effect:

- From the interaction management functions: tum keeping, time management, and contact
management functions.

- From the social obligations management functions: salutation, self-introduction, apology.

• Positive or negative, depending on the context:

- Own and partner communication management functions. For example, if an Addressee
completes the Speaker's utterance, this can signal understanding and thus positive feed-
back, if the completion is correct.

- Dialogue structuring functions, specifically CLOSING might provide positive feedback
because it indicates that everything has been clarified in the dialogue. However, it can
also be a sign of not wanting to continue speaking because dialogue participants do not
reach understanding.

8.3 Context update in dialogues

In this section and the next we show how we apply the four mechanisms for context update defined
in DIT to the analysis of longer dialogues. We start by analysing the dialogue fragment 8.16, which
will also be used to exemplify the output of the dialogue simulator presented in Chapter 9.
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(8.16) (1) User: hoe wis ik een nummer? ('How do I do delete a number?')

(2) System: wat voor nummer wilt u wissen? ('What kind of number do you want to delete?')

(3) User: een verkort nummer. ('An abbreviated number.')

(4) System: wilt u een telefoonnummer wissen? ('Do you want to delete a telephone number?')

(5) User: ja. (Yes.)

(6) System: druk op VK en houd de toets ongeveer 2 seconden ingedrukt. ('Press VK and keep the button pressed
for approximately 2 seconds.')

In this dialogue the User asks the System how to delete a number. The System cannot answer
that question, because it is not precise enough. For the fax machine it is possible to delete several
types of numbers, and the System needs to know what type of number the User wants to delete, in
order to be able to give an answer. The System therefore asks (2). Utterance (2) has two functions
in two dimensions: it expresses negative autofeedback at the level of execution in the autofeedback
dimension, and it expresses a question in the task oriented dimension. The User replies to (2) in (3)
by answering (in the task dimension) that the type of number that he wants to delete is an abbreviated
number. Next the System puts another question to the User asking if he wants to delete a telephone
number; this has the same motivation as the question in (2) - an abbreviated number can refer to
several types of numbers. Like (2), utterance (4) expresses negative autofeedback at the level of
execution with respect to utterance (1), because the System cannot answer the question in (I) yet; it
also expresses implicit positive a1lofeedback with respect to utterance (3); and it expresses a question
in the task dimension. In utterance (5) the User answers positively to question (4). This has effects
of implicit positive allofeedback. Finally, in utterance (6) the System answers the question in (I).
Utterance (6) has also effects of implicit positive feedback with respect to utterance (5).

Tables 8.3 and 8.4 contain a formal analysis of the participant's context. Utterance (1) by the
User is a H-QUESTION, where the User asks how a number can be deleted. Beliefs uOl and u02 are
the preconditions of the H-QUESTION: the User wants to know how to delete the number, and the
User believes that the System knows it. Beliefs sl to s2 are created by [Und-AE I], and s3 and s4 by
[Und-AE2]. Beliefs u I and u2 are the result of applying [Und-SE2]. After this utterance, the context
model of the System contains the beliefs that reflect that the System has understood the question, and
that it is mutually believed that the User expects that the System has understood the question. The
context model of the User contains the beliefs that reflect his assumption that it is mutually believed
that the User expects that the System has understood the question. At this point in the dialogue both
System and User believe that the User weakly believes that the System understood the question, and
that the other participant also believes it. This is the first belief about common knowledge that is
created in the dialogue.

Utterance (2) is a WH-QUESTION by the System. sOl and s02 are the preconditions of the WH-
QUESTION: the System wants to know what type of number the User wants to delete, and the System
believes that the User knows what type of number he wants to delete. Beliefs u3 and u4 are effects
of implicit positive feedback that reflect the fact that the User believes that the System understood
the User's previous utterance because the current System's utterance contains negative feedback at
the level of execution. This implies positive feedback at the levels of interpretation and evaluation.
Beliefs u5 and u6 are created by [Und-AE I]. They express that the User has understood the System's
question. Beliefs u7, u8, u9 and u10 are created by [Und-AE2]. They express that the User believes
that it is mutually believed that the System weakly believes that the User understood (2), and that
the System weakly believes the User believes that the System understood (I). On the System's side,
beliefs s5 and 56 are mutual beliefs about the System's weak belief that u3 and u4 hold. Beliefs s7
and s8 are the result of applying [Und-SE2]. Like the User, the System believes that it is mutually
believed that the System weakly believes that the User understood (2), and that the System weakly
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believes the User believes that the System understood utterance (I). These beliefs add to the common
knowledge.

bei'ersSystem

Table 8.3: Analysis of dialogue fragment 8 16 (I)
II I I beJ;.t, Use,

(2) s: WH-QUESTION: Wat voor nummer wilt u wisse:n?

u3 und.
u4 undo
uS undo
u6 undo
u7 exp.und
u8 exp.und
u9 exp.und
ulO exp.und

U If- sl
v If- s2
U If- sm.
u If- s02
v If-' S II·· ,,3
v If-' S II· ,,4
v If-' S II·· ,,5
u If-' S II· ,,6

uOI
u02

u r-- 'tx.JJ.(z) -- U r- ¢(x)
V If- "x.,,(x) - S" "(00)

(I) U: H QUESTION: Hoe wis ik eee nwnmer?

s
,2
,3
,4

undo
undo
exp.und
exp.und

S If- ,,01
S If- ,,02
S If-' v II· sl
S If-' v II . s2

ul
u2

exp.und
exp.und

v If-' V 11·"
u If-' V 11·,2

,01
,02

prec
prec

S r- ~x.,,(x) - S .. <p(x)
S If- ~x.,,(x) - V .. <P(x)

s5 exp.und
s6 exp.und
57 exp.und
s8 exp.und

S If-' S 11··.,3
S If-' S II·· u4
S If-' S 1I··u5
S If-' S 11·...6

(3) U: WH ANswf.lt: Een vukon nununer

,9 und S If- ,,3
,'0 und S If- u4
,II un. S If- u5
,,2 und S If- .,6
,,3 und S If- ,,03
,I' ad:sl3 S If- "x.,,(x) - (<1>(00) ~ V)

ca:sOl
,IS exp.und S If-' V II· ,9 ull exp.und V If-' V II · .9
"6 exp.und S If-' V II · s10 .12 exp.und V If-' V II · s10
,,7 exp.und S If-' V II· .11 ul3 exp.und V If-' V II · all
,,8 exp.und S If-' V II · sL2 ul' exp.und V If-' V II · 512
,,9 exp.und S If-' V II·· s13 .15 exp.und V If-' v II · 813
,20 exp.ad S If-' V II · s14 ul6 exp.ad V If-' V II · 814

s03 pre< S r- s .. (V r- ~x.,,(x) - w(x))
,04 prec S If- V .. (V r- "x.,,(x) - w(x))

(4) S: YN QUESTION: Wilt u een ldefoonnunvner wissen?

.17 .n<! V If- ,9

.18 .n<! v If- slO
ul9 .n. V If- ,11
u20 .n<! v 1f-.12
u21 .n<! v If- ,,3
.22 '" v If- ,14
.23 un<! v If- s03
.2' un. V If- s04," exp.und S If-' S II · u17 .25 exp.und V If-' SII··u17

,22 exp.und S If-' S II · 1.1.18 .26 exp.und V If-' S 1I··uI8
s2J exp.und S If'S II · u19 u27 exp.und V If-' S II·· u19
,24 exp.und S If-' S II · u20 .28 exp.und V If-' S II·· .,20
,25 exp.und S If-' S II · 1.1.21 .29 exp.und V If-' S II·· .,21
,26 exp.ad S If-' S II · \1.22 .30 exp.ad V If-' S II·· u22
,27 exp.und S If-' S II · 1.£23 .31 exp.und V If-' S II·· u23
,28 exp.und S If-' S II ·1.£24 u32 exp.und V If-' S II·· .,24

.33 sl:ul V If-' V If- sl

.34 sl:u2 V If-' V If- ,2
ca:ul.u2
impl. u3. 1.14. u7. u8. ull. u12. u17. u18, u25. u26

V If- \lx.,,(x) - (';(00) ~ V)
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Table 8.4: Analysis of dialogue fragment 8.16 (2)
beliefs System

529 und
530 und
s31 und
532 und
s33 und
534 ad
535 und
$36 und
537 und
538 ad:s37

ca:s03
539 exp.und
540 exp.und
S41 exp.und
542 exp.und
$43 exp.und
s44 exp.ad
545 exp.und
s46 exp.und
547 exp.und
s4B erp.und
$49 sn3
s50 st:s4

ca:s3.s4
imp!.

s51 sts7
552 51:58

ca:s7.s8
imp].

(5) U: YN ANSWER:Ja.

51,52.55.56.59. sro. s15. s16. 521. 522. 529. s3O. 539. s40
5 If" 5 II- u5
5 If" 5 11-,"6

u)5 exp.und V If' V II · s31
u36 exp.und V If" VII · 832
037 exp.und V If' V II · s33
,38 exp.ad V If' VII · 834
uJ9 exp.und V If" V II · s35
,40 exp.und V If" V II · 836

""I exp.und V If" V II.. 537
,42 exp.und V If' V II .. 538

5 II- "17
511-"18
S II- ,,19
5 II- 'u20
511-,,21
5 II- .,22
5 II- u23
5 II- ,,24
s 11- UOI~

5 II- (V I-- Vx.~(x) - .,(x»

S If" V II.. 529
S If" V II . 530
5 If" V II· .,31
5 If" V II . 332
5 If' V II.. 533
5 If" V II.. 53.
5 If" V II.. 335
5 If" V II .. 536
5 If" V II... 37
5 If" V 11"338
5 If" V II- 31
S If" V If- .2

silo s12. $17. s18. 523. 524. 53!. 532. 541. 542

(6) S: WH ANSWF.R: Druk op VK en hood de toets ongeveer 2 seconden ingedrukL

""3 und V II- 531
,44 und V II- 532
u45 und V II- 533
,46 ad V II- s3'
u47 und V II- 535
u4& und V II- 836
,49 und V II- 837
USO und V If- s38
u51 und V If- s05
uS2 OO:u51 V II- Vx.~(x) /\ .p(x) /\ w(x) - (,.,(x) = A I)

ca:uOl
,53 exp.urd V If" 511 · u43
uS4 exp.und V If' 5 II.. "4'

~;3 exp.und 5 If" 5 II · u45 ,55 exp.und V If" 511 · u45
,54 exp.ad 5 If" 5 II · u46 ,56 exp.ed V If" 5 II.. u46
,55 exp.und S If" 5 II · u47 uS7 exp.und V If" 5 II· u47
,56 eap.und 5 If" 5 II · u48 ",8 exp.und V If' 5 II · u48
,57 exp.und 5 If" 5 II · u49 uS9 exp.und V If" 5 II · u49
sS8 exp.und 5 If" 5 II · usO ,60 exp.und V If" 511 · uSO
,5. exp.und 5 If" 5 II · u51 1161 exp.und V If" SII · uSI
s60 exp.ad 5 If" 5 II · u53 u62 exp.ad V If" 5 II.. "53

u63 stu9 V If" 511-u5
,64 stulO VIf"511-u6

ca:u9.uIO
impl. u5. ue. U 13. U 14. U 19. u20. u27. u28. u35. u36. u43. u44. u53.

u5'
u65 stul5 V If' VI1-513
,66 stul6 V If" Vll-sl.

ca:uI5.ul
impi. u21. u22. u29. u3O. u37. u38. u45. u46. u55. u56

5 II- 'Ix.(",(x) /\ 4>(x) " w(x)) _ (,p(x) = AI)

Utterance (3) is a WH-ANSWER by the User with precondition u03: the User believes that the
type of number that he wants to delete is an abbreviated number. Beliefs s9 to s 12 are effects of the
WH-ANSWER'S implicit positive feedback: s9 and s 10 reflect the fact that the System believes that
the User believes that the System understood utterance (1), and sll and sl2 reflect the fact that the
System believes that the User understood the System's WH-QUESTION. Belief sl3 is created by
applying [Und-AEI]. It reflects that the System understands the User's answer. Belief s 14 is created
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by applying [Ad-AE1]. It reflects that the System adopts belief s14: now the System believes that
the type of number that he wants to delete is an abbreviated number. The adoption operation applies
when one agent adopts as his own a belief of another. As a result of the adoption, the goal in sOI is
cancelled, by applying CRI. It was the goal of the System to know what type of number the User
wants to delete; since the System now has satisfied the goal, the goal has to be cancelled.

Beliefs sl5 to sl8 are mutual beliefs about the User's weak belief that s9 to sl2 hold; sl9 is
created by applying [Und-AE2], and s20 by applying [Ad-AE2). The System believes that it is
mutually believed that the User weakly believes: that the System believes that the User believes that
the System understood (I), that the System believes that the User understood (2), that the System
understood (3) and that the System adopted the information in (3). On the side of the User, u 11 to u 14
are mutual beliefs about the User's weak belief that s9 to s2l hold. Belief u 15 is created by applying
[Und-SE2], and belief ul6 by applying [Ad-SE2]. The User holds the same mutual beliefs as the
System.

Utterance (4) is a YN-QUESTTON by the System. The preconditions are s03 and s04: the System
wants to know if the User wants to change a telephone number, and the System believes that the User
knows the answer to this question. Beliefs u 17 to u22 are effects of implicit positive feedback: u 17
and u 18 express that the User believes that the System believes that the User believes that the System
understood (I) by User; u 19 and u20 express that the User believes that the System believes that the
User understood (2); u21 expresses that the User believes that the System understood (3); and u22
expresses that the User believes that the System adopted the information in (3). Beliefs u23 and u24
are created by [Und-AE I). They express that the User understood the System's question in the last
utterance. Beliefs u25 to u30 are mutual beliefs about the System's weak belief that u17 to u22 hold;
beliefs u31 and u32 are created by [Und-AE2]. They are mutual beliefs about the System's weak
belief that u23 and u24 hold. Beliefs u33 and u34 are created by applying [St-AE2] on u I and u2.
They express that now the User believes that it is mutually believed that the User believes that the
System understood (1). It is possible to strengthen the earlier weak belief at this point because the
System has not given negative feedback in two nonconsecutive turns after (I).

As an example, let us analyse the case of the strengthened belief u33, U I~ U If- S If- uOl. As
it has been pointed out in Section 8.2.1, for U to hold belief u33 U needs to have had feedback two
nonconsecutive times by the System: the first one in order to know that the System understood the
User's utterance, and another to know that the System knows that the User knows that the System
understood the User's utterance. This is expressed in the beliefs in (8.17):

(8.17) U If- S If- uOl

U If- S If- U If- S If- uOl

The first belief is u3 created after (2), and the second is u 17created after (4). Because these beliefs
are in the context it is possible to apply the strengthening operation now. Belief u3 is created because
the User interprets utterance (2) as providing implicit positive feedback about the fact that the System
understood the User's question (I). Belief u 17 is a belief by the User believing that the System has
a belief about what the User believes. It is created after the System has given feedback two times in
(2) and (4). The first time the feedback confirms the User's belief about what the System interpreted
after U(I). The second time confirms the User's belief about what the System's believes about what
the User believes. Table 8.5 summarizes the strengthening process of u I, and u2.
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Table 85' Summary of the strengthening process of u I and u2 into u33 and u34 .. .
(ul) U If!' U II··S If- uOl
(u3) U If- S If- 'uOl
(ul7) U If- S If- U If- S If- uOl
(u33) U If!' U If- S If- uOl

(u2) U If!' U II··S If- u02
(u4) U If- S If- u02
(u18) U If- S If- U If- S If- u02
(u34) U If!' U If- S If- 1£02

The following beliefs on the side of the User are implied or at least logically related to u33 because
all of them are beliefs about belief s I (5 If- uOl), and as such related to the expected understanding
of the first utterance:

(8.18) (u I) U If!' U II··S If- uOl.

(u3) U If- S If- uOl.

(u7) U If!' S II··U If- S If- uOl.

(ull) U If!' U II··S If- U If- S If- uOl.

(ul7) U If- S If- U If- S If- uOl.

(u25) U If!' S II··U If- S If- U If- S If- uOl.

In the model, once a mutual belief has been strengthened, the principles and rules do not apply
any more to the beliefs related to the strengthened belief. The "irnpl" abbreviation in columns 2 and 5
of the tables stands for "implied". On the side of the System, s21 to s26 are mutual beliefs about the
System's weak belief that u 17 to u22 hold. Beliefs s27 and s28 are created by [Und-SE2], and they
are mutual beliefs about the System's weak belief that u23 and u24 hold. It is important to notice that
at this point System and User have the same mutual beliefs, except for the strengthened beliefs u33
and u34. This reflects the fact that they have not had the same amount of feedback. The User has had
two nonconsecutive turns of feedback by the System, whereas the System has only had one turn of
feedback by the User.

Utterance (5) expresses a YN-ANSWER by the User to the previous YN-QUESTION by the
System. Belief u04 is the precondition: the User believes that the User wants to change a telephone
number. Beliefs s29 to s36 are effects of implicit positive feedback: s29 and s30 express that the
System believes that the User believes that the System believes that the User believes that the System
understood Utterance (I); s31 and s32 express that the System believes that the User believes that the
System believes that the User understood Utterance 2; s33 expresses that the System believes that the
User believes that the System understood Utterance (3); s34 expresses that the System believes that
the User believes that the System adopted the information in Utterance (3); and s35 and s36 express
that the System believes that the User understood Utterance (4).

Belief s37 is created by [Und-AEI]: the System believes that the User believes that p. This shows
that the System understood the User's answer. Belief s38 is created by [Ad-AE I]: the System adopts
the User's belief in s37. At this point the System itself believes that p. The adoption in s38 has as
a consequence the cancellation of precondition s03, the System's goal, by applying [CR I]. Beliefs
s39 to s46 are mutual beliefs about the User's weak belief that s29 to s36 hold. s47 is created by
[Und-AE2], and belief s48 by [Ad-AE2].
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Table 8.6: Summary of the strengthening process of s3 and s4 into s49 and s50.
(s3) S If-!-U II·· S II- uOl
(s9) S II- U II- S II- uOl
(s29) S II- U II- S II- U II- S II- uOl
(549) S If-!-U II- S II- uOl

(54) S If-!-U II·· S II- u02
(510) S II- U II- S II- u02
(s30) S II- U II- S II- U II- S II- u02
(550) S If-!-U II- S II- u02

Table 8 7· Summary of the strengthening process of s7 and s8 into s51 and s52 .. .
(57) S If-!-S II·· U II- sOl
(511) S If- U II- sOl
(s31) S II- U II- S II- U II- sOl
(s51) S If-!-S II- U II- sOl

(s8) S If-!-S II·· U II- s02
(s 12) S II- U If- s02
(s32) S II- U II- S II- U II- s02
(s52) S If-!-S II- U II- s02

Beliefs s49, s50, s51, and s52 are the result of strengthening beliefs s3, s4, s7, and s8 created
by applying [St-AE2] (Tables 8.6 and 8.7). Now the System believes that it is mutually believed
that the User believes that the System understood (I) (strengthening of s3 and s34). At this point
User and System share the same firm mutual belief. But the System holds another firm mutual belief:
the System believes that it is mutually believed that the System believes that the User understood (2)
(strengthening of s7 and s8). This is possible because the System has received feedback from the User
in two nonconsecutive turns. On the side of the User u35 to u40 are mutual beliefs about the User's
weak belief that s31 to s36 hold. Note that the User does not create mutual beliefs about the User's
weak belief that s29 and s30 hold because s29 and s30 are beliefs related to strengthened beliefs.
Belief u41 is created by [Dnd-SE2], and belief u42, by [Ad-SE2].

Utterance (6) expresses a WH-ANSWER by the System, which is the reply to Utterance (1) by the
User. Beliefs s05 and s06 are the preconditions: the System wants that the User believes that to delete
a number it is necessary to press the VK button and keep it pressed for 2 minutes, and the System
believes that, in order to delete a number, it is necessary to press the VK button and keep it pressed
for 2 minutes.

Beliefs u43 to u50 are effects of implicit positive feedback: u43 and u44 express that the User be-
lieves that the System believes that the User believes that the System believes that the User understood
Utterance (2); u45 expresses that the User believes that the System believes that the User believes that
the System understood Utterance (3); u46 expresses that the User believes that the System believes
that the User believes that the System adopted the information in Utterance (3); u47 and u48 express
that the User believes that the System believes that the User understood Utterance (4); u49 expresses
that the User believes that the System understood Utterance (5); u50 expresses that the User believes
that the System adopted the information in Utterance (5). Belief u51 is created by [Und-AEI] as a
result of the User understanding the System's WH-ANSWER. Belief u52 is created by [Ad-AEI]
and it is a belief about the User adopting the System's belief. At this point the User believes that, in
order to delete a number, it is necessary to press the VK button and keep it pressed for 2 minutes.
Beliefs u53 to u60 are mutual beliefs about the System's weak belief that u43 to u50 hold. Beliefs
u61 is created by [Und-AE2], and u63 by [Ad-AE2].
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Table 8.8: Summary of the strengthening process of u9 and u I0 into u65 and u66
(uIO) U If-!S II·· U If- s02
(u20) U If- S If- U If- s02
(u44) U If- S If- U If- S If- U If- s02
(u66) U If-!S If- U If- 802

(u9) U If-!S II·· U If- sOl
(u19 ) U If- S If- U If- sOl
(u43 ) U If- S If- U If- S If- U If- sOl
(u65) U If-!S If- U If- sOl

Table 8.9: Summary of the strengthening process of u 15 and u 16 into u67 and u68.
(uI5) U If-! U II·· s13
(u21) U If- s13
(u45 ) U If- S If- U If- s13
(u67) U If-!U If- s13

(uI6) U If-!U II·· s14
(u22 ) U If- s14
(u46) U If- S If- U If- s14
(u68) U If-!U If- s14

There are four more cases of strengthening: beliefs u65, u66, u67, and u68 are created by applying
[St-AE2] on u9, u 10, u 15, and u 16 (Tables 8.8 and 8.9). Now the User believes that it is mutually
believed that the System believes that the User understood (2). This firm belief is already in the
context of the System. It is at this point that both User and System share this believe. Additionally
the User also holds the believe that it is mutually believed that the System understood (3) and that the
System adopted the information in (3). This belief is not shared by the System yet. On the side of
the System s53 to s58 are mutual beliefs about the System's weak belief that u45 to u50 hold. Note
that the System does not create mutual beliefs about the System's weak belief that u43 and u44 hold
because u43 and u44 are beliefs about s31 and s32 that are related to a strengthened belief. Beliefs
s59 and s60 is created by [Und-SE2], and belief s61, by [Ad-SE2].

In sum, the following phenomena appear in the dialogue:

• Cases of adoption:

In the System's context there are two instances of adoption, s 14 and s38, both of them as a
result of the User's replies. The System adopts the information that the User wants to change
an abbreviated number and that the User wants to change a telephone number.

In the User's context there is one case of adoption, u53, as a result of the information given by
the System. The User adopts the information that, in order to delete a number, it is necessary
to press the YK button and keep it pressed for 2 minutes.

• Cases of strengthening:

In the System's context, there are four cases of strengthening: 849, s50, s51, and s52. The
strengthened beliefs are:

- s49, s50: The System believes that it is mutually believed that the User knows that the
System understood the User's question Hoe kan ik een nummer wissen?

- s51, s52: The System believes that it is mutually believed that the System knows that the
User understood the System's question Wat voor nummer wilt u wissen?

In the User's context, there are six cases of strengthening: u33, u34, u65, u66, u67 and u68.
The strengthened beliefs are:

- u33, u34: The User believes that it is mutually believed that the User knows that the
System understood the User's question Hoe kan ik een nummer wissen?
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- u6S, u66: The User believes that it is mutually believed that the System knows that the
User understood the System's question Wat voor nummer wilt u wissen?

- u67, u68: The User believes that it is mutually believed that System understood the User's
answer Een verkort nummer, and that the System adopted the information contained in
that utterance .

• Cases of cancellation:

In the System's context, there have been two cancellations of goals: goal sOI (the System wants
to know what type of number the User wants to change) and goal s03 (the System wants to know
if the User wants to change a telephone number). The goals have been cancelled because they
have been satisfied by the information provided by the User. On the side of the User, goal uOl
has been cancelled (the User wants to know how to delete a number). This goal has also been
satisfied by the information provided by the System. Additionally, the beliefs that have been
strengthened in the User's and System's context have also been cancelled.

The analysis of this dialogue shows that all utterances have some effects on the dialogue context
and that the effects are not the same for the dialogue participants. However, after some point in the
dialogue, when there has been enough feedback, participants share some firm mutual beliefs. Many
beliefs remain weak because the dialogue ends before enough feedback has occurred to strengthen
them. Beliefs accumulate in the dialogue context up to a certain point and then start to simplify, since
the effects of positive feedback, be it explicit or implicit, cause that some beliefs are strengthened and,
as a consequence, subsume a number of a related finitely nested beliefs. In this dialogue there have
not been cases of negative feedback at a level lower than execution. As will be shown in Section 8.4,
negative feedback at levels lower than execution causes the cancellation of beliefs, which also affects
the accumulation of beliefs.

The accumulation of beliefs depends on the number of turns by each participant, on the number
of utterances in the dialogue, and on how well participants understand each other. If there is a small
number of utterances, there are fewer dialogue acts being performed and fewer beliefs being created.
If the utterances are by the same speaker, there is no feedback from the other participant, so there
will be no feedback effects and there will be no cases of strengthening. If the participants do not
understand each other, negative feedback will cause the cancellation of beliefs. So, the context update
depends not only on the dialogue acts being performed, but also on the fact that a dialogue is a
succession of utterances, each one related somehow to the previous one, even if only to give implicit
positive feedback.

8.4 Effects of negative feedback on grounding

In this section we analyse how negative feedback affects the grounding process. The ultimate check of
our approach is to see whether it works on a long dialogue, like the one in (8.19), which is a fragment
of a dialogue of the OVIS system [Strik et al. 1997], a system that gives information about public
transportation in The Netherlands. The analysis is presented in tables 8.10, 8.11, 8.12 8.13, 8.14, and
8.15. The dialogue starts by the System presenting itself:

Goedemorgen. Dit is het automatische informatiesysteem van openbaar vervoer reisin-
formatie. Dit systeem geeft uitsluitend inforrnatie over treinreizen van NS-station naar
NS-station.
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(Good morning. This is the automatic information system of the public transport travel
information. This system only gives information about train journeys from NS Stations
to NS stations.)

The analysis focuses on the rest of the dialogue.

(8.19) (I) S: van welk station naar welk station wilt u reizen? (from which station to which station
do you want to travel?)

(2) U: van den haag mariahoeve naar enschede. (from den haag mariahoeve to enschede.)

(3) S: van waar naar waar wilt u reizen? (from where to where do you want to travel?)

(4) U: van den haag mariahoeve naar enschede. (from den haag mariahoeve to enschede.)

(5) S: wanneer wilt u vanuit den haag mariahoeve naar enschede reizen? (when do you want to
travel from den haag mariahoeve to enschede?)

(6) U: vanavond. (this evening.)

(7) S: het spijt me, ik heb u niet begrepen. (I am sorry, I didn't understand you.)

(8) S: wilt u nog eens zeggen wanneer u vanuit den haag mariahoeve naar enschede wilt
reizen? (Can you say again when do you want to travel from den haag mariahoeve to
enschede?)

(9) U: vandaag om acht uur s-avonds. (today at eight in the evening.)

(10) S: u wilt dus vandaag om twintig uur vertrekken? (so you want to depart today at twenty
hours.)

(II) U: ja. (yes.)

(12) S: ik heb de volgende verbinding gevonden. (I found the following connection.)

(13) S: met de stoptrein vertrek vanuit den haag mariahoeve om twintig uur vier. (departure
with the stoptrain from den haag mariahoeve at twenty hours and four.)

(14) S: aankomst in schiphol om twintig uur negenendertig. (arrival in schiphol at twenty
hours thirty nine.)

(15) S: daar verder met de intercity vertrek om twintig uur zevenenvijftig. (continue there with
the intercity, departure at twenty hours fifty seven.)

(16) S: aankomst in enschede om drieentwintig uur twee. (arrival in enschede at twenty three
hours and three.)

(17) S: wilt u dat ik de verbinding nog eens herhaal? (do you want me to repeat the
connection?)

(18) U: nee, dank je weI. (no, thank you.)

(19) S: het spijt me, ik heb u niet begrepen. (sorry, 1didn't understand you.)

(20) S: kunt u nog eens zeggen of ik de verbinding moet herhalen? (can you say again if you
want me to repeat the connection?)

(21) U: nee. (no.)

Utterance (I) is a WH-QUESTION by the System, asking the User from which station to which
station he wants to travel. The User replies in (2) with a WH-ANSWER: he wants to go from Den Haag
Mariahoeve to Enschede. Because the System does not understand the User's answer, he replies in (3)
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with a WH-QUESTION, which also expresses UNDERSTANDINGNEGATIVE AUTOFEEDBACK. The
System asks again from where to where the User wants to travel. In Utterance (4) the User replies
with a WH-ANSWER, saying again that he wants to go from Den Haag Mariahoeve to Enschede.

The System understands the answer and puts another WH-QUESTION in Utterance (5), now at
what time the User wants to travel. The User replies in (6) with a WH-ANSWER, telling the System
that he wants to travel in the evening. Because the System is unable to understand (6), it replies with an
utterance that has an UNDERSTANDINGNEGATIVE AUTOFEEDBACK function, "I am sorry, I did not
understand you". In (8) the System adds another utterance with communicative function INDIRECT
WH-QUESTION: "Can you say again when do you want to travel from Den Haag Mariahoeve to
Enschede?". The User replies in Utterance (9) with a WH-ANSWER, saying that he wants to travel
the same day at eight in the evening. Next the System tries to make sure that it understood (9) correctly
, so it puts a CHECK in (10), to which the User replies positively in Utterance (11).

Utterances (12) to (16), where the System presents the information it found to the User, have the
communicative function INFORM. After that, the System puts a YN-QUESTION in order to know
if the User wants the System to repeat the information in (17). The User answers negatively with a
YN-ANSWER in (18), which the System cannot understand. This causes the System to give negative
feedback in (19) and to repeat the question in (17), now in the form of an INDIRECT YN-QUESTION
in (20). Finally, the User replies negatively again to the INDIRECT YN-QUESTION. The following
cases of negative feedback can be found in the dialogue:

Utterance (3) is a bidimensional utterance, expressing the communicative function WH-QUESTION
in the Task dimension and the communicative function UNDERSTANDINGNEGATIVE AUTOFEED-
BACKin the AutoFeedback dimension. Because it expresses negative autofeedback we know that the
System could not create beliefs about Utterance (2) by the User. This is why in Table 8. IO there are no
effects on the side of the System for Utterance (2). Additionally, when the User correctly processes
Utterance (3) as an UNDERSTANDINGNEGATIVE AUTOFEEDBACKby the System, the User cancels
beliefs u5 to u8.

Because Utterance (3) expresses again a WH-QUESTION, which is virtually the same as utterance
(I), it has preconditions sOl and s02 again, and it creates effects u I to u4 on the side of the user, and
s I and s2 on the side of the System again. The negative feedback has delayed the creation of beliefs,
which means that the strong grounding process will be delayed.

Another case of negative feedback is Utterance (7) by the System, which expresses UNDER-
STANDING NEGATIVE FEEDBACK. This is why Utterance (6), the User's utterance, does not have
effects on the side of the System (Table 8.11). Since the System could not understand the utterance,
no beliefs could be created. The effects of Utterance (7) are the cancellation of beliefs u21 to u28 by
the User. Since the System did not understand the utterance, the User cannot keep his beliefs about
the System having understood it.

Utterance (8) is essentially the same question as Utterance (5), but in the form of an INDIRECT
WH-QUESTION. This is why beliefs u9 to u20 are cancelled and created again with the precondition
of Utterance (8). The fact that Utterance (6) was not understood delays the grounding process of the
previous utterances.

Finally, utterance (19) by the System expresses also UNDERSTANDINGNEGATIVE FEEDBACK.
This is why utterance (18) by the User does not have effects on the side of the System. The effects of
utterance (19) are the cancellation of beliefs u99 to u 122 by the User and s75 and s76 by the System.
Utterance (20) is an INDIRECT YN-QUESTION by the system with the same semantic content as
the YN-QUESTION in (17). This is why beliefs u95 to u98 are cancelled and created again with the
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preconditions of utterance (20).

Table 8.10: Grounding in example 8.19 (I).
Values used for times: T (this evening); T I (tonight at 8 pm); T2 (20:04); T3 (20:39); T4 (20:57); TS (23:02).

Values used for places: 0 (den haag mariahoeve); 0 (enschede); 0 I (schiphol).
VI df f TII( ·)TI2C ity)a ues use or type or train: stoptrein ; intercity).

nurn sour ce beliefs System num source beliefs User

,01 prec S r-- "•.,,(x) - (5 f- ~(.)) A (5 f- ,,(x))
,02 prcc S If- " x, ,,(x) - (U f- ,,(x)) 1\ (U f- ,,(x))

(1) S: WH--Q: van wdk station naar welk station wilt u reiz.en?

ul uoo U If- sal
u2 und U If- s02

,I exp.und S If-' S 11··"1 u3 exp.und U If-' 5 II ·,,1
,2 exp.unc 5 If-' 5 II·· u2 u' exp.und Ulf-' 511 · u2

~ U If- "x.,,(x) - (~(x) ~ 0 1\ ",(x) ~ 0)

( ) U; ANSWER; van den haag mariahotye naar enschede.

uS exp.und Ulf-' UII ·5 If- u I
u6 exp.und Ulf-' UII · 5 If- u2
u7 exp.und Ulf-' UII ·5 If- uOI
u8 exp.ad U If-' U II·· 5 If- "x.,,(x) - (,,(xl ~ o A

,,(x) ~ 0)

.01 prec S r-- "x·V'(x) - (5 f-/,(X)) A (5 f- \O(x))

.02 prec 5 If- "x.,,(x) - (U f- ,,(x») 1\ (U f- ,,(x))

(3) S: WH-Q. NEG FEEDBACK UND: van wear naar wear wUI u reizen?

ca:u5.
u6. u7.
u8

ul um! U If- sal
u2 und U If- ,02

,1 exp.urd 5 If-' 5 II·· ul u3 exp.und Ulf-' 511 · ul
,2 exp.und 5 If-' S II · 'u2 u4 exp.und U If-' 5 II·· u2

~ U If- "x.,,(x) - (,,(x) ~ 0 1\ \O(x) ~ D)

(4) U: ANSWER; van den haag mariahoeve naar ensdlede.

,3 uoo 5 If- ul.. um! 5 If- u2
,5 ued 5 If- uOI
,6 ad:s5 5 If- "x.,,(x) - (,,(x) ~ 0 1\ ",(x) ~ D)

ca:sOl
,7 exp.und S If-' U II · s3 uS exp.und U If-' U II · .3
s8 exp.und 5 If-' UII · s4 u6 exp.und Ulf-' U II · ,.
,9 exp.und S If-' U II·· 85 u7 exp.und Ulf-' U II · s5
,10 exp.ad 5 If-' U II · .6 u8 exp_ad Ulfo U II · s6

.03 prec 5 r-- "x."(x) 1\ ,,(x) ~ 01\ ,,(x) ~ 0 -51- B(x)

.04 pre< S If- "x.,,(x) 1\ ~(x) = 01\ ,,(x) ~ D -Uf- 9(%)

(5) S: WH-Q: wanneer wilt u vanuil den haag mariahoeve naar enschede reizen?

u9 uoo U 1f-.3
uiO um! U If- 84
ull uoo U If- ,5
ul2 ad U If- .6
ul3 uoo U If- .03
ul' 000 U If- .04," exp.und 5 If-' S II · u9 ulS exp.und U If-' S II · u9

,12 exp.und S If-' 5 II·· ulO ul6 exp.und U If-' 511 · ulO
,13 exp.und 5 If-' 5 II -ull ul7 exp.und Ulf-' 511 · ull
514 exp.ad 5 If-' 5 II · u12 018 e.xp.ad U If-' 5 II · ul2
sl5 exp.und 5 If-' 5 II·· u13 uI9 exp.und Ulf-' 511 · u13
,16 exp.und 5 If-' 5 II·· uI4 u20 exp.und U If-' 5 II · u14
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beliefs System

Table 8. I I: Grounding in example 8.19 (2)
II num I source I beliefs UserE:EJ U If- 'I%..,(x) - (9(%)= T)

(6) U: ANlS\VER: vanevond,

ult exp.und Ulf' U II· S If- u9
"22 exp.und U If' U II · S If- ulO
u23 exp.und U If' U II ·SIf-ull
"24 exp.ed U If' U II ·SIf-uI2
u25 exp.end U If' U II· S If- u13
"26 exp.und U If' U II· S If- u14
"27 exp.und U If' U II · S If- u02
u28 exp.ad U If' U II · S If- 'Ix ..,(x) - (9(x) = T)

s r-.- 'Ix.("(x) ",,(x) = 0 "\O(x) = D) -
Sf- 0(.,)

( ) S: INO.WH-Q: wilt u oog een.suggen wennees- u ".nwtden haag mariahone naarenschede wHt reize.n?

S If' S II··u9
S If' S 1I··ul0
S If' S II·· u11
S If' S II·· u12
S If' S II··u13

u22. 023. u24. u25. u26. u27. 028

expound
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und

ca:
und
und
und
ad
und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und

u900u20
U If- 83
U If- 84
U If- 85
U If- 86
U If- s03
U If' S II··u9
U If' S II··ul0
U If' S II·· ,,11
U If' S II··u12
U If' S II··ul3

,II,,2,,3
,14,"

"9
"'0
"'1
"'2
"13
ul4
"IS
"16
"17
"18

IT] E:EJ U If- 'Ix ..,(x) - (9(x) = Tl)

(9) U: ANSWER: vandaag om ecnt uur s-avonds,

S If- u9
5 If- ul0
S If- u11
S If- ul2
5 If- u13
S II··u02
S If' U II·· .16
S If' U II·· s17
SIf'UII·sIB
S If' U II·· 819
SIf'UII··s20
S If' U II·· s21

,,6
,17
,18

"9
,20
,21
,22
m
524
,25
,26
>27

"00
und
und
ad
und
und
exp.und
exp.und
expound
exp.ed
exp.und
exp.und

528 sus! S I~ S II- ul
529 sl:s2 S If-! S II- '1,1.2

ca:sl.s2
impl. 53. $4. 57. 58. 51 L s12. 516. s 17. 522. 523

exp.cnd
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

U If' U II ·816
U If' U II ·817
U If' U II··sIB
U If' U II·· sl9
UIf'UII·s20
U If' U II··521
U If' U II . S If- 'Ix ..,(x) - (O(x) = TI)

"'9
u20
"21
"22
"23
"2.
u25
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beliersSyslt>m
Table 8.12: Grounding in example 8.19 (3)

II I source I IM!liefs User

s r- 5 f- 'fx.",(x) - (9(x) = Tl)
S II-- U f- "x.",(x) - (9(x) = '1'1)
S II.. "x.",(x) - (9(x) = '1'1)

(to) S: CHI£K: u will dus "andaag om lwintig uur vertrtkken?

,30 exp.und SI~SII" u2S
,31 exp.ad SI~ S II · u29
,32 exp.und S I~ S II .. "30
,33 exp.und S I~ S II · 1./.31
,34 exp.und S I~ S II · u32
,35 exp.und S I~ S II.. u33

~ U II-- Sf- "x.",(x) - (9(x) = T1)

(II) U: ANSWER: Ja

.26

.27

.28

.29
u)O
.31
u32
u33
u34
u35
u36
u37
.38
u39
u40
u41
u42
u43

ca:u24
uod
uod
und
od
uod
uod
uod
uod
exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad
expound
exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
sl:u3
stu4
ca:u3.u4
impl.
stu7
stu8
ca;u7.u8
impl.

u25
U II-- 816
U II-- 817
U II-- 818
U II-- "9
u II-- s20
u II-- 821(= ,06)
U II-- ,04
u II-- 805
UIf"SII-"26
U I~ S II· u27
U If" S II - u28
UI~SIl·u29
UIf"SII-"30
U If" S II - u31
U If" S II· ,,32
U If" S 11--"33
U I~ S II--u1
U If" S 11--,,2

u I. u2. uS. u6. u9. uiO. u16. u 17. u 19. u20. u26. u27. uJ4. u35
U If" U II-- 85
U If" U II-- 86

u11. u [2. U 16. u 17, u21. u22. u28. u29. u36. u37

u44
u45

,36
,37
,38
,39
s40
041
042
043

und
ad
und
und
und
und
uod
00:542
ca:s04
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.crd
expound
exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ed
st:s9
stslO
ca:59,510
impl.
5t:s15
ca:sl5
impl.

s44
045
s46
047
s48
049
s50

."
s52
,53

s54

S II-- ,,2S
S II-- ,,29
S II-- ,,30
s II-- ,,31
s II-- u32
S II-- ,,33
S II--u03
S II-- Sf- "x.,,(x) - (O(x) = T1)

S If" U II.. 836
S If" U II . 837
S I~ U II - .38
S I~ U II . 839
S I~ U II· ,40
SI~ U 11.. ,41
S If" U II - 842
S I~ U II.. 843
SI~U11--85
S If" U II-- 86

55.56.513. s14. s18. s 19. 524. 525. 530. 531. 536. 537, 544. 545
S II-' S II-- ul3

s20. 526. 532. 538, s46

u46
u47
u48
u49
USO
uSl

exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.und
exp.edd

U If" U II· 838
U If" U II· 839
U I~ U II - 840
U If" U II· 841
U If" U II - 842
U I~ U II· 843
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Table 8.13: Grounding in example 8.19 (4)
I I I beliefs System

(12) S: INFORM: ik heb de vofgende nrblndio& gevoaden,

"52 und U If- .38
"53 und U If- .39
u54 und U If- 840
"55 "nd U If- 841
"-'6 "nd U If- .42
uS7 ad U If- .43
"58 und U If- .07
u59 und U If- s08
"60 ad:u57 U If- q
"61 exp.und Ulf-' 511 · -u52

055 exp.und 5 If-' 5 II·· u53 u62 exp.und Ulf-' 511 · u53
,56 exp.cod 5 If-' 5 II·· u54 "63 exp.und U If-' 5 II·· u54
,57 exp.und 5 If-' 5 II·· u55 "64 exp.und U If-' 5 II·· u55
,58 exp.und 5 If-' S II·· u56 "65 exp.und U If-' S II·· u56
,59 exp.ad S If-' S II·· ,,57 "66 exp.ed U If-' S II·· u57
,60 exp.und S If-' S II·· u58 "67 exp.und U If-' S II·· u58
,61 exp.und S If-' 511··u59 u68 exp.und U If-' 5 II·· u59
,62 exp.und 5 If-' 5 11··,,60 u69 exp.und U If-' 5 II·· u60

"70 st:u20 U If-' 5 II- u13
ca:u20
impl u 18. u23. u30. u38. u46. u52. u61
ul3

,09 prec 5 II- "x.(.p(x)A~(x) ~ OA,,(x) ~ DA9(x) ~
TI) ~ (~(x1) ~ 0 A oI>(xl) ~ TTl A 9(xl) ~
T2)

sOlO prec S r- U If- "x. (.p(x) 1\ ~(x) ~ 0 A ,,(x) ~ D A
8(x) ~ TI) ~ (~(xl) ~ 0 A .. (xl) ~ TTl A
8(xl) ~ T2)

(13) S: INFORM: met de stoplrein vertrek vanDit den haag marlahoeve om twinlig uur vier.

u71 und U If- .09
u72 und U If- ,010
"73 ad:u71 U 1f-"x.(,p(x)A~(x) ~ o A ",(x) ~ DA8(x) ~

TI) ~ (~(xl) ~ 0 A </>(xl) ~ TTl A 8(xl) ~
T2)

,63 exp.ond 5 If-' 5 II · u7l "7' exp.und Ulf-' 511 · u71
,64 exp.und 5 If-' S II · u72 "75 exp.und Ulf-' 511 · u72
,65 exp.ad S If-' 5 II · u73 u76 exp.ad U If-' S II .. u73

sOli prec 511-"x.(.p(x)I\~(x) ~ Ol\,,(x) ~ DA9(x) ~
TI) - (,,(x2) ~ DI A 00r(x2) ~ T3)

sO12 prec S r- U If- "x.(.p(x) A ,,(x) ~ 01\ ,,(x) ~ D A
8(x) ~ TI) ~ (",(x2) ~ DI A 80r(x2) ~ T3)

(14) S: INFORM: aankomsl in schiphol om twintig uur ncgenendertig.

u77 "nd U If- sOil
u78 ond U If- sOl2
u79 ad:u77 U If- "x.(.p(X)A~(X) ~ OA,,(x) ~ DA9(x) ~

Tl) - (,,(x2) ~ DI A 80r(x2) ~ T3)
,66 exp.und S If-' S II · u.77 uSO exp.und U If-' 5 II" u77
,67 exp.und S If-' 5 II -u78 u81 exp.und U If-' 5 II.. u7.
,68 exp.ad S If-' S II · u79 u82 exp.ad U If-' 5 II'· u79

sOl3 prec S II- '1x.(>/>(x) A ,,(x) ~ 0 A ,,(x) ~ D A O(x) ~
TI) - (,,(x3) = DII\ 0I>(x3) ~ TT2 A 8(x3) ~
T4)

sOl' prec S r- U If- "x.(,p(x) A ~(x) ~ 0 A ,,(x) ~ D A
8(x) ~ TI) _ (~(x3) ~ DI A ~(x3) ~ TT2 A
8(x3) ~ T4)

(15) S: INFORM: claar verder met de inler<:ity vertre" om hrintig uur Zf!venenvljlUg.

u83 ond U If- sO 13
u84 ond U If-sOl'
u85 OO:u83 U If- "x.(,p(x)I\"(x) ~ OA,,(X) ~ DA8(x) ~

Tl) ~ (~(x3) ~ Dl A 0I>(x3) ~ TT2 A 0(x3) ~
T4)

,69 exp.und S If-' S II.. u83 u86 exp.und U If-' S II.. u83
,70 exp.und S If-' S II·· u84 u87 exp.und U If-' S II.. u84
,71 exp.ad S If-' S II·· u.S u88 exp.ad U If-' S lI"u85
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beliersSystem
Table 8.14: Grounding in example 8.19 (5)

II I soorce I beliefs User

5 If- "x.(.p(x) A ~(x) = 0 A I'(x) = D A O(x) =
TI) - (l'(x4) = D A 0.,(x4) = T5)
5 r V If- "x.(.p(x) A ~(x) = 0 A I'(x) = D A
O(x) = TI) - (l'(x4) = D A Onr(x4) = T5)

sors prec

.016

(16) S: INfORM: aankOln'lt in enschede om drieenlwlnUg uur twee.

s If-' 5 II· ,,89
5 If-' 5 II· ,,90
5 If-' 5 II· ,,91

IT]
>72
m
s74

exp.und
exp.und
cxp.ad

EEJsOI8 prec

V If- s015
V If- s016
U If- "x.(",(X)A,,(x) = OAI'(x) = DAO(x) =
Tl) ---> (cp(x4) = D 1\ 6ar(x4) = To)
U If-' 5 II·· u89
U If-' 5 II·· u90
V If-' 5 II·· u91

und
und
ad:u99

exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

(17) a: YN Q: wilt u dat ik de verbinding oog eens herbaaJ,?

"p.UM 5 If-' S II . u95
exp.und S If--! S II . u96

U If- s017
U If- s018
U If-' 5 II·· u95
U If-' 5 II·· u96

und
und
exp.und
exp.und

EI::::J U If- ~w

(l8) U: ANSWER: Nee. dank je weI.

u99 exp.und V If-' 5 II · S If- u53
"100 exp.cnd V If-' 5 II · S If- u54
ulOI exp.und V If-' S II · S If- u55
ul02 expound V If-' S II · S If- u56
ul03 exp.und U If-' S II · S II- u57
"104 exp.und U If-' S II · S If- u58
ulOS exp.und U If-' S II ·5 If- u59
"106 exp.ed U If-' 5 II · S If- ,,60
"1(1) exp.und U If-' 5 II·· S If- "71
ulOS exp.und V If-' S II · S If- u72
ulOS exp.ao V If-' S II ·5 If- u73
ul10 exp.und U If-' 5 II · S If- u77
ull1 exp.und U If-' 5 II·· S If- ,,78
u112 exp.ad U If-' S II·· S If- u79
ul13 exp.und U If-' S II·· 5 If- u83
ulla exp.und U If-' S II·· S If- u84
ullS exp.ad U If-' S II·· S If- u85
ull6 exp.und U If-' S II·· 5 If- .89
ul17 exp.ulld U If-' 5 II·· S If- u90
ul18 exp.ad V f-' 5 II·· S If- ,,91
ul19 exp.und V If-' II·· 5 II- ,,95
ul20 exp.und V If-' II·· S If- u96
ul21 exp.und Ulf-' II·· S If- u04
ui22 ell:p.ad Ulf-' II·· S If- ~v

(19) : NEG FEED UNO: het spijl. ik heb u Diel begrepen

ca s15. s76 ca u9910 122

II I

(20) S: INO YN-Q: kunt u nog eens zeggen or lk de t'ublnding moet huhaJen?

I "pUM I S If-' S II" .95
I ca

u9510 u98
"95

~.Und
V If- sOl9

,76 "96 V If-' S II· ,,95
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beliers System

Table 8.15: Grounding in example 8.19 (6)
II Dum I source I bends User-EEJ Ulf-~w

(21) U: ANSWER: Nee.

,77 uno S If- u53
,78 und S If- u54
,79 und S If- u55
,80 uno S If- u56
,81 und S If- u57
,82 und S If- u58
,83 und S If- u59
,84 ad S If- u60
,85 und S If- u7l
,86 und S If- u72
,87 ad S If- u73
,88 und S If- u77
,89 und S If- u78
,90 ad S If- u79
,91 und S If- u83
,92 und S If- u84
,93 ad S If- u85
,94 und S If- u89
,95 und S If- u90
,96 '" S If- u91
,97 und S If- u95
,98 und S If- u05
'99 ad:s98 S If- ~w

impl.s08 sOlO. s012. s014. sOl9
,,00 exp.und S If" S II·· ,77 u97 exp.und U If" SII · 877
s101 exp.und 8 If" S II·· ,78 u98 exp.und U If" 811· 878,,02 exp.und S If" S II··879 u99 exp.und U If" SII' 879
"03 exp.und S If" S II··880 0100 exp.und U If" 811· s80
,104 exp.und S If" S II··881 u101 exp.und U If" S II · s81
"05 exp.und S If" S II··882 u102 exp.und U If" SII · 882
,106 exp.und S If" S II··883 ulD3 exp.und U If" SII · 883
sl07 exp.ad S If" S II··88. 0104 exp.ad U If" S II · 884
,108 exp.und S If" S II··885 u105 exp.und U If" S II · 885,,09 exp.und S If" 5 II··886 "'06 exp.und U If" S II · 886
silO exp.ad S If" S II·· 887 ul07 exp.ad U If" S II · 887
sill exp.und 5 If" S II·· s88 ul08 exp.und U If" S II · s88
sl12 exp.und S If" 8 II·· s89 ul09 exp.und U If" S II · s89
5113 exp.ad S If" S II·· 890 uliO exp.ad U If" 511· 890
5114 exp.und 5 If" 8 II·· s91 ulll exp.und U If" SII · 891
5\15 exp.und S If" S II·· 892 ul!2 exp.und U If" S II · 892
sl16 exp.ad S If" 8 II·· s93 ull3 exp.ad U If" S II · 893
sl17 exp.und S If" 5 II·· .94 ull4 exp.und U If" 5 II · s94
sl18 exp.und 8 If" S II··s95 ull5 exp.und U If" S II ·995
sl19 exp.ad 8 If" S II··896 ull6 exp.ad U If" S II ·896
sl20 exp.und S If" S II··s97 ul17 exp.und U If" S II ·897
sl21 exp.und S If" 5 II··s98 ulla exp.und U If" SII ·898
sl22 exp.und 8 If" S II··s99 ul19 exp.und U If" 811·899
5123 sl:s33 S If" S if- u31
s124 sts34 5 If" S If- ,,32,,25 sl:s35 S If" S If- u33

ca:s33. s34.s35
imp!. s39. s40. s41. 547. s48. s49. 555. 556. 557, s77. s78. 579. slOO,

slOl.sl02
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In sum, the following main effects can be noticed:

• Cases of strengthening of mutual beliefs (which trigger strong grounding) in the System's con-
text model:

- s28, s29: the System believes that is mutually believed that the System knows that the
User understood the System's question van welk station naar welk station will u reizen?

- s52, s53: the System believes that is mutually believed that the User knows that the Sys-
tem understood the User's answer van den haag mariehoeve naar enschede, and that the
System adopted the information.

- s54: the System believes that is mutually believed that the System knows that the User
understood the System's question wilt u nog eens zeggen wanneer wilt u vanuit den haag
mariahoeve naar enschede reizen?

- s 123, s 124, s 125: the Systems believes that is mutually believed that the User understood
the System's question u wilt dus vandaag om twintig uur vertrekken?

The strengthening of s I and s2 into s28 and s29 by the System took four nonconsecutive turns
by the User, the strengthening of s9 and s I0 into s52 and s53 took three, and the strengthening
of s 15 into s54 took also three turns.

In the User's context model:

- u42, u43: the User believes that it is mutually believed that the System knows that the
User understood the System's question van welk station naar welk station wilt u reizen?

- u44, u45: the User believes that is mutually believed that the User knows that the Sys-
tem understood the User's answer van den haag mariehoeve naar enschede, and that the
System adopted the information.

- u69: the User believes that is mutually believed that the System knows that the User
understood the System's question wilt u nog eens zeggen wanneer wilt u vanuit den haag
mariahoeve naar enschede reizen?

The strengthening of u3 and u4 into s42 and s43 by the User took four nonconsecutive turns by
the System, and the strengthening of u7 and u8 into s44 and s45 took three turns .

• Cases in which both participants strongly ground the same beliefs:

- System (s28, s29) and User (u42, u43) believe that it is mutually believed that the System
knows that the User understood the System's question van welk station naar welk station
wilt u reizen?

- System (s52, s53) and User (u44, u45) believe that the User knows that the System un-
derstood the User's answer van den haag mariehoeve naar enschede, and that the System
adopted the information.

- System (s54) and User (u70) believe that it is mutually believed that the System knows
that the User understood the System's question wilt u nog eens zeggen wanneer wilt u
vanuit den haag mariahoeve naar enschede reizen?

The analysis of this dialogue shows that negative feedback at the level of understanding delays the
strong grounding process because negative feedback has as a consequence the cancellation of beliefs,
that delays the strengthening of mutual beliefs. The strengthening of belief u I takes three turns by
the System. Strengthening operations need more turns if there are cases of negative feedback.
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8.5 Discussion

In the previous section we have presented an account of grounding in the framework of the DIT
model of context update, that has been exemplified with the analysis of fragments of dialogues. This
approach to grounding has some distinguishing features that we describe next. In doing this we also
answer several questions put forward at the end of Chapter 3, and at the same time we discuss the
relation between our approach and the theories presented in Chapter 3.

Our goal here is to provide a model of context update based on the analysis of a specific type of
dialogues using a specific theory, and test if the model is consistent by implementing it in a dialogue
simulator. We claim that, if have available the proper tools to represents all aspects of the meaning of
utterances, our model explains how interlocutors reach a state of common ground in conversations.
To achieve this, we make certain assumptions: (i) an abstraction of the meaning of an utterance can
be represented in terms of dialogue acts with a communicative function and a semantic content; (ii)
the context update can be modelled in terms of creation, cancellation, strengthening, and adoption
of beliefs. The definition of common ground that is used in our model is that of an agent's believed
mutual beliefs", This is a simple, finite representation from which the agent, if necessary, can derive
any nested belief about each other's beliefs.

This notion of grounding is logically equivalent to the notion of common ground iterated in [Clark
1996], that Clark dismisses arguing that it cannot represent people's mental states because it requires
an infinitely large mental capacity.

In our model, common ground is a subjective phenomenon, i.e. every participant in a dialogue has
a view of what has been grounded, tbat can coincide or not with the view that other participants have.
In Chapter 3, we pointed out as a deficiency of the Contribution Model that it assumes that grounding
is an objective process. The contribution trees do not differentiate between the representation that the
speaker has and the representation that the addressee has. In our view, grounding can only result from
a subjective process that every dialogue participant experiences individually. This is why we analyse
the model of dialogue participants separately.

We have shown that our model can make explicit what beliefs participants hold at every stage in
the dialogue. The Contribution Model does not have resources to indicate what mutual beliefs are
created, how and when they are created, and how they are updated along the dialogue, even if they
define grounding also in terms of mutual beliefs. The Grounding Criterion states that "the contributor
and the partners mutually believe that the partners have understood what the contributor meant", but
the model does not explain how the mutual beliefs are created or how they evolve along the dialogue.

The Contribution Model does not provide the means to represent the content of contributions and
what information is being or has been grounded. The model focuses on identifying contributions and
their presentation and acceptance phases. Doing that does not lead to determining which information
has been grounded. In our model utterances are represented in terms of dialogue acts, with a commu-
nicative function and a semantic content. The communicative function determines how the semantic
content has to be integrated in the context models of the dialogue participants.

In order to show the difference in the results that our model and the Contribution Model provide,
we have analysed the dialogue introduced in (3.16) and repeated in (8.20) from Clark and Schaefer
[1989, p.285].

4The term mutual belief is used in the sense of the DIT operator.
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(8.20) A. Could you possibly tell me what Sir Humphrey Davy's address is - Professor Worth thought you
might know.

B. Banque Nationalede Liban-
A. yes

B. nine to thirteen

A. sorry

B. nine. to. thirteen
A. yeah

B. King Edward Street -
A. yeah

B. London

A. yes
B. NEtwo P-

A. yes-
B. four AF-

A. F-

B. yes
A. thanks very much

Our analysis is provided in Tables 10.1. 10.2. 10.3, and 10.4, attached in Appendix 2.

The dialogue analysis that we present allows us to summarize what has happened in this dialogue.
By looking at the preconditions of the dialogue acts that have an operator WANT (r ),we can see
what are the goals of the dialogue participants: in this case aOI expresses that participant A wanted
to know the address of Sir Humphrey Davy. By looking at the operations of adoption, we can say
what information has been transferred from participant B to participant A: the name of a company,
the street number. the street, the city, the first part of the postal code and the second part of the postal
code. Finally, by looking at the mutual beliefs about weak beliefs we can know what information
was weakly grounded, and by looking at the mutual beliefs about firm beliefs we can know what
information has been strongly grounded.

Another feature of our model is that it differentiates between mutual beliefs about weak beliefs
and mutual beliefs about firm beliefs. or weak and strong grounding respectively. One ofthe criticisms
of Traum on the Contribution Model is that it does not define how to measure acceptance, and how
much acceptance is enough to consider that a contribution has been grounded. In our model this is
solved by introducing the two types of beliefs and by the strengthening principle. This is our measure
of how much acceptance is needed.

An essential characteristic of the explanation of grounding in our model is that the grounding
of information occurs as a side-effect of the mechanisms involved in understanding and interpreting
rational and cooperative dialogue behavior. Our model does not incorporate special mechanisms
for grounding purposes because the analysis of dialogues has shown that modelling the changes in
the belief states of dialogue participants by applying the general principles of creation, adoption,
cancellation. and strengthening of beliefs allows us to make the beliefs explicit that are shared by the
two participants.

In some of the models reviewed in Chapter 3, such as Traum's model, the approach is to de-
fine special dialogue acts for grounding purposes, i.e. acknowledgement. In the DIT approach to
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grounding there are no special dialogue acts for grounding. Our analysis showed that grounding is
a side-effect of communication, the result of accumulating positive feedback, implicit or explicit.
Making explicit the beliefs that participants have at every stage of the dialogue according to the prin-
ciples and rules for context update, allows us to keep track of what participants believe to be mutually
believed. The acknowledgement grounding act of Traum's model is in DIT a positive feedback act.

Thus, our model takes into account that the grounding process may occur in the absence of explicit
positive feedback. Negative Feedback acts can delay or cancel the grounding process due to the fact
that negative feedback provokes cancellation of beliefs in the context model.

In sum, our model can answer the questions, raised in Chapter 3. As for the question, How does
each type of dialogue act contribute to grounding?, the dialogue acts we modeled can be divided
into three groups: those that hinder the process of grounding, those that stimulate it, and those which
are neutral. To the first group belong Feedback dialogue acts, except in the case of Overall Positive
Feedback. In relation to the second question How does the grounding process progress utterance after
utterance and how is it reflected in the context model of dialogue participants, the model of context
update presented is the answer. The operations of creation, adoption, cancellation and strengthening
of beliefs explain how the context is updates and, as a consequence, how the grounding process
evolves. Finally, the third question How long does it take for a contribution to be grounded also gets
an answer in our model. It depends on how smoothly communication proceeds, that is to say, on
whether participants are able to process utterances without problems. In case there are no processing
problems or uncertainties about the interactive situation (e.g. concerning attention and turn taking),
an utterance takes two nonconsecutive and non-problematic turns by the addressee to be strongly
grounded. However, participants can make assumptions about what has been grounded in only one
turn. This is why we introduced the concept of weak grounding.

8.6 Summary

In Chapters 6 and 7 we presented the analysis of three groups of dialogue acts (DAs) (Information
Transfer, Action Discussion, and Dialogue Control-Feedback) in terms of context update. It was
established how each DA changes the context model of speaker and addressee.

In this chapter we presented how the context model changes during a dialogue, starting from the
assumptions that utterances can be represented in terms of the DAs, that utterances provoke different
types of effects in the dialogue participant's belief states, and that the DAs produced are not inde-
pendent from each other. The context update model that we proposed focused on explaining and
representing aspects of the information transfer in information seeking dialogues, by making explicit
the beliefs that agents hold at every stage of the dialogue. The model is based on theoretical con-
structs that explain when and how beliefs are added to the context or created, when they are removed
or cancelled, and when weak beliefs are converted into firm beliefs.

We applied the model to the analysis of dialogues. The analysis of dialogues showed that all
utterances have some effects on the dialogue context and that the effects are not the same for the dia-
logue participants. However, after some point in the dialogue, when there has been enough feedback,
participants share some firm mutual beliefs. We showed that the accumulation of beliefs depends on
the number of turns by each participant, on the number of utterances in the dialogue, and on how
well participants understand each other. If there is a small number of utterances, there are fewer dia-
logue acts being performed and fewer beliefs being created. If the utterances are by the same speaker,
there is no feedback from the other participant, so there will be no feedback effects and there will
be no cases of strengthening. If the participants do not understand each other, negative feedback will
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cause the cancellation of beliefs. A misunderstanding which is not detected will lead to discrepancies
between the participant's beliefs about what is mutually believed.

Analysing dialogues with the DIT principles and rules allows us to explain how the information
is transferred in a dialogue and what are the beliefs that participants share. The last aspect is very
important because it is related to how participants in a dialogue build the common ground. We
have used a definition of common ground as that of an agent's believed mutual beliefs. Common
ground is represented in the most straightforward possible way: exactly as it is defined, namely as
an agent's believed mutual beliefs. This is a simple, finite representation from which the agent, if
necessary, can derive any nested belief about each other's beliefs. We have shown that the situation
after four problem-free turns following an utterance satisfies the conditions of secured shared belief
about the utterance being well understood, and the corresponding preconditions being accepted. In
this situation the dialogue participants both believe that it is mutually believed that p for any p of the
form 'participant A (firmly) believes that participant B believes that c,", where Ci is a precondition
of a dialogue act, performed by means of the utterance. Similarly for mutual beliefs about adopted
information.

Additionally, we analysed how negative feedback affects the grounding process. Our analysis
showed that negative feedback at the level of understanding delays the strong grounding process be-
cause negative feedback has as a consequence the cancellation of beliefs, that delays the strengthening
of mutual beliefs. Strengthening operations need more turns if there are cases of negative feedback
because negative feedback provokes cancellation of beliefs. Consequently, strongly grounding a be-
lief takes also more time. In sum, DIT has proved to work as a model of context change, and provides
a more detailed account of grounding than other proposals. Moreover, the approach has successfully
been tested on long and real dialogues, such as those from existing information systems.

The next chapter provides the implementation of the approach in a testing device.



Chapter 9

DISCUS: A dialogue simulation and
context update system

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter we propose an algorithm based on the analysis of dialogues developed in the previous
chapters. The algorithm reflects the belief update process, the dynamics of which depends on the
following factors: whether the System is understanding or generating an utterance, the type of com-
municative(s) function(s) expressed in the utterance, and the processing level reached. The algorithm
has been implemented in DISCUS [Morante and Keizer 2006]. DISCUS (Dialogue Simulation and
Context Update System) is a research tool for simulating dialogues between a user and a dialogue
system. On the basis of dialogue act specifications of both system and user utterances, DISCUS exe-
cutes an algorithm for updating the system's context model and displays the results on the screen. The
tool is used to test, experiment with, and further develop the update algorithm, by abstracting away
from the processes of dialogue act recognition and generation in the dialogue system and focusing on
the context dynamics.

The chapter is organised as follows: Section 9.2 puts forward an algorithm that models the update
of the cognitive context. Section 9.3 presents DISCUS. Section 9.4 shows dialogue simulations.
Finally, Section 9.S contains a discussion.

9.2 An algorithm for context update of beliefs

In this section we put forward an algorithm that models the context update [Keizer and Morante
2006a] of beliefs. Four levels of processing intervene: perception, interpretation, evaluation, and
execution, as introduced in Section 7.2. Beliefs get updated after the understanding phase and af-
ter/during the generation phase. The update depends on several factors: level of processing reached,
phase (understanding or generation), and type of dialogue act.

The update model is linked to the context model presented in Section 4.2, reproduced here in Fig-
ure 9.1. The update algorithm takes as input an abstract representation of a system or user utterance,
as recorded in the Linguistic Context (Ling Context). If the system has produced an utterance, this
representation consists of a set of dialogue acts. If the user has produced an utterance, the representa-
tion depends on the level of understanding reached by the system. If the level of understanding was
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LingGontext :

userutts : llast.siscr .diol : act = iula.), uda_l' uda_2," .)
system_utts: (lasLsystem_diaLact = sdao, sda.:«, sda_2"")
iopic.struci : (referents)
conv .staie : opening Ibody Iclosing
casuiidate.dial: acts : ..
diaL acts _pres : ...

SemGontext: [task_progress: comp_questlqUeSLqalansw_evalluser_sat]
user.snodel : (beliefs)

t t [proeproblem : perc Iinti evall execlnone]
oum.proc:s a e: userrnodel : (beliefs)

GogGontext: riner p tate [Proc_problem: perclintlevallexeclnone]
pa - roes : user .model : (beliefs)
beliej snodei : (beliefs)
common_ground: (mutuaLbeliefs)

SocGontext: [comm_pressure : nonelgrilapolthklvaled)

Figure 9.1: Feature structure representation of the context model.

at least interpretation (INT). it consists of a set of dialogue acts; if the level was at most perception
(PER). it consists of merely meta-information about processing of the utterance, reflecting that no
(sufficiently reliable) dialogue act representation could be found. Whether the level of understand-
ing is evaluation (EVAL) and/or execution (EXE) depends on inferences on the context model during
updating and during the process of dialogue act generation.

The section is divided as follows: Subsection 9.2.1 presents the general algorithm for the case in
which the User addresses an utterance to the System; Subsection 9.2.2, the case in which the System
addresses an utterance to the User; and Subsection 9.2.3 presents the general algorithm for Adoption.

9.2.1 Case A: the User addresses an utterance to the System

When a user utterance is processed. the context model changes, depending on meta-information
resulting from the process of interpretation and the dialogue act information in case of success.
TaskJdomain dialogue acts (creating beliefs about the user's beliefs and goals about the domain)
and negative feedback acts (cancelling such beliefs) will provoke changes in the Semantic Context
(SemContext). Problems encountered by the system in processing the user utterance, and negative
allo-feedback acts will provoke changes in the Own Processing State of the Cognitive Context (Cog-
Context.own.proc.state). Negative auto-feedback acts, or reasoning about the information in the con-
text model after any kind of dialogue act, will provoke changes in the Partner Processing State of the
Cognitive Context (CogContext:partner .proc.statei. Interaction Management and Social Obligations
Management acts will change the information about the conversational structure in the Linguistic
Context (LingContext:conv...state), and create communicative pressures in the Social Context (Soc-
Context.comm.pressurey. The algorithm that we present handles exclusively the update of beliefs.
The resulting beliefs are assigned to different fields of the context model by the dialogue manager.
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Update algorithm for processing user utterances

• IF the processing level is Negative Perception or Negative Interpretation, THEN there is no
update of beliefs. ELSE,

• IF the communicative function belongs to the groups Information Transfer or Action Dis-
cussion, THEN

I. Create the preconditions of the User's beliefs from the interpretation, in the System's
record of the User's state of beliefs.
They will have the form: U If--- < '" », U II·· < ... .>. U r < ...», U f- < ... >.

2. Check the processing level.

- IF the processing level is Positive Interpretation! Negative Evaluation, THEN
(a) Create understanding beliefs and mark them as belonging to the pending context.

i. If there is more than one previous utterance, create an understanding belief
from each of the (non cancelled) understanding and adoption effects that are
in the System's record of the User's state of beliefs of the previous utterance.
They will have the form: S If--- < understanding and adoption effects in the
User's state of beliefs of previous utterance >.

ii. Create understanding beliefs from each of the preconditions of the current
utterance I.

They will have the form: S If- < User's precondition ».
(b) Create mutual beliefs about expectations of being understood (held by tbe User)

in the System's state of beliefs. The mutual belief is about a weak belief held by
the User. A mutual belief is created for each of the understanding effects created
in the previous steps.
They will have the form: S If-!- U II·· < understanding effects created in the pre-
vious step>.

ELSE,
- IF the Processing Level is Positive Evaluation/Negative Execution, THEN

This case is almost the same as the previous one, with the difference that in the
previous case beliefs coming from understanding effects are marked as belonging to
the pending context, whereas now they will not be marked as pending because there
has been a positive evaluation.
ELSE,

- IF the Processing Level is Positive Execution THEN
This case is like the previous case with tbe following additional steps relative to
adoption:

(a) IF necessary, apply the adoption algorithm and create the new belief.
It will have the form S If- < adopted information >.

(b) IF there was an adoption, create mutual beliefs about expectations of adoption
(held by the User) in the System's state of beliefs. The mutual belief will have
the form: S If-!- U II·· < adoption effect created in the previous step >.

3. Check if strengthening of mutual beliefs is needed.
In order to know if strengthening of mutual beliefs is needed, it is necessary to check that
certain beliefs exist in the dialogue history:

'There cannot be adoption effects because the Negative Evaluation prevents that.
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- IF the belief to be strengthened has the form: S If-!-U II·· p, THEN the following be-
liefs have to be in the dialogue history for the strengthening to be possible:
S If- U If- p
S If- U If- S If- U If- p
ELSE,

- IF the belief to be strengthened has the form: S If-!-S II·· p, THEN the following be-
liefs have to be in the dialogue history for the strengthening to be possible:
S If- p
S If- U If- S If- p

IF strengthening has been applied, THEN mark implied beliefs so that the context update
does not apply to them.

4. Check if strong grounding has happened. After every strengthening, check if the User's
state of beliefs has the same mutual belief:

- IF the strengthening produces a beliefs of the form S If-!-U If- p, look for U If-!-U If- p.
ELSE,

- IF the strengthening produces a beliefs of the form S If-!-S If- p, look for U If-!-S If- p.

ELSE,

• IF the Communicative Function is Feedback, THEN

- IF the Feedback is about Negative Perception, Negative Interpretation, THEN:

I. Cancel beliefs generated by the previous utterance.

ELSE,

- IF the Feedback is about Negative Evaluation, THEN:

I. Cancel those beliefs generated by the previous utterance.
2. Create understanding effects and mark them as belonging to the pending context.
3. Create mutual beliefs about understanding effects.

ELSE,

- IF the Feedback is about Positive Evaluation or Negative Execution, THEN:

1. If there are mutual beliefs, cancel those about expectations of adoption generated by
the previous utterance.
They have the form: S If-!-S II·· U If- < adopted information ».

2. Create understanding effects.
3. Create mutual beliefs about understanding effects.
4. Only in the case of Negative Execution, cancel the System's goals about which the

User provides Negative Feedback Execution, if there are.

ELSE,

- IF the Feedback is about Positive Execution, THEN

1. Proceed like in the case of Information Transfer and Action Discussion functions.
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9.2.2 Case B: the System addresses an utterance to the User

We assume that other modules of the dialogue system have processed the previous utterance, have
decided how to reply, and generate the reply. Now the belief state has to be updated with that in-
formation. When the system has produced an utterance, the dialogue acts representing that utterance
also cause a context update. Negative auto-feedback acts deal with processing problems as recorded in
the Own Processing State of the Cognitive Context (Cog'Consext.Own Proc Suuei, but actually solv-
ing those problems depends on the user's response. Interaction Management and Social Obligations
Management acts release the communicative pressure that triggered those acts, and also change the
conversational state (LingConte.xt:Conv..5tate). The generation of dialogue acts with general-purpose
CFs provokes the creation of mutual beliefs about expectations (of the system) of understanding and
adoption (by the user), based on the system's existing beliefs corresponding to the preconditions of
the dialogue act (i.e., the beliefs that caused this dialogue act to be generated). As in Case A, the
algorithm that we present handles exclusively the update of beliefs.

Update algorithm for processing system utterances

• IF the communicative function belongs to tbe groups of Information Transfer or Action
Discussion, THEN

I. Generate the preconditions of the System's beliefs.
They will have the form S If--- < ...», S II·· < ...», S r < ... .>. S f- < ...».

2. Create the System's mutual beliefs about expected understanding and expected adoption
by the User. The System expects the following: that the User understood that the System
understood the User's previous utterance; that the User understands the utterance being
generated now by the System; if it applies, that the User adopts whatever information
there is to be adopted. Thus the mutual beliefs that hold are the following ones:

- S If-! S II·· U If--- < understanding effects in the System's state of beliefs of the pre-
vious User's utterance ».

- S If-! S II·· U If--- < preconditions of the current utterance>.
- S If-! S II·· U If--- < adopted information >.

3. Check if strengthenings are needed.

- IF the belief to be strengthened has the form: S If-! U II·· p, THEN the following be-
liefs have to be in the dialogue history for the strengthening to be possible:
SIf---UIf---p
S If--- U If--- S If--- U If--- p

- IF the belief to be strengthened has the form: S If-! S II·· p, THEN the following be-
liefs have to be in the dialogue history:
S If--- p
SIf--- U If---Slf---p

IF strengthening has been applied, THEN mark implied beliefs so that the context update
does not apply to them.

4. Check if grounding has happened. After a strengthening, check if the System has the
same mutual belief:

- IF the strengthening is S If-! U If--- p, look for U If-! U If--- p.
- IF the strengthening is S If-! S If--- p, look for U If-! S If--- p.
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• IF the communicative function belongs to the group of Feedback, THEN

- IF the feedback is about Negative Perception or Negative Interpretation, THEN there
is no update of beliefs. ELSE,

- IF the feedback is about Negative Evaluation, THEN create beliefs that have the form:
S If-! S II·· < understanding effects in the User with the form: U I~ <understanding
effects of the System in the previous utterance> >
The System expects that the User understands that the System has marked the under-
standing beliefs derived from the previous utterance as belonging to the pending context.
ELSE,

- IF the feedback is about Negative Execution THEN create mutual beliefs about the Sys-
tem's weak belief about the User's understanding (and not adoption) effects of the current
utterance, which have the following form:
S If-! S II·· < understanding effects in the User>
The System expects that the User understands that the System positively evaluates what
the User said in the User's previous utterance. ELSE,

- IF the feedback is about Positive Execution THEN create mutual beliefs about the Sys-
tem's weak belief about the User's understanding and adoption effects (if there are) of the
current utterance, which have the following form:
S If-! S II·· < understanding effects in the User>
S If-! S II·· < adoption effects in the User>
The System expects that the User understands that the System positively evaluates and
executes what the User said in the User's previous utterance.

9.2.3 Adoption

In this subsection we propose the general algorithm for adoption. The conditions for adoption to take
place are the following:

• Adoption is performed by the Addressee of an utterance.

• Adoption can only take place after the creation of an understanding effect about a precondition.

• The utterance that has adoption as an effect has to convey one of the following communicative
functions:

- General Purpose: CONFIRM, DISCONFIRM, WH-ANSWER, INFORM.

- All the Action Discussion Directives.

• Cognitive premise: the processing level reached by the Addressee has to be POSITIVE EXE-
CUTION.

• Premise of relevance: the information transferred by the utterance has to be judged as adopt-
able by the addressee. This condition cannot be implemented without a representation of the
knowledge of the world.

Adoption cases:
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• For General Purpose communicative functions.

- IF the understanding effect has the form A If- B If- p and there is another understanding
effect of the form:

A If- B If- Ar A r p, or
A If- B If- Ar A r (p V ~p), or

A If- BrA If- p,
THEN create adoption belief A If- p.

OR,
IF the understanding effect has the form: A If- B If- ~p, and there is another understand-
ing effect of the form:

A If- B If- Ar A f- p, or
A If- B If- A rAf- (p V ~p), or
A If- BrA If- ~p,
THEN create adoption belief: A If- ~p.

ELSE,

- IF the understanding effect has the form: A If- B If-lix.cp(x) --> (1jJ(x) = V), and there
is another understanding effect of the form:
A If- B If- A r lix.cp(x) --> A f-1jJ(x) or
A If- B If- A r lix.cp(x) --> A f- (1jJ(x) V J1(x)) or
A If- B r lix.cp(x) --> A f-1jJ(x),
THEN create adoption belief: A If- V'x.cp{x) --> (1jJ(x) = V).
ELSE,

- No adoption takes place .

• For Directive communicative functions REQUEST, INSTRUCT, DISSUADE:

- IF there is an understanding belief of the form: B If- ArB PLANDO ACTION, THEN
create an adoption belief of the form
B r B PLANDO ACTION
ELSE,

- IF there is an understanding belief of the form: B If- A r ~(B PLANDO ACTION ),
THEN create an adoption belief of the form
B r~(B PLANDO ACTION )
ELSE,

- No adoption

9.3 DISCUS: dialogue simulation and context update system

This section presents DISCUS (Dialogue Simulator for Context update), a tool that implements the
model of context update developed in the previous chapters, and the algorithm put forward in the
previous section. DISCUS is incorporated as an external and experimental module in the environment
of the Paradime Project",

2The tool has been designed and implemented in collaboration with Simon Keizer.
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The Paradime (Parallel Dialogue Management Engine) project' belongs to the IMIX (Interac-
tieve Multimodale Informatie eXtractie) program of the NWO (Nederlandse Organisatie voor Weten-
schapelijk Onderzoek). One of the goals of the IMIX program is the development of a demonstrator
system, the IMIX demonstrator, in which various technologies are combined into an interactive multi-
modal information extraction system for the domain of medical encyclopedic information. The !MIX
program includes two projects concerned with dialogue management: VIDlAM (Dialogue Manage-
ment and the Visual Channel)" and PARADIME, that cooperate in developing a dialogue manager for
the demonstrator system.

As stated in Op den Akker et al. [2005], dialogue acts and context modeling are main ingredients
in the IMIX dialogue manager. The dialogue manager is organised around two elements: the recogni-
tion of the user's dialogue acts, with their associated context updates, and the generation of dialogue
acts as triggered by features of the current dialogue context. The implementation of these concepts
in the IMIX dialogue manager follows the agent-based architectural paradigm. For its functioning,
the dialogue manager has to be able to do some inferential processing, and it also needs intelligence
about interaction. To achieve this, the dialogue manager requires a kind of ontology of interaction
elements. A dialogue act taxonomy like the one developed in DIT is used as a basis for the ontology
to be used in the IMIX dialogue manager.

In this general context, a specific goal of the PARADIME project is to develop a theoretical frame-
work for dialogue management in a multi modal environment, based on the modeling of cooperativity,
rational agency and social conventions in a given dialogue context. The project aims at further elab-
orating DIT for multi modal information extraction on the basis of empirical research and computer
simulation of dialogue management in the IMIX demonstrator system for RSI.

DISCUS is an additional tool developed in the environment of the Paradime project. The initial
use of the tool is simulating the context update in a dialogue, from the perspective of one of the agents.
On the basis of dialogue act specifications of both system and user utterances, DISCUS executes an
algorithm for updating the system's context model and displays the results on the screen. It reproduces
automatically the content of the tables of dialogue analysis presented in the previous chapters, on the
basis of the implementation of the algorithm presented in section 9.2. In this sense the tool is a means
of checking the consistency of the algorithm. DISCUS can also be used for continuing research on
dialogue modeling in DIT. The tool is used to test, experiment with, and further develop the update
algorithm, by abstracting away from the processes of dialogue act recognition and generation in the
dialogue system and focusing on the context dynamics. It can also be adapted to function as a module
of a dialogue manager. Such a module would have the function of updating the context model of the
dialogue system.

The Section is organised as follows: Section 9.3.1 describes the functional specifications of DIS-
CUS; Section 9.3.2, the Graphical User Interface (GUI); Section 9.3.3, the belief representation, and
Section 9.3.4, the belief dynamics.

9.3.1 Functional specifications

The general function of DISCUS is to simulate how the context model of a dialogue participant is
updated in a dialogue, following the guidelines of the model developed in Chapters 6 and 7, and
based on the algorithm presented in Section 9.2. The difference between the model and DISCUS,

3 Website of the PARADIME project: http://www.ooderzoekinformatie,nVenloilictltaaVONDI3061271.
'Website of the VIDIAM project: hltp:llwwwhome,cs,utwenle.nllschootenlvidiaml.
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is that DISCUS simulates the context update in the dialogue from the perspective of one participant,
instead of two.

The input is provided by means of the GUl. The tool is designed to have as input a representation
of an utterance in terms of dialogue act, semantic content, the speaker, and the processing level
reached by the addressee of the utterance. From that representation the update is simulated for every
utterance.

The dialogues that DISCUS supports are held between two participants: System and User. In Ap-
pendix 2 we provide a sample of the dialogues used for testing purposes. The dialogue acts that can be
processed are YN-QUESTION, Indirect YN-QUESTION, ALT-QUESTION, H-QUESTION, Indirect
H-QUESTION, WH-QUESTION, Indirect WH-QUESTION, CHECK, YN-ANSWER, YN-ANSWER
CONFIRM, YN-ANSWER DISCONFIRM, WH-ANSWER, INFORM, POSITIVE ALLOFEEDBACK,
NEGATIVE ALLOFEEDBACKEXECUTION, NEGATIVE ALLOFEEDBACKEVALUATION,NEGATIVE
ALLOFEEDBACK INTERPRETATION,and NEGATIVE ALLOFEEDBACK. In the current version it is
assumed that every utterance performs only one dialogue act.

For all these cases DISCUS performs creation of beliefs through understanding, adoption, strength-
ening and cancellation as stated in the model presented in Chapter 8. As it is the case in the model,
the different levels of processing (perception, interpretation, evaluation, execution) are also taken into
account to perform the context update.

Additional functionalities of the tool are saving the dialogues processed in files and opening and
processing those files again. This functionality is very useful for testing purposes, because it is not
necessary to type the input every time a new dialogue has to be processed. The functionalities of the
tool do not include analyzing the natural language utterance to build the semantic content representa-
tion, nor recognising dialogue acts.

9.3.2 Interface

''''''''''Ilti\IoUU& Speaker: Understanding level: Comm. FtmcCion: Sem. Content

",., -e " unern ....-, system ':j} User lEXECUTION I+oonrm Hp
SI"" ... _ utterance: fY"s

I Sawdi_ ;[ Sawe dialogue 38.M II 0I>eD •• """"

Figure 9.2: DISCUS Interface: user input.

Figure 9.2 shows the interface that is situated at the bottom of the GUI reproduced in Figure 9.3
and that allows the user to give input to the tool in order to simulate the context update. The user
specifies the dialogue utterances by introducing the following information:

• The speaker: User or System can be selected;

• The understanding level that the System will reach, when processing the User's utterance spec-
ified (none, perception, interpretation, evaluation, execution). It is chosen from a pull down
list.

• The communicative function, which can also be chosen from a pull down list.
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• The semantic content, which has to be typed in three slots, as it will be explained in a separate
subsection .

• The literal utterance, which is stored in the dialogue history, but not processed.

The user of the interface can also perform several actions: starting a dialogue, processing an
utterance, stopping the dialogue, saving and opening a file with a dialogue simulation.
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(9) tJel.mUl.bel(S", behei<U. belle(CS,bellefCU,telefoonnummer. wlssen)m
{9} bel.muCbelG De\!ef(5 behe1(U,betlJ:fG.,eletooMummer .'!!IIssen»»

~

(9) bel.llUJI.bet(5 bellef{5.bellef(U,oellefCS"Jorallll nummer(x) - W!ssen(x} ..V~ .ar.u~~enJ~e(tl)l)))
(:if) bel.mUI bel($.behef(U.behefCS telefoonnummer ..",.,ssen)j)
(9) beIJnut.l)elC),OebefCS,behF.-f{U,1or.aH x nummer(x) .) W1s~en()o-Vt<..druk.ken~.:se(.))))

. ~. _.

!Iaskjdomam none
autoJb Pos-.Auto·Feedback
alro.fb none
Im.som, none I

II ::===.===-:1 r User \,.I System

t Stop dll10ljUe UUennclL!:":

understanding level reOKhtd: Comm. FUnction: Stm. Content:

'--_----'I i '-- ---'1 I

Figure 9.3: DISCUS Interface.

Semantic content input

The semantic content expressed in an utterance is inserted in the GUI by typing it in the slots
available for that purpose in the bottom area of the interface (Figure 9.4). The semantic content is
represented in maximally three slots.

I~ ~fax ..J'p~_~

Sem. Content:

Figure 9.4: DISCUS Interface: semantic content.
Slot I: leftmost; Slot 2: center; Slot 3: rightmost.

The content filled in the slots depends on the type of communicative function, as indicated in
Table 9.1. The labels used to fill in these slots are very simple, because we abstract away from natural
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language analysis.

Communicative Func. Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3

YN-Q, IYN-Q, ALT-YNQ proposition -- --
CHECK, INFORM

CONFIRM, proposition -- --
DISCONFIRM

WH-Q, IWH-Q, H-Q entity propeny of --
entity

WH-A entity propeny of value of property
entity

ALT-WHQ property of entity entity property of entity
alternative I alternative 2

Table 9.1: DISCUS: Semantic content input depending on the communicative function.

If the communicative function is YN-QUESTION, Indirect YN-QUESTION, CHECK, INFORM,
or ALT- YN-QUESTION, a representation of the proposition is filled in slot I. A question like Do
you want to send afax? can be represented in different ways, such as p or send.fax.today. The same
representation holds if the communicative function is a Confirm or a Disconfirm. The input for the
tool will be the proposition that is confirmed or disconfirmed.

If the communicative function is a WH-QUESTION or an Indirect WH-QUESTION, the input
will be typed into two slots, one for the predicate the value of which is unknown, and another for
the entity about which something is asked and to which A predicate applies. For example, a question
such as Where is the start button? is inserted as follows: location in the first slot, and start.button in
the second.

If the communicative function is a WH-ANSWER, the input will be typed into three slots, one for
the property the value of which is unknown, another for the entity about which something is asked,
and another for the value of the property. For example, an answer like The start button is on the
left side of the panel is inserted as follows: location in the first slot, start.button in the second, and
left.side.panel in the third slot.

If the communicative function is an ALT-WH-QUESTION, the input will be typed into three
slots, one for the first alternative, another for the entity that the question is about, and another for the
second alternative. For example, a sentence like do you want to send or to print afax? is inserted as
follows: send in the first slot,fax in the second, and print in the third slot.

The top left area of the interface (Figure 9.5) shows a dialogue history containing the literal ut-
terance, the participant, the communicative function for four dimensions (task domain, autofeedback,
allofeedback, and interaction management), the content type (task domain), and the semantic content.
The top right area shows for every utterance the beliefs created when processing the utterance, which
form the context model. Beliefs are preceded by the utterance number. The bottom part is used to
show any pending beliefs.
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f: do you want to send 8 fax?

k partklpant- system
commJ'ulld: (gen....Purp· y~est\on

aufo_lb: none
allo_lb: none
1m_scm: none l

cont.nUype: lask·domain
prop_conlanl: p)

III yes
I
~partlclpanl user

ccmm _fund: (gen ""purp: Confirm
aulo_lb: none
aUo_tb none
1m_scm none J

conhmUype: task-domain
prop_tonhmL pi

Figure 9.5: DISCUS Interface: dialogue history.

9.3.3 Belief representation

A belief is represented as a mental entity or as an atomic mental entity. Mental entities can be recur-
sively concatenated, and they can contain mental entities and an atomic entity, which is the terminal
element. A mental entity is formed by an operator, an agent, and an argument. The operator can be
one of the following: W = "wants"; K = "knows the value of"; B = "belief"; WB = "weak belief";
MB = "mutual belief". The Agent can be U = "User", and S = "System". The argument can be a
mental entity and an atomic entity. An atomic entity is formed by an operator, an agent, a proposition,
and a scope, which is optional.

For example, A belief like: S If-! U II·· S If-- p is represented as a mental entity with an agent S,
an operator MB and an argument U II·· S If-- p. The argument is also a mental entity with an agent
U, an operator WB, and an argument S If-- p, which is an atomic entity with agent S, operator B, and
proposition p. A belief like U If--I;fx.¢;(x) -t Sf- 'IjJ(x) is represented as a mental entity with an agent
U, an operator B, and an argument I;fx.¢(:r;) -t S f-7j;(x), which is an atomic mental entity with an
agent S, an operator K, proposition 7j;(x), and scope I;fx.¢(x) -to

Beliefs are stored in several vectors, depending on whether they are beliefs about understanding,
adoption, expectations of understanding, or expectations of adoption. The correspondence between
the operators in DIT and the belief representation of DISCUS is shown in Table 9.2.

HIT operator
I-

It-
II··
r
If-!

DISCUS representation
knows
belief
wk.bel
wants
bel.rnut.bel

Table 9.2: Correspondence between DIT operators and the belief representation in DISCUS.
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9.3.4 Belief update

The belief dynamics is built in an update method that has as input the dialogue act and the processing
level. It performs different actions depending on who is the speaker, System or User. The operations
for belief dynamics defined in DIT are performed in the following way:

• Creation: like in the algorithm presented in Chapter 8, beliefs are created as a result of un-
derstanding the dialogue act preconditions. The update method has as input the dialogue act.
From that it builds the preconditions and the understanding effects with the preconditions. The
preconditions for every dialogue act are declared in the DialogueAct class of the Paradime
environment.

• Adoption: DISCUS has a list of adoptable beliefs, and a list of additional beliefs that have to
be in the mental model for those beliefs to be adopted. To know if a belief can be adopted we
compare the beliefs in the vector of understanding beliefs with each of the beliefs in the list of
adoptable beliefs. If there is a match, then we look for the additional beliefs needed.

• Strengthening: it works in the same way as adoption. For all beliefs that have the pattern
of a candidate to be strengthened belief, we look for the additional beliefs that confirm the
strengthening.

• Cancellation: it is just deletion of beliefs.

9.4 Dialogue simulation

The main functionality of DISCUS is simulating the update of a dialogue participant context model
by implementing the analysis presented in chapter 8. In order to show how the tool reproduces the
content of the tables, this section presents the simulation of example 8.16 (p. 155), repeated here as
example 9.1. Since DISCUS simulates the cognitive update of only one participant, the System, it
reproduces only the side of the tables where the System's context model is represented.

(9.1) U: Hoe wis ik een nummer ? (How do I delete a number?)

S: Wat voor nummer wilt u wissen ? (What kind of number do you want to delete?)

U: Een verkort nummer. (A short number.)

S: Wilt u een telefoonnummer wissen ? (Do you want to delete a telephone number?)

U: Ja . (Yes.)

S: Druk op VK en houd de toets ongeveer 2 seconden ingedrukt . (Press on VK and keep the
button press for 2 seconds.)

The dialogue is specified as follows:

(0) U: Hoe wis ik een nummer?

[ task/domain: H-Question (wissen,nummer)
auto.fb: none
allo.fb: none
im.sorn: none 1
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LEVEL: EXECUTION

(1) S: wat voor nummer wilt u wissen?

[task/domain: WH-Question (nurnmer.wissen.wat.voor)
auto.fb: none
allo.fb: none
irn.sorn: none 1
LEVEL: -

(2) U: een verkort nummer

[task/domain: WH-Answer (nummeLwissen,waLvoor,verkorLnummer)
autoJb: none
allo.fb: none
irn.som: none J
LEVEL: EXECUTION

(3) S: wilt u een telefoonnummer wissen?

[task/domain: YN-Question (telefoonnurnmer.wissen)
auto.fb: none
allo.fb: none
im.som: none 1
LEVEL: -

(4) U: ja

[task/domain: Confirm (telefoonnurnrner.wissen)
auto.fb: none
allo.fb: none
im.sorn: none 1
LEVEL: EXECUTION

(5) S: druk op VK en houd de toets ongeveer 2 seconden ingedrukt

[task/domain: WH-Answer (nummer,wissen,VK_drukken..2sec)
auto.fb: none
allo.fb: none
im.sorn: none 1
LEVEL: -

The analysis simulated by DISCUS produces the following output:

• (0) U: Hoe wis ik een Dummer?

(0) belief(S,wants(U,forall x nummer(x) ---> knows(U,wissen(x))))

(0) belief(S,belief(U,foraJl x nummer(x) ---> knows(S,wissen(x»»

(0) beLmuLbel(S,wk_bel(U,belief(S,wants(U,forall x nummer(x) -> knows(U,wissen(x))))))

(0) beL.muLbel(S,wk_bel(U,belief(S,belief(U,forall x nummer(x) -> knows(S,wissen(x))))))

• (1) S: wat voor Dummer wilt u wissen?
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(I) beLmuLbel(S,wl<-.bel(S,belief(U,belief(S,wanlS(U,forall x nummer(x) ~ knows(U,wissen(x»»))))

(I) beLmuLbel(S,wl<-.bel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(UJorall x nummer(x) ~ knows(S,wissen(x»)))))

(I) beLmuLbel(S,wl<-.bel(S,belief(U,wants(S,forall x nurnmer.wissentx) ~ knows(S,waLvoor(x»»»

(I) beLmuLbel(S,wk_bel(S,belief(U,belief(S,forall x nummer_wissen(x) -> knows(U,waLvoor(x»»»

• (2) U: een verkort nurnmer

(2) belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,wants(U,forall x nummer(x) -> knows(U,wissen(x))))))

(2) belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,forall x nummer(x) -> knows(S,wissen(x))))))

(2) belief(S,belief(U,wants(S,forall x numrner.wissentx) -+ knows(S,waLvoor(x»»)

(2) belief(S,belief(U,belief(SJorall x numrner.wisserux) -+ knows(U,waLvoor(x»)))

(2) belief(S,belief(U,forall x numrner.wissentx) -+ wat.voonxjeverkort.nurnmer)

(2) belief(S,forall x nummer.wissenix) -+ wat.voorrxj=verkort.nurnrner)

(2) beLmuLbel(S,wl<-.bel(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,wanlS(UJorall x nummer(x) -+ knows(U,wissen(x»»»»

(2) beLmuLbel(S,wl<-.bel(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(UJorail x nummer(x) -+ knows(S,wissen(x»»)))))

(2) beLmuLbel(S,wl<-.bel(U,belief(S,belief(U,wanlS(S,forall x nurnrner.wisserux) -+ knows(S,waLVoor(x»)))))

(2) beLmuLbel(S,wk_bel(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,forall x nummerwisserux) -+ knows(U,waLVoor(x)))))))

(2) beLmuLbel(S,wLbel(U,belief(S,belief(UJorall x nurnrner.wissentx) -> wat.voortxjeverkort.nummerjj)

(2) beLmuLbel(S,wl<-.bel(S,belief(S,forall x nummer.wissenrx) -+ waLvoor(x)=verkort..nummer)))

• (3) S: wilt u een telefoonnummer wissen?

(3) beLmuLbel(S, wk_bel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S, wantsrU ,forall x nummer(x)
-+ knows(U,wissen(x)))))))))

(3) beLmuLbel(S, wLbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U .forall x nummer(x)
-> knows(S,wissen(x»)))))))

(3) bel.rnut.beh S, wlcbel(S,belief(U,bel ief(S,belief(U, wanlS(S,forall x nummer _wissen(x)
-+ knows(S,waLvoor(x))))))))

(3) beIJTIuLbel(S,wLbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,forall x nurnrner.wissentx)
-> knows(U,waLVoor(x»)))))))

(3) bel.rnut.bel/S, wLbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,forall x nurnrner.wissenrx)
-> wat.voortxjeverkort.nummerjjn)

(3) beIJTIuLbel(S,wLbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,forall x numrner.wissentx)
~ waLvoor(x)=verkon..nummer))))

(3) bel JTIut.bek S, wk.bel (S ,bel ief(U, wan lS(S ,knows(S, telefoonnu mmer _wissen'»»)

(3)beIJTIULbel(S,wLbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,knows(U,telefoonnummer_wissen»»))

• (4) U:ja

(4) belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,wanlS(U,forall x nummer(x) -> knows(U,wissen(x»)))))))

(4) belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(UJorall x nummer(x) -+ knows(S,wissen(x))))))))

(4) belief(S,beJief(U,belief(S,belief(U,wanlS(S,forall x nummer.wisserux) -+ knows(S,waLvoor(x»»)))

(4) belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,foraIi x numrner.wisserux) -+ knows(U,waLvoor(x»)))))

'Here "telefoonnurnrner.wissen" is regarded as the abbreviation of: U r II x.telefoonnummer(x) ~ wissen(x).
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(4) belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,forali x nummer.wisserux) - war.voortxjeverkort.numrnerjlj)

(4) belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,forall x numrner.wisserux) -> wat.voortxjeverkort.nurnmerjj)

(4) belief(S,belief(U, wants(S,knows(S,telefoonnummer _wissenn)

(4) belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,knows(U ,telefoonnummer _wissenjj)

(4) belief(S,belief(U,telefoonnummer_wissen»

(4) belief(Siteletoonnurnmer.wissen)

(4) beLmuLbel(S, wlcbel(U ,belief(S,belief(U ,belief(S,belief(U ,belief(S, wants(U ,forali x nummer(x)
--+ knows(U,wissen(x»»)))))))

(4) beLmuLbel(S,wlcbel(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,forall x nummer(x)
--+ knows(S, wissen(x»»)))))))

(4) belJ11ULbel(S,wlcbel(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,wants(S,forall x nurnmer.wisserux)
--+ knows(S,waLvoor(x»))))))))

(4) belJ11ULbel(S,wLbel(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,forall x nummer _wissen(x)
--+ knows(U,waLvoor(x»»))))))

(4) bel.mut.belfs.wk.belttl ,belief(S,belief(U ,belief(S,belief(U .forall x nummer _wissen(x)
--+ wat.voorrxjeverkort.nummerjnjj)

(4) belJ11ULbel(S,wLbel(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,forall x nurnrner.wi sen(x)
--+ wat.voortxj-verkort.nummernjj)

(4) bel_muLbel(S,wLbel(U,belief(S,belief(U,wants(S,knows(S,lelefoonnummer_wissen»»»

(4) belJ11ULbel(S,wLbel(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,lcnows(U,telefoonnummer _wissen»»»

(4) bel.mut.beh'S. wk.beltl! ,belief(S,belief(U,telefoonnummer _wissenjj)

(4) bel.rnut.beltx, wLbel(S,belief(S,telefoonnummer .wissenjj)

(4) belJ11ULbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,wants(U,forall x nummer(x) --+ knows(U,wissen(x))))))

(4) belJ11ULbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,forall x nummer(x) --+ knows(S,wissen(x»))))

(4) belJ11ULbel(S,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,wants(U,forall x nummer(x) --+ knows(U,wissen(x)))))))

(4) beLmuLbel(S,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,forali x nummer(x) --+ knows(S,wissen(x)))))))

(4) belJ11ULbel(S,belief(S,belief(U,wants(S,forall x numrner.wissentx) --+ knows(S,waLvoor(x))))))

(4) beLmuLbel(S,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,forall x nurnmer.wisserux) --+ knows(U,waLvoor(x»))))

• (5) S: druk op VK en houd de toets ongeveer 2 seconden

(5) bel.mut.beus, wLbel(S,belief(U ,belief(S,belief(U ,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S, wants(U,forall x nummer(x)
--+ knows(U,wissen(x»»))))))))

(5) belJl1uLbel(S,wk_bel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,forall x nummer(x)
--+ knows(S, wissen(x)))))))))))

(5) bel.mut.belffi, wLbel(S,belief(U ,belief(S,bel ief(U ,belief(S .belief(U, wants(S,forall x nummer _wissen(x)
--+ knows(S, waLvoor(x))))))))))

(5) bel.mut.belts, wLbel(S,belief(U ,belief(S,bel ief(U,belief(S ,belief(U ,belief(S,forall x numrner _wissen(x)
--+ knows(U,waLvoor(x))))))))))

(5) belJl1ULbel(S,wLbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,forall x numrner.wissentx)
--+ waLvoor(x)=verkorLllUmmer)))))))

(5) beLmuLbeI(S, wLbel(S,belief(U ,belief(S,belief(U ,belief(S,forall x nummer .wissentx)
--+ wat.voonxj-verkort.nummerjjjjj)
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(5) belJ11uLbel(S,wLbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,wanlS(S,knows(S,telefoonnummer_wissen»»»)

(5) bel .rnut.bel (S, w k.bel] S,bel ief(U ,belief(S,be lie feU ,belief(S, knows(U, telefoon nu mmer _w issen»»»)

(5) bel_muLbel(S,wLbel(S,belief(U,belief(S,belief(U,telefoonnummer _wissen»»)

(5) bel.rnut.belt S, wk_bel(S,belief(U ,belief(S,telefoonnummer _wissenjj)

(5) beLmuLbel(S,wLbel(S,belief(U,belief(SJorali x nummer(x) ---+ wissen(x)=VK_drukken2sec»»

(5) belJ11ULbel(S,wLbel(S,belief(U,forall x nummer(x) ---+ wissen(x)=VK_drukken2sec)))

9.5 Summary

In this chapter we proposed an algorithm based on the context update model developed in Chapters 5
to Chapters 8, The algorithm reflects the belief update process, the dynamics of which depends on
the following factors: whether the System is understanding or generating an utterance, the type of
communicative(s) function(s) expressed in the utterance, and the processing level reached,

The algorithm has been implemented in DISCUS, a tool developed in the environment of the
Paradirne project. The function of the tool is simulating the dialogue context update based on DIT.
The tool can be used as a research tool for context modeling in DIT, or it can be adapted to function as
a module of a dialogue manager, in order to experiment with the utility of having a dialogue system
with a mental model.

It would be interesting to extend the implementation of the grounding mechanisms in the DISCUS
tool by using the semantic context component of the context model, the linguistic context and the
processing context, to keep track of more complex feedback information that may be provided by
explicit feedback utterances,



Chapter 10

Summary and Conclusions

We have started this book by pointing out in the Introduction that our research has been motivated by
the observation that utterance 4 seems felicitous in dialogue (1.1) reproduced here as (10.1), whereas
utterance 6 does not seem felicitous in dialogue (1.2), reproduced here as (10.2).

(10.1) 1. A: The next train is at 11:02.
2. B: At 11:02.
3. A: That's correct.
4. B: I thought it would be at 11 :08.

(10.2) I. A: The next train is at 11:02.
2. B: At 11:02.
3. A: That's correct.
4. B: Okay thanks.
5. A: You're welcome.
6. B: *1thought it would be at 11 :08.

We have hypothesized that studying the epistemic aspects of the context update in dialogue may
shed light on the explanation of this case, which is related to how dialogue participants build their
common ground. Indeed, our research has shown that utterance (6) is unfelicitous in (10.2) because at
this stage of the dialogue both participants have in their context models the mutual beliefs that cause
them to believe that the information provided in utterance (l) belongs to the common ground. The
difference between (10.2) and (10.1) is that in example (10.2) both participants have received positive
feedback twice, which in our model is a requirement for strong grounding, whereas in example (10.1)
this is not the case. In (l0.1) participant B gives feedback only once (utterance 2) to participant A
before utterance 4, so in none of the context models there is evidence that the information transferred
in utterance I has been grounded. This is why utterance 4 is felicitous.

The process that has taken us to this conclusion has been long, and has provided us not only with
an explanation for the contrast signaled in this specific example, but also with a theoretical construct
that explains how some aspects of meaning are computed in interaction. We have started by placing
our research in the broader context of dialogue and belief modeling. From there we have moved on
to reviewing various approaches to grounding: first we have defined mutual knowledge and common
ground, and then we have introduced the foundational Contribution Model by Clark and Schaefer
[1989] and some work based on this model: the extension of the Contribution Model to human-
computer interaction by Brennan and collaborators [Brennan 1998, Cahn and Brennan 1999], the
model for multi-modal grounding by Li et al. [2006], and the formal theory of grounding by Paek
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and Horvitz [2000]. We have also discussed the computational theory of grounding by [Traum 1994]
and the treatment of grounding in the information state update approach by Matheson et al. [2000].
Next we have presented Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT), the theory chosen as framework of
our research. A main advantage of DIT is that it provides a defined set of dialogue acts and a context
model, which are a solid ground to proceed further into the definition of a model of context update.

With the purpose of defining a model of how the epistemic aspects of context are updated during
the dialogue and, consequently, understanding how the utterances being produced change the partic-
ipants' context models, we have analysed dialogues and have found that the effects of utterances can
be reduced to the following: understanding, expected understanding, adoption and expected adop-
tion effects. On top of that we have found that the dynamics of the epistemic aspects of context
update in dialogue can be modelled by applying four mechanisms: creation, adoption, cancellation,
and strengthening of beliefs, that we have defined and applied to the analysis of dialogues. We have
started by analysing simple dialogue patterns, mostly adjacency pairs, that contain three ofthe groups
of dialogue acts defined in OIT: Information Transfer, Action Discussion, and Feedback. Then we
have proceeded to the analysis of longer dialogues in order to check if the analysis can be applied to
full dialogues, and to find out if our model can explain an essential dialogue phenomenon, i.e. ground-
ing. The results of our investigation show that the model can explain, by means of the strengthening
mechanism, how the common ground is built, with no need of additional mechanisms. We have
shown that the situation after two turns without processing problems by each participant following an
utterance satisfies the conditions of secured shared belief about the utterance being well understood,
and the corresponding preconditions being accepted. In this situation the dialogue participants both
believe that it is mutually believed that p for any p of the form U (firmly) believes that S believes that
Ci, where Ci is a precondition of a dialogue act, performed by means of the utterance.

The framework that we have developed allows us to show that DIT has proved to work as a model
of context change, also providing a more detailed account of grounding than other proposals, and to
give answers to the questions that have arisen at different points of our research:

• The information state of dialogue participants can be represented with the context model de-
fined in DIT. We have dealt with the information related to the menta) states of dialogue partic-
ipants, proposing a representation in terms of beliefs and goals. The contents of the represen-
tation depend on the semantic content and communicative function of the dialogue acts being
performed.

• Utterances are motivated by the information represented in the context model.

• The effects of utterances in the context model have been explicitly defined as effects of, initially
understanding, adoption, expected understanding and expected adoption.

• The processes that lead to the information state update as an effect of the utterances being pro-
duced follow some basic principles related to the creation, cancellation, adoption, and strength-
ening of beliefs and goals of dialogue participants.

• The general principles proposed allow also to explain how the grounding process proceeds.
Grounding is the side-effect of genera) communication principles, and mostly the result of
addressees giving feedback, implicit or explicit, to speakers.

Additionally, we have put forward a general algorithm that synthesizes the belief update process,
the dynamics of which depends on the following factors: whether the System is understanding or
generating an utterance, the type of communicative function(s) expressed in the utterance, and the
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processing level reached. The algorithm has been implemented in a tool, DISCUS, a Dialogue Sim-
ulation and Context Update System, that simulates the dialogue context update based on DIT. The
tool can be used as a research tool for context modeling in DIT, or it can be adapted to function as
a module of a dialogue manager, in order to experiment with the utility of having a dialogue system
with a mental model.

In sum, our investigation has yielded theoretical and practical results. On the theoretical side, the
analysis of dialogues has led to a better understanding of how the dialogue participant's context is
updated as an effect of the utterances being produced, as reflected in the definition of a context update
model that accounts for how grounding evolves in a dialogue. We have provided a systematic account
of how utterances influence the context state of dialogue participants. On the practical side, the
context update model has been converted into an algorithm and implemented in a dialogue simulator
that has been integrated with a dialogue manager.

Finally, we would like to point out issues that have not been addressed in this research and that
would be interesting topics of future research:

• Exploring logic formalisms in order to better represent the semantic content of dialogue acts,
and to develop more exhaustive reasoning devices.

• Extending the analysis of dialogue acts to the full taxonomy and further studying how they
influence the context update process.

• Extending the update model to all components of the context model.

• Further researching how the context model and the update model can be adapted to other kinds
of dialogues, for example dialogues in which multi modal information and actions playa main
role. It would also be interesting to adapt it to multiparty dialogues.

• Analysing more dialogue phenomena, like the collaborative completions presented in Clark
and Schaefer [1989] and reproduced in (10.3), and determining how the update model would
handle them, as well as analysing if the grounding model accounts for them.

(10.3) A. urn the problem is a that youtr'vej) got to get planning consent-
B. before you start -
A. before you start on that part, yes
A. you can do anything internally, you wish
B. but the big stuff is, the external stuff [continues]

• Investigating how the model for context update and the grounding model can contribute to the
development of agent-based dialogue systems, and embodied agents. Grounding being one of
the main characteristics of human-human conversation, it is reasonable to think that designing
an embodied agent with advanced grounding capabilities may make users perceive it as more
human, and thus similar to them.

• Evaluating the model.
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Appendix 1
Dialogue Analysis

This appendix contains the analysis of the dialogue in (8.20) in Section 8.S from Clark and Schaefer
[1989, p.28S].

20S
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num I source

Table 10.1: Grounding in example 8.20 (I)
I beliers A II num I SOUI"a! I beliels B

aOI I prec I A r- Ifx.",(x) - (A ~ ,,(x) " A I- ~(x) A II I IA I- (x) 1\ A I- ".(x) A A I- ,(x) "A I- «x» II
(1) A: IWH-Q: uld you tell me what Sir Humphrey Davy's address is?

al I exp.und I A If-' A II·· bl
II bl I und I B II-- aOlII b2 exp.und B If-! A II·· blB::::J B II-- Ifx.",(x) - ,,(x) = I

(2) B: ANSWER: 8anqlH' Nalionale de Liban.

a2
a3

a'
al
a6
a1

und
und
ad
exp.ond
exp.und
exp.ad

b3
b4
b5

B If-' B II·· a2
B If-' B II·· i3
B If-' B II·· a'

A II-- bl
All-- bOl
A II-- Ifx.",{x) - ,,(x) = I
A If-' B II·· a2
A If-' B II.. i3
A If-' B II.. a.

b6 und
b7 und
b8 ad
b9 exp.und
blO exp.und
bll exp.ad

exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad

(3)A.: POS FEEDBACK EX: yes

A If-' A II· b6
A If-' A II· b1
A If-' A II.. b8

bl2
bl3
bl'
blS
ere

BII-- a2
BII-- i3
BII-- a4
B If-' A II.. b6
B If-' A II.. b1
B If-' A II.. b8

~r-------------------------~(5~)~A~'~N~EG~'~==b=12=~=b='6============================

[IJ B::::J
(6) 8: ANSWER: nine to thirteen.

a8 exp.und
a9 exp.und
alO exp.ad

(4) 8: ANSWER: nine to thirteen..

processing problems

B II-- Ifx.",(x) - <fo(x) = N

B If-' B II.. A II-- b6
B If-' B II.. A II-- b1
B If-' B II.. A II-- b8
B If-' B II.. A II-- b02
B If-' B II.. A II-- Ifx.",(x) - 4>(x) = N

bl2 exp.und Blf-' B II .. all
bl3 exp.und Blf-' B II .. al1
bl4 exp.ad Blf-' B II .. al3
bl5 exp.und Blf-' B II .. al'
bl6 exp.ad Blf-' B II .. ,15

all
al1
a13
al'
alS
al6
al7
al8
al9
.20
.21

All-- b6
A II-- b1
All-- b8
A II-- b02
A II-- Ifx.",(x) - ",(x) = N
A If-' B II.. all
A If-' B II.. al2
A If-' B II.. al3
A If-' B II.. al'
A If-' B II.. alS
A If-' A II-- bl
a1.81.35.a8.all.aI6

und
und
ad
"00
ad:al4
exp.und
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad
SI:al
impl

an
ill
a24
a25

(7}A: POS FEEDBACK EX: yeah

A If-' A II.. biB
A If-' A II.. bIg
A If-' A II.. b20
.4 If-' A II.. b21

exp.und
exp.iKI
exp,und
exp.ad

II I

bl1
bl8
bl9
b20
b21
b22
b23
b24
.25
b26
b27

b28
.29

exp.und
exp.und
exp.ed
exp.und
exp.ad

B II-- "x.",(x) - .p(x) = N

BII-- ,"
B II-- ,12
B II-- ,13
B II-- ,,,
BII-- ,IS
B If-' A II· bl1
B If-' A II.. b18
B If-' A II· b19
B If-' A lI.. b20
B If-' A II.. b21
B If-' A II-- bl
b2.b3,b6.b9.b 12.b 17 .b22
B If-' B II-- a3
B If-' B II--a.
b4,b5.h7.b8.bIO.bl LbI3.bI4.b 18.bI9.b23.b24

"nd
"nd
ad
"nd
ad
exp,und
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad
s(:b2
impJ.
S(;b4

s(:b5
imp!.
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belidsA

Table 10.2: Grounding in example 8.20 (2)
II num I SOUl« I beliefs 8EI::::J B If- Itx.,p(x) - ((x) ~ S

(8) B: ANSWER: J(jog Edward Street.

>26
>21
>28
>29
,30
331
a32
333
,)4

335
336
331
338
339

und
ad
und
ad
und
ed
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad
5t:a6
sta7
imp!

A If- b18
A If- b19
A If- b20
A If-b21
A If- b03
A If- Itx.,p(x) - ((x) ~ S
A If-' B II·· a26
A If-' B II·· a27
A If-' B II·· a28
A If" B II" a29
A If" B 1··a30
A If" B II·· 031
A If-' B If- 03
A If-' B If- a4
aJ.a4.a6.a 7 .a9.3 I O.a 12.a 13.a 17.3 18.a22.a23,a26.a27 .a32.aJ3

b30
b11
bJ2
b31

exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad

B If-' B II . a28
B If-' B II . a29
B If-' B II· a30
B If" B II . a31

II I
(9)A: POS FEEDBACK EX: yeah

,40
a41
,42
,43

exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad

AIf-'AII·b34
AIf-'AII·b35
AIf-'AII·b36
A If-' A II . b37

b34
b35
b36
b37
b38
bJ9
b40
b41
b42
b43

urn!
ad
und
ad
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad
8thlS
s(:bI6
impl.

B If- a28
B If- a29
B If- a30
B If- a31
BIf-'AII·b34
B If-' A II·· b35
BIf-'AII·b36
B If-' A II·· b37
B If-' B If- 014
B If-' B If- aJ5
b IS.b I 6.b20,b2l.b25,b26.b30,b3I ,b34.b35,B38.B39

IT] EI::::J B If- Vx.,p(x) - ,,(x) ~ C

(10) 8: ANSWER: London.

a44
,45
a46
,47
,48
,49
aSo
aSl
aS2
aS3
aS4
aS5
aS6
aS7

und
ad
und
ad
und
ad
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad
51:a19
81:a20
impl

A If- b34
A If- b35
A If- b36
A If- b37
A If- b04
A If- Itx.,p(x) - ,,(x) ~ c
A If" B II·· a44
A If-' B II" a45
AIf-'BI··a46 b44
AIf"BII··a47 b45
A If-' B II·· a48 b46
A If" B II·· a49 b47
B If-' B If- al'
B If-' B If- a15
a 14.3 15.3 J9.a20.a24.a25.a28.a29.a34.a35.a40.a41.a44.a45.a50. I

exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad

B If" B II . a46
B If-' B II· a47
B If-' B II· a48
B If-' B II· a49

II I
(lI)A: POS FEEDBACK EX: yes

~\8
aS9
,60
,61

exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ed

AIf-'AII·b48
A If" A II . b49
AIf-'AII·b50
A If-' A II· b51

b48
b49
b50
b51
b52
b53
b54
b55
b56
b57

und
ad
"ad
ad
exp.und
exp.ad
exp.und
exp.ad
st:b32
stb33
impl.

B If- a46
B If- a47
B If- a4S
B If- a49
BIf-'AII·b48
B If-' A II . b49
B If-' A 1I··b50
B If-' A II·· b51
B If-' B If- a30
B If-' B If- a31
b32.b33.b36.b37 .b40.b41.b44.b45 .b48.b49 .b52 .b53
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Table 10.3: Grounding in example 8.20 (3)
belidsA II num I source I beliefs 8

(12) B: ANSWER: NE two P-,

.62 und A II- 648

.63 ad A II- b49

.64 und A II- 650
a65 ad A II- 651
a66 und A II- b05
a67 ad A II- 'Vx.,,(x) - 7(X) = PI
a68 exp.und A I~ B II.. a62
a69 exp.ed A I~ B II··a63
a70 exp.und A I~ B II.. a64 b58 exp.und Blf' BII · a64
a71 exp.ad A I~ B II.. a65 b59 exp.ad Blf' BII · a6S
a72 exp.und A I~ B II.. a66 b8J exp.und Blf' BII · a66
a73 exp.ed A I~ B II.. a67 661 exp.ad Blf' BII· a67
a74 st:a36 A I~ B II- a30
a75 st:a37 A I~ B II- a31

impl. a30.a31.a36,a3 7 ,a42 o343.a46.a4 7 .a5 2.a5 3 .aS8.a59 .a62 .363. a6S. "'
(l3)A: POS FEEDBACK EX: yes

b62 und B II- a64
663 ad B II- a65
b64 und B II- a66
665 ad B II- n67

a76 exp.und A I~ All · b62 b66 exp.und B I~ A II ·662
a77 exp.ad A I~ A II · b63 667 exp.ad B If' A II · b63
a78 exp.und A I~ A II · b64 b68 exp.und B I~ A II ·664
a79 exp.ad A I~ A II · b65 b69 exp.ad B I~ A II.. 665

b70 st:b46 B If' B II- a48
b71 st:b47 B I~ B II- a49

tmpl. b46.b47.b50,b51.b54.b55.b58.b59.b62.b63.b66.b67

~ BII-'Vx."'(X)-7(X)=P,

(14) B: ANSWER: four AF·,

a80 und A II- 662
aSI ad A II- 663
a82 und A II- 664
a83 ad A II- 665
a84 und A II- 606
a85 ad A II- 'Vx.",(x) - «x) = P2
a86 exp.und A I~ B II.. a80
a87 exp.ad A I~ B II.. a81
a88 exp.und A I~ B II.. aS2 b72 exp.und Blf' BII · a82
a89 exp.ad A I~ B II.. a83 b73 exp.ad B If' BII · aS3
a90 exp.und A I~ B II.. a84 b74 exp.und Blf' BII · a84
a91 exp.ad A I~ B II.. a85 b75 exp.ad Blf' BII · aS5
a92 st:a54 A I~ B II- a48
a93 st:aSS A I~ B II- a49

imp\. a48,a49.a54.a55.a60.a61.a64.a65.a 70,a71.a76.a77 .a80.a8 J ,a86. 7

I I I II I I I
(ls)A: POS FEEDBACK EX: F-

b76 und B II- a82
b77 sd B II- a83
b78 und B II- a84
b79 ad B II- a85

ca:aOI
a9' exp.ad A I~ A II · b76 b80 exp.und B I~ A II · b76
.95 exp.und A I~ A II · b77 b81 exp.ad B I~ A II" b77
a96 exp.und A I~ A II · b78 b82 exp.und B If' A I .. b78
a97 exp.ad A I~ A II · b79 b83 exp.ad B I~ A II.. b79

b84 st:b60 B I~ B II- a66
b85 st:b61 B I~ B II- a67

irupl. b60.b6I.b64.b65.b68.b69.b72.b73.b76.b 77.b80.b81
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bdiefsA
Table 10.4: Grounding in example 8.20 (4)

II num I source I beUef.s 8

II I I

,98
,99
"00
alOI
3102
al03
"04
al05
"06
al07

und
ad
,00
ad
exp.und
eap.ad
exp.und
exp.ad
st:a72
stan
impL

(16) B: FEEDBACK: Yes.

A If- b76
A If- b77
A If- b78
A If- b79
A If-" B II· a98
A If-" B II·· a99
A If-" B lI·alOO b86
A If-" B II·· aWl b87
A If-" B If- a66
A If-" B If- a66
3660367 a72.373.a 78.a 79 .382 ..a8303.88.a89 o394.a95 .a980399.a 102 I03

exp.cnd
exp.ad

B If-" B II . alGO
B If-" B II· ,,,01

al08,,09 exp.und
exp.ad

(l7)A: THANKrNG: Thanks very much

A If-" B II . b88
A If-" B II . b89

b88
b89
b90
b91
b92
b93

'00
ad
exp.uno
exp.ed
st:b74
stb75
impl.

B If- e ioo
BIf-alOI
B If-" B II·· b88
B If-" B II·· b89
B If-" B II- a84
B If-" B If- 085
b74.b 7 5.b 78.b 79 .b82. b83 .b86.b87 .b8S.ba9 .b90.b91



Appendix 2
Dialogues used for testing DISCUS

(10.4) YN-QUESTION, CONFIRM/DISCONFIRM

U: Kan ik een fax als telefoon gebruiken ? (Can I use the fax as a telephone?)

S: Jr . (Yes.) II Helaas dit is niet mogelijk. (Unfortunately this is not possible.)

(10.5) CHECK, CONFIRM.

U: Ik kan een kopie met het faxapparaat maken, niet waar? (I can print a copy witb the fax,
can't I?)

S: Ja. (Yes)

(10.6) WH-QUESTlON, WH-ANSWER

U: Waar dient de flashtoets voor ? (What is the function of the flash button?)

S: De flashtoets dient voor het doorverbinden van telefoongesprekken . (The flash button is
used to put pbone calls through .)

(10.7) WH-QUESTlON, WH-ANSWER, INFORM

U: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen ? (Where are the name buttons?)

S: De naamtoetsen bevinden zich aan de linkerzijde van het faxpanel . (The name buttons are
at the left side of the fax panel.)

S: Zij zijn genummerd 01 tot en met 20. (They are numbered from 0 I to 20.)

(10.8) H-QUESTlON, WH-ANSWER

U: Hoe kan ik afdrukkwaliteit instellen ? (How can I set up the printing quality?)

S: Druk op functie en druk op insteUingen . (By pressing on function and on settings.)

(10.9) H-QUESTlON, WH-ANSWERS

U: Hoe verstuur ik een fax? (How do I send a fax?)

S: Door op kies te drukken (By pressing on dial)

S: Het telefoonnummer van de ontvangende partij invoeren . (dialing the telephone number of
the addressee)

S: En op start drukken (and pressing start.) .

21 I
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(to. to) ALT- YN-QUESTION

U: Moet ik een verkortecode invoeren of niet? (Should I type in a short code or not?)

S: Oat hoeft niet. (That is not necessary.)

(10.11) ALT-WH-QUESTION

U: Moet ik een verkorte kiescode invoeren of moet ik een verkorte kiescode bellen ? (Should I
type in a short code or should I call to a short code?)

S: Invoeren . (Type in.)

(to.12) INDIRECT H-QUESTION

U: Ik wil weten hoe ik een eh fax ontvangen kan maar niet meteen uitprinten . I would like to
know how can I receive a fax without printing it immediately.)

S: Oat is inderdaad mogelijk met behulp van de functie afroepen . (This is indeed possible
with the function on demand.)

(10.13) INDIRECT WH-QUESTION

U: Ik wil weten waar zijn de naamtoetsen . (I would like to know where are the name buttons.)

S: De naamtoetsen bevinden zich aan de 1inkerzijde van bet faxpanel . (The name buttons are
on the left side of the fax pannel.)

(to.14) INFORM

S: De trein naar Eindhoven heeft 10 minuten vertraging. (The train to Eindboven has a 10
minute delay.)

(10.15) WH-QUESTlON, WH-QUEST10N

U: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)

S: Wat wilt u precies doen ? (Wbat do you to do exactly?)

(10.16) WH-QUESTlON, YN-QUESTION

U: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)

S: Wilt u een naamtoets programmeren ? (Do you want to program a name button?)

(to.17) WH-QUESTlON, INFORM

U: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)

S: De naamtoetsen zijn genummerd 01 tot en met 20. (The name buttons are numbered from
01 to 20.)

(10.18) WH-QUESTION, unrelated INFORM

U: Waar zijn de naamtoetsen? (Where are the name buttons?)

S: Vandaag is Woensdag. (Today is Wednesday.)
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(10.19) Dialogue A

U: Waar moet ik het te kopieren papier invoeren? (Where do I put the paper to be copied")

S: In de invoersleuf. (In the feeder.)

U: Hoe stel ik een verkortecode in? (How do I set a short code?)

S: Druk op VK, houd de toets ongeveer 2 seconde ingedrukt. (Press on VK, keep the button
pressed for 2 minutes.)

U: Bedankt. (Thank you.)

(10.20) Dialogue B

U: Hoe wis ik een nummer? (How do I delete a number?)

S: Wat voor nummer wilt u wissen ? (What kind of number do you want to delete?)

U: Een verkort nummer . (A short number.)

S: Wilt u een telefoonnummer wissen ? (Do you want to delete a telephone number?)

U: la . (Yes.)

S: Druk op VK en houd de toets ongeveer 2 seconden ingedrukt . (Press on VK and keep the
button pressed for 2 seconds.)

U: Erna ? (And after that?)

S: Toets de code in waarvan u het nummer wilt wissen bijvoorbeeld 01. (Type in the code of
the number that you want to delete, for example 01.)

S: Druk vervolgens net zo vaak op zoek-wis tot het hele telefoonnurnrner is gewist . (Press the
search-delete button as many times as needed to delete the number.)



Summary

The general purpose of our research is to define a model of dialogue context update in the framework
of Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT) [Bunt 1989, 2000a,b, 2005].

According to the theory, communicative agents can be modelled as structures of goals, beliefs,
preferences, expectations, and other types of information, plus memory and processing capabilities.
Part of these structures is dynamic in the sense of changing during a dialogue, as a result of the agents
perceiving and understanding each other's communicative behavior, of reasoning with the outcomes
of these processes, and of planning communicative and other acts. A dialogue participant's beliefs
about the domain and about the dialogue partner form a crucial part of his information state, which
in DIT is called his context. Dialogue acts are functional units used by the speaker to change the
context. Formally, a dialogue act in DIT consists of a semantic content and a communicative function,
the latter specifying how the information state of the addressee is to be updated with the former upon
understanding the corresponding utterance. Context includes the participant's state of beliefs and
goals, including beliefs about each other's processing of previous utterances.

Our main contributions are: (i) applying the theory to the analysis of dialogue, using the DIT tax-
onomy of dialogue acts to model dialogues; in particular we are concerned with modeling the effects
of three groups of dialogue acts in the dialogue context: Information Transfer, Action Discussion,
and Dialogue Control Feedback; (ii) assigning the model of beliefs and goals to dialogue acts; (iii)
analysing fragments of dialogues by applying this model; (iv) defining a model of context update by
defining certain principles and rules. On the basis of a detailed analysis of the flow of beliefs in a
number of simple dialogue fragments, we propose certain mechanisms for modeling the transfer of
information: adoption, strengthening, and cancellation of beliefs.

This has allowed us to explain in the form of an algorithm how information may be updated in a
dialogue, in particular how information may be grounded. We have proposed that grounding is the
side--effect of general communication principles, and mostly the result of addressees giving feedback,
implicit or explicit, to speakers. The context update model has been converted into an algorithm and
implemented in a dialogue simulator.

in sum, our investigation has yielded theoretical and practical results. On the theoretical side, the
analysis of dialogues has led to a better understanding of how the dialogue participant's context is
updated as an effect of the utterances being produced. On the practical side, the context update model
has been converted into an algorithm and implemented in a dialogue simulator.

Chapter 2: 'Dialogue Modelling' presents a general view of the main approaches to dialogue
modeling, a review of foundational literature on belief modeling, and the information state approach
to dialogue management, where DIT can be placed.

In Chapter 3: 'Grounding' we review various approaches to grounding, which is a dialogue phe-
nomenon for which our model of dialogue analysis can give an account, that is presented in Chapter 8.
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We start by defining some concepts related to grounding, we introduce the foundational Contribution
Model by Clark and Schaefer [1989] and two related proposals: the extension of the Contribution
Model to HC interaction by Brennan and collaborators [Brennan 1998, Cahn and Brennan 1999], and
the formal theory of grounding by Paek and Horvitz [2000]; the computational theory of grounding
by Traum [1994], and the treatment of grounding from the information state update perspective.

Chapter 4: 'Dynamic Interpretation Theory' is devoted to introducing the theoretical framework
of our research. The concepts of dialogue act and context are explained, the DIT dialogue act taxon-
omy is presented, and the DIT approach to dialogue management is sketched.

Chapter 5: 'Dialogue Analysis Methodology' presents the methodology that will be applied to
the analysis of dialogues. It consists of defining the effects that an utterance has in the context model,
and making explicit general rules and principles that govern the context update: creation, adoption,
and cancellation of beliefs.

In Chapter 6: 'Analysis of Dialogue Patterns (I), General Purpose Communicative Functions' we
analyse how the context is updated with the General Purpose Communicative Functions of Informa-
tion Transfer and Action Discussion.

In Chapter 7: 'Analysis of Dialogue Patterns (IT), Dialogue Control Communicative Functions'
we focus our attention on a group of Dialogue Control Functions: Auto-Feedback Functions. Feed-
back Functions are used by dialogue participants to provide information about their processing of the
partner's previous utterances. Feedback can be positive or negative, and can refer to different levels of
processing. The goal of this chapter is to provide an analysis for all levels and types of Autofeedback
communicative functions, as defined in DIT.

In Chapter 8: 'Context Update in Dialogues: a DIT approach' we analyse long dialogues, and
we show that the DIT mechanisms for context update can explain how dialogue participants reach a
subjective state of grounding, without the need of specific grounding mechanisms.

Chapter 9: 'DISCUS: A dialogue simulator and context update system' synthesizes the belief
update process as understood in DlT in the form of a general algorithm that is implemented in a tool.
The algorithm concentrates the findings of our research and it reflects what we understand to be an
aspect of computing meaning in interaction, namely updating tbe beliefs and goals in the participant's
context model. The chapter presents the tool in which the algorithm is implemented, DISCUS, a
Dialogue Simulation and Context Update System.

Finally, Chapter 10: 'Conclusions and Future Research' puts forward some conclusions and sug-
gestions for future research.



Samenvatting

Het algemene doel van dit onderzoek is het definieren van een model voor dialoog context update in
het raamwerk van Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT) [Bunt 1989, 2000a,b, 2005].

Volgens deze theorie kunnen communicatieve agenten gemodeJleerd worden door geheugen, ver-
werkingscapaciteit, en datastructeren met onder andere informatie over doelen, beliefs, en verwachtin-
gen. Een gedeelte van deze structuren is dynamisch, in die zin, dat deze verandert gedurende een
dialoog als gevolg van het ervaren en begrijpen van communicatief gedrag van agenten, van het ver-
werken van de resultaten van deze processen, en het plannen van communicatief en ander gedrag. De
beliefs van een deelnemer in een dialoog over het domein en de dialoogpartner vormen een cruciaal
gedeelte van de informatie toestand, waamaar in DrT gerefereerd wordt als context. Binnen DIT
bestaat dialooggedrag form eel uit semantische inhoud en communicatieve functie, waarbij de laatste
specificeert hoe de informatie toestand van de luisteraar aangepast moet worden met de eerste na
het begrijpen van de betreffende uiting. De context bevat de toestand van beliefs en doelen van de
deelnemer, inclusief beliefs over elkaars verwerking van vorige uitingen.

De voomaamste bijdragen zijn: (i) het toepassen van de theorie op de analyse van dialoog, ge-
bruik makend van de DIT taxonornie van dialoog gedrag; in het bijzonder rich ten we ons op het
modeJleren van drie typen dialooggedrag in de dialoogcontext: 'Information Transfer', 'Action Dis-
cussion', en 'Dialoog Control Feedback'; (ii) het toewijzen van een model van beliefs en doelen aan
dialoog gedrag; (iii) het analyseren van dialoog fragmenten door het toepassen van dit model; (iv)
het definieren van een model van context update door het definieren van zekere principes en regels.
Wij stellen een aantal mechanismen voor ten behoeve van het modelleren van informatieoverdracht,
op basis van een gedetailleerde analyse van de stroom van beliefs in een aantal simpele dialoogfrag-
menten: adoption, strengthening, en cancellation van beliefs.

Dit maakt het mogelijk de actualisering van informatie toestand in een dialoog te verklaren in de
vorm van een algoritme, in het bijzonder hoe de informatie gegrond kan worden. Er is voorgesteld dat
grounding een neveneffect is van algemene communicatie principes, en voomamelijk het resultaat is
van feedback, impliciet of expliciet, van luisteraars aan sprekers. Het context update model is vertaald
naar een algoritme, en gemplementeerd in een dialoogsimulator.

Samenvattend heeft dit onderzoek zowel theoretische als praktische resultaten opgeleverd. De
analyse van dialogen heeft geleid tot een beter theoretisch begrip van hoe de dialoogcontext van
deelnemers geactualiseerd wordt als gevolg van de geproduceerde uitingen. Praktisch is het context
update model vertaald naar een algoritme, en gemplementeerd in een dialoogsimulator.

Hoofdstuk 2: 'Dialog Modelling' presenteert een algemeen overzicht van de voomaamste manieren
van dialoog modellering, een overzicht van de grondleggende literatuur inzake modellering van be-
liefs, en de informatie toestand benadering, waar DIT toe gerekend kan worden.

In hoofdstuk 3: 'Grounding' worden diverse manieren van grounding besproken, welke ver-
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klaarbaar zijn vanuit dit model van dialooganalyse. Dit model wordt in hoofdstuk 8 gepresenteerd.
Allereerst worden enige concepten gedefinieerd die van belang zijn voor grounding. Vervolgens wordt
het grondleggende 'Contribution Model' van Clark and Schaefer [1989] geintroduceerd, de uitbrei-
ding van het 'Contribution Model' met mens-computer interactie van Brennan en anderen [Brennan
1998, Cahn and Brennan 1999], en de formele theorie van grounding van Paek and Horvitz [2000];
de computationele theorie van grounding van Traum [1994], en behandeling van grounding vanuit
een information state update perspectief.

Hoofdstuk 4: 'Dynamic Interpretation Theory' is gewijd aan de introductie van het theoretische
raamwerk van dit onderzoek. De concepten 'dialogue act', en 'context' worden verklaard, de DIT
taxonomie van dialogue acts wordt gepresenteerd, en de DIT benadering van dialoogmanagement
geschetst.

Hoofdstuk 5: 'Dialog Analysis Methodology' behandeIt de methode die zal worden toegepast op
dialooganalyse. Die bestaat uit het definieren van effecten van een uiting in het context model, en
het expliciteren van algemene regels en principes die de context update sturen: creation, adoption, en
cancellation van beliefs.

In hoofdstuk 6: 'Analysis of Dialogue Patterns (1), General Prupose Communicative Functions'
wordt geanalyseerd hoe de context geactualiseerd wordt met de 'General Purpose Communicative
Functions of Information Transfer and Act Discussion'.

In hoofdstuk 7: 'Analysis of Dialogue Patterns (II), Dialogue Control Communicative Functions'
richten we ons op een groep van 'Dialogue Control Functions': 'Auto-Feedback Functions'. 'Feed-
back Functions' worden gebruikt door deelnemers aan een dialoog om informatie te verstrekken over
hun verwerking van de vorige uiting van de dialoogpartner. Feedback kan positief of negatief zijn,
en betrekking hebben op verschillende niveau's van verwerking. Het doel van dit hoofdstuk is het
verstrekken van een analyse van aile niveaus en typen 'Autofeedback communicative functions' zoals
gedefinieerd in DlT.

In hoofdstuk 8: 'ContextUpdate in Dialogues: a DIT approach' worden lange dialogen geanal-
yseerd, en aangetoond dat de DIT mechanismen voor actualisatie van context kunnen verklaren hoe
deelnemers een subjectieve staat van grounding bereiken zonder specifieke grounding mechanismen.

Hoofdstuk 9: 'DISCUS: A dialogue simulator and context update system' synthetiseert de DIT
interpretatie van het context update proces als een algemeen algoritme dat geimplernenteerd is in een
systeem. Het algoritme belichaamt onze onderzoeksresultaten, en incorporeert het aspect van het
berekenen van betekenis in interactie waarnaar ooze interesse uitgaat, te weten de actualisering van
beliefs en doelen in het context model van dialoogparticipanten. Het hoofdstuk presenteert het system
waarin het algoritme is geirnplementeerd, DISCUS, een 'Dialogue Simulation and Context Update
System'.

In hoofdstuk 10: 'Conclusions and Future Research' , tens lotte, worden enige conclusies getrokken,
en aanbevelingen voor toekomstig onderzoek gedaan.
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